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TREATISES ON LEGISLATION

PRINCIPLES OF THE PENAL CODE.

PART I.

OF OFFENCES.

The object of this part of the Code is to describe and

classify offences, and to direct attention to the circum-

stances which serve to aggravate or extenuate them. It

is the treatise on ailments, which naturally precedes the

one on their remedies.

The nomenclature of offences, which is generally ac-

cepted, is not merely incomplete: it is absolutely mislead-

ing. Unless we begin by reforming this nomenclature, we
shaB be driven to leave the s^ence in the state of obscurity

in which we found it.

ClI^ER I.

CLASSIFICATION OF OFFENCES.

What is meant by an ‘ offence * 1 The meaning of the MwUng of

word varies according to the subject under discussion. If

we are concerned with a system of laws already established,

it is an offence to do any act which the legislature has pro-

hibited, whether for a good reason or a bad one. If we are

concerned with a tljporetical inquiry to ascertain the best

laws possible, we give the name# offence ’ to any act which

VOL. n. B



2 Prtnciplee of the Penal Code. I [ohaf.

ought, as we think, to be prohibited on account onomeevil
or mischief it produces or tends to produce. In this work
the word is employed throughout in the latter sense only.

The most general classification of offences can be derived

from that of the various persons who may be subj^t to*

their effects. We will therefore divide them into four

main classes:

(i.) Private Offences.—Offences that are detrimental, in

the first instance, to assignable^ persons other than the

offender himself.

(ii.) Reflective or Self-Regarding Offences.—Offences which,

in the first instance, are detrimental to the offender himself

and to no one else, unless it be by reason of their being

detrimental to himself.

(iii.) Semi-Public Offences.—Offences which affect a

portion of the community, a district, a particular corpora-

tion, a religious sect, a trading company, or, indeed, any
association of individuals united by some common interest.

The persons to whom such an offence may prove detri-

mental cannot be individually ^signed; but the circle

within which they are comprised is of less extent than that

which embraces the whole community.
No present or past evil coii^d constitute such an offeSce;

for in that case the individuals who suffer or have suffered

would be assignable, and the offence would be within

^ * Aasignable '—t.e., either by name,«or at least by desoription, in

such manner as to be sufficiently distinguished from all others; for

instance, by the circumstance of being the owner or occupier of such
and such goods {Principles of Morale and Legielalion, chap. xvi. [4]. note).

Of. a note by !]^ntham on the Instructions of Catherine 11. VI..

§§ 35 * 36) :
* There can be but two cases, says the Empress of Russia, in

which an act ought to be forbidden: where the tendency of it is per-
nicious to such or such individuals in particular, and where it is perni-

cious to the oommunity in general. For the end. the only proper end
and obj^t ftf the greatest possible happiness of those who
live and<^*lts It cannot have anothw.*—Here, then, the
supremai^sigif to0%ibioi{de of Utility stands confessed: a fuller and more
explicit of it lanraage cannot frame (MSS. University
Gollege, No.j||fe|J ugPiiition VL, Code Civil]; %ited by Halbvy, L 314)-
(C. M. A.) ^ s •
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Class i., a* " private ’ offence. In semi-public offences we
are concerned with some mischief in the future, a danger

threatening non-assignable individuals.

{yr.fPublic Offences.—Offences which threaten common
tlanger to all the members of the community or to an
indefinite number of non-assignable individuals; although

no particular individual should appear more likely than
another to suffer from them.^

^ The fewer persons there are in a district or corporation, the more
probable it is that the parties injured will become assignable; so that it

IS sometimes difficult to decide whether a given offence is private or
semi-public. The larger the district or corporation is, the nearer does an
offence affecting it approach the class of public offences. The three
classes are, therefore, liable to run into one another and be confounded;
but this is inevitable in the case of all ideal diviaions, such as we are
constantly driven to frame for the sake of order and convenience of
discourse (Dumont).
In the Introduction to the PrincMea of Morale and Legidalion (chap,

xvl [lo]) there is added a fifth class; * multiform or heterogeneous

'

offences— offences by faUehood^ and offences concerning trust; and
see chap, xvi (66). In a note to the second edition of the Introduction
(chap. xvi. [lo] ) Bentham allows that * maturer views have suggested the
feasibility, and the means, of ridding the system of this anomalous
excrescence.' (O. M. A.)



CHAPTER II.

SUBDIVISION OF OFFENCES.

Private Subdivision of Private Offences.—Seeing that a

ubdiviBion. man’s well-being and happiness flow from four sources, the

offences by which he may be assailed range themselves

into four divisions
:

(a) Offences against the person

;

{p) offences against property; (y) offences against reputa-

tion; and (8) offences against condition—that is to say,

offences that assail some domestic or civil relation, such

as that of father and child, husband and wife, master

and servant, citiasen and magistrate, etc.^

Offences which are detrimental in more than one rela-

tion may be designated by compound terms—thus, offences

against the person and property; offences against the

person and reputation; and so on.

Reflective SUBDIVISION OF REFLECTIVE OR SELF - ReOABS>INO
or lelf-re-

.

Offences.—^Acts productive of mischief to oneself are,

•ubdivision. properly speaking, known as vice or imprudence. It is

useful to classify them; not for {^e purpose of subjecting

them to the severity of the legislator, but rather to remind

him, by a single word, that such or such an action is beyond

his sphere. In whatever points a man is vulnerable by the

hand of another, in the same points may he be conceived

to be vulnerable by his own; we can injure ourselves in

person, propert^r,*^ reputation, or condition. Whatever

^ * An offence the tendency of which is to lessen the facility you might
otherwise have of deriving happiness from the services of a peroon thus
specially connected with you may be stylei^ an offence against your
condition in life, or simply gainst your condition ’ (InirodtteiioH to

Principles of Morals and LtgiJation» chap. xvi. [ii]). CJ^ ant%, vol.i.,

263, note. (C. M. A.)

4 »



Subdivision of Offences,

divisions will serve for private offences will therefore serve

also for these.

Subdivision of Sbmi-Public Offences.—^Phese offences Semi-pabUc

consist, for the most part, in the breach of laws of which Bubdiviiion.

*the object is to protect the inhabitants of a district from

the various physical calamities to which they may, from

time to time, be exposed. These laws include, for example,

regulations to prevent the spread of infectious disease, to

maintain dykes and embankments, to ward off the ravages

of destructive animals, to guard against famine. Such

acts as tend to bring about the calamity form the first

species of semi-public offences.

The second species comprises offences which may be

committed without the complicity of nature; such as

threats directed against a particular class of persons, false

accusations or libels assailing the honour of a body cor-

porate, insults offered to some religious object, stealing

the property of a company, or destroying the adornments

of a city.

The first sort are based* on some calamity, the second on

mere malice.

Subdivision of Public Offences.—^These offences PubUo

range themselves under nine heads, thus:^ i£.,otteke&§

(a) Offences against External Security.—^Those which tend the^stite:

to expose the country to the attacks of a foreign enemy ;

"“**^*^***®“’

such as any act which psovokes or encourages an invasion

of the territory. •

(P) and (y) Offences against Justice utmI the Police.—It is

difficult to draw a line separating these two branches of

administration. Their functions are directed towards the

same object—^that of maintaining the peace as against

internal adversaries. But Justice reliftes particularly to

crimes already committed; her power is not displayed

* ^ the Iniroduetion ioLthe Prineiplet of Morals, etc., there are deven
•nbdivisioiu, of which two are here BuppreMed by Dumont—t.c.,

(1) offAces agunst the positive increlfle of the national fdicky, and
(2) offences against the national interest in general. (C. M. A.)
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S?Kibiic”
discovery of some act or design thapthreatens

Otoces— the security of the citizens. The power of the Police is

exerted rather in the prevention of crimes or physical

calamities : its expedients are applied beforehand and take

the form of precautions (not of punishments), anticipating *

probable evils and providing for probable wants. Offences

against Justice and the Police are such as tend to thwart

or misdirect the operations of either of these two powers.

(S) Offences against the Public Force,—^Those which tend

to thwart or misdirect the operations of the military force,

designed to protect the State against external foes, and

against such internal adversaries as the Government cannot

subdue without the employment of an armed force.

(^) Offences against the Public Wealth,—^Those which tend

to diminish the revenue, by impeding or misdirecting the

application of funds destined to the service of the State.

ii) Offences against Po^pulation,—^Those which tend to

diminish the aggregate number of the members of the

community.

iv) Offences against the National Wealth,—^Those which

tend to diminish the quantity, or impair the value, of the

things which compose the separate properties of the several

members of the community.
^

(^) Offences against Sovereignty,—It is the more difficult

to convey a clear conception of these offences, inasmuch as

there are many States where it ^ould be wellnigh impos-

sible to resolve the question oi fact: Where does the

Supreme Power reside ?

The simplest explanation is as follows: To the whole

assemblage of persons charged to control the various

political operations, we usually assign the collective ap-

pellation of * the^ Ck>vemment.’ There is commonly in a

State some person or body of persons whose office it is to

assign to and distribute among the members of the Govern*

ment their sevend departments, theii functions, and their

prerogatives, while retainihg a general authority ovef them
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severally^and collectively. The person or body of persons

exercising this supreme power is termed ‘ the Sovereign.’

Offences against Sovereignty are, then, such as impede or

misdirect the operations of the Sovereign, and may (or

• perhaf>s must), therefore, impede or misdirect the different

departments of government.

(0 Offences against Religion,—Gtevernments cannot pos-

sess a complete and universal knowledge of what passes in

secret ; nor can they be assured of always reaching a guilty

man, with the certainty that would leave him no loop-

hole of escape. To supply these deficiencies of human
power, it has been thought necessary to inculcate upon the

minds of the people a belief in the existence of a super-

natural power. 1 am here speaking of religious systems

in general, and not of any particular creed. To this

superior power is attributed a disposition to maintain and
enforce the laws that regulate society, by punishing or

rewarding, at some time or other, such actions as men have
failed to punish or reward in this life. * Religion ’ is repre-

sented as a sort of allegorical or fictitious personage, charged

to conserve and strengthen in mankind a dread of this

supreme judge. To diminish, then, or misapply the in-

fluence of religion is pro tanto to diminish or misapply the

services which it renders to the State, whether they be
directed to the repression of crime or to the encouragement
of virtue. Anything which tends to impede or misdirect

the operations of the Supipme Power is termed an offence

against Religion.^

^
We are here concerned with the utility of religion from the political

point of without regard to its truth. 1 say offence against Religion,
the fictitious entity: not offence against Ood, the real being. For how
can a feeble mortal offend a being insusceptible of pain, or affect his
happinoM 7 In what category should we clasg the supjposed crime 7

Should it be an offence against his person, his pro^rty, ms reputation,
or his condition 7 (Dumont). And see Inlrodnction to Principles of
Monds and Legislaiion, chap, zvi (i8), note. (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER III.

SOME OTHER DIVISIONS.

The divisions of which we are about to speak may all

be brought within the divisions of the fundamental classi-

fication; but they are employed at times for the sake of

brevity, or to bring into notice some special circumstance

in the nature of an offence.

(tt) Complex Offencesin Contradistinction to Simple Offences,

—An offence which at the same time assails the person

and the reputation jointly, or the reputation and property

jointly, is a complex offence. Moreover, a public offence

may include a private offence. For example, an act of

perjury which, while rescuing a^ criminal, brings punish-

ment upon an innocent man, is at once a public and a

private wrong. It thus becomes a complex offence. ^

rad a^- Principal and Acces^y Offences,—^The principal

•w offence is the very act from which the mischief in question

takes its immediate rise;^ accessory offences are such acts

as have, in greater or less degree,*prepared the way for the

consummation of the principal offence. Thus, in the

crime of coining, the true principal offence is the act of the

man who utters the base money; for in that act the loss

to the recipient takes its immediate rise. The mere counter-

feiting of the coin is, from this point of view, the accessory

offence.
*

PMittve (y) Positive and Negative Offences. A positive offence is

oSraow
consequence of an act committed to bring about the

^ Cf. /nlrocfueltofi to Principles of Morals and Legidalion, chap, xfi,
(3z), note. (C. M. A.)
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particular end in fact attained. A negative offence is the

consequence of an omission to act, an omission to do

what it was one’s duty to do. So far as defamation is

concerned, Horace has finely distinguished the two classes

of offence }
* Absentem qui rodit amiciim,

Qui non defendit alio culpante, ... hie niger est.'

Grave offences are generally of the positive kind. The

gravest of the negative kind belong to the class of public

offences—^the mere slumbering of the shepherd may entail

the destruction of his flock.

No doubt, in any really perfect system, there would bo

many cases in which a negative offence should be ranked,

in point of enormity, with a positive one.* To persuade a

man to enter, with a lighted candle in his hand, a room
which one knew to be filled with loose gunpowder, and so

to compass his death, would amount to a positive act of

homicide
; but if, on seeing him about to enter of his own

accord, one were to allow him to do so without warning

him of the danger, that would amount to a negative offence

which should be ranged under the same head. We shall,

however, have occasion to note elsewhere a circumstance

whtch, speaking generally, pl|«e8 the negative offence below

the corresponding positive offence in point of gravity.

(5) Offences of which the Mischief is Imaginary .—These
tii?

are acts which, although they produce no real mischief,

have, through prejudice# mistakes, or an application of

the ascetic principle,* come to be regarded as offences.

They vary with time and place: they arise and they dis-

appear, having their origin in, and coming to an end with,

the curious ideas which served as their foundation. We
could trace the history of offences whjph have, in their

day, engaged the most serious attention of the Legislature,

^ Horace, serm. i. (iv.), 8i. (C. M. A.)
* Cf. anttf * Principlea^f Legislation,' vol. i., chap. xii. (m.).at p. 86.

* Cf. anief
*
Prinoiples of Legislation,’ at p. 6. (C. M. A.)
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iMMjgygy and are now the subject of. open ridicule. Suclt was the

tontd. offence for which, at Borne, vestal virgins were buried

alive.‘ Such are heresy and witchcraft*—^imaginary

crimes, for which thousands of innocent victims iiave

perished in the flames.

To give a clear notion of this class of offence, there is no

need to prepare an exhaustive catalogue; it will be enough

to point out some of the principal groups. We take leave

to say to the Legislator :
‘ Inasmuch as the mischief as-

signable to any such action is imaginary, it will be well not

to prohibit it by law.’ We do not, however, say to the

Citu&en :
' It will be well to commit the act in spite of public

opinion and the law.’

Sroopifof
following groups: (i.) Offences

oScnoM
exacting professions of religious belief or the

performance of religious practices, (ii.) Offences consist-

ing in the making of innocent bargains which the laws

have, on some false ground, prohibited.; as, e,g,, usurious

contracts.* (iii.) Offences consisting in emigration on the

part of artisans or other citi;&ens.j (iv.) Offences consist-

ing in the breach of prohibitive regulations of which the

effect is to place restraints on one class of citizens with the

object of favouring another cl|kss. Take, for example, the,

law which forbids the exportation of wool from England

:

^ C/. * Domitian was not deterred by any sense of his own vices from
the attempt to reform the morals df ^ oountr3rmen. . . . The culprit

(Cornelia) was condemned and duly entdfaibed alive, with a crust and
a flask of water, in a vault prex>ared foi«her. . . . Tlie alleged j^rtner
of the crime, a Roman knight, was scourged to death, protesting his

innocence also
'
(Merivale’s History of the Romans under the Empire,

vol. vii, p. 360). (C. M. A.)
* As to legislation on the snbject of Witchcraft, see Bowring's edition

of Bentham, vol. vii., p. 101, note. (C. M. A.)
* See Bentham's Defence of Usury (Bowring, vol. iii., pp. 1-29), and

the note, ante, vol. i., p. ^86. (C. M. A.)
^ The mischief of tie prohibition is sensible enough, and may become

very grave. To forbid a man quitting his native land when he cannot
earn his daily bread there may amount to a sentence of death. But
where shall we And a human being on whom the mischief of the offence
has fallen, in the shim of suffering 7 (Dumofft). Qf., e.g., 5 Qeo. I.,

0. 27, and 23 Qeo. A., 0. 13; lee, too, Blaclratone's CommenktrieSt
book iv;, o. 12 (11). (C. M. A.)
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a prohib^ion which secures benefits to the manufacturer
at the expense of the farmer.^ When dealing hereafter

with offences against oneself and with crimes of lewdness,

unaccompanied by any act of public indecency, where
•neither violence nor fraud is employed, we shall see that,

considered from the public point of view, they will range
themselves under the same head.

^ An old statute of 27 Edw. 111. decltired it felony to transport
wool, and there.were many subsequent statutes dealing with the subject.
The statute 8 Eliz., c. 3, prohibited the transportation of live sheep,
under severe penalties. By 28 Geo. III., c. 38, all the Acts were rep^l^
and consolidated ; and under that statute owners of sheep, shorn within
five miles of the sea (ten miles in Kent and Sussex), were required to
give notice to officials of the nearest port before removing a^ wool.
This Act was repealed by the Statute I^w Revision Act, 1861 . (0. M. A.)



EfUafUie
f «eond
ordw:
* Alarm.*

CHAPTER IV.

EVIL OB MISCHIEF OF THE SECOND ORDER.

The * alarm ’ inspired by various offences is susceptible

of many gradations, from mere disquiet to positive terror.

But does not the degree of alarm depend on the imagina-

tion, the temperament, age, sex, position, experience ?

When the causes of variation are so numerous and complex,

can we possibly calculate the effect beforehand ? In a

word, is the rate of increase so orderly and well defined

that we can mark and measure the gradations of alarm

Though we cannot, with rigorous precision, reduce to

scale that which is subject to so mobile and whimsical a

faculty as the imagination, yet thb general alarm produced

by various offences assumes shapes sufficiently regular

and definite to enable us, within certain limits, to graduate

the scale. The degree of * jMarm ’ is greater or less ac-

cording to the following circumstances

:

(a) The extent of the evil of the first order (see

Chapter V.). *

(P) The good or bad faith of the offender in relation to

the act in question (see post, Chapter VI.).

(y) The position which has afforded him an opportunity

of committing the offence (see post. Chapter VII.).

(3) The motive which induced the act (see post.

Chapter VIII.). •

(e) The greater or less ease with which like offences

may be prevented (see post, Chapter IX.).

^ Cf, ante, * Principles of Legislation,’ chap, x., yol. i., at^p. 66.

(G. M. A.)
12
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(0 Thl greater or less ease with which such an ofEenoe

can be concealed and the offender shielded from punish-

ment (see post. Chapter X.).

The character of the delinquent as displayed by the

nature and circumstances of the offence (see *poat.

Chapter XI.).

{$) The condition of the individual injured. This is a
material consideration, and it will depend on the particular

circumstances whether those in a like condition will or will

not be led to feel a sensation of fear.^

A solution of some of the most interesting problems of

penal jurisprudence will be reached by a careful examina-
tion of the foregoing circumstances.

* Circumstances to if inclusive affect the probability of a repetition
of the offence (Dumont).



CHAPTER V.

OF EVIL OB MISOHIEF OF THE FIRST ORDER.

We may estimate the extent of the evil of the first order

lint Older, resulting from an offence by employing the following rules:

(a) The evil of a complex offence will be greaUr than that

of either of the simple offences into which it can be re-

solved.

An act of perjury, which results in the infliction of

punishment on an innocent man, will cause more mischief

than an act of forswearing, which merely procures the dis-

charge of a guilty one. In the first case there is a private

offence conjoined with the public offence; while in the other

case there is nothing but the public offence.

(P) When the evil is of a sort tlpit propagates itself, the

evil of a public or semi-public offence will be greaXer than

that of a private one in the same category. It is more

hurtful to carry pestilence to some great continent than to

a small island sparsely inhabited and rarely visited. In

this tendency to spread there lies the peculiar gravity of

the crime of arson and of flooding lands.^

(y) When the evil is of a sort^.that, instead of multiplying,

is simply distributed, the evil bf a public or semi-public

offence will be Itas than that of a private one in the same
category. Thus, if the exchequer of a State were pillaged,

the evil of the first order would be less than in the case of

a theft of like extent from a private individual. For,
^ *

i In his original MSS. B«ithani describes * I'inondation * as * un
crime henreusement asses rare mais capable dans certaines positions
d*entratner des suites encore plus funestes '—t.s., than the crime of arson
(e/. Ualevy, i 380). Until 1824 it was a oapit^ofl^oe to destroy banks,

in the Be^oid Level (see 27 Geo. 11 ., 0. 19, s. 49; and 4Qeo IV.,
o. 46; and pos$, p. 186, note*. (C. M. A.) •

*4
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suppose we wished to repair the wrong inflicted on such

an individual, we should have to award him, at the public

expense, compensation to the amount of his loss. Then,

even alter the sum representing his damage has been paid

*over to him, matters would be in just the same position as

if the theft, instead of being from Peter or Paul, had been

from the treasury in the first instance.^

It is only offences against property that are susceptible

of this distribution; and the mischief of such offences is

diminish^ in proportion as it is distributed among a

greater number and among individuals of greater wealth.*

(3) The aggregate evil of an offence is greater if the

person injured thereby suffers some consequential mischief.

If, by reason of an imprisonment or a wound, you have

lost some office that you sought, a marriage that you de-

sired, or a profitable piece of business, it is manifest that

such loss forms an addition to the sum of original mis-

chief.

(c) The aggregate evil pf an^'offence is greater if a third

person thereby suffers sofiie derivative mischief. If, by
reason of a wrongful act committed by you, your wife or

children are reduced to penury, there is a clear addition to

the sum of original mischief. •

Besides these rules, which must always be observed in

assessing evil of the first order, we should also take into of Uio unt

account its aggravations; that is, any special circumstances

which tend to increase the iflischief wrought by the offence.

We will afterwards present a complete synopsis, but the

principal forms of aggravation are

—

(i.) Increase of Physical Pain ,—^That is, additional mis-

chief resulting £rom an extraordinary access of physical

pain, not of the essence of the offence.
* •

(ii.) Increase of Terror .—^That is, additional mischief

^ Although the evil of the first order is less, such is not the case with
the evil of the second order-^‘.e., the ‘alarm/ (Dumont.)

* /.e., in proportion to the number anJ wealth of the contributories.

i{C.M.A.)
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caused by a circumstance which augments the essential

evil of the ofionce by inducing a feeling of terror.

(iii.) Aggravation of Disgrace,—That is, additional mis-

chief arising from some extraordinary circumstance of

ignominy. <

(iv.) Injury Irreparable,—Additional mischief arising

from the irreparable nature of the damage.

(v.) Aggravation of Suffering .—Additional mischief re-

sulting from some circumstance which points to an ex-

traordinary degree of sensibility on the part of the person

injured.

These rules are essential. We must know how to assess

evil of the first order, because the ' alarm ’ will be more or

less great in proportion to its real or apparent value: evil

of the second order is but a reflection of evil of the first

order as it is represented in our imagination. But there

are other circumstances which modify the
*

alarm ’ (c/. post,

pp. 17-37)*



CHAPTER VI.

OF INTENTION AND BAD FAITH.

Whether a man commits an offence knowingly

wilfully, or whether he commits it unintentionally or even

unwittingly, the immediate mischief is precisely the same.

But the ‘ alarm ’ which results is very different. A man ‘ alarm *

who does an injury, knowing that he is doing wrong and
intending to do it, presents himself to one’s mind as a
wicked and dangerous fellow; while he who commits the

mischievous act without such knowledge or without such

intention seems as one to be feared by reason only of his

ignorance or carelessness.

The security felt by the public when the commission of

an offence is unaocompaniSd by any intention to do wrong
is in no wise matter for surprise . Look at the circumstances

of the act. The delinquent had no design to put himself

in conflict with the laws ; if hb has committed an offence,

it is because there was no motive imx>elling him to abstain

from it.^ Suppose it hsB resulted from an unfortunate

^ Cy. as to ‘Motives,’ ohaif viii, post, p. 22. For the purposes
of his Bubjeot, Bentham undorstSod by motive

' anything whatsoever
which, by influencing the will of a sensitive being, is supposed to serve
as a means of determining him to act, or voluntarily to forbear to act,

upon any occasion.* ‘ The only way in which a motive can with safety
and propriety be styled good or bad is,’ in Bentham’s view, ^withrrferenee
to its effects in each individual instance, and principally from the intention
it gives birth to: from which arise the most material part of its effects.

A motive is good when the intention it gives birthAo^ a good one; bad,
when the intention is a bad one; and an intention is good or bad accord-
ins to the material consequences that are the objects of it. So far is

it from the goodness of the intention’s being to be known only from the
species of the motive. But from one and the same motive may result
intentions of every sort of complexion whatsoever’ {Introduction to
Prineiplm of Morals and Legislation, chap. x. [3, 33]). (C. M. A.)

vox., n. o
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Indioatloni
of bftd
faith and
Intentional
wrong-
doing.

concourse of circumstances: in that case it is an isolated

and fortuitous occurrence which heus no tendency to lead

to any like occurrence in the future. But a crime com-

mitted by a delinquent who intends to do wrong is an

enduring source of mischief : we seem to see in what he has

done what he can and will do again. His past conduct is a

presage of his future behaviour. Moreover, the mere idea of

a rascal is apt to sadden and frighten us: it brings to our

minds the baneful and dangerous type of men who surround

us with snares, and weave their plots in silence and secrecy.

The general public, guided by a sound instinct, almost

always say of an offender, who acted in good faith, that he

is more to be pitied than blamed. And, in truth, a man of

quite ordinary sensibility can hardly fail to experience the

most lively regret for mischief of which he has been the

iiuiocent cause: he needs consolation rather than punish-

ment. He is oven less to be feared than other men ;
since

his regrets for the past will supply a most effective guaran-

tee for his conduct in the future.

Moreover, when the commisseon of an offence is un-

accompanied by an intention to do wrong, there is always

a reasonable expectation of indemnity. If the man had

acted deliberately, knowing^all the time that he would

incur a penalty, he would have taken precautions to avoid

legal consequences; but, in his innocence, he remains ex-

posed to every form of claim apd process, and will not

dream of resisting a demand for adequate amends.

Such is the general principle : its application is a matter

of considerable difficulty. In order that we may fully

recognize the various indications of bad faith and sinister

design, we must needs consider carefully all the different

conditions of zi^iixl conceivably possible at the moment
when the act was committed, whether in relation to know-

ledge or intention. And how manifold are the chanm
and modifications of the human will«and understanding f

An archer shoots an ixiow on which he had written:
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‘ For Philip’s left eye.’ The arrow strikes Philip’s left eye.

Here is indication of an intention corresponding precisely

with the event.

A jealous husband surprises his rival, and, to wreak a
*lasting vengeance on him, performs an act of mutilation.

The operation proves fatal. In this case, so far as any
charge of murder goes, there is no full or complete inten-

tion to kill.

A hunter sees a stag and a man standing quite close to

each other. He knows well enough that he cannot fire

at the stag without placing the man in peril. Neverthe-
less he shoots, and it is the man who is slain. In such a
case the slaughter is voluntary, but the intention to kill

was indirect only.

So far as concerns the understanding, it may, in relation

to the various circumstances of a deed, be in any one of

three states: A State of Knowledge; a State of Ignorance;

a State of Mistaken Belief. You may know that a certain

beverage is a poison
;
you may know nothing whatever of

its qualities; or you majf believe that it would do very
trifling injury, and perhaps, in certain cases, act as a
remedy.
Such are the preliminary observations to be made as to

the indications of bad faith and intentional wrong-doing.
We shall not at this point pretend to pursue the many
intricacies of the subject.^



CHAPTER VII.

POSITION OP THE OFFEKDEB: ITS EFFECT UPON ALARM.

Thebe are some offences that anyone may commit;
tliere are others which depend on a particular situation

or position, in that it supplies to the delinquent opportunity

or occasion for the offence.

Such a circumstance ordinarily tends to diminish
‘ alarm ’ by contracting its sphere.

The commission of theft produces general alarm ;
but the

malversation by a guardian of property belonging to his

ward produces hardly any.

Whatever alarm might be occasioned by extortion on
the part of an officer of police^' it is certain that levies

raised by brigands on the King’s highway would excite

fear to an infinitely greater extent. And why ? Because

we know well enough that even the most resolute peculbtor,

holding a public office, is still subject to certain checks

and certain restraints. To abuse his power and position

he must find a special opportunity and plausible pretexts

;

while gentlemen of the road ar^, at all times, a menace to

everybody, and care not a jot for public opinion.

This circumstance exerts the same sort of influence on
other kinds of offences, such as seduction and adultery.

You may rob the first woman you chance to meet; but

you could not iMth equal readiness manage to seduce her.

Such an enterprise usually requires for success a lengthy

acquaintance, coupled with some degree of correspondence

in rank and fortune—^in
fi.

word, th% advantage of a par-

ticular position.
^

20
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Of two murders, the one committed to secure an in-

heritance, the other as an incident in a highway robbery,

the first displays the more cruel disposition, but the latter

,

arouses the greater amount of alarm. The man who rests

assured of the humanity of his heirs will feel no appreciable

alarm on hearing of the first event; but what security can
he find against freebooters ? We may add that the

wretch who slays to secure a valuable heritage will not turn

into an assassin of the highway: for a goodly estate he
will run a risk that he would never dream of incurring for

the sake of a few crowns.

Indeed, an observation may be made that will apply to

all offences involving breach of trust, or any abuse of

confidence or power, whether public or private. They
cause less alarm in proportion as the situation of the de-

linquent is more special and uncommon—the persons in a
like position fewer in number, and the sphere of the offence

therefore more restricted.

There is, however, qiie important exception. If the Alarm

offender is clothed with vast powers, and can embrace whenonen-

within his sphere of action a great number of persons, his abuse*©!

position, although of a special character, widens the pre-

cincts of alarm instead of contracting them. Suppose a
judge were resolved to pillage, kill, and play the tyrant

—

a military officer were to sot about stealing, harassing, and
shedding blood—^the ‘ al^rm ’ they would excite, being
proportional to the extent of their powers, might surpass
that excited by the most atrocious acts of brigandage.

In such exalted situations it does not even need crime
to create a lively sense of alarm ; a mere mistake, without
any evil intent, will suffice. Supposq ^ innocent man
condemned to death by an honest but stupid judge: the
moment the mistake is known public confidence is shaken,
the shock is severely»felt, and vast inquietude may result.

Happily, this species of alarm !nay be arrested at once by
displacingthemanwhohas shownhimself unfitto hold office.



CHAPTER VIII.

THB INFLUENCE OF MOTIVES IN THE CREATION OF ALARM.

wh^m? If the offence in question proceeds from a special and
«Te ii ran. rare motive, comprised in a class of motives few in number,

the * alarm ’ assumes comparatively small proportions.

If it proceeds from a motive common to all men, which is

frequently experienced and i)owerful in its effects, the
* alarm ’ will be of greater extent, because a larger number

of persons will be apprehensive of danger.

Contrast the results of a murder committed for the sake

of robbery with those of a murder committed from private

revenge. In the first case the ,danger seems to menace

the whole world; while in the second we are concerned

with a crime which no one need dread, unless, indeed, he

chance to have an enemy whose hatred has assumed an

aspect of absolute ferocity. So, too, an offence which

springs from some quarrel between rival parties will occa-

sion more alarm than a similar offence committed from

private enmity.
^

Towards the middle of the eighteenth century there

existed in Denmark and in some parts of Germany a certain

religious sect whose principles were more calculated than

the most foul and fierce passions to beget terror. Ac-

cording to thes^fanatios. It was not good works, but re-

pentance, that pointed the surest road to heaven; and
repentance was, in this regard, the more effective the more
completely all the faculties were obsessed by it. Now, it

is plain that the more atfocious the crime committed, the

greater will be the remorse, and the greater, therefore, the
2i
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certainty of its bringing into play these forces of atone-

ment. Accordingly, on the strength of this logic, a ora^y

fellow set out one day to secure salvation and the scaffold

^ by slaughtering a blameless child of tender years. If this

sect had managed to survive, there would soon have been

an end of the human race.^

Motives are commonly spoken of as good or bad

;

but that
JJouidnot

is a mistake. In the final analysis, every motive is a picture ^
in perspective of some pleasure to be procured or of some
pain to be avoided. The very same motive, which leads

in certain cases to the performance of an act accounted

as good or indifferent, may in other cases lead to some
act accounted as bad. A poor creature steals a loaf of

bread; another buys one; while a third sets to work to

earn the price of one. The motive which prompts the act

of each of the three is precisely the same—namely, the

physical want known as hunger. Again, suppose some
pious man founds a hospital for the poor; another sets out

on a pilgrimage to Meccg»; while a third assassinates some
prince whom he regards as a heretic : their motive may be

in all respects the same—^a desire to win the goodwill of

the •Deity, according to the varying notions they have
formed of the divine power. Or suppose that a geome-

trician leads the frugal life of a hermit and devotes himself

to profound study; a man of the world ruins himself and
a host of creditors by recess ostentation ;

a prince engages

in a war of conquest, and sacrifices to his project the lives

of thousands of men
; when the people are reduced to the

point of submission, some brave warrior is raised up to

inspire them with courage, and triumphs over the usurper.

All these men may be animated by pr^isely the same
motive—namely, the love of reputation.

^
I have read, somewhere or other, that on the first appearance of

this craze in Prussia the great Frederic ordered the assassin to be shut
up in a madhouse. Ho thought that t^ death penalty would be rather
a rewaM than a punishment. This was quite enough to put a stop to
such criminal operations (Dumont).
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In this way we might inquire into all kinds of motives,

and we should find that any one of them may actuate

alike deeds that are truly laudable and deeds that are

highly criminal. A motive, then, ought not to *be re-t

garded as constantly good or constantly bad.

£ned*M
However, in considering the whole catalogue of motives

•
loeiai,* —^that is to say, the whole catalogue of pleasures and pains

we may classify them according to their apparent

•^nonfti.* tendency to unite, or disunite, the interests of a particular

person and the interests of his fellows. On this plan they

may be distinguished into four classes: The purely social

motive, goodwill; semi-social motives, the love of reputa-

tion, the desire of amity, religion; dissocial motives, an-

tipathy and all its offshoots; personal or self-regarding

motives, sensual desire, pecuniary interest, love of power,

self-preservation

Personal motives are pre-eminently useful: it is their

action alone that can never be suspended, for Nature

has entrusted to them the preservation of the species.

They are the great wheels of the social machine; but

their motion must be regulated, checked, and kept in

the right groove, by motives comprised in the first two

classes.

We must not forget that even the dissocial motives,

necessary as they are, in some measure, for the protection

of the community, may, and o^ten do, give birth to useful

actions—^indeed, to actions essential to the existence of

a civilised society; for example, the charging and prosecu-

tion of malefactors.

MoUtm We might make another classification of motives by
* considering the^i in relation to their ordinary tendency

—

SSdag.^ that it so say, by considering whether they are commonly

productive of good or of bad effects. The social and semi-

^ * As including the fear of the pains of dhe senses, the loTe of ease,

and the love of life
'
{hUroduetibn to Principles of Morals andLegislation,

chap. X. [34]). (C. M. A)
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social motives might be termed tutelary^ motives; the dis-

social and personid, sed/aein^^ motives. This classification

must^not be taken in a strict and rigorous sense, but it is

certaihly not lacking in justice and accuracy ;
for whenever

motives acting in opposite directions come into collision,

the social and semi-social motives will generally be found

operating in accord with utility, while the dissocial and

personal motives tend to conflict with it.

Without diving further into questions of motive, let us we must

confine ourselves to such considerations as are of direct misled by
vuiser

interest to the legislator. To judge of an action we must look ^
first at its efiects, quite apart from anything else. These parUciiUr

,
motives.

effects bemg clearly ascertained, we may m some cases also

trace the motive and note its influence on the extent of the
‘ alarm,’ but without paying any regard to the quality,

good or bad, that its vulgar name would seem to attach

to it.^ A motive, however much approved, cannot trans-

form a pernicious action into one that is useful or indif-

ferent; nor can a motive, however reprobated, turn a

useful deed into a mischievous one. All that motive can

do is to enhance or diminish, in greater or less degree, the

moral quality of an action.^ A good action prompted by
a UUelary motive becomes better; a bad action prompted

^ Or * presorvatory
'
(IiUrodiLction to Principlea of Morah and Legiala^

tion, chap. xi. (29]). (C. M. A.)
* Or * corrupting* (ibid.), *(0. M. A.)
^ What 1 mean by the * vulgifr names * of motives are such names as

carry with them, or impute, an idea of approbation or reprobation.
A neutral name is one which describes the motive without any asso-
ciation of praise or blame—for example, pecuniary interest, love of power,
desire of amity and favour whether with God or man, curiosity, love of
reputation, resentment for an injury, self-preservation. But these same
motives bear vulgar names, such as avarice, cupidity, ambition, vanity,
vengeance, animosity, cowardice, etc. When a motive is branded with
a name of reprobation, it would appear contradictory to aver that good
can result from it; while if it bears a name that marks approval, it seems
equaUy contradictory to suppose that mischief can'arisefrom it. Almost
au disputes on morals tuui on this point: they are brought to an end
at once if we give neutral names to mqtiv^. We can then proceed to
examiife their effects without being harassed by contact with vulgar
notions (Dumont).
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by a seducing motive becomes worse. Let us apply this

theory to practice. A motive comprised in the group of

seducing motives will not of itself make the act criminal;

but it may well operate as a source of aggravation,

motive comprised in the group of tutelary motives will not

justify or clear of guilt; but it may well serve to reduce the

necessity of punishment, or, in other words, it may operate

as a ground of extenuation.

PifflciUty We are constrained to confine our consideration of
of EDaly-
Bing onfl*B motives to the case of those which are manifest and, so
own nio*
tivei to speak, palpable. It would often prove extremely diffi-

cult to grip the true or dominant motive when the action

is such that it might equally well be assigned to any one

of several motives, or is such that it might have been

prompted by the conjoint operation of a number of motives.

Where the real interpretation is so uncertain, we should

mistrust the malevolence of the human heart, and the

general disposition there is to display acuteness of mind

at the expense of charity. Wp deceive even ourselves

when, in all honesty, we search to discover the motives that

prompt our actions. In relation to their own motives,

mankind may be likened to beings who remain blind by

choice, and are ever ready {o fly into a passion with the

oculist who is anxious to remove the cataract of preju-

dice and ignorance.



CHAPTER IX.

THE BASE OR DIFFICULTY OF PREVENTING OFFENCES—

A

FURTHER CIRCUMSTANCE WHICH INFLUENCES ALARM.

The mind is led at once to contrast the means of attack !
Alarm •

• 1 1 # 1 1
Influeneed

With the means of defence; and, according as a crime

seems to us more or less easy of commission, our disquiet prevention

is more or less pronounced. It is on this ground, amongst

others, that the mischief of an act of robbery is placed so

much higher than the mischief of theft or misappropria-

tion. Force can accomplish many things which would be

beyond the reach of fraud or artifice.

Again, robbery accompanied by the breaking of a dwell-

ing-house excites more alarm than robbery on the high-

way; an offence committed after nightfall is more dis-

quieting than one committed in the broad light of day;

robbery conjoined with aripn is more terrifying than

robbery limited to the employment of ordinary methods.

On the other hand, the greater the apparent ease of re-

pelling an attempt at q^ime, the less disquieting does it

seem to us. Indeed, where»an offence cannot be committed
at all without the privity and consent of the person against

whom it was directed, the ‘ alarm ’ can hardly be very

great. These observations may be readily applied to cases

of fraudulent misappropriation, seduction, duelling; and
to offences against oneself, notably suicide*

The rigour of the laws against theft by a member of

one’s own household doubtless had its origin in the difl&culty

of guarding against this class of offence.^ But the aggrava-
• ®

^ Larceny from the dwelling-houfle, to the value of £5, is at the
present day a more serious offence than simple larceny; but it was not

27
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tion resulting from this oiroumstanoe is more than counter-

vailed by a circumstance which tends to diminish the
* alarm ’—^namely, the special nature of the situation«whioh

affords opportunity for such a theft. The domestic thief,,

when once discovered, ceases to be dangerous. In order

that he may rob me, he requires, in a sense, my consent;

for I must introduce him into my house and give him my
confidence. Seeing that I can so readily secure myself

against attack, any alarm that may be inspired in me will

surely be very trifling in degree.^

diatinguished from simple larceny at common law, except where it was
accompanied by a breaking during the night. NevertheleBS, at the time
when Dumont wrote, by varioas statutes, the benefit of clergy had in

almost every instance been taken away from larcenies committed in

shops and dwelling-houses (e/. post, p. 158, note). (C. M. A.)
^ The principal reason against severity of punishment in this case

is that it renders masters disinclined to prosecute the offence, and thereby
favours impunity (Dumont). in edition of 1802.]



CHAPTER X.

THE QBEATEB OB LESS EASE WITH WHICH THE OFFBNDEB
GAN BEBiAIN CONCEALED—^ANOTHEB CIRCUMSTANCE
WHICH INFLUENCES ALARM.

The ‘ alarm ’ is greater when, from the nature or cir- jAiym r

cumstanoes of the crime, it becomes more difficult to un- by
m oulty of

ravel it or to detect its author. If the culprit remam un- deteetioa.

known, his success affords encouragement to himself and
to others

; and when offences go unpunished, there is but

little chance of checking the commission of like offences,

while the injured party loses all hope of indemnity.

There are certain crimes which admit of precautions

peculiarly conducive to concealment, such as wearing a

disguise, the choice of night as the time for action, the

sending of anonymous lettei;^ of a threatening character

or for purposes of extortion.

There are also certain distinct offences which are re-

sorted to in order to inqfease the difficulty of discovering

some other offence. Thusy a witness may be imprisoned,

kidnapped, or even slain, to relieve an offender from the

risk of damaging testimony.

In cases where, from the very nature of the crime, the

culprit is necessarily known, the * alarm ’ is considerably

diminished. Thus, an open act of peasonal violence,

referable to some momentary access of anger aroused by
the presence of an enemy, will inspire less alarm than a
theft committed claildestmely, although the evil of the

first oMer may be greater.

29
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CHAPTER XI.

EFFECT OF THE OHABAOTER OF THE OFFENDER UPON
ALABM.

We may often guess the character of an offender from the
nature of his offence

;
and, in particular, from the extent of

evil of the first order, which is, of course, the most con-

spicuous part of the resulting mischief. We may also

form some estimate of his character by considering the

circumstances of the offence and scrutinizing his conduct
during its commission.

The character or disposition of a man will appear more
or less dangerous according as the tutelary motives appear
to have a less or a greater sway (tver him, when compared
with the seducing motives.

There are two grounds on which character should exert

an influence on the choice and extent of punishment; first,

because it increases or diminishes the ‘ alarm,* and, secondly,

because it supplies an index of the offender’s sensibility.

When a man is of weak character, but really at heart a
good fellow, there is no need to employ such strong

measures of repression as in the case of a truculent knave.
Let us, at the outset, examine the circumstances that

afford grounds for aggravation of paniahment ; in other

words, what are the indications of a dangerous character ?

(a) The first hidioation of a dangerous character is op-

pression of the weak. Our natural feeling of pity ought
to be more strongly aroused when the injured party was
not in a condition to prot^t himself.* The laws of honour,

coming to the support of this instinct of pity, makd it an
30.
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imx>erious duty to be tender with the weak and to spare

the man who has no power to resist.

(P) The second indication of a dangerous character is

aggraikdiofn of distress. If mere weakness ought to awaken
•compalsion, how much more should the sight of a suffering

fellow-creature ! A bare refusal to succour a human being

in distress is enough to raise a presumption by no means
favourable to character. But with what stigma shall we
brand the character of a man who seizes the hour of

calamity to add further weight of woe to a soul in affliction,

to embitter disgrace by some fresh affront, to strip poverty
of its last rags ?

(y) The third indication of a dangerous character is

disrespect towards superiors. It is an all-important feature

in the polity of morals that those who have enjoyed, in

special measure, the opportunity of cultivating habits

of reflection, those who may fairly be assumed to possess

more wisdom and experience than their fellows, should

secure the respect and regard ol men who have not had
the good fortune to acquire, to the same extent, a habit
of reflection and the benefits of a liberal education. It

will usually be found that this sort of superiority obtains
in old men over young person^ in the same position of life,

in certain professions devoted to public instruction, and
in the more distinguished ranks of citizens as compared
with classes lower in thg social scale. Among the great

mass of the people, there have been formed sentiments of

deference and respect based on such distinctions; and in

these sentiments, which prove most valuable for the ready
repression of the seducing passions, we find one of the surest

foundations of morals and of law.

(5 ) The fourth indication of a dangerous character is

grcUuitous erueUy. It is plain that the sentiments of honour
and goodwill can have operated with but little force,

where the motives whieh led to the commission of an offence

were iif themselves slight and trivial. If we are to regard
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Indications 843 dangerous a man who violates the laws of humanity
dansenms under the impulse of an imperious craving for revenge,

eoiuA. what shall we think of him who indulges in cruel deeds out

of mere curiosity, or in imitation of others, or simply as an

amusement ?
*

(c) The fifth indication of a dangerous character is pre-

meditation. Time is peculiarly favourable to the develop-

ment of the tutela^ motives. As though overborne by
the blasts of a storm, sentiments of virtue may yield for

a moment to the onslaughts of passion; but if the heart

be not corrupt, refiection readily restores their pristine

vigour, and enables them to triumph. Where a con-

siderable space of time has elapsed between the conception

of a crime and its execution, that alone is damning evidence

of ripe and resolute depravity.

({) The sixth indication of a dangerous character is

concerted action. The fact that there were a number of

accomplices is an additional mark of iniquity. The cir-

cumstance of conspiracy presupposes deliberation, a plan

long conceived and carefully thought out; while a combina-

tion of several persons to wrong a single innocent man
evinces alike cruelty and cowardice.

jtiSlSw
these grounds of aggravation, or indications -of a

character, we may add two others less easy to

classify—^namely, falsehood and breach of trust.

truit* Falsehood stamps the character with a deep and degra-

ding stain, which even the mogt brilliant qualities cannot

efface. In this regard public opinion is sound. Truth is

a primary need of mankind; it is an essential element of

our existence—^necessary to us as the light of the sun. At
every moment of our lives we are forced to rest our judg-

ments and to shape our conduct on facts, of which only a

very small number can possibly be verified by our own
personal observation. We are therefore quite unable to

escape the necessity of trusting, and acting upon, the re-

ports of other persons. What happens if these reports are
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tainted with falsehood ? Why, our judgments are wrong, Fiim-

our actions faulty, and our hopes disappointed. We liveSSStfT

in a state of disquiet and distrust, and know not where to

turn 4or an assurance of safety. In a word, falsehood

» embraces the essence of every evil; for, in the end, it would

bring in its train the breaking up of human society.

So great is the importance of truth that the slightest

infraction of its laws, even in trifling matters, is ever

attended by some degree of danger. The smallest devia-

tion from it is, in effect, a blow to the respect we owe to it;

for the first fault paves the way for a second, and we soon

grow accustomed to the hateful notion of a lie. If, in

matters which are in themselves of no consequence, the

mischief of falsehood is so great, what must be its gravity

on more important occasions, when lying serves as tne

instrument of crime ?

Falsehood is a circumstance which is sometimes of the

very essence of an offence, while at other times it is a mere

accessory. It is necessarily involved in the commission of

perjury and in the various devices for obtaining property

by fraud and false pretences. In other offences it is casual

and collateral. It is, therefore, in relation only to such

other offences that it can b^ said to furnish a separate

and index)endent ground of aggravation.

Breach of trust has reference to some particular and re-

sponsible position; to sqpe power entrusted to the delin-

quent—a power coupled with a corresponding duty, which

he has not scrupled to violate. Sometimes it may be regarded
as the principal offence, at other times as an accessory

offence. There is no need to enter upon details at this

stage of our inquiry.

Let us make a general observation, beaming upon these Bffeetof

various sources of aggravation. Although they all supply

indications unfavourable to the character of the offender, ment.

it by no means follows that we should, proportionably,

increase his punishment. We need only introduce some
VOL. n. D
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modification, having a certain analogy with this accessory

of the ofience and sufficient to arouse in the public mind a

wholesome antipathy to the particular aggravating cir-

cumstance. But this will become more clear wh^ we
treat of the divers modes of rendering punishments char-

acteristic.^

Let us now proceed to consider the extenuations, drawn
ttoo* from the same source, and tending, in greater or less degree,

to diminish the necessity for punishment. I apply this

term to such circumstances as are calculated to lessen the

extent of the alarm, inasmuch as they furnish indications

favourable to the character of the offender. They may be

reduced to nine: (a) Absence of evil intention; (P) Self-

preservation; (7 )
Previous provocation; (S) Preservation

of a beloved relative or friend; (c) Excess of the violence

justified in self-defence; (f) Yielding to menaces; (»/) Yield-

ing to authority; (6) Drunkenness; (t) Infancy.

Putting aside the last two, it is a factor common to all

these circumstances that the offence had not its original

source in the will of the offendex; the primary cause being

the act of some other person, the will of some other person,

or physical accident. But for such primary cause, the

offender would have had nq thought of wrong-doing, and

he would live, after the offence, as innocently as he had

done before. Even though no punishment at all were

inflicted, his conduct in the futu]fe would be as good as if

he had never committed the offence.

Each of these circumstances demands a detailed examina-

tion; but 1 will hero content myself with the remark that

^ This title suggeste a question of interest alike to the moralist and
to the legislator. Suppose that a man indulges in an aotion, whioh,
although oondem^d by local public opinion, conforms in all respects

with the true principles of Utility; ought we, from this circumstance,

to deduce an indication unfayourable to his character? 1 answer that
a virtuous man, while submitting in general to the tribunal of public
opinion, may reserve the right of private judgment in particular cases,

wuere public opinion seems to demand of him a painful sacrifice which
can prove of no real use to hnvbody else : as when a monk secretly

violates some absurd and painful conventual observance (Dumont).
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the judge must be allowed great latitude in estimating

the validity and extent of these various grounds of

extenuation.

Suppose, for example, that we are considering a sugges>

tion df previous provocation. To found any claim for in-

dulgence, the provocation must have been ‘ recent ’
;

it

must have been received during the same quarrel. But
what constitutes the same quarrel ? So far as an injury

is concerned, what ought we to regard as ‘ recent ’ ? Lines

of demarcation must, of course, be drawn. * Let not the

sun go down upon your wrath ’
: so runs the Scriptural

precept. Sleep ought to calm the transports of passion,

the fever of the senses, and to prepare the mind for the

influence of the tutelary motives. In the case of homi-

cide, a natural period such as this might, perhaps, serve to

distinguish between premeditated and unpremeditated

action.

In the case of drunkenness^ we must carefully inquire Drunken-

whether an intention to commit the offence existed before-

hand; whether the appeavances of intoxication be feigned

or genuine; whether the man got drunk for the express

purpose of giving himself courage to commit the crime.

The repetition of offences cqpimitted when in a state of

intoxication ought, perhaps, to deprive an offender of any
excuse founded on this plea; for a man, who knows from
experience that wine mal^s him dangerous, does not deserve

any indulgence in respect of excesses into which he may be
led by the abuse of alcohol.

The law of England does not admit drunkenness as a
ground of extenuation: that would be, it is said, to excuse

one crime by another. The doctrine seems to me harsh
and ill-considered morality: it flows dii^tly from the

ascetic principle^—^that austere and hypocritical principle

which a certain section of society fancy themselves under

^ The law nowadays adopts a more sationai attitude in this matter.
The presumption that a man is taken to intend the natural oonsequenoes
of his acts may be rebutted by eyidenoe that, at the time when the
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obligation to maintain, though everybody else makes haste

to forget its existence.

As to infancy i we are not concerned with the tender age

at which a child could not be held responsible fch* his

actions. At such an age punishment would be ineffective

;

there is no need of extenuation, for there is really no offence.

What useful purpose could be served by punishing, under

judicial decree, a baby four years of age for the crime of

arson ?

Within what limits, then, should we confine this ground

of extenuation 1 A reasonable limit would seem to be

the period at which a youth is deemed to be sufficiently

mature to emerge from wardship and become his own
master. Before that time it is not thought that his

capacity is ripe enough for the administration of his own
affairs. Why should not the law fix the same limit in the

two cases ? We do not mean that the ordinary penalty

should be lessened in the case of every offence committed

before this age is reached; the diminution must depend

on a consideration of all the surrounding circumstances.

But what we mean is that, after the limit is passed, it

should no longer be possible to diminish the punishment

under any plea of infancy. *

Under such a plea it is mainly infamous penalties that

will be remitted; for a youth, who was left no hope of

redeeming his good name, would Jia^dly be likely to make
efforts for the recovery of his virtue.

When 1 speak of this age of maturity, I do not intend

the age of majority fixed by the Romans at twenty-five

years; since it is both foolish and unjust to retard for so

long a time the exercise of liberty, and to keep a man in

the bonds of okiMhood after the full development of his

faculties. The limit I had in view was the English period

aotB were oommitted, his mind was so affepted by drink as to render

him inoapable of forming the intent. See R. 0. Meade. [1900], i K«B..

895; 78 L.J.. K.B., 476. (C.M. A.) •
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of twenty-one years. Before that age, Pompey had con-

quered provinces; while Pliny the younger had, with

grea^ renown, maintained at the bar the rights of his

folloT^-citi^ens. We have ourselves seen Great Britain

governed for years by a Minister' who controlled its in-

finitely complicated system of finance with distinction long

before the age at which, in some European countries, ho
would have been allowed to dispose of a single acre of land

.

^ Tho younger Pitt was Chancollor of the Exchequer in iyS3 ; he was
born in 1759. Pompey, born 106 B.o., fought, under his father, in the
civil wars when only seventeen years of age; and, on his return victorious
from Africa seven years later, Sulla allowed him to enter Rome in
triumph—an honour unparalleled in tho case of so youthful a conqueror.
Pliny the younger was bom a.d. 61, and, when only eighteen years
of age, be^n to speak in the Forum. It was his pride to plead the
cause of injured provincials. (C. M. A.)



CHAFrER XII.

OASES IN WHICH THERE IS NO ALARM.

iw **iai!ra.*
where the only persons exposed to any possible

danger are insusceptible of fear, there can, of course, be
no ‘ alarm ’ whatsoever.

Infanticide. This circumstance explains the insensibility of many
nations in regard to infanticide—^that is to say, the slaughter

of a newborn child with the consent of its father and
mother. I add with their consent

;

for, in the absence of

such consent, the ' alarm ’ would be almost the same as

if the victim were an adult. The less the susceptibility

of children to fear for themselves, the more readily is

the tenderness of parents promoted to alarm on their

account.

I do not seek to justify nations who pursue this practice.

Some act with even greater •barbarity in giving to the

father the right to make away with a newborn babe

without the consent of the mother, who, after all the perils

of childbirth, finds herself robbed»t)f her reward, and re-

duced to the position of a degriuled drudge of no more
account than those lower animals whose fecundity happens

to prove troublesome to us.

Infanticide, such as 1 have defined it, can hardly be

punished as a principal offence, seeing that it does not

produce evil eitlier*of the first or of the second order; but

it certainly ought to be punished as a step leading in the

direction of such an offence, and as furnishing a damaging

indication of the character of those responsible for its

commission.
38.
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Regard for humanity is a sentiment that cannot receive SJS

too much encouragement: it is impossible to instil into

the mind too great a repugnance against everything which
JSrt^

conduces to habits of cruelty. Infanticide, then, should Hnoiaiilty,

* be punished by branding it with some mark of disgrace.

Its cause is usually to be found in the dread of a shameful

exposure : it will need some still greater stigma to repress

it. But at the same time we ought to make the occasions

of punishment very rare, by insisting on strict proof of

guilt such as it is not easy to obtain.

Under the pretext of humanity, the laws against this

offence have manifested a flagrant violation of that prin-

ciple. Compare the mischief of the crime with the mischief

of the penalty. What is the crime ? Causing the death, if so

it can be called, of a babe who, in fact, ceases to breathe

before knowing what it is to exist—an event which cannot

arouse the smallest disquiet in the most timid mind, or

excite any regret save in the breast of the poor creature

who, impelled by shame and pity, was unwilling to prolong

a life begun under such un&appy auspices . Now, what is the

penalty for this crime ? A barbarous punishment— an

infamous death inflicted on the unfortunate mother, whose

very offence displayed her ex^ssive sensibility
;
on a woman

who, distraught in her despair, has wronged no one but her-

self by hardening her heart against the most seductive of all

natural instincts. BecMse she feared shame too much, the

laws devote her to ignomiby; and the lives of those who
loved her and survive her they embitter with undying

memories of sorrow and disgrace.

Now, if the legislator were himself the primary cause of

all this misery, if he may justly be regarded as the real

murderer of such poor innocents, how much more odious

still would his rigour appear ! And yet it is he alone who,
by undue severity directed against a frailty worthy of all

indulgence, has aroused in a mother’s heart this desolating

struggle between tender love and burning shame.



CHAPTER XIII.

OF GASES IN WHICH THE DANGER IS IN EXCESS "OF THE
ALARM.

Although the ‘ alarm,’ generally speaking, corresponds
of with the actual ‘ danger,’ there are cases in which the pro-

portion is not observed ; the danger may, in fact, be greatly

in excess of the alarm.

This occurs in the case of mixed offences, which involve

a private mischief and likewise a danger attaching to

them in their character of public offences.

It might well happen that a Sovereign should be pillaged

by his Ministers of State, and the people harassed by the

oppression of subordinate officials. A solid and threaten-

ing phalanx of accomplices would suffer nothing to reach

the royal ears but mercenary tributes to the virtues of those

peculators; while it would Re accounted the greatest of

crimes to reveal the truth. Under the guise of prudence,

cowardice would soon become the national oharacteristic

;

and if, in the midst of this general Abasement, some virtuous

citizen should pluck up courage lo denouqpe the guilty ones

and become the victim of his own zeal, the untoward fate

of this worthy man would excite very little oonbem. His

self-sacrifice would appear nothing but an act of folly; and
everyone, promising himself not to do the like, would bo

quite unruffled Iby a disaster such as he could make sure

of escaping. But, while * alarm ’ is thus set at rest, it makes

way for a mischief of even greater moment—^that is to

say, the danger of impunity for all public offencfs, the

dimontinuKtee of all voluntary aid to the administration
- 40-
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of justice, the profound apathy of the individual citizen

in regard to everything not directly personal to himself.

It ^ said that, in certain of the Italian States, men who
have 1)pme testimony against thieves and brigands, being

exposed to the vengeance of a gang of their accomplices,

have been driven to seek in flight a security which the law

was powerless to afford them. In such circumstances it

is more perilous to lend assistance to justice than to take

up arms against it; a witness runs greater risk than an
assassin. The alarm which results from a situation of this

kind is, no doubt, slight, inasmuch as no man need ever

expose himself to the evil that follows an appearance as

witness in the courts ;
but, in proportion as alarm dimimshes,

the danger of brigandage is increased.



CHAPTER XIV.

GROUNDS OF JUSTIFICATION.

JiutUoa-
tlon o(
offenoM.

Oonieiil.

We now propose to discuss certain circumstances which,

when connected with an offence, may serve to deprive it of

its mischievous properties.^ We may give to such circum-

stances a common description as ' grounds of justification,’

or, more briefly, ‘ justification.’

General justiffcations, such as are applicable to almost

every class of offence, may be reduced to the following

heads
:

(a) Consent
; {p) The repelling of some more serious

mischief; (y) Medical practice; (8) Self-defence; (c) Political

authority; (f) Domestic authority.

Now, how can these circumstances furnish a justification ?

We shall see that sometimes they may afford evidence of an

entire absence of mischief ; at other times they may make it

clear that the mischief has been compensated—that is to

say, more good than harm <^results from the commission

of the act in question. We are here concerned solely with

evil of the first order ; for in every one of these cases evil

of the second order is altogethe!^ absent.

I confine myself to some geheral observations, and will

speak first of

—

(a) ConsefU ,—^The consent referred to is the consent of

the person who would suffer the evil, if there were any.

Since there is consent to the act, what can be more natural

than to assume^tUat no evil attends it, or, at any rate, that

any attendant evil has been completely compensated ?

We therefore accept the general maxim of the lawyers:

Volenti non fit injuria, This rule is based on two extoemely

^ Cfi the definition of an * offence/ ante, vol; ii., pp. i, 2.

4«
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simple propositions : first, tiiat every man is the best judge

of his own interests
;
secondly, that a man would not con-

sent t<2 an act which he believes to be harmful to himself.

The rjile, of course, admits ofmany exceptions, the reasons

for which are manifest: Undue coercion; Fraud; Unfair

concealment
;
Consent no longer operative through lapse of

time or express revocation ; Madness ; Drunkenness ;
Infancy.

(jS) The Rebelling of some more Serious Mischief,—^This

relates to cases in which evil is done that some greater evil

may be averted. It is to this ground of justification that

wo must refer the extreme measures to which it may be

necessary to resort, when dealing with contagious diseases,

or in times of siege, famine, storm, or shipwreck. Salus

poprdi suprema lex.

But the more serious a remedy of this nature, the more
obvious must be the necessity for its application. The
welfare of the State has served as the pretext for many a

crime. To justify such an expeclient, three essential points

must be established—^the certainty of the evil sought to bo

avoided; the total absence of any other and less costly

expedient
; the indisputable efficacy of the particular

expedient that is to be employed.

It is on this ground that #e must seek to justify the
JSSSfi

killing of a tyrant, if, indeed, such an act is capable of

justification. But it is not; for there is no necessity to

slaughter a hated tyrant—we need only desert him, and he
is lost. James II. was forsaken by everybody, and the

revolution was accomplished without the shedding of blood.

By means of a simple decree of the Senate, Nero saw the

whole of his power pass away;^ while the death, that he
was driven to inflict by his own hand, proved a more
terrible lesson to tyrants than if it had been dealt him by
the sword of a Brutus. Greece boasted her Timoleon;* but

* C/. Merivale’s Hittory of the Romans under the Empire^ vol. vii

,

P /7. {£. M. A.)
* To TOeserre the liberty of their natiye city, Timoleon dew his

brother Timophanes. (C. M. A.)
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we may see, in the convulsions which so constantly threat-

ened her overthrow, how ill tyrannicide served its purpose.

It succeeded in enraging the distnistful despot, apd the

more craven he was the more ferocious he became.. When
the blow failed, the vengeance was appalling. What hap-

pened if the tyrant fell ? In democratic States, factions

from that moment resumed their furious strife, and the

party that prevailed wrought the very evils of which they

had been in dread. In monarchies, the dismayed successor

harboured profound r^entment
; and if he made heavy the

people’s yoke, he had a plausible pretext for disguising

his mischievous conduct under the cover of protective

measures.

The penetrating eye of Sylla, so they say,^ perceived more

than a Maritis in a certain voluptuous youth, as yet famous

only for his debauchery. He discovered, lurking beneath

the yielding softness of a woman’s manners, the raging fires

of overweening ambition
;
and he looked upon these dissolute

pleasures as a mere cloak to cover the young man’s project

for placing his country at his feet. Now, on the strength

of this suspicion, would Sylla have been justified in putting

Csesar to death ? If so, an assassin has but to assume the

rdle of a prophet in order to excuse his crime. Would a

knave, who pretends to read the hearts of men, be per-

mitted to invoke the name of Heaven and slay all his

enemies for crimes not yet committed ? Under pretence of

avoiding an evil, this would amount to working the greatest

of all evils, for it would mean the complete destruction of

general security.

^ When Sulla was made Consul for the year 88, Marius appealed to
the people, and contrived to get the command in Asia transferred from
Sulla to himself.* Sulla fled to the army, but returned and seized the
city of Borne, whereupon Marius escaped to Africa. Cinna, chosen
one of the Consuls in 87, procured the recall of Marius, who was (with

Cflnna) once more named as Consul for 86. Csssar, nephew by marriage
of Marius, refused to obey Sulla's command to divorce Cornelia, daughter
of the democratic leader CSnim. The story runs that Sulla a^: * That
young fop (CSnsar) will some day be the ruin of the aristocracy, for there

are many Muriuses hidden in him.* (C. M. A.)
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(7) Medical Practice.—This ground of justification

really comprised in the preceding one : an individual is made
to suffer for his own good. A man is seized with apoplexy

;

must Are await his consent before bleeding him ? No doubt
can arise in one’s mind as to the lawfulness of-treatment,

seeing that we know well enough that he has no wish to

die. The case is very different where a man, master of all

his faculties and in a condition to give consent, sees fit to

refuse it.^ Shall we confer on his friends or on his physicians

the right to force him to submit to an operation which he
declines to undergo ? That would be to substitute an
undoubted evil for a danger almost fanciful, as being very

unlikely to arise. Terror and distrust would keep ceaseless

vigil by the sick man’s bed. Indeed, if a physician, under
the dictates of humanity, were to go beyond his rights, and
his efforts were to miscarry, he ought to be exposed to

the rigour of the law, and his good intentions should, at

the most, be treated as an extenuation of his offence.

(6) Self-Defence.—^This, again, is a modification of the®®^*^^^

ground (/?). In effect, are concerned only with the

repelling of a more serious evil; for, were you to slay ten

lawless assailants, their death would be a gain to society,

whereas the loss of one upriglst and amiable man is a great

evil. This right of defence is absolutely necessary. The
vigilance of magistrates could never supply the place of

that watchful care whicbievery individual takes on his own
behalf. Bad men would nearer be restrained as effectively

by mere fear of the laws as they are by fear of the resist-

ance of individuals in the aggregate. Take away this right,

then, and you become an accomplice of the base and
the mischievous.

Now, this ground of justification ha^ its limits. One
must not resort to an assault except in defence of one’s

person or one’s property. Mere words, however injurious,

* 9̂ : flUMtions raised as to the ‘ foA^ible feeding ’ of prisoners in
knghshfaolsin 1913. (C. M. A.) ^
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SSlmoe—
reaented by blows; that would no longer be

00fiAl. self-defence, it would be vengeance.

And, again, we shall overstep the legitimate bounds of

self-defence if we deliberately do an evil which is irreparable

in order to avoid one which is not so.

But is it only oneself that one may defend ? Ought

we not to enjoy a right to protect our fellows from lawless

aggression The righteous indignation, which is kindled

at the sight of the strong ill-treating the weak, is

surely a noble impulse of the human heart. It is a

noble impulse, too, which prompts us to forget our own
personal risk and rush to render aid when we hear the

first cry of distress. The law must beware lest it loosen the

bonds that form this generous alliance between courage and

humanity : let it rather give all honour and reward to him
who plays the part of magistrate in the interests of the

oppressed. It deeply concerns the common weal that

every honest man should look upon himself as the natural

protector of each one of his fellows. In such cases there

can, of course, be no possible evil of the second order.

(€) and (f). Political and Domestic Authority .—^The exer-

cise of any form of lawful authority imports the necessity

of doing evil in order to olwriate or repress some greater

evil. Lawful authority may be either of a political or of a

domestic character. Neither the magistrate nor the father

(or other person occupying the pocition of the father) could

maintain his authority—^the one in the State, the other in the

family circle—^unless he were armed with coercive expedients

against disobedience. The evil which he inflicts is desig-

nated punishment or chastisement. The welfare of the large

or the small community (as the case may be) over which he

presides is the^sdle object of every penalty; and it need

hardly be said that the exercise of lawful authority affords

ample justification for infiicting the penalty, since no one

would perform the duties pf a magistrate or of a father unless

hewere assured of protection inthe discharge of his functions.



PART II.

POLITICAL REMEDIES FOR THE EVIL OF
OFFENCES.

CHAPTER XV.

SUBJECT OF THIS BOOK.

Having considered offences as diseases in the body
politic, we are led by analogy to regard as remedies

the various moans employed for their prevention and
reparation.

These remedies may be arranged in four classes
:
(n) Pre-

ventive remedies; (p) Rej^ressive remedies; (y) Compen-
satory remedies; (5) Penal remedies, or punishments.

(a) Preventive Remedies,—By this I mean the expedients

employed to prevent crime. these there are two kinds

;

Direct means, which have immediate application to such
and such a particular offence; indirect means, which consist

of general precautions against the commission of a whole
class of offences.

{ft) Repressive or Suppressive Remedies.—^These are ex-

pedients which tend to put a stop to an offence already
begun—an offence in course of commission but not yet
completed—and consequently to prevent, at any rate, a
portion of the evil.

* *

(y) Compensatory Remedies.— apply this phrase to the
various forms of reparation and indemnity accorded to an
mnocent person in respect of the wrong that he has suffered
through an offence.
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(S) Penal Remedies, or Punishments ,—^When the evil has

been brought to an end and the party injured has been

indemnified, it yet remains to prevent the commission of

similar crimes, whether on the part of the same offender or

of some other person. Now, there are two ways of attain-

ing that object: the one by influencing the will, the other

by taking away the power, to injure.^ The will is affected

by fear; power is taken away by some physical act. To
take away from an offender the will to offend again is to

reform him; to take away the power to offend again is to

incapacitate him. A remedy intended to operate through

fear is called a punishment ; whether it has or has not the

effect of incapacitating depends upon the nature of the

particular punishment.

The principal end of punishment is the prevention of

like offences. What has already happened is, as it were, a

mere point in space, while the future extends to infinity.

The offence already committedmay well concern but a single

individual, while similar offences may affect everybody. In

many cases the mischief wroughft is irreparable ;
but we can

always get rid of the will to repeat it, for, however great

may be the advantage accruing from the crime, the evil

of the punishment may alwi^ys be made to countervail it.

These four kinds of remedies at times require as many
separate operations, though on occasion the same operation

will suffice for the application ofwall.

In this book we shall discuss direct preventive remedies,

repressive or suppressive remedies, and compensatory

remedies. Punishments will be treated in Part III., while

Part IV. will be concerned with the indirect methods of

preventing offences.

^ C/. ThSofiti^ Peints, voL i., chap. i. (Bowring, RationaU ofPunish-
ffient, yoL i„ 390 ei aeq,), (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER XVI.

OF DIRECT METHODS OP PREVENTING OFFENCES.

It may well be that, some time before an offence

actually perpetrated, we can foresee that it is likely to bo Prevention,

committed. There are various stages of preparation

during which an opportunity frequently offers for staying

its commission before the catastrophe is reached.

This police function may be exercised either through

powers conferred on the public at largo, or through special

powers conferred on persons invested with peculiar authority

.

The powers entrusted to the general body of citizens for

their own protection are such as are exerted before any
intervention by officers of^ justice, and may therefore be
styled ante-judicial expedients. To this class must be

assigned the right to oppose by open force the commission
of a suspected crime, to sei;^ the suspected person, to

retain him in custody, and hale him before the magistrate;

to demand assistance ; to deposit in the hands of responsible

persons any article suppqged to be stolen, or of which the

destruction is apprehended; to detain the bystanders as

witnesses, and to call upon anyone at hand to give aid in

carrying before the authorities a man suspected of mis-

chievous designs. An obligation to render such services

may well be imposed on every citizen, and he should be
required to discharge them as one of his •meet important
social duties. Indeed, it would be desirable to ordain

rewards for those who have assisted in the prevention of

crime, and in delivering the guilty person into the hands
of jqstice.
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It may be urged that such powers are capable of abuse,

and that rogues might bring them into play to procure

assistance in the perpetration of some rascally action. But

is not the risk rather fanciful ? This pretence of d desire

to promote order, and the publicity occasioned thereby,

would be calculated to thwart their designs and expose

them to very obvious danger. Indeed, it is true, generally,

that there is little risk in granting rights which can never

be exercised without exposure to the various ill-conse-

quences that ensue when they are abused. To refuse

justice the assistance it could derive from such expedients as

these would be to submit to an irreparable evil, through

fear of an evil which would redress itself.

apart from these powers, with which everyone

should be invested, there are others that are of great use

fh« niAgif- in the prevention of apprehended offences, but they should

be conferred only on the magistracy.

(a) Admonition ,—^This is a simple lesson, but one given

by a judge. It serves as a warning to the suspected person

by pointing out to him that hc^ is under observation, and

that he is being recalled to his sense of duty by an

authority to whom it would be well for him to give heed.

(P) Threats ,—^This is the^same expedient, strengthened

by adding the menace of the law. In the one case, it is a

father’s voice assuming a tone of persuasion ;
in the other,

it is that of the magistrate inspiQuig fear by the severity of

his rebuke.

(y) Exacting a Promise to keep away from a Certain Place,

—This method, applicable to the prevention of many
offences, is specially adapted to quarrels, personal affronts,

and seditious intrigues.

(8) ParHd Banishment.—^This consists in forbidding the

suspected person to come into the presence of the pari^

thr^tened; to be seen in the precincts of his house; or

to repair to any other assigned spot intended, or likely, to

become the soene of crime. ^
«
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(c) Bail ,—^That is to say, an obligation to procure

sureties, who undertake to forfeit a given sum in the event

of the suspected person contravening the requirements as

to wiftidrawal from particular places.

(f) 'the establishment of guards or keepers for the pro-

tection of persons or property threatened with injury.

(7/) Seizure of arms or other instruments intended to be

used in the commission of the apprehended offence.

Besides these general expedients, there are others which

are peculiarly adapted to certain special offences. I shall

not here enter upon these details of police and administra-

tion. The choice of methods, the occasion and manner of

their application—all this depends on a vast number of

circumstances. Moreover, the various expedients are

simple enough, and are almost always indicated by the

nature of the case. Suppose, for example, we are con-

cerned with injurious defamation: the writings should be

seized before their publication can take place.^ As to

noxious food, drink, or drugs, they should bo destroyed

before they can be consuihed.^ Judicial visits and inspec-

tions will serve to prevent fraudulent and clandestine acts,^

or the traffic in contraband goods.

Cases of this type rarely admit of precise rules : some-

thing must necessarily be left to the direction of public

officials and judges. But the legislator should give them expedient!

such instructions as wiE prevent any abuse of arbitrary

power.

These instructions should be based upon the following

maxims. The more rigorous the expedient, the more
scrupulous must we be in employing it. We may go

farther, in point of rigour, in proportion to the magnitude
• •

^ Cf., e,g., the Obscene Publioations Aot, 1857 (20 and 21 Viot., 0. 83,
B. I). (C. M A.)

* OJ„ t,g,. the Public Health Act, 1875 (3^ 39 Viet., c. 55, as. zi6,

117), as to unsound meat, etc. (0. M. A.)
^ t,g,t the Weights and Measure^ Act, 1878 (41 and 42 Viot.,

o. 4p, B. i^). (C. M. A.)
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of the offence apprehended and its apparent probability;

in proportion also as the offender seems more dangerous,

and as the means for accomplishing his evil designs are

more ample. But there is one limitation which no judge

should ever be suffered to ignore :
‘ Never make use of

any preventive expedient which is of a kind to work more
mischief than arises from the offence itself.’



CHAPTER XVII

OF CHRONIC OFFENCES.

Before treating of suppressive or repressive remedies

—

that is to say, the expedients for putting a stop to offences

in course of commission—^let us see, first of all, what
offences there are which can be so stopped. For it is

not every offence which admits of such a remedy; while

those which do admit of it cannot all be dealt with in the

same way.

The power to stop presupposes a duration sufficiently

lasting to allow justice to intervene; and all offences have
not such duration. Some^ffences have a transient effect

»

others an effect which is permanent ; murder and rape are

irreparable; larceny may be of a momentary character,

though it may prove lasting, as where the stolen article is

lost or destroyed.

We must needs distinguish the circumstances which SbuboeT

determine the greater or less duration of offences, because jSSSuSS
they affect the suppressive expedients respectively appli-

cable to the several offences.

(a) First kind of chronic offence, ex actu continuo : an
offence may acquire duration by the mere continuance of

an act which, though it might cease at any moment, would
nevertheless have already constituted the effence. The
detention of a person and the concealment of a chattel

or a will are illustrations of such an offence.

03) Second kind of chronic offmce, ex intentione per-

aisiefite • whenever the mere intention to commit a crime
is, regarded as an offence in itself, it is manifest that so

*
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long as the intention persists the offence will continue.

This class is really comprised in class (a).

(7 )
Third kind of chronic offence, ex <ictu negativo :

negative offences—^in other words, such offences a^ consist

of omissions—^for the most part possess duration. (Con-

sider, for example, the omission to provide for the support

of one’s child, to pay one’s debts, to appear when sum-

moned before a court of justice, to discover one’s accom-

plices, or to place a man in the enjoyment of a right which

belongs to him.

(5) Fourth kind of chronic offence, ex opere manente:

there are certain material structures, the very existence of

which constitutes a continuous offence. We may cite

as illustrations a manufactory injurious to the health of

the neighbourhood, a building obstructing a highway, a

dam interrupting the flow of a river.

(c) Fifth kind of chronic offence, ex acripto et similihua :

productions of the human mind, through the intervention

of printing, may be marked by similar characteristics.

Such are libels, false histories, alarming prophecies, obscene

prints—in a word, whatever presents to the populace, in a

durable form, ideas which ought not to be presented to them.

(f) Sixth kind of chronic? offence, ex hahitu : a sequence

of repeated actions may, when viewed collectively, acquire

a character of unity, by virtue of which their author is said

to have contracted a habit.^ Sdch are the coining of base

money, forbidden processes in manufactiure, contraband

traffic in general.

(17 ) Seventh kind of chronic offence, ex occaaione

;

there

is a kind of duration in certain offences which, though they

are distinct, jret assume a character of unity, inasmuch as

one has been the occasion of another. Suppose, for

example, that a man plays havoc in a garden, thrashes

the occupier who tries to stop him, pursues him into his

^ C/., e.g.. Post Office AoC 1908: * If any fmdlk is in iheipraetiee of

doing any of the said things, he shall forfeit, for every week kuring
wMA the praetiee ie continued, £100 * (s. 34 [.]). (C. M. A.)
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house, insults the household, damages the furniture, kills

a favourite dog, and commits further depredations.

(6) ^Eighth kind of chronic offence, ex co-operatione

:

there ig a kind of duration to be implied from the fact that

a number of offenders, whether with or without concert,

seek the same end. Thus, from a confused medley of acts

of destruction, threatening and abusive cries, personal

injuries, insulting shouts, and provocative challenges, there

is formed the dread and deplorable compound known as

tumult, riot, insurrection—certain forerunners of rebellion

and civil war.

(chronic offences are apt to lead to a catastrophe, the
offence projected culminating in the offence consummated.
Slight corporal injuries may have, as a natural result,

irreparable corporal injury and homicide. Suppose we
are concerned with an act of wrongful imprisonment.
There is no crime which may not be its object

;
to sever an

inconvenient matrimonial tie, to accomplish some scheme
of seduction, to suppress^ evidence, to extort a secret, to

defeat a claim to an estate, to secure compulsory aid in

some act of outrage—^in a word, imprisonment may always
tend to some special catastrophe, such as will accord with
the design of the offender.

*

In the course of a criminal enterprise, the end in view may
change as well as the means to be employed. A thief,

surprised in the act, ma^, through fear of punishment or

chagrin at the loss of his booty, become an assassin.

The foresight of the magistrate should, in every case,

keep before his mind’s eye the probable catastrophe of a
crime, so that he may seek to avert any such catastrophe
by some interposition, at once prompt and well-directed.

In fixing the penalty he must pay due regard to the in-

tentions of the criminal; but, in the application of pre-

ventive and suppressive remedies, he must take into

aecoun^ all the probable cons^uences, as well those
Aothally intended as those disregarded or unforeseen. ^ .



CHAPTER XVIII.

OF SUPPRESSIVE REMEDIES FOR CHRONIC OFFENCES.

SappreMiva The various species of chronic offences call for various

repressive or suppressive remedies. These suppressive

expedients are the same as the preventive expedients of

which we have already given a catalogue:^ the difference

lies only in the time and mode of application.

There are oases in which the remedial expedient

corresponds so manifestly with the nature of the offence

that it is hardly necessary to indicate it. It is plain

enough that wrongful imprisonment calls for release, while

theft requires restoration in kipd. The only difficulty is

to know where to find the thing or the person detained.

There are other offences, such as seditious gatherings

and certain negative offences, in particular the non-

payment of debts, which can only be suppressed by the

employment of more unusual expedients. We shall take

occasion to examine them under their appropriate heads.

The mischief arising from dangerous writings is one

extremely difficult to overcome. They lie hidden, and,

after proscription of the most pronounced type, they often

reappear and are distributed more widely than ever. When
we come to treat of " indirect methods,’ we shall see the

most effective^ mode of combating this mischief.

Magistrates must be allowed more latitude in the

employment of suppressive methods than in the use of

preventive expedients. The reason is obvious. If it is

SSem ^ q^^tion of suppressihg an offence, there is an*offenoe

^ Chap. zyL, aniBf Yol. ii., p. 50. (C. M. A.)
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actually proved, and consequently a punishment duly

appointed. There can, then, be no risk of going too far

in the attempt to stop such an offence, provided that we
do not,go beyond what would be necessary to punish it.

But, if it is merely a question of preventing an offence, we
cannot be too scrupulous in our action. Perhaps there

is really no intention of committing any such offence at

all; perhaps we are mistaken as to the individual who
harbours the intention; perhaps the suspected person is,

in fact, acting from some good motive, or, instead of

consummating the offence, will stay his hand of his own
accord. All these possibilities conspire to demand a

course of procedure milder and more carefully regulated

in proportion as the apprehended offence is more prob-

lematical.

For the prevention or suppression of wrongful imprison-

ment and unlawful deportation there are special expedients

which may be reduced to the precautions following

:

(tt) Keeping a register of every kind of house in which

persons are detained against their will,. such as prisons,

asylums for madmen and idiots, and private institutions

for the reception of the insane.

iP) Keeping a second regiBter containing the cause of

detention in each case, no person of unsound mind being

allowed to be detained until a judicial consultation of

physicians has taken pfkce and a certificate under their

hands has been obtained.^ These two registers should be

kept in the district courts, and openly exposed, or at least

be open to public inspection.

(y) Arranging some signal (which shall, so far as possible,

be available to any person who is being forcibly carried

^ To prevent abuses incident to the control of lunatics, a statute,

14 Geo. TIL, c. 49 (made perpetual by 26 Geo. III., 0. 91), had been
passed for regulating private madhouses. But at the begiiming of the
nineteenth century persons deprived of their reason were largmy dealt
with un^r the Vagrant Acts, whereby*a method was prescribed for

^imptlBonmg, chaining, and ‘sen<hng them to their proper homes.'
(C. hL A.)

Wrongful
imprlsoD-
ment and
unlawful
abduc-
tion.
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off) conferring on any passer-by authority to call the
ravishers to account; requiring him to attend them if they
announce a wish to take the person detained before a
magistrate, and to convey them thither by force in case
they do not evince any such desire.

(S) Granting to everybody the right to make applica-
tion to a court of justice for liberty to search any house
in which it is suspected the person sought for is detained
against his will.^

^ Cf., e.gr., the provisions contained in the Criminal Law Amendment
Act, 1885 (88. 8, 10), directed against the detention of females for im-
proper purposes, too, the Mental Deficiency Act, X913. which
(by 8. 15 [ii.]) enables search to be made for ‘ a defective,’ under a warrant
issued by a justice, authorising a constable to * Miter, and if need be by
force, any house* building, or other place specified in the warrant.*
(C. M. A.)



CHAPTER XIX.

OF MARTIAL LAW.

In case of seditious assembly, it is not the practice, in The aiot

England, to begin by calling upon the soldiery to butcher

the mob. A solemn warning precedes punishment; martial

law is proclaimed,^ and the soldier cannot act until the

magistrate has spoken.^

The intention of this law is excellent; but what of its

execution ? The magistrate is required to resort to the

place and, in the midst of the tumult, to pronounce a

long-drawn-out formula which nobody understands; and
woe betide those who are found on the spot an hour after-

wards ! They are declared guilty of a capital offence.*

This statute, a peril to the innocent and difficult to put
into operation against the giiilty, is a compound of weak-
ness and violence.

At such a moment of confusion the magistrate should ggfacto in

announce his presence by some extraordinary signal, piooednre.

The red flag, so conspicuous during the French Revolution,

produced a great eflect on the imagination. In the midst

^ This is in the nature of a rhetorical flourish. Martial law cannot
be exerted in time of peace; it is, as Sir Matthew Hale observes, in
truth and reality no law at all, but something indulged rather than
allowed as a law. The reference is to the Riot Act of 1714 (i Qeo. 1 .,

St. 2, c. 5), applicable in cases where persons to the nSmber of twelve or
more are riotously and tumultuously assembled to the disturbance of
the ^blio pesKse. (C. M. A.)

* But, to justify the exercise of military force in the prevention of
serious outrage and damage, it is not necessary to wait for the proclama-
tion to read (c/. King*s Regulationi, * Duties in Aid of the Civil
Powers, *^No. 280). (C. M. A.) , .

* The maximum penalty is now penal servitude for life. (C. M. A.)
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of general uproar, the everyday expedient of language is

not enough. The mob has eyes, but no oars; so it is to

their eyes that we must address ourselves. A set harangue
presupposes silenee and attention ; while visible signs work
quickly and with striking effect. Such signs tell their

whole story in a moment; they convey but a single, and
quite unequivocal, meaning; no din deliberately contrived,

no concerted uproar, can destroy their efficacy.

Besides, the influence of the spoken word may be
defeated by a host of unforeseen circumstances. Per-

chance the speaker is personally disliked, so that, in his

mouth, even the language of justice becomes hateful.

Perchance there is something absurd about his character,

his bearing, the manner in which he begins his harangue

—

the ridicule will extend to his functions and tend to render

them contemptible. One reason the more for speaking

to the eyes by symbols that will insure respect and are not

subject to such whims and caprices.

But, as it may become necessary to supplement the

signs by spoken words, a speaking trumpet is an essential

accompaniment. The very singulcurity of this instrument
will contribute a certain and dignity to the injunctions

of justice, and will banish all^dea of familiar conversation,

while adding to the impression that the voice is the voice

of a privileged Minister, the herald of the Law, not that

of a mere humble individual.

This method of making oneself heard from afar has

long been employed at sea, where distance, combined with

the roar of the waves and the tempest, caused the in-

sufficiency of the human voice to become evident at a very

early period. ^The poets have often compared a people

in time of tumult with a stormy sea. Why should the

analogy be limited to the purposes of literature and art %

It is capable of a much more useful and important applica-

tion in the hands of justice. «

The orders should be conveyed in very few words : th&re
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should be nothing which savours of debate or of common
discourse. Let it not be ‘ by command of the King ’

:

speak in the name of Justice. The head of the State may,
rightfy or wrongly, be an object of aversion : nay, that

very aversion may be the cause of the tumult, and to recall

it to the minds of the mob may be to inflame their passions

rather than to allay them. If, on the other hand, the

King be not unpopular, the use of his name may make
him so. Everything which is in the nature of a favour,

or bears the impress of pure benevolence, should be pre-

sented as the personal work of the father of his people;

while as to all acts marked by rigour or by a kindliness

mingled with severity—^well, they need not be attributed

to anybody in particular. Assign thorn to some convenient

figment, some animated abstraction—such as ‘Justice,’

daughter of necessity and mother of peace, whom men
should fear but cannot hate, who has, by common consent,

the first claim to their homage: let the hand which sets

all in motion be ever kept artfully hid.



CHAPTER XX.

OF THK NATURE OF SATISFACTION OR COMPENSATION.

What is ‘Satisfaction’? A benefit received in con-

sideration of some damage sustained. When spoken of

in relation to an offence, it is an equivalent given

to the injured party on account of the injury he has

suffered.

Plenary Satisfaction is ‘ plenary ’ or ‘ full ’ if. on compiling

tion.

*
* two aggregates, one of the evils undergone, the other of

the benefits conferred, the value of the second appears

equal to the value of the first; in such sort that, if the

injury were to be repeated and the same reparation were

to follow, the event would seem indifferent to him on

whom the wrong was inflicted. But if something is

wanting to make the aggregate value of the benefits equal

to the aggregate value of the evils, the satisfaction is but

partial and imperfect.

indemi^* Satisfaction has two branches, as it may be viewed from

teegMt ; two aspects, the fast and the future. Satisfaction for the

tion for the past is what is called indemnification. Satisfaction for the

future consists in putting an end to the evil of the offence.

In case the evil ceases of itself, nature has discharged the

functions of justice, and the courts, in this regard, have

nothing further to do.

Suppose that a sum of money has been stolen. So

soon as it has been restored to the owner, satisfaction

for the future is complete: it only remains to indenmffy

him for the past, for the temporary loss he has undergone

during the pendency of the offence. ^
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But, if we are concerned with an article which haR been
spoiled or destroyed, satisfaction for the future can only

be made by giving to the injured party a chattel which is

similflSI* or of equivalent value. Satisfaction for the past
consists in an indemnity for the temporary privation

already undergone. ‘

^ In the case of offences under the Larceny Act, 1861, the Court has
now power to award writs of restitution for the property stolen or
wrongfully obtained, or to order the restitution thereof in a summary
manner. Again, under the Forfeiture Act, 1870, after a conviction for
felony, there is power to award a sum not exceeding £100 by way of
satisfaction or compensation for loss of property, and this sum is re-
coverable as a judgment debt from the person convicted. See. too.
the Probation of Offenders Act, 1907, s. i (iii.). (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER XXI.

REASONS UPON WHICH THE OBLIGATION TO MAKE
SATISFACTION IS FOUNDED.

Resions Satisfaction, or CompenBation, is necessary in order

^ put an end to evil of the first order, to restore things to

the condition in which they wore before the commission

of the offence, and to remit the sufferer to the state he

would have been in had there been no breach of the law.

Satisfaction is even more necessary to put an end to

evil of the second order. Punishment alone is not enough

for this purpose: it doubtless tends greatly to diminish

the number of offenders, but, although diminished, the

number could not be treated as insignificant. Cases of

crime actually committed excite apprehension, greater or

less in degree according as the instances are more or less

widely known. Everyone «who hears of them feels there

is a chance of his being the next victim. If we would

banish this apprehension, we must see to it that the offence

is followed as regularly by an aWard of compensation as

by punishment. If it were followed simply by punishment

without compensation, there would be as many proofs of

the inefiicaoy of the punishment as there were offenders

punished ; and, consequently, * alarm,’ in proportionable

extent, would press heavily upon the community at large.

But we must here make an essential observation. To
get rid of the * alarm,’ it is enough that the compensation

should appear adequate in the eyes of the observing pubUc,

although it may not sa appear to the persons primary
interested. How is it possible to judge whether the satis-
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faction awarded will seem to be full compensation from
the point of view of the man who receives it 1 In the
hands of passion, the balance would always lean to the
side of" personal interest. To the avaricious man we could
never gfve enough : to the vindictive no award would seem
a sufficient humiliation of his cMlversary. We must, then,
suppose an impartial observer, and regard as adequate
compensation the sum for which he would, with but slight
reluctance, undergo an evil of similar magnitude.^

^
Gontpcnsaiioti or ScUisfctelion, out of tho surplus annming froin

e^orced labour, was one of the main ends that Bentham had in view
when urging the establishment of his 'Panopticon Penitentiary Sys-
tem. ‘ Observe,' he wrote, * the incongruity, the inconsistency. . . .Wh<we the offence is deemed least enormous, the party injured has hia
chance of satisfaction for the injury ; where it is deemed most enormous
and mniakcd accordingly, ho has no such chance. Not that anything
can be more satisfa^ory to anybody than this arrangement is to Black-
stone (Bk. IV., ch. i. ). As often as a man is hanged or transported, or
kept m a gaol or flogged, satisfaction is thereby given to somebody or
to something. This being assumed, what sort of a thing the satisfaction

u •
8®!*® it, is, in the learned commentator's account, not worththmkmg about

' (Bowring, vol. iv., pp. 199, aoo). (C. M. A.)

ox*. Q.



CHAPTER XXII.

OF TRB PIFFEBENT KINDS OF SATISFACTION.

distinguish six kinds

:

o^peoM- (aj Pecuniary Compensation,—^Money, being the means
of procuring most pleasures, proves an effectual compensa-

tion for many evils. But it is not always within the power

of the offender to supply it, nor always suitable for the

injured party to accept it. To offer a man, whose honour

has been outraged, a sum of money in satisfaction of the

insult amounts to a fresh affront (see Chapter XXV.> poH^

p. 72).

(yS) Reetitation in Kind.—^Thjs form of oompensation

consists either in restoring the article which has been

taken away, or in giving something similar or equivalent

to the article taken away or destroyed (Chapter XXVI.,
post, p. 75).

(7) Attestative SatisfacHon,—li the evil results from a

lie, or from a false expression of opinion on a matter of

fact, complete satisfaction may be secured by a legal

attestation of the real truth (Chapter XXVII., post, p. 80).

(S) Honorary Satisfaction.—^This consists in doing some-

thing intended to maintain or re-establish, in favour of

an individual, some portion of honour of which he has

been deprive^, or run a risk of being deprived, by the

commission of an offence directed against hinn (Chapter

XXVm., post. p. 85).

(e) Vindictive Satisfaction.—Everything which inflicts

pain on the offender yields the pleasure of vengqpnce to

the party injured (Chapter XXX., post, p. 105).

66
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(0 Substitutive SaHsfaction, or satisfaction at the

pense of a third party ; as where a person who has not
committed a crime is held responsible, so far as his property
is oonceijied, for him who has in fact committed it (Chapter

XXXI., post, p. 107).

In choosing the particular kind of satisfaction, we must
have regard to three circumstances: the degree of readi-

ness with which it can be supplied ; the nature of the evil

to be compensated ; and the feelings which may be attributed

to the party injured. We shall presently return to these

various heads with a view to treating them more at large.



CHAPTER XXIII.

OF THE QUANTITY OF SATISFACTION TO BE AWARDED.

AdequMy WHEN the compensation is, in fact, inadequate—^that is

to say, lacking in completeness—^to the same extent pre-

cisely does the wrong inflicted remain without remedy.

What is required to guard against deficiency in this respect

may be expressed in the form of two general rules

:

(i.) Endeavour to track the mischief in every direction and

in all its consequences, so that thereby the compensation may
he assessed in its due proportions.

When dealing with irreparable bodily injury, we must

remember that both a means of enjoyment and a means of

subsistence have been taken away for ever. There cannot,

in the nature of things, be compensation of a like kind;

but we must seek to remedy the evil by aflording the man
who has been wronged a Ifl&sting payment or some pleasure

which constantly recurs.

When dealing with homicide, we must take into account

any loss sustained by the kinsfolk of the deceased, and

compensate it by a payment, made once and for all, or

spread over a period of greater or less extent.

If we are concerned with an offence against property,

^ we shall find from the 25th chapter, which deals with

Pecuniary Satisfaction, vXL that need be done to raise the

reparation to the level of the loss.

(ii.) In case of doubt, see that the balance inclines rather

in favour of him who has suffered the injury than in favour

of him who has inflicted it.

All casual and consequential injuries should be Add to

S8
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the account of the wrong-doer. ComponBation should
always be excessive rather than inadequate. If excessive,

the surplus, acting in the chareuster of a penalty, could but
serve to prevent like offences; while if inadequate, the

deficiency always leaves a certcun degree of ' alarm,’ and
we should not forget that, in offences of a vengeful character,

any uncompensated injury affords matter of triumph to the

offender.

The laws, in all countries, are very imperfect in this

regard. In the matter of punishments, unwarranted excess

has caused very little consternation
; in the matter of com-

pensation, inadequacy has been accepted with composure.
Penalties, which when unnecessary are an unmitigated evil,

have been strewn with a lavish hand; while compensation,
a pure good, has been awarded in most niggardly fashion.



CHAPTER XXIV.

OF TAB 0BBTAINT7 OF SATISFACTION.

Oertainty The certainty of obtaining compensation is an essential

factor of security; and in proportion as this certainty is

wanting, in the like proportion is security diminished.

What are we to think of laws which, to the naturcJ

causes of uncertainty, add others purely factitious and
created in a spirit of wantonness ? To obviate such

defects we lay down the two rules following

:

tLplm to (i.) The obligation to compensate shall not he extinguished

oerUinty, by the death of the party injured. Any satisfaction due to

the deceased remains owing to those who inherit his fortune.

To make the right of receiving compensation dependent

on the life of the party injured would be to deprive that

right of a portion of its value : it is like reducing a perpetual

annuity to a mere life aniluity. The full enjoyment of

such a right can only be attained by a process which may
prove of long duration. In the case of an aged or infirm

person, the value of the right would be as precarious as

his life ; while, if the man were about to die, the right would

no longer be of any value whatsoever.

Besides, while on the one hand you lessen the certainty of

satisfaction, on the other hand you increase the offender’s

hope of impunity: you hold out to him a prospect of

X>eacefully enjoying the fruits of his crime. You supply

him with a powerful motive for delaying, in a thousand

ways, the judgment of the court, or for hastening the

death of the man whom he has wronged. To say t^e least,

you {dace beyond the pale of the law’s protecting oarc^the
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sick and the dying—^the very persons who stand in greatest

need.

It is true that, even supposing the obligation to com-
pensate were extinguished by the death of the injured

party, the offender might be made subject to some other

penalty; but what punishment so suitable as this ?

(ii. ) The right of the person injured shall not be extinguished

by the death of the offender^ the author of all the mischief.

Any satisfaction oweA by him remains due from those who
inherit his fortune.

To determine otherwise would, again, be to lessen the
value of the right and to offer encotiragement to crime.

It is not very uncommon for a man, who feels the hand of

death upon him, to work some injustice with no other

object than to advance the fortunes of his children.

It will be said that, if the injured party is compensated
after the death of the offender, it can only be by imposing
an equivalent loss on the inheritors. But there is a
marked distinction to be drawn. The expectation of the
party injured is settled, ^definite, and precise—steadfast

in proportion to the man^s trust in the protecting care of

the laws. The expectation of the inheritor is no more
than a vague hope. What 4^68 he look for—the whole
of the offender’s fortune ? No: only a certain unascer-

tained net residue, after all lawful deductions. What the
deceased might have cctisumed in pleasures, he has here

expended in wrong-doing.



CHAPTER XXV.

OF PECUNIARY SATISFACTION.

Oom^iuM-
There are some cases in which pecuniary compensation

Uim. is demanded by the very nature of the offence; there cure

others in which it is the only form of compensation the

circumstances will allow. It should be preferred on all

occasions where it promises to prove most effective.

Pecuniary compensation is supremely appropriate when
the damage sustained by the injured party and the gain

reaped by the offender are alike of a monetary character,

as in cases of larceny, peculation, and extortion. The ill

and its remedy are homogenecvis
;
the compensation may

be exactly measured by the loss, and the penalty by the

profit of the offence.

This form of satisfaction does not rest on so sound a

basis when there is a money loss on one side, but no

pecuniary profit on the other, as in cases of waste or

destruction due to ill<blood, negligence, or accident.

It is still less appropriate when we cannot put a money
value either on the wrong suffered by the party injured

or on the advantage secured by the aggressor, as in the

case of wrongs which hurt a man’s honour.

The more an expedient for compensation is found to be

incommensu^ble with the damage sustained—^the more
an expedient for punishment is found incommensurable

with the advantage secured by the offence—^the more
likely are both expedients to fail of their end.

The old Roman law,Vhich awarded a crown as redress

for a blow, afforded no security to honour; and, as the

7»
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reparation had no common measure with the outrage, its

effect was quite uncertain either as a mode of compensation

or asja punishment.

There still exists in England a law which is a veritable

relic of barbarous times : Manent vestigia ruris. A daughter Won*

is deemed to be the servant of her father
;
and, in the event

of her seduction, the father can secure no satisfaction other

than a sum of money, the price of domestic services sup-

posed to have been lost to the father during the period of

pregnancy.*

So far as personal injuries are concerned, a money
indemnity may or may not be proper : it will depend on

the respective fortunes of the parties interested.

In regulating pecuniary compensation, we must notSatiifoo-

forget the two branches—the past and the future. Satis*

faction for the future simply consists in putting an end the paet

to the evil of the offence: satisfaction for the past in com- fotore!'
****

pensating the wrong already undergone. Payment of an
amount due is satisfaction for the future; payment of

arrears of interest accrued due on that amount is satisfac-

tion for the past. Interest ought to run from the moment Payment

When the particular mischief was occasioned; from the impie
oompoitjod*

moment, for example, when* a delayed payment should

have been made, or when the article in question was,

carried off, damaged, or destroyed, or when the service

to which one was entitled was neglected.*

Interest, awarded as a form of compensation, should be
computed on a scale higher than that current in ordinary

commerce—at any rate, when there is any suspicion of bad

* In former times some proof of actual service was necessary in all
cases; but later, where an unmarried girl, under age, lived with her
father, and was not in the service of anyone else, service to her father
has been presumed. There must be service both at time of the seduction
and at the time of the accrual of the damage (e/. Hamilton v. Long
[W3 l. It. R., 2 K.B., 407). (C. M. A)
^

* The statute 3 and 4 Wm, IV., c, 42, empowers a jury (s. 29I to give
damam in the nature of interest over and above the vuue of the goods

at the tiihe of the conversion or seizure in all actions of trover or trespass
de bonis asporUUis.* (Q M. A.)
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faith. This excess is very necessary; for, if the interest

were at the current rate, there would be oases in which the

compensation would be inadequate, and other cases in

which a profit would result to the offender—a pecuniary

profit, if his object were to obtain a forced loan at the

ordinary rate of interest; a pleasure based on the gratifioa*

tion of hatred or revenge, if he wished to keep the injured

party in a state of want and to rejoice in his distress.

For the like reason, compound interest should be allowed

;

that is to say, whenever, according to customary usage,

any payment of simple interest would fall due, the amount
of such interest should be added to the principal sum.

This is so, because on each occasion that simple interest

became payable, the capitalist might have converted it into

capital or derived some equivalent advantage from it.

If this factor in the damage were left uncompensated,

there would result a loss to the injured man and a gain to

the offender.

offen* So far as joint offenders are concerned, the burthen of

compensation ought to be shared’in the ratio of the amounts

of their respective fortunes; save in so far as varpng degrees

of criminality might call for any modification in the scheme

of distribution. In fact, tke obligation to compensate is

a penalty, and this pencdty would be grossly unequal if

joint offenders of unequal wealth were mulct in identical

sums.^
^

^ UnleBS by virtue of express statute (as in the ease of oo-direoton

isBuinx a fraudulent prospectus), no right of contribution between
joint-feasors arises where one wrong-doer has paid the whole of the
damages: not even, as it would seem, in those oases where there was
no intention to do anything unlawfuL The rule carried to this len^h
'does not appeu to m founded on any principle of justioe, or equity,

or even of puolic policy
'
(see per Lord Herschell in Pmmer v. Wiok and

Pnlteney Town Steam Shipping Oo. [1894], A. C., at p. 324). (C. 11 A.)



CHAPTER XXVI.

OF RBSTErUTION IN KIND.

Restitution in kind is mainly applicable in cases

relating to property which possesses a value of affection: afonnor

such as real estate generally, family portraits and relics, the

handiwork of a dear friend, domestic animals, antiquities,

curiosities, pictures, manuscripts, musical instruments; in

fact, everything which is, or appears to be, unique.

But restitution in kind would be proper in every case,

if, indeed, it were possible ;
for the law ought to assure

me everything which is mine, without forcing me to accept

equivalents—^and they are not even equivalents if they
are not to my taste. In the absence of such restitution,

security is not complete; liow can the whole be secure if its

part is not secure ?

An article, carried off either in good or in bad faith,

may have passed into the hands of a holder who, in all

good faith, claims to possess it. Should it be restored to •«<»•

the original owner, or retained by its present possessor ?

The rule is simple enougli : it should remain with him who
may be presumed to have the greatest affection for it.

And this presumption, as to where the superior d^ee of

affection lies, will be readily raised from the relation thathas

been borne to the article in question, the time that it has
been in possession, the services that have been derived

from it, the care and cost that have been bbstowed upon
it. Such indications commonly conspire to support the

claim of the original owner.^

^ If we are conoemed with a thing or an animal which is oaimble ^
rspreduo&n, we may determine, in the same way, on which side will
lie the superior degree of i^ection for its products or offspring; as, e.p.,
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Claim! of

PmoliMw
at low
prioM.

Moreover, the preference is also due to the original owner
in cases where there is any doubt, and this for four reasons

:

(a) The present possessor may have been an accomplice
in a fraudulent acquisition, although we may not be in

a position to obtain proofs of his complicity. Nor is he
wronged by this suspicioh; for, being the creation of the
law and not of man, bearing on a class and not upon any
individual member of it, such suspicion is no impeachment
of his honour.

(/?) Although not an accomplice, the present possessor

may have been guilty of negligence or rashness, either in

omitting ordinary precautions to assure himself of the

vendor’s title, or in accepting too readily insufficient proofs

of ownership.

(y) If the question arises in connection with a grave

crime, such as robbery, preference should be given to the

first possessor, so as to strengthen the motives which induce
a man to undertake a prosecution.

(
5

) If the spoliation has sprung from malice, to leave

the article in the possession of anyone except the despoiled

proprietor would be to concede to the delinquent the

whole advantage he hoped to reap from his crime.

A purchase at a very low figure should always be followed

by restitution, on repayment of the price actually paid.

This circumstance, even if it does not prove complicity,

at least raises a strong presumption of bad faith. The
purchaser could not fail to be aware of the probability

that his vendor had been guilty of dishonesty
; for it is

the risk incurred in conveying stolen goods to an open
market that causes them to fetch a low price.

When, owing to the bad faith of his vendor, an innocent
possessor is required to restore an article to its original

the wine from a particular vineyard, the foal of a favourite horse, eto.
It may well be, however, that, in such oases, the claims of the original
owner will not be so certain to prevail. The last holder is only the
second proprietor of the thing or animal that froduces, hut he is first
proprietor of the product or offspring (Dumont).
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owner, it ought to be on condition that he received some
pecuniary compensation to be determined by the magis-

trate/

The* actual cost of preservation and maintenance

—

and, a* fortiori, charges for improvements and ©xtra-jjgg^
ordinary expenses—ought to be assessed in a liberal spirit

and allowed to the man last in possession. This not only

tends to a general increase in wealth, it is even in the

interest of the original owner, although the indemnity

may come out of his pocket. According as this indemnity

is granted or denied, improvement of the article is

encouraged or prevented.^

Neither the original owner nor the last possessor ought
to make a profit at the expense of the other. I'he one

who suffers loss ought to have recourse for an indemnity,

in the first instance, against the offender, and in default

against the subsidiary fund of which we shall speak

presently.*

^ Cf. B. 30 of the Pawnbrokers Aot, 1872, (35 and 36 Vict., c. 93.)
(C. M.A.) •

^ It matters not whether the last possessor acts in good faith or
dishonestly. It is not for his sake, but for the sake of you, the true
owner, that it ought to be made to his interest to bestow oare on the
estate or article that has come into his possession. Nothing is more
advisable than that he should derii^ profit from any improvement he
may effect. It would, of course, be possible to impose a penalty in
respect of any omission causing deprecation; but the best way of keep-
ing the property intact is to offer a reward, or rather an indemnity, in
respect of oare bestowed on* its preservation. There are many cases
in which it would be difficult to establish negligence; and, besides, when
reward finds its proper place, and does not mvolve danger, reward and
punishment together are worth more than punishment standing alone
(Dumont).

* 1 lose a horse worth thirty pounds; you buy it from a man, who sells

it as his own, for ten pounds. By virtue of the above rule, you must
hand it over to me on receiving from me what you gave for it. I am
the loser; and it remains for me to recover from your vendor my ten
pounds, and, in default, 1 ought to have a claim on the public ex-
chequer. But if, instead of adjudging the horse to me, it had been
awarded to you (which might be reasonable enough in some circum-
stances), you should be requhred to pay me the fudl value; otherwise
I should be made to suffer a loss that you might secure a gain. But
in that case you should have recourse to the property of the offender,

end in aefault to the public exchequer (Dumont).
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sffSS* When it is impossible to restore the identical article,

should) so far as possible, insist on restitution taking

vaint. the form of delivery of a similar article. Suppose, for

example, two rare medals cast from the same die: the

owner of one takes forcible possession of the other, and
then loses or damages it, either through negligence or by
design. In that case, the best form of satisfaction is to

hand over the medal that remains intact to the injured

party.

In offences of this kind pecuniary compensation is apt

to prove inadequate, or even useless. A value of affec-

tion is rarely appreciated by third p'ersons: it requires

highly enlightened benevolence, a philosophy quite out of

the common, to sympathize with tastes that we do not

share. The Dutch florist, who exchanges a tulip bulb

for its weight in gold, scoffs at the antiquary who gives a

great price for a rusty lamp.^

Legislators and Judges have too often reasoned like the

common herd: they have applied rough-and-ready rules

to what demanded nice discernment. In certain cases,

the offer of an indemnity in cash does not constitute

redress: it is an insult. Would gold be accepted as the

price of a treasured portrait of one’s mistress that some
rival had carried off ?

^ Some years ago a canary bird gave rije to a lawsuit before one of

the IVenoh Parliaments. A journalist who reported the prooeedinra

made great fun at the expense of the parties, and looked upon the wh(w
case as very absurd. 1 cannot share his view. Is it not imagination
that invests with their value the objects we deem most precious ? Seeing
that the laws are specially deoghed to harmoniae with the genend
feelings of mankind, can they dumlay too much concern for the safe-

ffuarding of evej^hhig which tends to promote the happiness of men T

Ought they to ignore the sensibility that draws us towards creatures

we have reared and tamed and taught, whose affections are entirely

centred on us T This lawsuit, so ndioulous in the iouznalist’s eyes,

was in truth but too serious, for one of the parties had saorifloed to it.

not his money only, but his honour and reputation. Gan an object
valned at such a price be esteemed a trifle f (Dumont), The word
Parliament does not, of course express in France, as it does in In-
land, the Assembly of the Estates of the Realm. The Ftencla*
ments * were mecsfy Courts of Justice. (C. M. A.)
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Mere restitution in kind leaves a deficiency in compensa- i>eterioi»*

tion measured by the value of the enjoyment lost during dfwttSr

the pendency of the offence. How is this value to

appriacSl ? An illustration will make the matter clear,

Suppose^there is a statue which, put up at auction, would,

in the opinion of experts, fetch a hundred pounds. This

statue is unlawfully carried off
;
and between its removal

and subsequent restitution there is the lapse of a year.

Interest, is at five per cent.
:
place under the head of com-

pensation for the past, ordinary interest, five pounds ; add

for penal interest (c/. Chapter XXV., at p. 73), say, two
pounds ten shillings; total, seven pounds ten shillings.

And, in assessing the damages, we must not neglect the

deterioration, whether accidental or unavoidable, which

the article may have undergone in the interval between the

commission of the offence and the restitution. The statue

will not have undergone any appreciable deterioration

—

at any rate, not necessarily so. But a horse of the like

price would inevitably have diminished in value. A
collection of tables showing the natural deterioration,

year by year, of divers articles, varying, of course, with

their class and character, is one of the essentials of a legal

library. •
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OF ATTESTATIVE SATISFACTION.

Falie re-
port!, etc.

This expedient for the provision of compensation is

attee^tion peculiarly adapted to a crime of falsehood, where it is

- probable that there will result some belief prejudicial to

a particular individual. We refer to cases in which it is

not possible to demonstrate either the gravity or the extent

of the consequences of the offence, or even to show that

any such exist. But, while the error persists, it remains

a constant source of present or probable mischief; and

there is but one way of putting an end to it—^that is, to

gainsay it by putting in evidence the actual facts.

An enumeration of the principal crimes of falsehood will

naturally find a place here

:

(tt) Simple Mental Injuries, consisting in the Spreading

of False Alarms,—For example, stories of apparitions,

ghosts, vampires, sorcery, diabolical possession, false

reports calculated to inspire some^person with fear or grief,

such as pretended deaths, alleged misconduct on the part

Vof a near relative, stories of conjugal infidelity or of loss

of property ; or take lies likely to strike terror in the minds

of a class more or less numerous, such as rumours of pesti-

lence, invasion, conspiracy, conflagrations, and the like.

(p) Offences against the Reputation, of which there are

many distinct species: defamation of the positive kind,

by means of deliberate allegations or damaging libels;

negative attacks on the reputation, impairing where it is

impossible to destroy, ^as by concealing from the public

a circumstance which would have added to the Mst of

So

AttMkion
sue repute-
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a famous action
;

‘ interception ’ of reputation, as by
suppressing an achievement calculated to redound to the

honour of a particular individual, or by depriving a man
of the opportunity of distinguishing himself by representing

some enterprise contemplated by him as impossible or as

already accomplished; and ‘ usurpation * of reputation, of

which all plagiarism, whether of the work of authors or of

artists, affords an illustration.

(y) Fraudulent Acquisition,—^Examples : false reports vato^oodi

circulated for stock-jobbing purposes, or to influence the view to

price of transferable shares in a trading company. Sedition.

(d) Disturbance in the Enjoyment of Rights incidental Frauds m
to some Civil or Domestic Status.—Examples : denying a oondition.

person, justly entitled thereto, the status of husband in

relation to a particular woman ; of wife in relation to a

particular man
;
of son in relation to a particular man or

particular woman—^falsely assuming to oneself some such

status —eommitting a similar fraud in relation to any other

civil condition or privilege.^

(c) Hindering Acquisition.—^That is, preventing a man
from buying or selling an article by false reports as to its soautoitton.

value or as to the right of disposal ;
or, it may be, preventing

a man from acquiring a certafh condition, say marriage,

by false reports, which lead to its being put off or not

taking place at all.
^

In all these cases the strong arm of the law would be
powerless, while forcible methods would prove vain

imperfect. The only effective remedy is an authoritative

declaration which destroys the falsehood. To abolish

error, to make truth public—^an honourable function,

worthy of the highest tribunals !

What form should the attestative satisfaction assume ? It

may be as varied as are the methods of publicity
:
printing

and publication of the decree at the charges of the offender,

placards distributed at the pleasure of the party injured,

annoancements in the newspapers at home and abroad.
VOL. n. G
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The notion of this type of satisfaction, so simple and

so useful, is drawn from the jurisprudence of France.

When a man had been defamed, the Courts, or Parliaments,

as they were called, almost invariably ordered that the

sentence which ro-estabUshed his reputation should be

printed and placarded at the expense of the libeller.

force the offender to avow that he had

uttered a falsehood; why force him to acknowledge in

traetotion public the probity of the injured party ? This procedure

was vicious in several respects : it was wrong to require a

man to give expression to sentiments which he probably

did not, in fact, entertain ;
to risk the granting of a judicial

injunction that might ordain a lie. It was wrong, again,

to impair the reparation by employing an act of constraint;

for what is proved by a retractation, if made under com-

pulsion of law, unless, indeed, it be weakness and alarm on

the part of the man who pronounces it ?

The offender may, however, become the instrument of

his own condemnation, if it is thought fit to add to his

punishment in this way; and this may be compassed

without deviating from the exact truth, provided that the

prescribed formula comprises the sentiments of Justice,

as being those of Justice '-and not those of the offender.

‘ The Court has adjudged that I have uttered a falsehood

;

the Court has decided that I have not acted the part of

an honest man
;
the Court is of opinion that my opponent

in this matter has behaved like a man of honour.’ So

far as the public and the injured party are concerned,

this is all that is wanted. It is a victory for truth suffi-

ciently signal, a humiliation for the culprit sufficiently

galling. What would be gained by forcing him to say:
* I have uttered a falsehood ; I have not acted the part of

an honest man; my opponent has behaved like a man of

honour ’ 1 This declaration, stronger than the first in

appearance, is in reality less so. The fear which prompts

such avowals does not alter the actual sentiments^ and
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when, before a large audience, they are uttered by the

lips, we seem, so to speak, to hear a cry from the heart

retracting every word.

If tfie avowjJ relates to a question of bare fact. Justice ^

is less likely to be duped, and the explicit admission of

falsehood exacted from the defendant in his own name
will almost always be in accord with his real feelings; but

when it concerns an opinion—namely, the opinion of the

offender himself—any retractation that is forced from him
will almost always be at variance with his inner con-

victions. In such conflicts, impartial folk will condemn a

man ten times for once that he will condemn himself.

Even if he can for a moment become calm enough to

indulge in reflection, he sees the triumph of his enemy
before his very eyes, he is himself the instniment to pro-

claim it, and the goading of wounded pride will serve to

stimulate the prepossessions of his mind. He may have

been honestly deceived, and you compel him to brand

himself a liar; you place him in a cruel position, and the

honester he is the more he suffer—he will be punished

the more the less he deserves it.

No doubt many rascals, by means of a judicial decree

too wide in its terms, have got themselves pronounced men of

honour and probity
;
and that by the very persons who were

best acquainted with their true character. But, what is the

real significance of such a general declaration ? Because a

particular imputation is unfounded, does it follow that the

man is wholly without reproach ? Because he has been

falsely charged on one occasion, does it follow that he has

never committed crime ? Yet we must mark this incon-

venience attendant on an exculpation too general in form.

Once let such a patent of honour be granted to a man of ill

repute, and there arises direct conflict between public opinion

and the ruling of the courts : their authority is impaired, and

recourse will no longer be had to them for a remedy which,

tiw)ug6 bad administration, has lost its efiicacy.
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With regard to promises, less reserve is necessary. It

to faturS* is enough to take care that the undertaking shall contain

nothing contrary to the laws of honour and probity. A
man ought not, for example, to be required to promise

service against his country or his party; but he ‘may be

required to engage not to fight at all, because such an

undertaking by him involves no loss to his country or to

his party. He would not have been in a position to afford

any service to either if, instead of being released on parole,

he had been put to death or kept in irons.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

OF HONORARY SATISFACTION: DUELLING.

We have just displayed the appropriate remedies

such offences against the reputation as have falsehood for

their instrument. But there are others more dangerous

still; enmity has even surer means of dealing a deadly

blow at honour. Enmity does not always skulk behind

malicious calumny : it may attack the foe in the open, and
yet take care to avoid such violent methods as might involve

any personal risk. The end in view is to humiliate. A
course of action, the least distressing in its immediate

effects, may often prove the most serious in its consequences.

The infliction of some greater injury to the man’s person

might, perhaps, do less hurt to his honour; for we may
well make him an object of scorn without arousing in

his favour the feeling of pity, ^hich would accompany the

infliction of such serious personal injury, as would excite a

feeling of antipathy against his assailant. In this class of

offences, hatred has eidiausted all her refinements: her

schemes must be met by special remedies, which we propose

to distinguish by the name of Honorary Satisfaction.

To appreciate the necessity for such special remedies,

we must probe the nature and tendency of these offences,

examine the causes of their gravity, and consider the

remedy which has hitherto been afforded by the practice

of duelling, noting in passing the inadequacy of that

remedy. These inquiries, which touch the most delicate

chords ^of the human heart, have been almost wholly

J^ogleoted by our law-makers, and yet must form the very

85
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tlon of

offenoM.
LOMOf
honour.

of public
opinion.

groundwork of all good legislation in this matter of

honour.

In the present condition of the most highly civilized

nations, the natural and common effect of these o^ences

is to rob the injured person of a portion, more or less

considerable, of his honour; that is to say, he no longer

enjoys the same esteem among his fellows; he has lost

a corresponding portion of such pleasures, services, and

good offices of every kind, as are the fruits of that esteem;

and he finds himself exposed to the vexatious consequences

of the contempt of those around him. Now, inasmuch

as this change, which has been wrought in the sentiments

of mankind in general, constitutes the very essence of the

evil, it is they whom we ought to regard as immediate

aiithors of the mischief. The nominal offender infiicts

only a slight cut which, left to itself, would quickly heal

;

it is other folk who, by the poisons they pour into it,

create a dangerous, and often incurable, wound.

At the first blush, the harshness of public opinion towards

a man who has suffered insult sWkes one as a revolting

piece of injustice. We will suppose that some stronger

or more daring fellow abuses his superiority, and ill-treats

in some way a man whose* weakness alone should have

sufficed to protect him. The whole world, with almost

mechanical unanimity, instead of being roused to anger

against the oppressor, range themselves on his side, and

fall, like cowards, on his victim, with a scorn and sarcasm

often more bitter than death itself. At this signal given

by an unknown man, the public vie with each other in

rushing upon their innocent prey, like some ferocious dog

which only awaits a movement of his master’s hand before

seizing a passer-by. In this way, any scoundrel, who is

minded to deliver an honest man to the torments of disgrace,

can, in order to carry out his unjust and tyrannicid work,

make use of those who a^ called men of the world, men of

honour. And, as the contempt which attends an insult
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is proportioned to the insult itself, this tyranny on the part

of the baser sort of men becomes the more difficult to repel

the more outrageously its exercise is abused.

Whether the outrageous insult is deserved or not, no
one coddescends to inquire. Anyhow, it is a triumph, not

only for its insolent author, but for everyone who can

manage to add to its opprobrium. It is accounted an

liououT to trample on the fallen; the affront he has received

separates him from his equals, and renders him unclean

in their eyes, as by some social excommunication. So that

the real evil, the disgrace which overshadows him, is

much more the work of other men than of the original

offender. He only points out the prey, it is they who sei^ce

and rend it; he ordains the punishment, they are the

executioners.

Suppose, for example, that a man is carried away with

anger to the point of publicly spitting in another man’s

face. Now, what is the actual mischief here ? A drop

of water, forgotten as soon as it is wiped away. But this

drop of water may be converted into a corrosive poison

that will vex the man throughout life. What works the

transmutation ? Public opinion, the opinion which allo-

cates, at will, honour and shai^e. His cruel assailant knew
well enough that the affront would serve as the forerunner

and signal for an outpouring of contempt.

Any vile and brutal cfeature may, then, at his pleasure

dishonour a man of virtue ! With sorrow and chagrin, J^bUe
1

^ OpIllIOQe
he may overshadow the close of the most distinguished

career ! But how can he possibly retain such fatal power ?

He retains it because irresistible corruption has conquered

the first and purest of all tribunals—^that which exerts

the popular sanction. As a result of this deplorable per-

version, the honour of every citizen is at the mercy of

the worst of men: collectively, the citusens are under his

command to execute decrees of proscription directed

against^any one of them individually.
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Suoh is the indiotment that might be preferred agfunst

public opinion; and the charges would certainly not be

without solid foundation. Men, who worship brute force,

are often guilty of injustice towards the weak aild un-

protected; but, when we come to probe the conset^uences

of this class of offence, it will be plain that such crimes

produce an evil quite apart from opinion, while the attitude

of the public towards affronts and insults is not, in general,

so improper and unreasonable as it might at first appear.

I Hay ' in general ’ because there are many cases in which

public opinion cannot possibly be justified.

In order to grasp the full force of the mischief that may
result from these outrages, we will put aside all question

of applicable remedies
; and, indeed, we must assume that

Oofponi none suoh exist. On this assumption the offences may,
of course, be repeated at pleasure; a boundless career is

open to insolence; the person insulted to-day may be

insulted again to-morrow, the next day, on any day and
at any hour. Each fresh affront paves the way for further

insult, and renders more probable a succession of similar

outrages. Now, the notion of ' corporal insult ’ comprises

every act offensive to the person, which can be inflicted

without causing serious j^ysical mischief-—everything

which produces a sensation of unpleasantness, sorrow, or

disquiet. But an act of this kind, which if it stood alone

would be felt hardly at all, may, by^tnere force of repetition,

cause a very painful degree of discomfort, or even un-

bearable anguish. 1 have read somewhere that water,

falling drop by drop from a certain height on the shaven

crown of a bare head, was one of the most cruel tortures

ever devised ; OuUa cavai la^dem^ runs the Latin proverb.*

^ ChOk^ eawt lapidem non vi. oed ompt eadendo. CJ. Ovid, Ex PmOo,
lib. iv. (x.), 5 : OuUa eaoat lapidem, oonnmitur anulua uau, (0. M. A.)

^ To form an idea of the torment resulting from the persistent aoou-
mulation of trifling vexations, almost imperoej^ble wlmn taken sepa-
rately, we need omy recall the effects A prmonged tickling, and the
persecutions so common in the games and quarrels of ohil&c^. At
that period the slightest dispute ends in blows, the idea of decoiwm
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Thus the person, compelled by relative feebleness to

undergo vexations of this sort at the pleasure of his tor-

mentor, and deprived, in accordance with our assumption,

of any legal protection, would be reduced to a state of

unspealfable misery. Nothing more would be needed to

establish absolute despotism on the one side, abjeot

slavery on the other.

Note, also, that the sufferer is not a slave of one man
only, but of everyone who is minded to enchain him. He
is the butt of the first comer, who, knowing his frailty,

will be tempted to abuse it. He may be likened to a

Spartan helot, under the heel of everybody, always in fear

and always in pain, the object of general ridicule and of

a contempt which is not even tempered by compassion;

he is, in a word, lower than any slave, because the misery

of the slave springs from a state of coercion that awakens
pity, while this man’s abasement owes its origin to the

meanness of his condition.

There is, too, a further reason why these small vexations,

these insults, have, in the matter of cruelty, a sort of pre-

eminence over violent measures. Fierce outbursts of anger,

which, indeed, often serve to extinguish in a moment the

enmity of the aggressor, or ever^Tto excite a sudden feeling

of regret, present to one’s view a limit or end of suffering;

but a humiliating and malicious insult, far from exhausting
the hatred which prompted it, seems rather to incite to

fresh annoyance, and it is thus pictured in the mind as the
herald of a host of insults, the more alarming from being
vague and indefinite.

What I have said of corporal insults may be applied to
threats, since it is largely through their operation as acts
of intimidation that such insults acquire their gravity.

not beitig of BuflGLcieut force to repress them; but the levity and pity
mural to tlm very young prevent them from pushing matters to a
najimmus mint; while re&ction has not imparted to them the feeling

which the mingling of accessory ideas arouses in later
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bwSiL Verbal outrages have not altogether the same charao-

acteristics. They constitute nothing more than a sort of

vague defamation, an employment of injurious expressions

of indeterminate meaning, which vary greatly according

to the condition of the persons concerned. ‘ Such insults

indicate to the party atta^^ked that he is alleged to be

worthy of public contempt, without specifying any par-

ticular ground. The evil which may reasonably be ex-

pected to result is a repetition of revilings of the same type

;

and they may, too, well cause apprehension, lest so public a

profession of contempt should serve as an invitation to

others to join in the attack. For, in truth, this is an

invitation to which men will readily respond : the pleasurable

feeling of pride in administering reproof—raising oneself,

as it were, at the expense of somebody ©Iso—the force of

imitation, and the tendency to accept strong assertions

—

all conspire to increase the gravity of insults of this class.

But they would seem to owe their chief importance to

the neglect with which they have been treated by the

law, and to the practice of duelling—that subsidiary

remedy whereby the popular sanction has sought to supply

the omissions of the law.^

DneUing. It is not surprising th^t legislators, fearing to attach

too much importance to trifles, have almost entirely

neglected the branch of securi^ concerned with petty

acts of vexation. Physical mischief, which is naturally

^ To call a man a rog^ue is not to lay any particular offence at Ids

door, but to accuse him, in general terms, of such conduct as commoi^y
leads to the gallows. We should carefully distinguish such ins^ting
expressions from specific defamation, which relates to some particu^
matter and is susceptible of refutation in the form of atteetative satis-

faction. Insulting words of a vague and indefinite character cannot be
grappled with in the same way (Dumont).

* ^here is scarcely a distinguished politician of the times of Gleorge IIL
who did not put his patriotism, his honour, or his truth, to the test of

the pistoL Lord Talbot and Wilkes, Lord Shelburne and Colonel

Ftdli^n, Lord Lauderdale and General Arnold, Townshend, Pitt,

Fox, Sheridan, Wyndham, Canning, Tierney, Burdett, Brougham,
Oastlereagh, and the Duke df Wellington, are amongst the public men
who have not refused the sanction of their names and example to the

praotioe,' etc. {Edinburgh Bevisw. vol. lxxv„ p. 443). (C. M. A.)
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enough adopted as a measure of the importance of an

offence, is nearly non-existent; while the more remote

consequences have escaped the inexperienced eyes of our

law-makers. The duel presented itself to fill the gap.

This is not the place to inquire into the origin of duelling,

or to investigate the varieties and apparent absurdities

of the practice.^ It is enough that the usage exists, and,

in fact, assumes the form of a remedy, serving to reduce

the disorder which would otherwise result from the

omissions of the law.

The practice, once established, has the following direct

consequences

:

First, it puts an end, in great measure, to the evil of

the offence; that is to say, to the shame which follows the

insult. The party aggrieved is no longer in the miserable

condition in which he found himself when exposed to

the affronts of an insolent fellow and to the contempt of

all mankind. He is released from a state of constant fear.

The stain on his honour ^is effaced; and, indeed, if the

challenge followed immediately upon the affront, the

stain will not have had time to make any lasting impres-

sion, for dishonour does not consist in receiving an insult,

but in submitting to it.
*

The second effect of duelling is that it acts in the charac-

ter of a punishment, and tends to check the recurrence
of similar offences. Every fresh instance serves to pro-

mulgate the penal laws of honour, and to remind men that

^ In the age of chivalry many oircumstanoes conspired to establish
the duel. Tournaments a^ single combats, suggested by the passion for
military renown and deseed as forms of amusement, led naturally

challe^es of honour. The idea of a special Providence, derived from
Christianity, resulted in the conception of this form of appeal to Divine
Justice wd in the reference of disputes to its decision. But long before
the Christian era, duelling was established in Spain as a judicial ez-
pement. Cf, Livy, book zzviii., § 21 (Dumont). Mellingen {HuAory
of During, 1841) records the deatlu of sixty-nine persons lolled during
the reign of Q^rge III.; eighteen trials took place, and ten men were
^nvioted, two only bei^ hanged. TheS other eight suffered short
ter^of imprisonment. The two men hanged were really convicted
rather of foul fighting than of duelling. (C. M. A.)
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they cannot indulge in offensive conduct without risking

the consequences of private combat; that is to say, without

incurring the risk of undergoing, according to the jssue of

the particular duel, varying d^ees of afflictive punish-

ment, or even the penalty of death. Thus, the brave man
who, by way of supplying the omissions of the law, hazards

his life to avenge an affront adds to the general security

of the community, while struggling to sustain his own.

But, regarded as a punishment, the duel is conspicuously

re^e^M defective :

mont (a) It is not an expedient which can be employed by

MU^to everyone. There are many classes who cannot possibly
mftnyoMw.

protection it affords; such as women, children,

old men, the sick, and those who, from lack of courage,

cannot make up their minds to atone for dishonour by

incurring so grave a risk. Besides, by an oddity in this

code of honour worthy of its feudal origin, the upper classes

have not allowed their inferiors to stand on the same

footing with themselves in regard to the duel: a peasant,

outraged by some truculent fellow of gentle birth, cannot

secure this form of satisfaction. In such case the

insult may, no doubt, have less serious consequences;

but yet it remains an insul£, and the evil is without remedy.

The duel, considered as a punishment, is in all these

particulars found to be inefficacious,

(P) Indeed, it is sometimes not any punishment at all;

ntaE^with for public opinion attaches to it a reward which, in the

eyes of many persons, may well seem to countervail the

attendant dangers. This reward is the honour connected

with the proof of courage—an honour which has often

invested the duel with such attractions as could not be

overcome by any opposing risks or inconveniences. There

was a time when it was essential to the reputation of a

well-bred man that he should have fought at least once,

A flash of the eye, some'slighting gesture, an act of prefer-

ence, the mere suspicion of rivalry, was quite enough for
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men who wanted nothing but a pretext, and esteemed

themselves requited a thousandfold for the perils they

had run, by securing the applause of both sexes, with

whom,*for different reasons, bravery is equally in favour.

Considered in this aspect, the punishment, thus mingled

with reward, no longer retains its true penal character,

and so is once more found to be inefficacious,

(y) Again, the duel, regarded as a punishment, is defec- £SJttoo

tive by reason of excess; or, to use a fitting expression,

which will be explained elsewhere, it is too expensive a

penalty. True, the meeting often amounts to nothing at

all; but it may result in loss of life. Between the two
extremes of everything and nothing, the parties are

exposed to all the intermediate degrees of injury—^wounds,

scars, mutilations, limbs lost or maimed. It is manifest

that, if called upon to make choice of the form of satisfac-

tion in such cases, we should give preference to some penalty

less uncertain nnd less hazardous, one which would neither

imperil life nor yet be altogether meaningless.

There is a further singularity in this form of penal justice

which is peculiar to the duel: costly to the aggressor, it

is no less so to the party wronged. ^ The injured person

can only enforce the right of-^punishment by exposing

himself to the like penalty—and, indeed, he is at a plain

disadvantage, for the chances are naturally in favour of

him who has the opportunity of choosing his man before

incurring any risk. Hence this mode of punishment is

at onoe easpensive and iU-eonceived,

(B) Another special inconvenience attending the arbitra- ^
ment of the duel is that it aggravates the original offence,

whenever the man who is wronged fails to have recourse tnjiuy*

to this form of vengeance—^unless, indeed, it is acknow-

^ In ibis respeot the Japanese rises superior to the man of honour of
modem Europe. The European, for the chance of slayinx his foe,
offm him a reciprocal and equal chance. The Japanese, for me chance
of inducuuLan Mversary to rip up hui beUV, begins by setting him the
«ample(Bumont).
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ledged that the expedient is, in the circumstances, im-

possible. Suppose the injured party declines to send a

challenge, he thereby betrays two capital blemishes, lack

of courage and lack of honour—^lack of the virtu^ which

protects society and without which it cannot subljist, and

lack of sensibility to the love of reputation, one of the

fundamental bases of morality. Under the laws of duelling,

then, the injured party is placed in a worse position than

if those laws had no existence; for, by refusing to avail

himself of the dire remedy they afford, they become for

him, as it were, a poison that rankles in his wound.

%Ted”b
certain instances, the duel, in its character of

innocent^ a punishment, has not proved so ineffective as would have

seemed likely, this can only have been because some quite

innocent person has exposed himself to penal consequences,

which (seeing that he was free from blame) must neces-

sarily have been unmerited. Such a case arises when the

individual actually affronted, by reason of some infirmity

due to sex, age, or state of health, is not in a position to

resort to this mode of defencd. The helplessness of the

individual leaves open no resource, unless chance provides

some protector who has both the capacity and the will

to undertake responsibility, and do the fighting in place

of the person actually injured. It is thus that a husband,

a lover, a brother, may take ujpon himself to avenge an

insult offered to his wife, his mistress, or his sister ; but

if, in such case, the duel affords adequate protection, it

can only be by compromising the safety of a third person,

who finds himself burdened with a quarrel to which he is

personally a stranger, and in relation to which he has,

probably, never been in a position to exercise the slightest

control.

Dinmns ii It is beyond all manner of dispute that, considered as

fluSdng the a factor in penal jurisprudence, duelling is an absurd and

honmir. outrageous expedient; but. absurd and outrageous as it

is, there is no denying that it attains its princijpal pnd-
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it entirely effaces the stain that insult impresses on honour}

Commonplace moralists, by condemning public opinion

on this point, serve only to confirm my statement. Now,
whether or not, in view of this result, the duel is defensible,

we are not concerned to discuss; the actual result is un-

doubted, and it has its cause. What that cause may be

it is essential for the legislator to try to ascertain ; so

interesting a phenomenon ought not to remain unexplained

by him.

As we have already pointed out, the man who submits gw the

to an insult is looked upon as degraded, as exhibiting weak- “ •

ness and cowardice. Always exposed to affront and to ment.

lasting reproach, I can no longer stand on an equal footing

with other men, nor pretend to the same degree of

respect. But if, after the insult, I present myself before

my adversary, and agree to risk my life against his in single

combat, my conduct uplifts me, at once, from the depths of

humiliation in which I was plunged . If I die, I am delivered

alike from public contemjit and the insolent tyranny of

my enemy. If he falls, I am thereby set free, and the

wrong-doer is punished. If he be merely wounded, it is a

sufficient lesson for him, and for such as might have been

tempted to follow his example.* But even supposing that

I am wounded myself, or that both of us escape injury, still

the fight is not futile—^it always produces its effect. My
adversary realises that he cannot renew his insults save

at the peril of his life, that I am not an unresisting creature

who may be outraged with impunity; and thus my
courage affords me protection almost as complete as

that which I should have received from the law, had it

1 later years Bentham’s views on duelling were greatly modified.
Writing to the Duke of Wellington, on March 22, 1829, the day after
the Duke’s duel with Lord Winchelsea, Bentham said: * In former days
I thought 1 saw some benefits from it (f.s., the practice of duelling) to
mankind, and committed the mention of them to writing; and, 1
misrecollect not, to the press. On further consideration, I have arrived
at the pe|sua8ioii that they amount to UStlc, if anything; and that, at
Aygate, they are in a prodigious degree outweighed by the mischievoua
effects.* (C. M. A.)
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visited such offences with capital or other afflictive

punishment.

Moreover, if, when this mode of satisfaction is open to

me, I submit patiently to the insult, I render myself an

object of scorn in the eyes of the public ;
because my con-

duct reveals a pitiful lack of courage on my part, and

cowardice is always accounted one of the most glaring

defects in a man’s character. A poltroon has ever been

an object of contempt.

Oowardiee But ought this lack of courage fairly to be ranked

among the vices ? Is the opinion, which reckons cowardice
Motempt-

^jontemptible, a useful or a harmful prejudice ?

It can hardly be doubted that this opinion accords with

the public interest, when we reflect that, self-preservation

being the first law of nature, courage must be more or less

a factitious quality, a social virtue which owes its origin

and growth to public approval rather than to any other

assignable cause. Anger may kindle ardour for the

moment; but courage, calm and long sustained, can only

spring up and ripen under the happy influences of honour.

The contempt, then, which is felt for cowardice is no

foolish prejudice; nor is the suffering it entails on poltroons

a punishment inflicted to iB) purpose. The very existence

of the body politic depends on the courage of the individuals

who compose it. The safety of ^ country, so far as rival

States are concerned, rests on the bravery of its warriors

:

the internal security of the State, as against aggression on

the part of these same warriors, depends upon the degree

of courage diffused amongst the general body of private

citizens. In a word, courage is the soul of the State; its

tutelary genius ; the sacred palladium that alone can safe-

guard the people against the miseries of servitude, uphold

them in the state of manhood, and preserve them from

falling below the level of the brute creation. Now, the

greater the tribute of honour that is paid to couirage, the

greater will be the number of courageous men; the
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cowardice is despised, the fewer will be the number of

cowards.

Nor is this all. The man, who, being in a condition to

fight, ^ckets an affront, does not merely betray timidity;

he also *rebels against the popular sanction, which has name-

placed the practice of duelling on the footing of a law,

and shows himself, in an essential point, careless of his

own good name. And this popular sanction is the most
active and faithful minister of the Principle of Utility,

the most powerful and least dangerous ally of the political

sanction. For are not the laws of the popular sanction,

as a general rule, in full accord with the laws of utility ?

The more alive a man is to the value of his good name, the

more likely is it that his character will conform with the

dictates of virtue; the less sensible he is of its value, the

more readily will he become a prey to the seducing influences

of vice.

Now, what is the net result of this discussion ? That, ^nerai^^

owing to the condition of neglect in which the law has the poei-

been content hitherto to leave the honour of the citizens,

he who submits to insult, without recourse to the form
of satisfaction prescribed by public opinion, thereby shows
himself reduced to a state of hiimiliating inferiority, and
is exposed to the infliction of an endless series of affronts.

He shows himself, too, devoid of the sentiment of courage

which makes for the gdheral safety; and, finally, he is

displayed as a man bereft of regard for his own good name,
a regard which serves to foster every virtue and to shield

against every vice.^

On examining the tendency of public opinion in relation

to insults, it seems to me that, speaking generally, public

^ When an old man, Bentham said to Bowring :
* Duelling should be

prevented by legislation. The challenge is the inchoate offence, the
battle the completed one. Duelling does a vast deal more mischief than
p^ple are aware of. It is the instrument of secret tyranny to a pro-
digious amount. ... It may be cheekednow, but it can only be put down
l>y the intneduction of a natural system of j^rocedure * (Bowring's edition
of BeMham, vol. x., p. 66). (C. M. A.)
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opinion has been sound and useful ; and that the successive

changes it has effected in the practice of duelling have

brought that practice more and more into conformity with

the Principle of Utility. The general public would be in

the wrong—or, rather, would be guilty of manifest folly

—if, on the mere view of an affront, they forthwith issued

a decree of infamy against the insulted party. But that

is not what is done : the decree of infamy is issued only in

case the party insulted rebels against the laws of honour,

and signs under his own hand, so to speak, a decree of

degradation from the status of manhood.
The public then is, speaking generally, in the right as

to this system of honour.^ The blame really lies at the door

of the law: first, in allowing, so far as affronts are con-

cerned, a state of anarchy to prevail, such as has com-
pelled recourse to this fantastic and unfortunate expedient;

secondly in having set itself in opposition to duelling, a

remedy imperfect enough, it is true, but the only one

available; and, thirdly, in having opposed it by methods

altogether undue and inefficaciotiB.

^ Does the public grasp the true grounds on which its opinion can be
justified ? Is it guided by the Principle of Utility, or by mechanical
imitation and a bund instinct ? Does the duellist act on an enlightened
view of his own and the genera! interest ? These questions are more
curious than useful; but there is an observation which may assist in
resolving them. It is one thing to be guided by the existence of certain

motives; it is another thin^ to perceive ^he drift and influence of those
motives. There is no action or judgment without motive, no effect

without a cause. But, to understand the influence that a motive exerts

upon us, we must know how to turn the mind upon itself, to anatomize
thought. We roust needs divide the mind into two parts, one of which
is engaged in observing the other—a difficult operation of which, from
want ofpractice, few persons are capable (Dumont).



CHAPTER XXIX.

REMEDIES FOB OFFEKOES AGAINST HONOUR.

We begin by setting forth the various methods by which

satisfaction may be afforded for offended honour. The
grounds upon which the use of these methods may be

justified will follow.

Offences against honour may bo divided into three

groups or classes: Verbal insults; corporal outrages; in-

suiting threats. honour.

A penalty, which bears resemblance to the offence, should

operate at the same time as a mode of affording satisfac-

tion to the injured party

List of these Punishments,— (i) Simple admonition.

(2) Compelling the offender to read his own sentence in

a loud voice. (3) Bringing the culprit to his knees

before the person he has wronged. (4) Making humble
apology in a form prescribed. (5) Emblematical gar-

ments (with which the«culprit may in certain cases be

clad). (6) Emblematical masks (an adder’s head in cases

of bad faith, the head of a magpie or parrot in cases of

rash words or conduct). (7) Witnesses of the affront

to bo summoned to behold the act of reparation. (8)

Persons, whose r^ard is highly valued by the culprit, to

be summoned to the execution of the sentence. (9) Giving

publicity to the judgment (by choice of place; number of

spectators
;
publication in the press, or by means of placards

^

or by distributing copies of the sentence). (10) Banish-

ment fo^ a longer or shorter term (hither from the presence
of tfie party wronged or from that of his own friends).
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For an insult offered in a public place—as, a market,

theatre, or church—banishment from such place, (ii) For

a corporal outrage, retaliation inflicted by the injured

person, or, at his option, at the hands of the pub*^iic ex-

ecutioner. (12) For insult offered to a woman, the culprit

might be dressed up with the headgear of a woman, and

retaliation inflicted by a woman’s hand.

Many of these methods are novel, and some will seem

very odd; but fresh expedients are certainly necessary,

for experience has demonstrated the inadequacy of the

old ones. And, as to their apparent singularity, that is

the very circumstance which adapts them to their end,

and fits them, by a sort of analogy, to transfer to the

insolent wrong-doer the contempt he has sought to pour

on his innocent victim.

These expedients are many and various in order that

they may correspond with the number and variety of

offences of this kind; in order that they may be adapted

to the gravity of the particular case, and furnish reparation

suited to the many different social distinctions; for it is

not desirable to treat in the same way an insult offered to

an underling and to a magistrate, to a churchman and to

a soldier, to a youth and to^n aged man. All this theatrical

show, these speeches, these poses, these emblems, these

ceremonies solemn or grotesque as occasion may require

—

in a word, these public forms of satisfaction, in the guise

of spectacular display—^furnish the injured party not only

with present pleasure, but also with pleasures of memory,

such as amply compensate him for the humiliation of

insult.

It must be observed that, inasmuch as the wrong was

anaJogow
means, it is fitting that some artificial

to the expedient should enter into the form of reparation; other-
wroog. * ^ »

wise it will not strike the imagination in the same way,

and will necessarily ^be incomplete. The wrong-doer

having made use of a certain kind of injury for the pufpose

Neceielty
for greot
wiety of
expedientit
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of pouring public contempt upon his adversary, we must

needs employ an analogous form of injury to throw back,

as it were, that contempt upon himself. It is in public

opinion*that the seat of the mischief lies; it is in public

opinion that we must find the remedy. The wound in-

flicted on Telephus by the spear of Achilles could be cured

only by a touch of the same weapon.^ That is a symbol

of the working of Justice in matters of honour : it is by an

affront that the mischief has been done ;
it is by humiliation

that the wrong must be repaired.

Let us trace the effects of this kind of satisfaction. The Effecto of
lefCal rei^

man who has been wronged, humbled before his aggressor, oration,

is no longer secure in his old haunts, while the future holds

out a prospect of renewed insults. But, when legal repara-

tion has been made him, he at once regains what he has

lost, walks in safety and with head erect, and even acquires

an actual superiority over his adversary. How has this

change been wrought ? Why, in this way : we no longer

see in him a weak and wsetched creature, whom any man
may trample underfoot

;
the strength of the magistracy has

become his strength
;
no one will be tempted to repeat an

insult which has been so signaler avenged. His oppressor,

who for the moment seemed so high and mighty, has

fallen headlong from his triumphal car
; his punishment,

inflicted in the sight of & host of witnesses, shows clearly

enough that he is no more to be feared than any other

man: the only remaining vestige of his violence will be
the memory of his chastisement. What could the injured

party wish for more ? Had he possessed the strength of

a Samson, could he have done better 1

If the legislator had always applied such a scheme
satisfaction in suitable fashion, we should never have seen
the rise of duelling; for that practice has been, and still is, duel would

diMppoif*
Telephus, son of Heracles and Auge, l>eoame King of Mysia. He

was wounded by Achilles, and learnt irom the oracle that hu wound
TOuldfenly be cured by him who had inflicted it. Achilles effected the cure
by means of the rust from the spear which he had used. (C. M. A.}
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Ti^Dnti— a mere supplement in aid of an inadequate system of laws.

In proportion as this void in legislation is filled by means of

adequate arrangements adapted to the protection of Ijonour,

we shall see the custom of duelling diminish ;
and, indeed,

it would cease altogether if provision were made for

honorary satisfaction in complete accord with public

opinion, and for the faithful administration of the laws.

In former times, duelling served as a mode of arbitrament

in a large number of cases in which it would be the height

of absurdity to employ it nowadays. A litigant, who
should send his opponent a challenge in order to prove a

title or establish a right, would be thought a fool; but in

the twelfth century such an expedient would have been

accounted quite reasonable and regular. Whence comes

this change ? Why, from the change which, by slow

degrees, has taken place in jurisprudence ? Justice,

growing more and more enlightened, and adhering more

and more closely to fixed laws and regular forms, has

gradually afforded means of redress more acceptable than

the duel.' The same cause will ever produce the same
effects. So soon as the law provides a sure and certain

remedy in the case of offences directed against honour,

there will cease to be any tefhptation to resort to a dangerous

and doubtful expedient. Are people in love with pain

and death 1 Most certainly no^. Such a sentiment is

as foreign to the breast of the hero as to the heart of the

coward. It is the silence of the law and omissions on the

part of Justice which compel the prudent man to protect

himself by recourse to this pitiful expedient, the only one

available to him.

HwMty To give to honorary satisfaction the full scope and
tkm mmt efficacy of which it is susceptible, our definition of offences

•Bomth to dir^t^ against honour must be wide enough to embrace

them all. Follow public opinion step by step; be its
Imiilt.

^ In 1305 Philippe-le-Bel altolished the duel in oivil mattery He set

up oourts with regular sittings at Paris, and did much for the estaldish-

ment of judicial order (Dumont). Cf. Voltaire’s Hinoire dm ParlmeiU
dc Ports, oh. 2. (C. M. A.)
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humble and faithful interpreter. Everything that is com-

monly regarded as assailing honour, do you also so regard --soius.

it. Given that, in the eyes of the public, a word, a look, a

gesture* is enough to constitute an affront; such word,

look, or gesture, ought to be enough to constitute an offence

in the eye of the law. The mere intention to insult, in

Itself, amounts to an insult : ever3rthing addressed to a man
to mark contempt for him, or to bring contempt upon him,

is an affront, and ought to be followed by due reparation.

It may be said that many of these seeming insults,

uncertain or transient in their nature, and often, perhaps,

bred of the imagination, would be difficult to define with

the necessary precision; and that touchy persons, seeing

an insult where none was intended, might subject quite

harmless people to wholly unmerited punishment. But
the risk is insignificant, because it is easy to draw the line

of demarcation between real and imaginary insults. It

will be enough, at the request of the complainant, to

submit the defendant foe cross-examination as to his in-

tention :
‘ Did you purpose, by what you have said or done,

to brand such an one with contempt V If he says ‘ No !’

the answer, true or false, suffices to clear the honour of

the person who was, or believed himself to be, injured.

For, even if the insult had been such as to leave little room
for doubt as to the intention, to deny it is to have recourse

to a lie, to admit a mistake, or to betray weakness and
fear: in a word, it is to place oneself on a lower level

than, and to humble oneself before, one’s adversary.

In preparing a catalogue of offences which bear the

character of insults, some very necessary exceptions must
be made. Care must be taken lest the decree of proscrip-

tion should include useful acts of public censure—acts
done in the exertion of the popular sanction. To friends

and those in authority must be reserved a right to correct

and repirimand; while a certain Hberty must be allowed
to the writers of history and criticism.



CHAPTER XXX.

OF VINDICTIVE SATISFACTION.

Pieuuro of
This subject does not suggest the need of many special

Keveuge. rules. Every species of satisfaction, importing as it does

some punishment of the offender, naturally bestows, on

the party injured, the pleasure of revenge.

Now, that pleasure is a gain. It calls to mind Samson’s

riddle : it is the sweetness that comes forth from the strong,

it is as honey gathered in the lion’s maw. Being pro-

duced without cost, and being the net profit clear of all

charges after an operation necessary on other grounds, it

is in the nature of an enjoyment,'‘and therefore to be culti-

vated like any other enjoyment; for, considered in the

abstract, the pleasure of vengeance is, as in the case of

other pleasures, a good in«tBolf.^ Whilst confined within

the limits of the law it is innocent enough ; but it becomes

criminal the moment those limits are overstepped.

OioandifiM No, it is not revenge that we sHould regard as the most
malign and dangerous passion of the human heart; it

is antipathy, it is intolerance, the hatred that springs from
of Revenge.

prejudice, religion, and politics. In a word, the

really dangerous enmity is not such as is well founded,

but such as arises without any lawful cause or justification.

^ The foregoing passages are cited by Lecky, in the History ofEuropean
Morrdst as an illustration of his statement (third edition, voL i., p. 41)
that—* The feeling of revenge was for centuries the one bulwark against
social anarchy, and is even now one of the chief restraints to crime.'

Lecky also cites a passage from Mr. Justice Stephen's work. On the

Criminal Law of England : * The criminal law stands to the passion of
revenge in much the same relation as marriage to the sexual appetite.'

(C. M. A.)
104
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Useful to the individual, this motive of revenge is useful

also to the general public ; or, to speak more correctly, it nectary

is neeessary. It is this vindictive satisfaction which Oovern-

loosens, the tongue of the witness, and sets the accuser

in motion, engaging him in the service of Justice despite

the trouble, expense, and enmities involved in a prosecu-

tion. This, too, it is that outweighs pity and gives public

sanction to the punishment of the culprit. Take away
this moving force, and the wheels of the law will come to

a standstill; or, at any rate, the tribunals will secure no

assistance except such as is bought at a price—and the

expedient of such a money payment is not only burden-

some to the community, but is exposed to other very serious

objections.

I am well aware that the common typo of moralist, ever

the dupe of words, cannot grasp this truth. The spirit

of vengeance is hateful
;
any satisfaction drawn from such

a source is vicious; forgiveness of injury is the most ex-

cellent of all virtues; and so on. No doubt, implacable

characters, such as no satisfaction will assuage, are regarded

as odious
,
and rightly so . To forget injuries is a virtue essen-

tial to humanity
;
but it is a virtue to bo practised when Jus-

tice has done her work, and has either afforded or refused

some form of satisfaction . To forget injuries before Justice

has played her part is •to invite the repetition of such

injuries—to be the enemy, not the friend, of society.

What more could rascality desire than an arrangement
whereby crime should be forthwith followed by forgive-

ness ?

What, then, ought to be done with the object of affording

vindictive satisfaction ? We must do everything that
is just and proper to meet the requirements of the other

kinds of satisfaction, and to inflict punishment for the
offence

; but we must go no farther.

The smallest excess devoted lolely to the object of

ven^ance would be an unmitigated evil. Impose the
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appropriate penalty, and let the injured party derive from

it such measure of enjoyment as his nature is susceptible

of and as his situation warrants. «

Without, however, making any addition to the.severity

of the punishment with this special object in view, we
may introduce certain modifications in the character and
circumstances of the penalty, in accordance with what may
be supposed to be the feelings entertained by the injured

party, whether from some peculiarity in his situation or from
the nature of the offence. A few illustrations have been

given in the preceding chapter, ^ and we shall come across

others when dealing with the choice of punishments.

^ Cf. anle^ p. 99.



CHAPTER XXXI.

OP SUBSTITUTIVE SATISFACTION, OB SATISFACTION OF

WHICH THE BURDEN FALLS ON A THIRD PARTY.

The burden of satisfaction ought, in ordinary cases, to

rest oil the author of the mischief. Why ? Because, ®J,n*rtioSd

when so resting on him, it tends, as a punishment, to^®*^*

prevent such mischief by diminishing the frequency of

the crime. Falling upon another person, it would have

no such effect.

Suppose, however, that, in the special circumstances,

this reasoning does not hold good as to the person primarily

responsible; while, in the event of his default, it would

prove applicable should the punishment be inflicted on

some other person. The law of responsibility should, then,

be modified accordingly
;
or, in other words, a third person

ought to be called upon to pay instead of the author of the

mischief, when the latter cannot find the money to make
satisfaction, and the obligation to pay, if imposed on this

third person, would tend to prevent such offences.

Now, this may happen in the following cases: Where
the responsibility is that (I.) of a master for his servant;

(II.) of a guardian for his ward; (III.) of a father for his

children; (IV.) of a mother, in her character of guardian,

for her children; (V.) of a husband for his wife; (VI.) of

an innocent person who profits by the offence.

I. Resfonsihility of a Master for his Servant .—^This re-

sponsibility rests on two grounds, ‘ security ’ and ‘ equality.’

The obligation imposed on the zftaster acts as a penidty>
*

aiufdiminishes the chance of like mishaps. It becomes his
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interest to acquaint himself with the character of those

for whom he is answerable, and to keep a watch upon their

conduct. The law makes him a sort of Police Inspector,

or domestic Magistrate, by rendering him accounjbable for
• Biiuaiity.’ their recklessness. Again, the status of master, almost of

necessity, presupposes the possession of a certain amount
of wealth

;
but the condition of being an injured party, the

object of some misfortune, presupposes nothing of the

sort. And, when an unavoidable evil has to be borne

between two individuals, it is best to throw the weight of

it upon the one most capable of supporting it.

Balance of This responsibility may be attended by certain incon-
convenl-

. , ^ i- i ^ • • u
enoe^in^^ venionces ;

but, if it did not exist, the inconveniences would

ReipoiMi- be greater. Suppose a master wished to commit waste on

MaeSsr. his neighbour’s land; to expose his neighbour to personal

danger; to wreak vengeance upon him; to make his life

a source of constant disquiet. The man need only choose

depraved servants, who might, by mere suggestion, be

prompted to minister to his hatreds and passions—and

this without giving them any orders, and without becoming

their accomplice; or, at any rate, without any possibility

of his complicity being brought to light. Always ready

either to urge them on or to disavow their actions, he

might make them the instruments of his projects and run

no risk himself.^ By displaying more than ordinary con-

fidence in them, by taking advantage of their attachment,

their devotion, their servile vanity, there is nothing he

could not obtain from them by instigation couched in

general terms, without exposing himself to risk by in-

dicating something in particular. And thus would he

rejoice, with impunity, in the mischief he had wrought

by their hands. ' Unhappy that I am !’ cried Henry II.

^ There are many ways of using another man to work mischief without
leaving any trace of complicit^^. 1 have been told by a French lawyer
that, when the parliaments ipshed to save a culprit, they designedly
chose some unskilful person to report the case, hoping that his ftnskilfai-

ness would idve rise to opportunities for annulling the proceedinss. Aich
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one day, wearied by the arrogance of an insolent prelate

.

* What ! so many servants who boast of their zeal, and not

a man of them minded to avenge me?' ^ The result of this

rash and criminal apostrophe was the murder of Arch-

bishop iTBecket.

But, so far as the master is concerned, the risks attendant

upon his responsibility should be, in great measure, cur-

tailed by the responsibility of the servant. The real »poi»ibie.

author of the mischief ought, if circumstances permit, to

be the first to suffer its ill consequences; he ought to be

charged, according to his means and capacity, with the

burden of making satisfaction, so that a reckless or evil-

minded servant may not, while causing the damage, be

able coolly to say: ‘ It is my master's affair, not mine.**

Moreover, the responsibility of the master is not always S2te?s^
the same : it must vary with many circumstances that

should be carefully examined.

The first thing to be considered is the nature and extent

of the connection between the master and his servant.

Are we concerned with a*day labourer or a man engaged

by the year ? with an outside worker or one who lodges in

the master's house ? with an apprentice or a slave ? It

is clear that the closer the connection, the greater should be
the degree of responsibility; a steward is less dependent
on his employer than a l^key on his master.

The second thing to be considered is the character of the

work on which the servant is employed. The presumptions

against a master are weaker when the nature of the work
is such that his own interests are likely to suffer from any

^ The phrase usually put into the mouth of Henry is: ‘ Of the cowards
who eat my bread, is there not one who will free me from this turbulent
priest ?’ (C. M. A.)

* Under the Factory and Workshop Acts, the servant actually com-
mitting an offence for which his employer is liable may, in certain circum-
stances, be fined, and the employer may exempt himself on conviction
of the actual offender ( i £dw. Vll., c. 22, ss. 140, 141 ). There are many
other statutes containii^ similar provisiopf, as, e,g., the Broad Act, 1836.
the EmplDyment of Children Act, 1903, the Margarine Act, 1887, and the
-Shops Act, 1912. (C. M. A.)
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defaults on the part of his agents. The master has already

a sufficient motive to exercise care in supervision; but,

where he is himself not so likely to suffer, the motivf) is not

so strong, and the law should supplement it.

Thirdly, the master is peculiarly responsible in cases

where the mishap has occurred in the course of employ-

ment or during the hours of service. It is, then, to be

presumed that the master may have given directions in

the matter; or, at any rate, should have foreseen the

probability of such an occurrence. Moreover, it is easier for

the master to exercise supervision over his servants during

their hours of service than during their intervals of leisure.

Omc of There is one case in which the strongest reason for fixing

crime. the master with responsibility is much diminished, if, indeed,

it be not altogether destroyed. That is, when the mischief

originates in some serious crime, which is attended by ade-

quate punishment
;
as where my man, having some personal

quarrel with my neighbour, is minded to fire his barn. Ought

I, in such case, to be answerable for damage I could not

prevent ? If the reckless rogue has no fear of the halter,

would dismissal from my service cause him much alarm

tioni'o?'
Such are the presumptions which serve as the ground-

whioh^Mai- work of responsibility: pilbsumption of negligence on the

master, presumption that his wealth is greater

nayj>e than that of the injured party,, etc. But it must not

be forgotten that these presumptions amount to nothing

when they are rebutted by the actual facts. As an illus-

tration, suppose that an accident has happened by the

overturning of a waggon. Nothing is known of the person

injured
;
but it is presumed that he will receive compensa-

tion from the owner, who presents himself to one’s mind

as being more likely than the injured man to be in a

position to bear the loss. But what becomes of this pre-

sumption when it is known that the owner is a poor farmer,

^ By 9 Geo. L, o. 22, aetti^ fire to any house, ham, etc., Vas |pado
felony without benefit oj tlergy. (C. M. A.)
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while the injured man is a wealthy noble; that the one

would be ruined if he had to provide an indemnity whioh

is of little or no importance to the other ? Presumptions

should serve as guides, but not as dictators. When laying

down general rules, a legislator should consult them; but

he should leave the magistrate a discretion to modify

their application according to the circumstances of the

particular case.

The general rule will establish the responsibility of the Rujet

master; but the magistrate should have power to

this regulation according to circumstances, so as to throw be iniiex-

the burden of loss on the real author of the mischief.

From leaving to the magistrate the widest discretion in

this matter, the greatest abuse that could possibly result

would be the occasional introduction of the same incon-

venience which a rigid general rule would of necessity

introduce, howsoever it might be framed . For if the magis-

trate should favour the author of the mischief on one occa-

sion, and the master on another, he who is wronged by the

unfettered discretion of tlfe magistrate will suffer no more
than if he had been wronged by an inflexible rule of law

applicable in every case alike. In our systems of juris-

prudence, no attention has beSn paid to the need for

flexibility. The whole burden of loss has been cast, now
upon the servant who caused the damage, and now upon
the master

; whence it follows that there has been a dis-

regard sometimes of ‘security,’ and sometimes of
‘ equality,’ of which one or other ought to have the prefer-

ence according to the nature of the case,

11. Bespotisibiliiy of a Guardian for his Ward ,—A ward Bjipojii-

cannot be accounted one of his guardian’s assets; on theGuardUa

contrary, he is generally among the number of his burdens.
If the ward has sufficient means to pay compensation,
there is no need for anyone else to' provide it for him. If

he has no means, the wardship is that event too heavy
a burden in itself to bear the additional load of vicarious
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responsibility. All that security demands is that there

should be attached to the negligence of the guardian him-

self, proved or even presumed, some penalty, greater or less

according to the nature of the facts established in e^dence,

but never in excess of the actual cost incidental to 'the pro-

vision of satisfaction.

SiSt§?of*'
of a Father for his Children ,—If a

master ought to bo held responsible for the wrongful acts

and defaults of his servants, much more should a father be

responsible for those of his children. If a master can and

ought to exercise supervision over those who are dependent

upon him, the obligation is, in the case of a father, far more

imperious and much easier to discharge. Not only does he

exert over his children the authority of a domestic magis-

trate, but he possesses all the controlling influence that

springs from affection. He is not only guardian of their

bodies; he may even dictate the feelings of their souls. It

is true that the master may refrain from engaging or keeping

a servant who displays dangerous tendencies
;
but the father,

who has had it in his power to fashion at will the character

and habits of his children, is justly accounted the author

of all their dispositions. If they are depraved, the cause

of their depravity may alihost always be traced to his vices

or to his neglect
;
and he ought to bear the consequences of

an evil which he might, by his own exertions, have pre-

vented.

^ consideration so cogent as this, there is any

need for an additional reason, we may observe that (saving

Property, such rights as appertain to them in their quality of sentient

beings) children form part of a man’s property, and ought

to be so regarded. Now, he who enjoys the advantages

of possession must support its inconveniences; the good

more than outweighs the ill. It would be very strange if

the loss or destruction occasioned by children were to be

borne by a person who knows nothing about them (except

through some exhibition of their recklessness or'malice),
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rather than by the man who finds in them the sburoe of his

highest pleasures, and, with a thousand bright hopes, solaces

himself* for the present cares of their education. It was a

maxim pf the Roman law: Qui sentit commodum sentire

dehet et onus.

But to this responsibility there is a natural limit in point

of time. The attainment of his majority by a son, or theg^J^^ta

marriage of a daughter, pxitting an end to the father’s

authority, brings to a close also his legal responsibility. He
ought no longer to pay the penalty for an act which he no

longer has the power to prevent.

To continue the father’s responsibility throughout life,

on the ])lea that he is the author of the vicious dispositions

of his children, would amount to cruelty and injustice. In

the first place, it is not true that the vices of an adult are

attributable solely to defects of education : for, after the age

of independence is reached, various corrupting influences

may triumph over the most excellent education. And,

further than this, the condition of a father is already suf-

ficiently afflicting when he finds that the evil tendencies of a
son, grown to man’s estate, have developed into open crime

After all that he has suffered beforehand in the family

circle, the anguish that accompanies the misconduct and
dishonour of his child comes as a sort of penalty inflicted

by Nature herself, which Ifhe law has no need to aggravate

To do so would be to pour poison into his wounds, without

any hope of thereby repairing the past or affording a safe-

guard for the future. Those who have sought to justify such
a barbarous scheme of laws by an appeal to the jurisprudence

of China have not remembered that, in the Chinese Empire,
the father’s authority extends throughout life, and it is

not unreasonable that his responsibility should last as long
as his power.

IV. Responsibility of a Mother for her Child.—^Tha obliga-

tion of a«mother is naturally regulated by her rights, on toe

whicfi her means of control depend. If the father be still

VOL. n.
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alive, the mother’s responsibility, like her power, remains,

as it were, merged in that of her husband. If he be

dead, when she takes in hand the reins of domestic govern-

ment, she at the same time assumes responsibility for

those who become subject to her rule.

Responsibility of the Husband for his Wife.—^This case

tor*^e'B
^ simple as the last. The obligation of the husband

Torts. depends on his rights : if we suppose the administration of

the property to be vested solely in the husband, an injured

party would, in the absence of some joint responsibility,

be left without remedy for a wrong inflicted by the wife.

Nevertheless, we here assume the disposition usually

established : that disposition so necessary to the peace of

families, the rearing of children, and the maintenance of

manners and morality; the order of things, that has pre-

vailed for all time and in every land, whereby the wife is

subject to the authority of her husband. As he is her lord

and her guardian, he must answer for her before the law.

At the bar of public opinion, he is charged with a responsi-

bility still more delicate; but this remark is not germane

to our present subject.

^ty’Sroua 9f Innocent Person who has profited

derive?
^ Offence.—It often happens that some person, without

from taking any part in an offence, yet derives from it a sure and

appreciable profit. Is it not right that such person should

be called upon to indemnify the party injured, in case the

real culprit cannot be found, or is not in a position to

make compensation ?

The proceeding would certainly be conformable with the

principles we have enunciated. First, due regard for

‘ security ’
;
for the person benefited may have acted as an

accomplice, although thm be no evidence forthcoming to

establi^ the fact. Secondly, due regard for * equality ’

;

for it is better that one person should be deprived of a gain

than that another shotild be left in the condition of suffering

a loss % ^
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A few illustratioxiB will be enough to make the matter

quite clear. We will suppose that, by cutting a hole in

the bank of a dike, the benefit of irrigation is diverted

from OTifi man’s estate to the property of another. The
man who secures the enjoyment of this unexpected benefit

ought to share at least some part of his gain with the land-

owner who has suffered loss.

A tenant for life, whose property under an entail passes

to some stranger in blood, is killed, and leaves behind him
a family in distress for lack of funds. The successor, who
takes under the entail, securing as he does premature en-

joyment of the estate, ought to make some compensation
to the children of the deceased.

An ecclesiastical benefice is vacated by the death of its

holder, who has been killed, it matters not how. If he
leaves a wife and children in poverty, his successor owes
them an indemnity proportioned to their necessities and to
the value of his own expectations from the living. There
is a well-known maxim : J^eminem Of>ortet alteriua incam-
modo locupletiorem fieri.



CHAPTER XXXII.

OP SUBSIDIARY SATISFACTION AT THE PUBLIC CHARGES.

tetitfMtion The best fund from which to take the sum due for com-
psyAOle out

Fund?****
pensation is the property of the culprit himself; for this

course is, as we have seen, attended by the special con-

venience that then the payment fulfils also the functions

of a punishment.

But if the culprit chance to have no means, should the

party injured then remain without compensation ? No.
For reasons already explained, satisfaction is wellnigh as

necessary as punishment. And it ought, in such case, to be
paid out of the public exchequei , for the payment is a public

benefit, closely concerning as it does the ‘ security * of

the whole community. The obligation thus imposed on

the exchequer is based ^pon a ground which has all the

assurance of an axiom: a pecuniary burden, when shared

amongst a large aggregate of individuals, amounts to

nothing as compared with a like charge imposed on a single

person or on a small group.

In the conduct of commercial undertakings, insurance

has proved useful and, indeed, indispensable. It is not less

so in the great social enterprise, wherein we, co-adventurers,

find ourselves associated in a long train of risks, without

any previous acquaintance, without any power of choosing

or avoiding our partners, and without any opportunity of

safeguarding ourselves, by prudent foresight, from the vast

multitude of snares w^ich may be set for us by our fellows.

Calamities occasioned by crime are none the less real than

those which arise frdtm natural causes. If the master of

Ii6
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the house sleeps more soundly when it is insured against

fire, his slumber would be sounder still were he also insured

against theft. Apart from certain abuses to which insur-

ance is subject, it would be impossible to extend too widely

an expedient so ingenious and so capable of being rendered

perfect in its working—an expedient which renders real

losses so trifling, and gives so much security against con-

sequential mischief.

All kinds of insurance are, however, subject to great gjgwn of

abuse from fraud or negligence. Fraud on the part of those

who, to obtain indemnity when none is due, feign losses or

exaggerate their extent : negligence, now on the part of the

assurers, who omit to take necessary precautions, and now
on the part of the assured, who fail to exercise reasonable

care to prevent losses, knowing as they do that the burden

will not ultimately fall upon themselves.

In a system of indemnities discharged by the public ex-

cheqiier we should, therefore, have to fear

—

(i .) A secret conspiracy between a person pretending to

be injured and a person pretending to be the author of an
offence, for the purpose of obtaining the grant of an in-

demnity where none was due.

(ii.) Too great security on thh part of individuals who,
having no longer cause to dread the same consequences

from crime, would not piake the same efforts to guard
against it.

The second danger is, perhaps, little to be feared. No
one is likely to neglect the property he holds, with assured

and present possession, in the hope of recovering, in the
event of loss, an equivalent for his lost property—at th©
most, a mere equivalent. Add to this consideration that
the indemnity could not be secured without trouble and
expense, that there must be a period of temporary depriva-
tion, that he may have the worry of legal proceedings, he
himself p]aying the disagreeable part of prosecutor ; and that
in tbs end, even under the most approved system, success
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is always doubtful. There is, therefore, reason enough for

everyone to keep a watchful eye on his property, and to take

care that crime shall not be encouraged by his own neg-

ligence.

^ The danger is, however, much greater in the duration of

fraud. It can only be obviated by elaborate precautions

which will be explained elsewhere. It will serve here to

point out, by way of illustration, two cases in strong con-

trast; one in which the utility of the remedy outweighs any

danger of abuse, the other in which the danger of abuse

outweighs the utility of the remedy.

Suppose that the punishment for a particular crime is

owSSttoiT
Bovere, and that it is necessary, not merely to prove

Md tte * the fact of its commission, but to secure the actual convic-

tavere. tion of its author in a criminal court. Where the damage

is occasioned by such an offence, it seems to me that fraud

is very difficult. All that the impostor, who pretends to

have been injured, can do to secure an accomplice is to

give him a certain share in the gains resulting from the

fraud; but, unless there has been neglect of the plainest

principles that control the relation between crime and

punishment, the punishment to be borne by the accomplice

would be more than equivalent to the aggregate of gain

resulting from the crime. Note that the culprit must be

judicially convicted before any
,
satisfaction is awarded.

Without this precaution, the exchequer would be freely

plundered: nothing would be commoner than stories of

imaginary thefts, of pretended robberies, committed either

by unknown persons who had taken to flight, or by men who
had* done the deed in some secret fashion under cover of

darkness. But, when it is necessary to produce a culprit,

successful conspiracy is not so easy. The parts to be played

are not such as can readily be filled up; for, besides the cer-

tainty of punishment for the man who is charged with the

pretended offence, there is a further special penalty in case

the imposture is detected—^a penalty to be shared by {both
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conspirators. And when we consider, too, how difficult it

is to fabricate a plausible account of a wholly imaginary

crime, we may well believe that this class of fraud will be

very rare, if, indeed, it be ever attempted.

The d&nger most to be apprehended is exaggeration of a

loss resulting from an offence actually committed. But

this can only happen when the offence lends itself to this

form of falsehood, and that case is sufficiently rare.

It appears to me, therefore, that we may lay it down as

a general maxim that, in case the punishment for an offence

is severe, there is no need to fear that an imaginary culprit

will seek to charge himself with crime for the sake of a

doubtful gain.

But, reasoning contrariwise, when the damage results

from an offence for which the penalty is trifling or non- ®Wng.

existent, the danger of abuse would reach its highest point,

in the event of the public exchequer being made respon-

sible . The insolvency of a debtor is a case in point. Where
is the beggar with whom people would refuse to do busi-

ness if he could offer th^ public as his sureties % What
treasure would be large enough to pay off all the indi-

vidual creditors whose debtors had really left them in

the lurch, and how easy would* it not be to concoct false

claims !

Such indemnification would not only be liable to great

abuse, it would also bo wholly unnecessary
;
for in commer-

cial dealings the risk of loss is a factor in assessing the price

of goods and in fixing the rate of interest. I^et the mer-
chant be sure of never making a bad debt, he would sell

at a lower price; so that to call upon the public to make
good a loss for which compeiisation has already been pro-

vided would be seeking to be paid twice over.^

} A voluntary subscription, a bank of insurance designed for the
Mmbursement of imngod creditors, might well prove a benefit, without
it being at all desirable for the administrators of the public funds to

*”ydwich establislunent. The pubUe funds, being raised by com-
pttlriDn, should be managed with the greatest economy (Dumont).
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There are still other instances in which satisfaction

should be made at the cost of the public

:

(a) Cases of physical calamity, such as floods and fires.

Aid granted by the State in these cases is not alforded

solely on the principle that the burden of an evil is lessened

by distributing it amongst the community, but rather on

the consideration that the State, as guardian of the

national wealth, is interested in preventing any depreciation

in the value of her domain, and in providing means of repro-

duction when any part of it has suffered damage. Of this

class were the ‘ liberalities,’ as they have been styled, of

Frederic the Great towards provinces laid waste by pesti-

lence; they were, in truth, acts dictated by prudence, and

dir^ted to the preservation of the State.

(P) Losses and misfortunes following in the wake of war.

Those who have been subject to the incursions of a public

enemy have a special and peculiar right to indemnity out

of public funds; for they may properly be considered as

having, by reason of their exposed situation, borne the

brunt of an onslaught directed* against the whole com-
munity.

{y) Mischief resulting from honest mistakes on the part

of ministers of justice. A judicial mistake is in itself an
event to bo deeply deplored

;
but that such a mistake, when

discovered, should not be at once repaired by adequate

compensation is nothing less than a direct subversion of the

social organism. Ought not the State to conform with the

same rules of equity that it imposes on the individual ? Is

h not shameful that the public should exact, in stringent

fashion, everything that is owing to themselves, and yet re-

fuse to restore what is due to a member of the community

who has suffered a wrong ? But the obligation is so manifest

that one is afraid lest any attempt to establish its existence

should appear to suggest some sort of doubt or obscurity.

poMie^to (8) Responsibility of fjie community for a crime of open
cf violence, violence committed in some public place within theii
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boundaries. It is not, properly speaking, the public ex-

chequer which is chargeable in such a case, but rather the

funds of the particular district or province which should be

taxed to repair an offence resulting from neglect on the part

of the local police.'

In the event of conflicting claims, the interests of an

individual should be preferred to those of the treasury,

What is duo to the injured party by way of compensation

ought to be paid before payment of any sum due to

exchequer by way of fine. This view is not adopted in

ordinary systems of jurisprudence, but it accords with the

dictates of reason. The loss experienced by an individual

is an evil actually felt
;
a gain to the treasury is a good felt

by nobody. What the culprit pays in the shape of a fine

is a punishment and nothing more
; what he pays in the

form of compensation is also a punishment, even more
severe, and in addition it is a satisfaction to the injured

party—that is to say, a benefit. When I pay to the
treasury, as an imaginary entity with which I have no
quarrel, I only feel the same annoyance at my loss as if I

had let a like sum of money fall into a well ; but when I

pay my adversary, when I am forced at my own expense to

bestow a benefit on him whom T had sought to injure,

that is a humiliating step which confers on the penalty a
character well suited to its purpose.

' iSee, aB to vompensatiou in cases of Riot, the note on p. 130 of vol. i.

(C.M.A.)



PART IIL

OF PUNISHMENTS.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

WREN PUNISHMENT OUGHT NOT TO BE INFLICTED.

»

The cases in which punishment should not be inflicted

maybe reduced to four heads: (I.) When such punishment

would be groundless; (11.) when it would be inefiicacious

;

(III.) when it would be superfluous; and (IV.) when it would

be too expensive.

I. Qboxtndless PUNISHMENTS*—^The punishment will be
nenti. groundless where there has been no real offence, no evil

either of the first or the second order
;
or where the evil

will be more than compensated by some attendant benefit,

as in the exertion of political or domestic authority, in

repelling some graver evil, in self-defence, etc.

If the idea of a real offence has been grasped, we shall

readily be able to distinguish between such an offence and

• offences attended only by some imaginary evil—acts inno-

cent in themselves, but classed among crimes from prejudice,

antipathy, mistake on the part of the government, or at the

dictates of the ascetic principle, very much as certain

wholesome foods are r^cn'ded by some nations as poisonous

or unclean. Heresy and sorcery afford instances of this

class of offence.

^ Cf, IwtirodwUion to (he IWneipUe of Morals and Legislaiion, ohap*
xiii.; and the ' Rationale of Amlemnent ’ (taken from Dumont’s Thiorim
des Psinsa), ohap. iy.; Bowring, vol. i, p. 397. (C. M. A.)

, %
122
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n. Inefficacious Punishments.—I describe as

cacious such punishments as cannot produce any effect on tehmMito.

the will, and, consequently, cannot serve to prevent the

commission of like acts.

Punishments are inefficacious when directed against

persons who had no power or opportunity of acquainting

themselves with the particular law; or who have acted unin-

tentionally; or who have done the mischief innocently

under a mistaken supposition or some irresistible compul-

sion. Children, idiots, and madmen, although they may,

up to a certain point, be controlled by rewards and threats,

have not a sufficiently clear conception of the future to be

restrained by punishments to be inflicted at some distant

date : so far as they are concerned, penal laws will, therefore,

be inefficacious.

If a man's action is determined by a dread that is greater

than his fear of the maximum legal penalty, or by the hope

of some preponderant gain, it is manifest that the laws will

exert but little influence over him. We have seen the

enactments against duelfing set at naught because the

man of honour feared disgrace more than punishment.

Penalties decreed against some paiticular form of worship

fail as a rule to produce any effect, because the notion of

an everlasting reward prevails over the fear of the scaffold.

And, according as these views exert more or less influence,

punishment becomes more or less inefficacious.

III. Superfluous Punishments.— Punishment would

be superfluous in cases where the same end might be at-

tained by milder means; for example, by such expedients

as instruction, example, exhortation, delay, rewards.^ A
man, we will suppose, has been spreading abroad pernicious

opinions; need the magistrate forthwith seize a sword to

punish him ? No; if, from some motive or other, this one
man is minded to spread mischievous doctrines, it will be

*
fiboeca, De Clemeniia. tib. iL: ^Nemo ad aupplioia axigenda

profM^* nisi qni remedia eonBumpsit.’ (C. M. A.)
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to the interest of a thousand others rather to refute his

theories, and so, it may well be, to establish the truth more
firmly than ever.

»w?OT^oo
PunisbCmbnts too ExPENSivE.~If the evil of the

gp^Miye punishment exceeds the evil of the offence, the legislator

neats. will produce more suffering than he prevents. He will

have purchased exemption from one evff at the price of a
greater evil.

The reader should have two tables before his eyes, the

that of
one representing the evil of the offence, the other that of

the punishment.

Now, the evil resulting from a penal law divides itself

into five branches
:

(a) The evil of coercion or restraint

:

this consists in the privation imposed by the law, more or

less painful, and varying with the degree of pleasure that

the forbidden act would have conferred. (/S) The suffering

caused by the punishment, when a law-breaker is actually

punished, (y) The evil of apprehension undergone by a

man who has broken the law, or fears that he will be
charged with having broken it. (8) The evil of improper

prosecutions

:

this danger attaches to all penal laws, but

particularly to obscure laws and to offences of which the

mischief is imaginary. An antipathy, based on general

grounds, often begets an alarming tendency to prosecute

and to condemn on suspicion, arvd to be satisfied with a

mere appearance of guilt, (c) Derivative evil

:

suffered by
the relations and friends of the man actually subject to the

rigour of the law.

Such is the table of evils or expenses which the legislator

ought to ponder every time that he prescribes any punish-

ment.

It is from this source that we draw the chief reason for

pouS^ proclamations of a general pardon in the case of persons
offences, engaged in the complex offences that are engendered by

party spirit. It may happen that the law involveg within
its meshes a host of such persons—sometimes half theag^-
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gate number of the citizens, or even more. If you deter-

mined to punish the whole of the culprits, or only a tenth

part oi them, the evil of the penalty would be greater than
the evil^of the offence.

We may add that, if a particular culprit were greatly

beloved by the people, so that his punishment would create

apprehension of nation^*! discontent; if he were protected

by some foreign power whoso goodwill it was desirable to

conciliate; if he were in a position to do his country some
distinguished service-—in these special cases the grant of

a pardon would be justifiable on considerations of prudence.

It is not unreasonable to ieivr that the punishment of his

crime wouhl cost society too much.



^ CHAPTER XXXIV.

OF THE PBOFORTION BETWEEN CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS.

* Adflit

Regula. peocatis qusB pcsnaB inroget sBquas:

Nam ut scutica dignum, horribili sectere tlagello.' ^

Montesquieu saw the necessity of a due proportion

between offences and punishments Beccaria enlarged upon

its importance.^ But they rather recommended the prin-

ciple than threw light upon its meaning
;
they did not say

in what this proportion consists. Let us try to supplement

their views, and give the chief rules of this moral arithmetic.

Bvu <4 First Rule See to it that the evil of the punishment

m^miut shall outweigh the benefit accruingfrom the offeree,

iSaAt ob- The laws of the Anglo-Saxons,which set a price on the lives

ttuRNub of men

—

e,g,, 200 shillings for the murder of a peasant, six

times as much for that of a noble, and thirty-six times as

much for that of a king—^in spite of their pecuniary ratios,

evidently sinned against the nilei^ of proportion prescribed

by morals. It might well happen that the penalty would

seem as nothing by comparison with the gain resulting

from the crime.

We fall into the same mistake every time we fix a maxi-

mum penalty that cannot be exceeded in a case where the

advantage of the offence may possibly be measured by a

sum in excess of this maximum.

^ Horace, 8enn., lib. i (hi.), ii7-ii9* (C. M. A.)
* C/.rEspntdesLoii,ho(kTl,e.i6. (C. K. A)
’ C/. ohsp. yi of the essay on Crimea aaa Paats^ento. (C. M. A.)
* These RoIm also appei^ in the ‘Battonale of Piiniahment ’ (t^en

from Dumont's Thiorie Jka Faima); Bowring, voL i., p. 399. (C.VA)
126
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Certain famous unriters have sought to establish a oon-

trary rule. Th^ urge that the greater the temptation,

the lefl|f should be the punishment ; the temptation, they say,

extenuates the fault, and the more powerful the seducing

motives, the less reason have we for assuming the depravity

of the wrong-doer’s disposition.^

This may be true; but, nevertheless, our rule holds good,

for, if the oflFenoe is to be prevented, the repressing motive

musu needs be stronger tlian the seducing motive. The
fear aroused by the punishment must prevail over the

desire that impels to the crime. An inadequate penalty

does more harm than excessive rigour; for an inadequate

penalty is an evil inflicted to no purpose. From it there

results no good, eitlier to the public, who remain exposed

to similar offences, or to the culprit, who will be none the

better for it. What should we say of a surgeon who, to

spare his patient a modicum of pain, left the cure un-

flnished ? Would it be a sensible or humane act to add to

the malady the torture of a useless operation ?

Second Rule : The punishment must he increased in point

of magnitude in proportion as itfaUs short in point ofcertainty.
^

No man enters upon a career of crime without some hope
of escaping punishment. If the penalty for an offence KnSwiiy,
consisted in nothing more than taking away from the culprit

the fruits of his crime, and from that penalty there was
no possibility of escape, the particular offence would never
be committed; for what man would be such a fool as to
commit a crime with the certainty of getting nothing out
of it, save the disgrace of having attempted it ? The
criminal reckons his chances pro and con, and, to outweigh
the chances of escape without punishment, we must give
a greater value to the penalty.

It is, then, true that the more certain we can make the
punishment, the more may we reduce its severity. And

Imtroii^ion to the Prineiplee of UforaU and Legislation, ohap.
(V* Vm A.)
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this is, of course, one of the advantages which would

assuredlyresult from simplifying legislation and introducing

satisfactory rules of procedure.

By parity of reasoning, the punishment must follow the

crime as quickly as possible; for the impression it makes

on men’s minds is weakened by lapse of time, and, moreover,

any delay, in fact, adds to the uncertainty of the punish-

ment by affording greater opportunities of escape.

Pwtoh- Third Rule: When two offences come in competition,

should be the punishment for the greater offence must be sufficient to

induce an induce a man to prefer the lessJ

oh^e^ the We may say that two offences are in competition when
a man has the power and the will to commit either of

offences, ^ highwayman may confine himself to robbery, or

he may begin by murder and end by robbery. Murder

should be punished more severely than theft in order to

induce the culprit to refrain from the commission of the

graver crime.

This nile would work admirably if it could be so arranged

that for each portion of mischief done there could be a

corresponding portion of punishment. If a man were

punished for stealing ten crowns as severely as though he

had stolen twenty, he would be a very stupid fellow who
should choose to steal the smaller sum in preference to the

larger. A like punishment for unlike offences often supplies

a motive for choosing the graver offence.

seTcrepun- FOURTH Rule: The greater the mischief of the offence,

the greater is the expense which it may be worth while to be at

for teiiouf ^n the way of punishment,^
offenoM. must not forget that the infliction of punishment is

a certain expense to purchase a doubtful advantage. To
apply severe punishments to small offences is to pay very

dearly for the chance of escaping a slight evil. The English

^ Cf, VEsprit des Lou. book vi., c. i6 ; see Prinei^ea of MordUt and
Lonidaiion. ohap. ziv. (XX). ,And tf, post. chap, xzxviii, *GommeDBura-
bility,' at p. X44. (C. M. A.) •

> Cf. Prindples of Morals and Lsgidation. chap. ziv. (z.). (C. Vt^)
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law whioh condemned to the flames a woman who had

uttered a piece of bad mon^ was in direct conflict with this

rale of proportion.^ If burning alive be a punishment

which should ever be adopted, it should certainly be

reserved'for incendiary homicides.

Fifth Rule : The aame punishment for the same offence

should not he inflicted on all cvlprita indiscriminately. We
must take into account the several circumstances that influence

aenaibility? ••niiSSiSy.

Punishments the same in name are not always the same
in reality. Age, sex, rank, fortune, and many other circum-

stances, ought to modify the penalties imposed for offences

of the same character. If we are concerned with some
bodily injury, a given pecuniary penalty might prove a

bagatelle to the rich man, an act of cruel oppression when
inflicted on his poorer neighbour. In the case of igno-

minious punishments, a sentence which would brand a man
of a certain rank with indelible shame might not even leave

a stain on the character of one who belonged to the lower

classes. Aterm of imprisonftient might spell ruin toabusiness

man, death to one who was old and ailing, lasting dishonour

to a woman
; and yet the same term might mean almost

nothing to a person placed in wholly different circumstances.

I will add that there is no need for us to cling so closely

to mathematical ideas of ratio as to render laws subtle, m
« . inflexiblo.

complex, or obscure. There is something even more im-
portant than that—brevity and simplicity. We may, too,

sacrifloe these ideas to some extent if by so doing we
render the punishment more striking, and more calculated
to inspire the people with a sentiment of aversion from such
vices as pave the way for crime.

I
H^ging was Mibrtituted in 1790 by 30 Geo. III., c. 48. (C. M. A.)

/
chap, ix., p. 45 ; and see Iniroduetion to the Prineiplea

of Morale ^ Legielation, chap. xiv. (14); Thiorie dee Peinee, p. 29
Rationale of Punishment,' voLL.p. 401). One of the rules in

tee Pniteeplee of Morale and Legielation (chap. xiv. [12]), as to punishment
•

psrticle of the mischief,* does not ftppear either in the TraUie or
(C.M.A.)

n, K



CHAPTER XXXV.

OF PRESCRIPTION IN THE MATTER OF PUNISHMENT.

Ought punishmont to be cancelled by lapse of time ?

or, in other words, if the culprit can manage to evade the

law for a given time, ought he to be altogether discharged

from liability P Should the law take no further cognizance

of his offence ? This has been, and continues to be, a

moot question. Indeed, if the principle underlying such a

privilege were accepted, there would still remain much that

is arbitrary
;
not only in the choice of crimes to which the

immunity should attach, but also in the number of years

after which it should become operative.

So far as concerns offences that take their origin in mere

rashness or negligence, unaccompanied by any evil intent,

a pardon of this kind might bo extended without fear of

in raSiinm ill consequences. From the very hour of the mishap, the

delinquent has been on his trial and constantly on his guard

against careless conduct. He is no longer a man who need

cause any alarm : his pardon would be a boon to him, and

do no harm to any of his fellows.

We might further extend prescription to offences that

nttemptt. are not fully perpetrated, to abortive attempts. During

the intervsJ the culprit has undergone his punishment in

part; for to dread it in the future is to undergo it in the

present. Besides, he has probably abstained from like

offences; he has reformed, and become once more a useful

member of society. He has regained his moral health,

1 Cf. 'Rationale of Pimiahment’ (taken from Dumont’s ThSorie des

Peines, book vi., o. 4: 'Defeazance of Punishment by 'Leng^ of

Time *
; Bowring, vol. i., p. 521 ). (C. M. A.)
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without taking the bitter draught prepared for him by the

law.

But ^hen we are conceded with men guilty of * major ’

oflFences—for example, the misappropriation of funds that
J,“rtouf

***

may constitute another man’s whole fortune, polygamy,

rape, or robbery—it would be a shocking and fatal mistake

to suffer villainy to triumph over innocence by mere lapse

of time. There should be no truce, no treaties, with such

rascals; the avenging sword should ever hang over the

malefactor’s hetid. The sight of a criminal enjoying the

fruits of his crime in peace, under the icgis of the very laws

ho has sot at naught, is to evil-doers a source of jo^*^ and
refreshment; to honest folk it brings sorrow and despair;

while to justice and morals it is nothing short of a public

insult.

To grasp full}^ the absurdity of impunity conferred by
mere lapse of time, wo need only conceive the law ex-

pressfxi in some such terms as these: ‘ But if the assassin,

the thief, the fraudulent jappropriator of another man’s
goods, shall succeed for the space of twenty years in

eluding the vigilance of the courts, his skill shall be duly
rewarded, his safety shall be once more assured, and the
fruits of his crime shall become his lawful property.’



CHAPTER XXXVI.

OP INDIRBOT AND MISDIRECTED PUNISHMENT.

Punishment ought to fall directly upon the individual

whom we wish to subject to its influence.^ If you wish to

influence Titius, it is Titius to whom you must apply your-

self. If a punishment designed to influence Titius is borne

by some person other than Titius, it cannot be denied that it

is misdirected.

How lAT ill But it will be said that a punishment directed against
Upright to ^ ^ punishment of the man him-

^fau on''^ self; for he shares in the suffering of those to whom he is

StSbBf'ttiaD bound by bonds of sympathy, 'and in this way we have a

^ offen- upon him through the medium of his affections.

This assertion is true enough; but is it desirable to apply

the doctrine ? Is such a course conformable with the prin-

ciple of Utility 1

To ask whether a punishment of sympathy is as effective

as. a punishment operating directly is to ask whether, in

general, the affection we feel for others is as powerful as

the love of self. If self-love is the stronger sentiment, it

follows that recourse should not be had to punishments of

sympathy till we have exhausted all the direct sufferings

of which human nature is susceptible. There is no torture,

howsoever cruel, that should not be employed before

punishing a wife for the act of her husband, or the children

for the sins of their father.

^ The subject of * Mismtcd Punishment ' is discussed at length in

the * Rationale of Punishment ’ (taken from Dumont’s* TKAme des

Peines, hook iv.; Bowring, rol i. p. 475). (C. M. A.)
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To indirect or misapplied punishments of this kind I
to’ISSuSSS

notice four principal objections: (a) What can we think

of a pupishment which must often fail for want of objects

to which it can be applied ? If, in order to cause suffering

to Titius, you cast about to find the persons who are dear

to him, you have no guide other than the domestic relations

;

and, led by that thread, you reach his father, his mother,

his wife, and his children. The most cruel tyranny would

go no farther. And yet there are many men who have

neither father nor mother, wife nor children. To this class

of men we must needs, therefore, apply some direct punish-

ment; and if a direct punishment will serve for them, why
will it not suffice in the case of others ?

iP) Again, does not this form of punishment presuppose

the existence of sentiments which may not exist at all ?

If Titius cares nothing for his wife or his children—^if he
has, indeed, conceived a dislike to them—^he will, to say

the least, be indifferent to any ill that may befall them,

and this part of his punishment will thus prove wholly in-

effective.

(y) But the most alarming feature of this scheme consists

in the endless multiplication of attendant evils. Consider

the chain of domestic connections, reckon the possible

number of a man’s descendants: the punishment is com-
municated from one to another, it spreads from point to

point like some pestilence, it embraces a host of individuals.

To produce a direct punishment which shall be equivalent
to unity, we are to create an indirect and ill-directed

punishment equivalent to ten, twenty, thirty, a hundred,
a thousand, etc.

(^) Punishment, thus diverted from its natural channel,
has not even the advantage of conforming with the general
sentiment of sympathy and antipathy. When the culprit
has paid his personal debt to Justice, public vengeance is

appeased and asks for nothing move. But, if you pursue
hin)^^iey<Hid the grave by inflicting punishment on his inno-
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cent and unhappy family, public pity iB soon aroused, a

vague indefinite sentiment charges your laws with injustice,

humanity declares against you, and every day enlists fresh

supporters for the cause of j^our victims. In the hearts of

all men there is a less assured feeling of respect for the

laws, and less confidence in the government; while the

whole result of this mistaken policy is that your lawgivers

will seem fatuous in the eyes of sensible people, and bar-

barous in the eyes of the general public.

A oert^D So complex are the ties which bind a man to his fellows

that it is, no doubt, impossible completely to separate the

inevitibip
innocent from the fate of the guilty. The ills

that the law designed to fall on a single individual overflow,

so to speak, and extend to many others, at every point

where there is to bo found a common sensibility resulting

from the affections, from honour, or from reciprocal in-

terests. A whole family is plunged into suffering and tears

for the crime of a single person. But this misfortune,

depending as it does on the very nature of things, this evil

that not all the wisdom, all the goodwill, of the legislator

can wholly avert, is in no way a reproach to him, and does

not constitute a misapplication of punishment. If a

penalty is inflicted on the father, we cannot prevent it

from operating to the prejudice of the son
;
but if, after the

death of the guilty sire, we deprive the innocent child of

his succession to the paternal property, that is a deliberate

act of the legislator, who thus causes the punishment to

overflow and spread beyond its natural channel.

Dutieioi The legislator has, in this regard, two duties to fulfil.

First, he must avoid any punishment such as would, in its
ttiif retard,

application, fall on the wrong shoulders. The
’ innocent son of the most degraded criminal ought to be as

fully protected under the shdtering s^is of the law as the

chiefest among the citizens.

In the next place, hetshould reduce to its lowest dimen-

sions such portion of any penalty as extends beyondithe
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culprit himself, and falls on innocent persons, by reason only

of the direct punishment imposed on the guilty man . Sup-

pose, for example, that a rebel is condemned to life-long

imprisonment or to death: everything has been done, as

against liim, that can be done. A complete confiscation of his

property, to the prejudice of proper heirs, at any rate so far

as regards his wife and children, would be an odious act of

t3nranny . Indeed, the rights of an unhappy family, who have
just been smitten in the person of their head, ought on that

account to be specially respected. A national treasure

composed of such forfeit spoils as these may be likened to

foul and deadly vapours that bear in their bosom the seeds

of infectious disease.

I will here confine myself to a bald enumeration of the

most common cases in which legislators have misapplied

punishments, by causing them to fall upon the innocent ”**“*••

with the object of striking thereby a blow at the guilty.

(i ) Confiscation .—This relic of barbarism still finds

place in the jurisprudence of nearly every European nation.^

It is applied to many ofibnces, and in particular to State

crimes.^ This punishment is the more hateful, because it

cannot be employed until the danger is overpast; and the

more ill-advised, because it prolongs animosity and a thirst

for vengeance when even the memory of the calamities

should be buried in oblivion.

(ii.) Corruption of Blood .—^This is a cruel fiction of theg>5^®“
lawyers, who invented the absurd doctrine to cover up the

^ ^ By the end of the twelfth century,' writes Mr. £. Jenks, in his
Short History of English Law, p. 41, * conviction of felony worked a
forfeiture, not only of chattels but of the offender’s land.' Such forfeiture
was aboluhod in 1870 by 33 and 34 Viet., c. 23. (C. M. A.)

3 Confiscation for State crimes ought hardly to be looked upon from
the point of view of a judicial penalty; for, speak^ generally, civil
wars do not involve criminality, both parties acting in good faith.
Confiscation is a purely hostile measure. To leave theur fortunes intact
would amount to leaving munitions of war in the hands of the enemy.
But a precaution of wanare, to which recourse should be had only m
extreme cases, ought, when the danger is past, to be got rid of alto-
^ es much as possible fDumont; see ms Introductioq
to fbl. ii, of the TraitU ds Ligislation, at pp. xiv, xv). (C. M. A.

J
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Depriving
a CforporA-
tion of
Privileges.

The treat-
ment of
Baetards.

injustice of confiscation. The innocent grandson cannot

inherit from the innocent grandfather because, forsooth,

his rights are abridged or destroyed in passing through the

blood of the guilty father. This corruption of blood is a

purely fantastic notion; but there is corruption, real

enough, in the hearts and minds of those who dishonour

themselves by such atrocious sophisms.^

(iii.) L088 of Privileges^ whereby a Whole Corporation, is

punished for Malversation on the Part of Certain of its

Members.—^In England the city of London rejoices in a

special Act which exempts it ih*om this degradation but

where is the city or corporation which ought to be subject

thereto, always supposing that its privileges are not in

conflict with the interests of the State ?

(iv.) The Disastrous Fate of Bastards.—I do not here

refer to their incapacity to inherit. The deprivation of

that right is no more a legal punishment in their case than

in the case of the younger sons of a family; while innumer>

able disputes might arise if heirs could be put forward whose

birth had not the seal of publicify. But the incapacity to

fill certain offices, the deprivation of many public rights,

in certain European States is in very truth a penalty falling

upon the innocent for the folly and wrong-doing of those

who brought them into the world.®

^ In his Introduction to vol. ii. Dumont wrote: ' Je me rqproche une
ou deux expressione violentes ... lee Spithdtee d'odeurde ef d*iUroct

ne tendent point a tolairer lee eeprits, et n’appartiennent qu'au style

dtclamatoire, qu’on ne doit pae ee permettre dane un ouvrage de
raieonnement ' vol. ii., XV. ). (C. M. A.)
* * The reference appears to be to 2 W. and M., st. z, c. 8, whereby it was
enacted that the franchise of the city should never thereafter be seised

or forejudged for any forfeiture or misdemeanour whatsoever. By Magna
Carta, 0. 9, the ancient usagee, liberties, etc., had been preserved to the
city, and this provision was confirmed by 14 Edw. III., st. i, c. i ; but
in Trinity term 35 Car, IL it seems to have been adjud^ that the
charter and franchises of the city should be seised into the King’s hands
as forfeited. (C. M. A.)

® In ancient times a bastard, even in England, was incapable of

Holy Orders; and, although a dispensation were obtained, he remained
wholly disqualified from filling any ofilce of dignity in thq Church.
But thu doctrine had become obsolete before Bentham meto,

fC. M. A.)
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(v.) Infamy attached to the Kinsmen of those who have

committed Serious Crimes .—We are not here concerned to toxinimBB.

consid^ any stigma such as might well attach from the

mere oj>wation of public opinion. Opinion on this point

has assumed its character of antipathy by reason only of

the mistakes of legislators who have, in many cases, branded

the family of the criminal. Little by little this injustice is

being righted.



CHAPTER XXXVII.

ON THE FINDING OF SECURITY.*

The To require Security amounts to calling upon a man, who
is thought to be about to commit some act which should be

prevented, to find another person who will subject himself

to a certain penalty should the act be committed.

At tlie first blush, the requirement of such pledges would

appear to conflict with the principles we have just enun-

ciated, since it would expose the innocent surety to a risk

of undergoing punishment in lieu of the person really

guilty of the wrongful act. We must, then, seek its justifi-

cation in some countervailing advantage more than equiva-

lent to the evil already indicated. And this advantage

consists in the great probability of preventing an offence,

and of assuring public safety, by means of private and

individual responsibility.

Direot The chief merit of this procedure consists in the im-

of portant influence which is thereby exerted over the conduct

ite effect
' of the suspccted individual. Let us picture what is passing

MnciiMi, through his mind. Generous friends have just given him

a touching and decisive proof of their confidence or affec-

tion, by risking their wealth and imperilling their position

to preserve his honour and his liberty. They have, as it

were, of their own free wiU, delivered themselves as hostages

for him : can he possibly be base enough to turn their kindly

of&ces to their own hurt 1 Can he stifle every sentiment

of gratitude, openly declare himself a traitor to friend-

^ C/., too, * Rationale of ^fnnishment ’ (taken from Dumont's TMorie
des Feitus, book vi., chap. liL: * Of Surety for Good Conduct '^Bow-
ring, vol. i., p. 519). (0. M. A.)

^
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ship, and condemn himself thereafter to live in solitude, a
prey to remorse ?

But even supposing that, reckless, inconsiderate,

vicious,* he is not minded to put restraint upon himself, BaroUet.

the requirement of sureties is far from being useless. Those
who are now responsible for him, being deeply concerned

in his movements, become guardians provided by the law

;

their vigilance will be a substitute for his, and they will

keep a very close watch upon his proceedings. To their

great personal interest in making him hearken to their

counsels they add the strongest possible rights, by reason

of the good offices they have just rendered him, and of the

I)ower, which they should always enjoy, of withdrawing
from their suretyship and abandoning him to his evil fate.

Thus it is that this expedient operates to prevent the

commission of crime.^

In yet another way the process serves to diminish ‘ alarm,’

because it supplies the means of forming a judgment as to to

the character and resources of the suspected individual. * Alarm

'

It is a kind of contract of insurance. For example, you ask wayi,

for the imprisonment of a man who has sought to do you a

certain wrong : one of his friends comes forward and disputes

the necessity for employing so rigorous an expedient. Says

he: ‘I, who should know him better than you, warrant you

that you have nothing to fear at his hands. This penalty,

which I agree to forfeit in case I am mistaken, serves as a

pledge of my sincerity and of my confidence.’

And herein we see the merit of suretyship for good be-

haviour. It may give rise to an evil ; but we must oontrast

that evil with the attendant advantages, and, in particular,

we should have regard to the rigorous measures it would

^ A justice of the peace, by virtue of his commission, or one who is

tx ofieio a conservator of the peace, may exact such security where an
offence is apprehended. The statute 34 £klw. 111 ., c. i , which empowers
justices to bmd over to the good b^Mviour, has long been r^arded as
enabliim them to bind a man to his good bshavoiir for causes of scandal
contra bonSa mores, as well as contra pacem (e/. Lansbuiy v. Riley, 39
T.L.R.,733). (C.M. a.)
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be neoessaTy to employ at the expense of suspeoted persons

if sureties were not accepted. When evil does result to

the surety, that is to say in the shape of forfeiture, ^ evil,

having been incurred of his own free will, occasions neither

‘ danger ’ nor ‘ alarm.’ If, through misdirected zeal or folly,

the man has given security with his eyes shut, the conse-

quences concern him alone; and none other need fear a like

fate for himself. But in most cases the engagement of

the bondsman is based on a feeling of security. The man
who becomes surety for another usually knows better than

anyone else the true character and position of his principal.

He is fully aware of the risk he runs; but he does not incur

it unless he has come to the conclusion that the danger

will never be actually encountered by him.

Cifeum- Let US now consider the circumstances in which it is well
•CMicaii in

8nr%s
^ employ this expedient.

ihoufd be (a) It is useful in averting such offences as may be ex-

tSb Pre^ pected to follow in the wake of quarrels arising out of per-

Dneii. sonal hostility or in matters of honour—especially duels.

We cannot, as a rule, suspect {ihis type of delinquent of

any lack of sensibility to public opinion; it is, indeed, a

notion of honour that forces the weapon into his hands.

But honour surely enjoins vengeance in a less positive

manner than it forbids ingratitude, and, in particular, such

black ingratitude as would actually allow a benefactor to

be punished for, and by means of, his kindly offices.

iP) The procedure is, again, remarkably well suited to
of Tniit. prevent the abuse of confidential relations—offences which

are in the nature of breaches of trust.

No one is compelled to seek employment in places of

trust; and it is desirable that such employment should be

confided only to men who have, in wealth or reputation,

the wherewithal to furnish a sufficient guarantee of good

conduct. We may, moreover, point out that the security

exacted, being attached and incidental to the qffice, the

requirement'^of it cannot be regarded as an aftont .
^
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(7) This expedient may prove specially useful in oertain

political situations, in the case of plots against the St<ate msonton.

undertaken by a number of conspirators united for a

common purpose. Such offenders, often misguided rather

than bad men, cherish lofty sentiments of honour and affec-

tion, and, in the very midst of their revolt against society,

almost always maintain close relations with it. When such

a plot is brought to light, the conspirators, to whom the

gravi36t suspicion attaches, should be required to give

security for good conduct. This expedient, which at first

sight seems feeble enough, is really very effective—^not

merely because the principals, knowing themselves to be

under supervision, accept the warning; but, even more,

because the sentiment of honour to which we have referred

supplies a real or plausible motive—a motive based upon
justice and gratitude—lor abandoning the enterprise.

(^) When sureties are exacted to prevent the disappear-

ancc of an accused person during the pendency of criminal eaiei.

proceedings, the special advantage thereby secured is the

check imposed upon the vagaries of the Judge. Unless

such bail were required, a corrupt or easy-going magistrate

might, under the pretext of provisional release from custody,

relievo a guilty man accused of crime from any possibility

of corporal punishment, or, indeed, of pecuniary penalty.

He would thus be enabled to convert a more serious punish-

ment into one of simple banishment. Such an abuse

becomes impossible when the Judge has no power to gtve

the prisoner his liberty save upon the procurement of

adequate security

1 will say but a single word as to the nature of the punish- LUbuiiy

ment to which sureties diould be liable; it ought to be a surety,

pecuniary penalty, and never anything else. Any form of

afflictive punishment would arouse indignation, and would
not make amends in any way. It is true that the imposi-

^ A justice may admit to bail for any*felony (except treason), and
he may now dispense with sureties (61 Viet., c. 7). (C. M. A.)
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tion of a pecuniary penalty may be followed by the im-

prisonment of the surety in case he is unable to meet the

claim of forfeiture; but if he were already insolvent when
he entered into the engagement, he practised dec^eit upon

the court. If, on the other hand, his insolvency arose at

a later period, ho should at once have withdrawn from his

obligation and obtained release in due form of law.^ How-
ever, as in the case of other insolvent persons, he must bo

dealt with according to the special circumstances, wrong-

doing being carefully distinguished from misfortune or

mistake. But, anyhow, if his eiigagement of suretyship

were itself the direct cause of the man coming to grief, we
should extend to him a peculiar degree of indulgence.

^ A surety, who is bound as bail for the appearance of an accused
person, may deliver up such person and so zeleaso himself ; but a
surety for the peace or for good behaviour cannot absolve himself

from his obligation. (G. M. A.)
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OF THE CHOICE OF PUNISHMENTS.

In order that a punishment may conform with the niles

of proportion already laid down, it should be distinguished

by the following qualities

X. It ought to be susceptible of being rendered greater or variability.

less, so that it may bo adjusted to the varying grades in

the gravity of offences. Punishments extending over a

considerable period of time, such as banishment and im-

prisonment, possess this quality in a peculiar degree. They

are ^livisiblo into portions of any magnitude required; and

the same thing is true of pecuniary penalties.

2. Equality, or equability, by adjustment to the partiou-

lar surroundings. Punishment ought, within certain defi- th?
nite limits, to be rendered the same for several individuals

guilty of like offences, by being made to correspond with
to”

their various measures of sensibility. This will of neces-

sity demand attention to age, sex, condition, fortune,

individual habits, and many other circumstances; other-

wise, punishments nominally the same, being found too

severe for some persons and too mild for others, will now
overshoot the mark, and anon will fail to reach it. A
fine, fixed by law at a given amount, can never be a punish-

ment possessing this kind of equality, by reason of the

great disparity in the fortunes of different offenders.

Banishment, i^ain, is open to the same objection: to

^ Cf, IfUfodtfction to the Prinoipies of Morals and Legislation, ohap. zv.
And see * Rationale of P^ishment

'
(taken from Dumont's TMorit dee

Psin/ss, bo<4E. i., ohap. yu.: * Of the Properties to be given to a Lot of
Punistoent'; Bowring, vol. L, p. 402). (C. M. A.)

M3
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one man it comes as a crushing blow; to another it may
be no punishment at all.

3 . Commensurahiliiy ,—If a man contemplates the com-

mission of one or other of two offences, the law should

supply him with a motive for abstaining from the graver

of the two
;
and this motive there will be if it be made clear

to him that the more serious offence will involve the more
drastic punishment. He must, then, be placed in such a

position as to be able to contrast the penalties and gauge

the several degrees of severity.

Now, there are two methods of achieving this result:

(a) By adding to a given punishment a further portion of

the same kind of punishment; for example, to five years’

detention in gaol for such and such an offence, two years

more for such and such an aggravation: (P) by adding

some punishment of a different kind
;
for example, to five

years’ detention in gaol for such and such an offence, the

addition of public ignominy by some mark of disgrace for

such and such an aggravation.

4 . Analogy to the Offence}—A punishment will impress

itself more readily on the memory and present itself more

vividly to the imagination if it bears some resemblance to

the offence—that is to say, if it has with it some analogy,

some common characteristic. The lex Udionia is admirable

in this r^ard : An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, etc.

The feeblest intelligence is capable of such an association of

ideas. But to apply this law of retaliation is rarely prac-

ticable, while the punishment, if applied, would generally

prove of too expensive a description.

There are other expedients based on the doctrine of

analogy. Seek, for example, to probe the motive which

led to the commission of the offence, and, in your search,

you will usually discover the ruling passion of the culprit,

BO that you will be able, as the saying is, to punish him with

^ In the Introduetion to the Prineijdee of Morale and Legidation (chap.

XV. [;]), Bentham styles this property * C^aracteristicalness.' (OsM. A.)
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the very weapon whereby |^e brought the wrong. Offences

based on covetousness will best be punished by pecuniary

fines, if the means of the offender permit; offences of

insolence, by humiliation; offences of idleness, by compul-

sory labour or periods of enforced inaction.^

5. The punishment should be exemplcsry. A penalty

which, though real, was not apparent would be lost upon

the public. The great art consists in augmenting the

apparent, without adding to the real or actual, punishment.

This end may be attained either by care in the choice of

the penalties themselves, or by accompanying their inflic-

tion with solemn and impressive ceremonies.

The auto-da-fe would be one of the most useful inven- Public

tions of Jurisprudence if, instead of being an act of ‘ faith,’

it was an act of * justice.’ What is a public execution ?

A solemn tragedy presented to the assembled crowd by
the legislator: a tragedy of vast importance, and one full of

pathos from the sad reality of the catastrophe and the

gravity of its object. The preparations, the scene, the

trappings, cannot be too carefully studied, since upon them
the effect mainly depends. The tribunal, the scaffold, the

robes of the officers of justice, the garb of the culprit him-

self, the religious service, the procession, every accompany-
ing circumstance, should wear a grave and mournful aspect.

Why should not the very headsmen be shrouded in mourn-
ing crape ? The terror of the scene would be thereby en-

hanced; while those useful servants of the State would
themselves be shielded from the unjust hatred of the people.
If the illusion could be successfully maintamed, the whole

^ Montesquieu fancied that by this simple exp^ont we might get
rid altogether of the arbitrary character of punishments (cf, Eaprit
de IfOM, book xii., cha}). iv.). The same page affords a striking illus-

tration of the mistakes into which he was led by this false notion. For
offences against Religion he proposes religious jienalties—that is to
say, penalties which would be of no effect: for to punish the perpetrator
of sacrilege or of an act of impiety by expulsion from places of worship
is not to pu^h him at all; it is merely depriving hun of something to
which ^e attaches no value (Dumont).

VOL. IL L
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scene might well be enacted by figures in effigy. For the

reality of punishment is only necessary to preserve the

apfeararhce of it.

Fnigaiity* 6. Punishment should be economical—^that is, should be

marked by such d^ee of severity only as is absolutely

necessary to achieve its purpose. Anything which goes

beyond the need of the occasion is not merely superfluous

;

it actually begets a host of inconveniences which tend to

defeat the ends of justice. Pecuniary penalties possess

this characteristic in a peculiar degree, inasmuch as the

whole of the evil experienced by the man who has to pay

is turned to the advantage of him who is to receive.

wiiSf”*'
^ Revocdbility .—We must see to it that

the damage sustained shall not be wholly irreparable, for

cases occur in which it is found that punishment has been

inflicted without any just cause. So long as human testi-

mony is susceptible of inaccuracy, so long as appearances are

deceitful, so long as mankind have no certain touchstone to

distinguish tlie false from the true, one of the most im-

portant safeguards that men are bound to provide for their

fellow's springs from the refusal to allow (save in the case

of proved necessity) any punishment which is wholly irrep-

arable. Have we not seen all the appearances of guilt

accumulate upon the head of an accused person whose

innocencehas not been established until it was too late, when

nothing remained but to lament the errors of presumptuous

haste ? Frail and inconsistent as we are, we judge like

fallible beings, but we punish as though we were infallible.

To these important attributes we must add three others

which, though of less pronounced utility, must be kept

well in view, if they can be secured without detriment to

the great end and aim of punishment—to wit, example.

Sabienri- (a) It is an excellent quality in a punishment that it is

to^tion. * calculated to conduce to the reformation of the delinquent.

I do not mean mwely through fear of undergoing punish-

ment a second time, but by reason of a change in his
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oharaoter and habits. This end may be attained by study-

ing the motive which led to the commission of the offence,

and by imposing such a penalty as will tend to weaken or

impair that motive. In order to fulfil this object, a house

of correction should be so regulated as to admit of a

separation of the prisoners into different classes or divisions,

with a view to adapting diverse methods of education and

treatment to their varying moral moods and conditions.

(/?) Taking away the Power to do Injury.—^This is an end

that can bo attained much more readily than the correc- meat,

tion of delinquents. Mutilations and lifelong imprison-

ment possess the attribute, but the spirit that suggests the

desirability of such a property in a punishment is apt to

lead to excessive rigour. It is by yielding to its influ-

ence that the penalty of death has been so frequently

exacted.

If, indeed, there are any cases in which the power to do
injury can be taken away in no other manner than by
destroying the life of the culprit, they can only arise on

very extraordinary occasions—as, for example, during

civil war, when the mere name of some leader, so long as

he is alive, may be enough to keep a whole nation in a

flame. But, when resorted to in the case of actions of so

questionable a nature,* the man’s death may seem to savour

more of hostility than of punishment.

(y) Another useful quality in a punishment is that

should supply indemnity to the injured party. This is an gj“**®*^

expedient whereby we kill two birds with one stone—^we

punish the offence and make reparation for it, we get rid

of all the mischief of the first order and at the same time

put an end completely to the * alarm.’ This is a character-

istic advantage of pecuniary penalties.

* No really effeotive steps were taken to aooomplish this object until

the Prison Act, 1898 (6x and 62 Viot., c. 41, s. 6). (C. SL A.)
* /.e., * in which the question oonoeming oriminality turns more upon

suoceas thafi anything else
'
{Introduction Jo the Principles 0/ Marais

ond LiyUkUion, chap. xv. [19]). (C. M. A.)
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AbieiiM of I will conclude this chapter by a general observation of

lariS^aB a supreme importance: In the choice of punishments^ the legis-

lator should he scrupulous to avoid all such as shpck estdb-

lished prejudices. If the people have conceived a pro-

nounced aversion from punishment of a particular kind,

it should not be admitted into the penal code (although in

other respects endowed with every desirable attribute),

inasmuch as it would undoubtedly do more harm than

good. To begin with, it is an evil to arouse in the public

at large a sensation of pain by establishing an unpopular

form of punishment. We thereby punish not only the

guilty, but also many mild and harmless persons, upon

whom we inflict a penalty real enough, though it bears no

particular designation
; for we wound their susceptibilities,

scout their opinions, and present to their minds an image

of tyranny and brute force. What is the certain conse-

quence of conduct so indiscreet ? By setting public senti-

ment at naught the legislator turns it imperceptibly against

himself. He loses the aid that private individuals, of their

own free will, lend to the ex^ution of the law when it

happens to be acceptable to them; the people, no longer

his allies, have become his foes.^ Some seek to facilitate

the escape of the guilty
; others scruple to denounce them

;

witnesses, so far as they can, hold back from testifying;

and insensibly there arises a fatal prejudice, which attaches

to the service of the law a sort of shame and reproach.

The general discontent may even go farther; it develops

at times into open resistance—^resistance, it may be, to

^ C/., e.(7., tho punishment inflicted on Lord Cochrane, in 1814. for

having engaged in a conspiracy to raise the price of the public funds.

He was expelled the House of Commons, fin^ £1,000, sentenced to a
year’s imprisonment, and to the piUory, a form of punishment which
many persons desired to see abolished altogether. ‘The punishment
of tho pillory,’ wrote Romilly, * shocked everybody, and induced thou-

sandiS to take a lively interest for him’ {Memoira, vol. iii., p. 150).

Within a fortnight Cochrane was re-elect^ for Westminster without

opposition, Sheridan (the prospective candidate) announcing that

Cochrane was the only mcfti in the kingdom he would not Oppose. The
Government found itself compelled to remit the poniahment. (OM. A.)
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officers of Justice, or, it may be, resistance to the execution

of the sentences of the law. A successful struggle against ment»-^

authority comes to be regarded by the people as a victory;

while the^culprit, scatheless and triumphant, exults over

the humiliated laws.

Now, what is it that makes a particular form of punish-

ment unpopular ? It is almost always because it is ill-

chosen. The more closely a penal code conforms with the

rules we have laid down, the more certain is it to secure

the enlightened approval of the wise and the sentimental

applause of the multitude. Its punishments will be looked

upon as moderate and just; while people will be especially

struck with their suitability, with their analogy to the

offences, and with that scale of gradation whereby an

aggravated penalty is made to correspond with an aggra-

vated crime, and a milder penalty is associated with a

milder form of crime. Perception of this kind of merit,

based as it is upon domestic and familiar notions, is within

the compass of the most ordinary intelligence; and nothing

is more calculated to instil the idcja of paternal government»

to inspire confidence, and so to bring public opinion into

line with authority. When the peojile are found in league

with the laws, the criininars chances of escape are reduced

to the lowest possible point.



CHAPTER XXXIX.

OF THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF PUNISHMENTS.

Thebe is no punisliment which, taken singly, com-

bines all the requisite attributes. In order to attain our

object, it is therefore necessary to have a choice among
several punishments, to be able to vary them, and to

employ more than one kind in the imposition of a single

penalty.

In the same way medical science offers no panacea; re-

course must be had to a number of expedients, varying

with the nature of the ailments and the temperament

of the patients. The art of rmedicine consists in the

study of sdl conceivable remedies, in combining them,

and adapting them to the circumstances of the particular

case.

The catalogue of Punishments is similar to that of

Paniih- Offences. The same evil may constitute either a Punish-

inent or an Offenoe, according as it is wrought under the

of Offences, authority of the law or in violation of the law; so that the

nature of the evil is the same in either case, but what a

vast difiPerence in the effect ! The offence spreads * idarm,’

the punishment re-establishes ' security.’ The offence is,

as it were, an enemy to everyone, while punishment plays

the part of a common protector. For the advantage of

but one man the offence begets evil, spreading in every

direction ; through the sufferings of but one man the punish-

ment produces good, generally diffused. If we suspend

punishment, the world becomes a stage for the ttisp^y of

robbery with violence, and society is dissolved
;
restore it,

150
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and the passions are at once allayed, order is re-established,

and individual frailty finds a prop and proteotor in the

[.ublic strength.

The whole penal question may be ranged under several

heads, wfiiich we now proceed to enumerate:^

1. Capital Punishments.—Such as at once put an end to

the life of an offender. mont».

2. Affliclive Punishments.—I so describe such as consist

in foims of corporal suffering, which produce only a tern- ments.

porary effect—^for instance, flagellation, enforced abstinence

from food, etc.

3. Indelible Punishments.—Such as produce on the body
a permanent effect—^for example, branding, or the ampu- mento.

tation of a Umb.

4. Igfnominious Punishments.—^The principal object of

such penalties is to expose the culprit to the scorn of the menu,

onlookers, and to cause him to be regarded as unfit for the

society of his former friends. The amende honorable sup-

plies us with an example.

5. Penitential Punishfhents.—^Designed to excite thePenWen

feeling of shame, and to expose to a certain degree of cen- menu,

sure, they are yet not severe enough or public enough to

entail infamy, nor to cause the culprit to be looked upon

as unfit for the society of his former friends. They con-

stitute in the main such chastisement as a father would

inflict on his children ;
and the most loving parent should

feel no scruple in inflicting correction on a child to whom
he is most tenderly attached.

6. Punishments extending over a Period of Time.^—^Their

rigour consists mainly in their duration, so that they would menu,

almost amount to nothing apart from that circumstance;

such are exile and imprisonment. They may be either

permanent or temporary.

^ ‘ La clasBifioation dee d^lits dans les TraUis. oli onzo elanses sont

distingu^es, est superficielle et confuse * (Halovy, i. 316). (C. M. A.)

* Stylld by Bentham, in the IntroduSlion to the Prineijdee oj Morale

anS LegidatUm. chap. xv. (25), ‘ ehronieal punishments.' (C. M. A.)
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B^joUvi 7. Punishments purely Restrictive .—Such as, without

menu. partaking of any of the preceding characteristics, consist

in some restraint, some restriction, in being prevent^ed from

doing what one wishes to do. As an illustration, a pro-

hibition from exorcising a particular calling or frequenting

a certain spot.

pSSgh-*"^'
’ 8. Punishments purely Compulsive .—Such as require a

ments. man to do something from which he would rather be

excused—^for example, an obligation to present himself at

certain fixed intervals before an officer of Justice.

The punishment does not lie in the doing of the act, but

in the inconvenience of the constraint.

Penary 9. Pecuniary Punishments.— Such as consist in depri-

mcnt«. ving the culprit of a sum of money, or of some tangible

article of property.

QuEBi- 10. Quasi-Pecuniary Punishments .—Such as consist in

depriving the culprit of a species of property which he

enjoys in the shape of the services of individuals; either

services pure and simple, or services associated wi€h some
form of pecuniary profit.

SS^Pun- Punishments .—Such punishments as,

ishmcnta. by means of some analogy, are designed to represent the

idea of the offence to the imagination in a vivid manner.

These punishments do not properly constitute a distinct

and separate class ; they are really included in the others

—

ignominious, penitential, afflictive, etc. Characteristic

punishment simply consists in coupling the mode of in-

fliction with some circumstance that has relation to the

nature of the crime. Suppose that coiners of base money,

instead of being punished by death, ^ were condemned to

^ Counterfeiting the gold and silver coin of the realm was made
treason by 25 Edw. 111., c. 2. Coining remained a capital offence until

the year 1832. Writing of this offence, Macaulay said: * It was to no
purpose that the rigorous laws against coining and clipping were rigorously

executed. . . . too morning seven men were hanged and a woman
burned for clipping. But all was vain. The gains were such as to law-
less spirits seemed more than proportioned to the risks * (Sidtoru oj
England, chap. xxi.). Cf. ante, vol. ii., p. 129

, note. (C. M. A.)
*
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other puniHhmonts, and amongst them to indelible brand-

ing. If the words ‘ coiner of base money ’ were branded
on the culprit’s brow, while either cheek bore the impress

of a piecp of current coin, that punishment, recalling the

crime by a sensible image, would be eminently charac-

teristic. So, too, as part of the punishment for stealing

children from their parents, one might intro<luce a char-

acteristic penance by hanging from the culprit’s neck the

hollow eifigy of a child, life-size and cased in load. The
interior might be loaded with weights at the disc^retion of

the Judge, and in a degree suited to the strength of the

criminal.

In a house of correction, the delinquents, according to

the character of the various offences of which they have
been convicted, should be forced to wear emblematical
garments, or to bear other external marks suggestive of

striking analogy. In this way, the perception of their

crime would never be wholly absent from the mind
;
their

mere presence would servq as a fresh ])roclamation of the
law against whicih they had offendofl

;
and the hope of

escaping this disgrace by resuming ordinary cdotlies would
be a powerful inducement to them to conform with official

reg’ilations.



CHAPTER XL.

JUSTIFICATION OF VARIETY IN PUNISHMENTS.

‘ Et quoniam Tariant morbi, variabimus artes;

Mille mali Bpeoies» mille salutis enmt.*

We have already seen that the choice of punishments

involves a host of considerations; that they ought to be

susceptible of being rendered greater or less, and of being

made equal by adjustment to the particular surroundings:

that they ought to be commensurable, analogous to the

offence, exemplary, economical, reformative, popular, etc.

We have seen, too, that no singlq punishment could ever

possess all these attributes, that it is necessary to combine,

vary, and assort them, so as to arrive at the amalgam of

which we are now in search.

A Code hM If a code based on these principles were a mere project,

be«i^e- it might, perhaps, be regarded as some fine-spun specula-

tion impossible of realization. Those cold dispassionate

men who are ever full of despairing incredulity wherever

the happiness of mankind is concerned would not fail to

indulge in the trite reproach of impracticability, so con-

venient for idleness and so comforting to self-love. But

the work has been done, the plan is already executed, a

penal code has been constructed on these principles;^ and

this code, subservient cus it is to all these rules, is marked

in a peculiar degree by its lucidity, its simjdicity, and its pre-

cision. Every single specimen of penal legislation hitherto

^ Cf., e.0.. General View qf a Complete Code, Bowring, yo\ iii, p. X57*

Bentham had been working on the Pbnal Code for many years, but it

was never aotually completed. (C. M. A.)

*54
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enacted, without having achieved one half of the object in

view, is throughout infinitely more vague, perplexing, and

obscure than this code.

It has*been found necessary to seek great variety in the

forms of punishment, so as to adapt them to the different

offences, and to devise new expedients for rendering them

exemplary and characteristic. But the very persons who
will most readily agree that, as a general proposition, these

two attributes are essential, will probably revolt against any

attempt to apply them to punishments which are to be

actually inflicted. Punishments naturally excite antipathy

—nay,even horror—when considered apart from the offences

tc» which they relate. Moreover, when the question turns on

sentiment and the imagination, opinions are so fluctuating

and so largely matter of caprice that the very punishment

which will arouse the indignation of one man as being too

severe will be censured by another as being too lenient and
of little or no efficacy.

1 wish at this stage inerely to anticipate an objection.

Let it not bo supposed that a penal system must neces-

sarily be cruel because the punishments are varied. The
multiplicity and tlie variety of punishments display care neoeM*rtiy

and industry on the part of the legislator; to have only

one or two kinds of punishment is a result of ignorance of

principles and of a barbarous disregard for proportion. I

might cite instances of States, where despotism is rampant
and civilization is in a backward condition, in which it

may be said that but one form of punishment is known.
The more we study the multiform nature of offences and
of motives, as well as the great diversity in character and

circumstances, the more clearly shall we recognize the

necessity for making use of different expedients to meet

the exigencies of different cases.

Offences—^those internal enemies of society who wage

against ^t, with varying success, *a stubborn and ruthless

wanare—combine all the mischievous propensities of
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noxious animals; some employ violence, while others have

recourse to stratagem and wiles. They know how to

assume an infinite variety of shapes, and yet everywhere

maintain unperceived a secret correspondence. If we
have fought them without reducing them to submission,

if, indeed, the revolt is as active as ever, we must ascribe our

failure in the main to the imperfection of legal tactics and

to the clumsiness of the weapons we have hitherto made
use of against tl em. Assuredly, we need quite as much
wit, prudence, a :d foresight, to defend society as to attack

it—to prevent crime as to commit it.

Punish- If we would determine whether a given penal code is

offences rigorous and harsh, we must note how it punishes the most

crime—offences against property. In

of this regard the laws of every country have been too severe

;

because, the penalties being ill-chosen and misapplied,
the person,

attempt to make up in harshness what

was lacking in justice. We must be less lavish of punish-

ment when dealing with offences jgigainst property, so that

we may have all the more to spend when wo come to deal

with offences against the person , The first class admit of

tlio making of indemnity; while the second class do not

allow of compensation in the same kind of way. The evil

of offences against property may be reduced almost to

insignificance by means of insurance; while not all the gold

of Potosi could recall a murdered man to life, or allay the

A Code terror aroused by such a crime as murder. But the ques-

Suei owing tion is not whether a penal code be more or less severe;

lenity of that is a mistaken way of approaching the subject. The
only point to consider is whether or not the severity of tlie

imposed.
necessary.

It is cruel to expose even the guilty to useless suffering;

and that would be a result of unnecessarily harsh penalties.

But is it not more cruel still to allow the innocent to suffer ?

And yet that is the resiflt of penalties too mild tt) prove

efBcaciotis.
*
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We may, then, conclude that variety in punishmentB is

one of the perfections of a penal code; and the more re-

pellent the quest for such expedients is to a sensitive soul,

the more necessary is it that the legislator should be so

imbued with humanity as to be able to gain, in this regard,

a victory over himself. Was Sangrado, who prescribed no
remedy other than bleeding, more humane than Boerhaave,

who ransacked the world of nature in search of fresh

reniedies

^ The BubjoctB treated in this chapter are dealt with at len^h in the
* Hatioaale of PiiniBhinont.' taken from Dumont'B Thiorie dts Peinea
(Bowring. vol. i., pp. 38S-523). Herman Bensrhaave (i668>i738) wan
one of tin^ inont famoiiH phyHioiaiiM of the eightoenili century. He
was bom near Leyden, and was long Hector of the UniverMity in

that town. (C. M. A.)
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EXAMINATION OP CERTAIN PUNISHMENTS IN COMMON USE.

Affliotive Afflictive Punishments.—Such punishments are not

inent0. Suited to every form of offence, because they cannot be

reduced to an extremely slight degree of severity—at any

rate, in the case of persons who do not belong to the very

lowest orders of the community. Every corporal punish-

ment inflicted publicly is infamous ;
if inflicted in private, it

would still be infamous, but it would no longer be exemplary

.

The
^

The commonest afflictive punishment is the lash. As
******

usually applied, this punishment has the inconvenience of

not being ‘ equal to itself.’^ It may vary from veiy slight

pain to the most barbarous torlSire—nay, even to death

itself. Everything depends upon the nature of the instru-

ment used for flogging, the vigour with which it is applied,

and tlie temperament of the culprit. The legislator who

ordains it does not know what he is doing, and the judge

is very little better off ; in execution, it must always remain

a punishment arbitrary in the highest degree. The lash is

used in England in the case of larceny where juries, by a

merciful miscarriage, have fixed the value of the stolen

property as being less than one shilling.* This punish-

1 Cy. ante, vol. ii., p. X43. /.e., saoh that its severity may be uniform

when it is applied to different classes of offenders. (C. M. A.)

* Under the ancient Saxon laws, theft was punishable by death if

the value exceeded twelvemnoe fthen, probably, equal to about x 3s. 4d. )

;

but the criminal might redeem nis life by a pecuniary ransom. In the

reign of Henry 1. the power of redemption was taken away, and offenders

were directed to behanged; and (subject to certain provisions as to benefit

cfi clergy, impTiMinmen.t, and ttansTOTtaUou^ the law so continued when
Bentbam wrote. PettylatcenV under twelve pence,tboi^ a UAonv,wia
punishable, at common law,by imprisonment or whipping. (0.

tsS
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ment proves a source of revenue to the executioner; and,

if the culprit suffers much, it can only be because he has

not had the means to make a convenient arrangement

with t&at official.^

IndeLible Punishments.—Considered separately, afflic-

tive punishments, when indelible, are not susceptible

graduation. The mildest of them, if inflicted at all, must
be inflicted in a severe form. Some—as, for example,

branding—merely disfigure the person
; others involve a

loss of the use of the limbs ; others, again, consist of mutila-

tions, and cause the loss of the nose, the ears, the hands,

tlie feet, and so on.

Mutilations of the organs that are used in labour ought

not to bo applied in the case of common ofPences, such as

those which proceed from poverty

—

e.gr., larceny, smuggling,

etc. What can we do with the culprits when we have

maimed them 1 If the State maintains them, the penalty

becomes too expensive; if we leave them to their fate, wo
condemn them to despair and death Penal mutilations

are subject to two inconveniences—the one is that tlie

punishment cannot be remitted, the other is that it is apt

to be confounded with the result of some natural accident.

So far as appearance goes, there is no difference between

a man who has had his arm cut off for a crime and the

man who has lost an arm in the service of his country.

It would therefore be necessary in every case to add some
obviously artificial brand, which would serve at once as an

indication of the crime and as a protection for any unfor-

^ Cowper, deBoribinff this form of punishment, wrote; 'Being con-
victed, he was ordered to be whipt, which operation he underwent at
the cart's tail. . . . He seemed to shew great fortitude, but it was all

an imi^ition upon the public. The bm^le, who performkl it, had
filled his left hand with rod ochre, through which, after every stroke,
he drew the lash of his whip, leaving the appearance of a wound upon
the skin, but in reality not halting him at all

'
(letter to Rev. J. Newton,

November 17, 1783). (C. M. A.)
* When Bentham wrote, a lew crimes still involved mutilation or

dlamembeipxis, by cutting oft the hand v ears; wlule other iorma of
’>»«*-Hment fixed a stigma on the offender, by slitting the nostrUs or

(
on the hand or cheek. (C. M. A.)
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fode^ie tunate man similarly maimed. These punishments might.

ments— I think, be suppressed altogether; or they might, at any

rate, be reserved for a few very rare offences, in the case

of which they may be deemed advisable as analogous

penalties.

Indelible branding is a most effective expedient, but if

is one of which an ill use has been made. Among offenders

convicted of larceny and of receiving stolen goods, many
have only yielded to a momentary temptation, and might

well return to the paths of virtue if the punishment be

not of such a nature as to debase and degrade them. In

such^ases there should be no indelible brand, no infamous

penalty : for that would be to deprive them of the hope of

regaining their good name and redeeming the error of a

moment. But suppose, for example, that we stamp an

indelible mark on the coiner of base money, it then serves

as a signal and warning to those who have dealings with

such offender, without depriving him of his means of liveli-

hood. Though despised as rascals, convicts of this type

might still find employment as skilled workmen. But when
a man is branded for a first offence of larceny, what is to

become of him ? Who would be willing to engage him ?

How would honesty advantage him ? We have made
crime almost a necessity to him.

An indelible brand is only useful either to proclaim an

an offender who, though dangerous, ceases to be so when
it is knovn who and what he is, or for the purpose of

securing the fulfilment of some other punishment. Thus
when the crime is infamous, branding should attend per-

petual imprisonment, so as to prevent the escape of the

prisoner. It binds him, as it were, with links of iron, for

the gaol becomes an asylum to him, and he would be

worse off outside than within its walls. To render such

marks at all times distinguishable, they should be made
by the use of colourec] powders, and not by means of

burning.
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Ignominious Punishments.— is one of the most
salutary drugs in the penal pharmaobpceia;! but the ideas ishmente.

prevalent on this subject are much confused, and the ex- ment'of

pediente employed are very imperfect. According to the VOTfSIuro^*

notions of lawyers, it would seem that infamy is something tion/

homogeneous and indivisible, an absolute and invariable

quantity. If that were really so, the use of this punish-

ment would be almost always unwise and unjust; for it is

applied in the same way to olfences varying greatly in

gravity, and even to certain offences which ought not in

any case to involve its use. Infamy, properly managed,

is indeed susceptible of graduation in a very high degree.

It is in morals what uncleanliness is in the natural world

:

to have a dirty spot on one’s clothes is a very different

thing from being covered with mud.
Loss of Honour is another trite and not less misleading

phrase. It involves two false assumptions—first, that

honour is a sort of property, with a certain amount of

which everyone is provided; and, secondly, that it is en-

tirely at the disposal of tlie la\v, and can be taken away
as the law pleases. The term dishonour, which does not,

like the word ‘ infamy ’ exclude the conception of varying

degrees, would seem to be more appropriate; it signifies a

burden which may press upon one more or less heavily

according to circumstances.

Infamy, as the word is used in ordinary parlance,

bears rather upon the criminal than upon the crime;

it is, so to speak, legislation turned topsy-turvy. But, if

infamy had relation to the crime itself, its effect would be

more certain, durable, and efficacious; it might then

be proportioned to the nature of the particular offence.

Now, how could that end be attained 1 We must

^ Cf. Hazlitt's Spirit of the Age, * Jeremy Bentham * A man may be
callous and indifferent to what happens to himself; but he is never in-

different to publio opinion, or proof against open scorn and infamy.
Shame, thent not fear, is the shimt-anohor si the law. . . . Everyone
makes §, sorry figure in the pillory.* (C. M. A.)

VOL. IL M
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needs devise for every kind of crime a special kind of

dishonour.

But all this could only be carried out by the introduction

of a new legal mechanism : inscriptions, emblems, garments,

pictorial representations of every crime—^in a word, signs

which appeal to the eyes, strike the imagination through

the senses, and give rise to the intimate association of

disgrace with the particular offence in question. It is thus

that public indignation, which is but too apt to be directed

against the laws and the judiciary, might be concentrated

upon the crime and the criminal. Let us not disdain to

borrow from the stage modes of representations that im-

press the imagination. No; if wo surround the criminal

with symbols of his crime, it will not be a foolish display

of power and authority, a laughable burlesque: it will

rather be an instructive scene, proclaiming the moral

object of punishment, and rendering the laws more worthy

of respect by exhibiting them, while engaged in the dis-

charge of a painful function, as more concerned to teach a

great lesson than to gratify the spirit of vengeance.

The pillory in England is, of all penalties, the most un-

equal and ill-enforced.^ The culprit is abandoned to the

caprice of the mob. How can we describe so fantastic a

form of punishmnet ? Now it is a veritable triumph for

the criminal, and anon it means death to him. Some years

ago a literary man was condemned to the pillory for what
the judges called a ‘libel.’ The platform on which he was

placed became a kind of lyceum, and the whole performance

consisted of complimentary passages between himself and
the spectators. In 1760 a bookseller was put in the

pillory for having sold some impious or seditious work.

^ The pillory had gradually fallen into disuse, and was abolished by
statute ofJune 30, 1 837. But it was resorted to in oertain cases. When
Bentham wrote, a bai&upt was required, under pain of death, to appear
to his commission and make full discovery of his estate. Unless it

appeared that his difficult clearly arose from some casual loss, he was
liable to be put in the pillory for two hours, after which lime one of
his ears might be n^ilei to the pillory and out off, (Cf. anf$, ii.,

p. 148). (C. M, A.)

Criminal
might be
surrounded
^^ymbols

Crime.
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A subscription opened for him during the execution of the

punishment brought him in more than one hundred guineas.

What an affront to the laws ! More recently a man con-

demned to the same fate for an odious offence was slain

by the mob under the very eyes of the police, wlio made
no effort to protect him. Mr. Burke had the spirit to

denounce this outrage in the House of Commons. ‘ The
man,’ said he, ‘ who is undergoing a punishment is under

the protection of the law's, and ought not to be given up
as a prey to wild beasts.’ The orator was applauded, but

the abuse continued; and yet a mere iron grating fixed

around the stake would have prevented any such act of

barbarity.

Chronical Punishments.— Punishments dependent

upon lapse of time, such as exile and imprisonment, are ment#.

well fitted to many offences; but they require that peculiar

attention should be given to the circumstances which in-

fluer^ce individual sensibility. Exile would be a punish-

ment unequal to the last ^egree if there w^ere no option as

to its infliction. Its severity depends on the condition

and fortune of the culprit. Some men feel no love for

their country, while others would be in . despair at the

thought of quitting their home and their estates. Some
men have families, while others are wholly independent of

such ties. One man would be deprived of all the resources

of livelihood
;
another would merely find a means of escape

from his creditors. So, too, age and sex make a vast

difference. Much latitude, then, must be left to the

judge, the legislator confining himself to general in-

structions.

Before America secured its independence, the English

were in the habit of transporting a numerous class of

delinquents to the colonies. For some this deportation

amounted to slavery; to others it meant joining a pleasure-

party. A miscreant who had a mind to travel was nothing

shortf of a fool if he did not commit some crime, and so
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TrAOBport- procure for himself a free passage.^ The more industrious

eontd. of the GOnvicts succeeded in establishing themselves in the

new countries; while those who only knew how Jx) steal,

not finding much opportunity of exercising their skill in a

land quite strange to them, soon ended their days on the

gallows. Once condemned and deported, their fate was

unknown
;
and if they perished from poverty or disease,

nobody knew and nobody cared. Thus all the good effect

of example was lost, and the principal end and aim of

punishment was wholly neglected. The transportation to

Botany Bay which is now in vogue does not answer the

purpose any better.* It has all the defects that a punish-

ment can have, and not one of the attributes that it ought

to possess.

If, while offering an establishment in a distant land, one

were to add to the offer a condition that the benefit should

bo secured by the commission of crime, what an absurdity !

what a crazy idea ! Yet transportation must present

itself to the mind of many an unfortunate wretch as an

advantageous arrangement of which he can only avail

himself by indulging in some violation of the law. Thus

the law, instead of countervailing the temptation to crime,

in very many cases gives it additional strength.

PriBoni. As to the use of prisons, it is impossible to express any

definite opinion until we have determined with the utmost

exactitude everything relating to their structure and in-

^ Banishment is said to have been first introduced as a punishment
by 39 Eliz., 0. 4, whioh {provided for the deportation of suon rogues as
were dangerous to the inferior people. Transportation was brought
into general use by 4 I., o. 1 1, whereby the Court was ^en a ms-
oretionaiy power to order thieves, though entitled by law to their Glerfo^,

to be transported to the American plantations. The persons contractu^
for his conveyance had an interest in the services of the convict for seven
or fourteen years, according to the term of transportation. (C. M. A.)

* After intercourse with America ceased, the system of the Hulks was
adopted, and the plan of transportation was but little resorted to.

There was, it seems, great difSculty in finding any place where the
services of convicts could be rendered profitable to merchants who
would undertake to transpcSi) them. Hence arose the noticfii of creating
an establishment on the eastern coast of New South Wales, the oanviots
being landed in Botany Bay (see 27 Ceo. III., 0. 2). (C, M. A.)
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temal government.^ With the exception of a small

number, all our gaols contain every imaginable contrivance

for thef,corruption of body and soul alike. If we consider

them merely from the point of view of the complete

idleness of the prisoners, these penal institutions are costly

beyond all reason.^ The faculties of the inmates become,

by constant disuse, feeble and inert; their limbs are

deprived of suppleness and elasticity; stript at the same
time of honour and of habits of labour, they leave the gaol

only to find themselves driven once more into crime by
the goad of starvation. Subject to the despotic rule of

the lower class of officials—men for the most part de-

praved by the sight of crime and the practice of oppres-

sion—these unhappy creatures may be abandoned to a

thousand unknown woes, which embitter them against

society and inure them to every form of punishment.

In its moral aspect, the prison must be regarded as a

school in which vice is taught by means more sure than

any we should ever be able to employ for the inculcation

of virtue. Boredom, revenge, and penury, preside over

this perverse education: the only ambition is to excel in

crime. Kverything tends towards the level of the vilest

of the crew: the most ferocious inspires his fellows with

^ See the details of Bentham’s ' Panopticon ’ scheme; Bowring, vol.
iv., p. 67. (C. M. A.)

* By 16 Geo. III., c. 43, county justices had been empowered to pre-
pare houses of correction for the reception of convicts under sentence
of death to whom the King should extend his mercy, to be kept at hard
labour for a term not exceeding ten years. Such as refused work were
to be subject to corporal punishment; while those who behaved well
had the prospect of their period of detention being shortened, and on
their discharge were to receive clothes and a substantial sum of money.
The Act had, however, little immediate practical effect. John Howard's
book on the State of Prisons was published in 1777; and in 1778 Ben-
tham published a pamphlet entitled View of the Hard Labour BiU (Bow-
ring, vol. iv., p. i), exhibiting a special application of the cardinal prin-
ciple of his theory of punishments to the organization of a regular peni-
tentiary system. Eden’s Bill became an Act in 1779 (19 Geo. III.,
c. 74). and provided for the erection of two penitentiaries over which
It was intended that Howard should hi^^ve supervision. A site was
chosen at Battersea, but the Act was never carried out, and the failure
of this schemp led to Bentham’s famous * Panopticon ’ project. (C. M. A.)
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his ferocity, the most artful imparts to them his cunning,

the most profligate his licentiousness. Whatsoever goes

to defile the heart or the imagination is welcome(J as the

means to drive away despair. United by common in-

terest, the prisoners join together in efforts to throw off

their yoke of shame. Upon the ruins of social honour is

built up a new type of honour, compounded of falsehood,

a reckless disregard of infamy, heedlessness of the future,

hatred of the human race; and thus it is that unfortunate

wretches, who might have been restored to virtue and

happiness, attain to the heroism of crime, to the sublime

heights of villainy.

ro^deaung
^ criminal, on completing his term of imprisonment,

charged
' ^ loose On society without probationary

Frisdnen. tests and precautions. To transfer him all at once from

a state of surveillance and captivity to unconditioned

liberty, to abandon him to all the temptations of poverty

and loneliness, and of desires sharpened by long privation,

is a thoughtless and inhuman ]proceeding, such as ought

at last to attract the attention of legislators. What hap-

pens when the inmates of the hulks on the Thames are

released V When that Jubilee of ( -rime occurs, the male-

factors pour into the city like wolves who, after a long fast,

find themselves in a sheepfold
;
and, until all these marauders

have been rearrested for fresh offences, there is no safety

on the highroads, nor, indeed, at night-time in the streets

of the metropolis itself.

PcDjStiw^
Pecuniary Penalties.—^These punishments enjoy the

threefold advantage of being susceptible of graduation, of

fulfilling the object to be attained, and of serving as an

indemnity to the party injured. But it must be remem-

^ In iS 12 Mr. Justice Chambre told Kumilly that the judges fre-

a
uently sentenced men to long terms of transportation merely to prevent
[leir detention in the hulks. It was, said he, very usual, where the

prisoner was sentenced only to seven years’ transportation, not to
transport him at all, but toikeep him for the whole term on board the
hulks—a form of punishment which, according to Mr. Justice l^ailey,

left the prisoner much worse than it found him (c/. Romilly’s Memaira,
iii. 71). (C. M. A.)
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bered that if the amount be absolutely fixed, a pecuniary

penalty is in the last degree unequal. Although this

remark;^^ is so obviously true, the circumstance has, never-

theless, been constantly neglected by legislators. Fines

have been assessed without any regard to the profit derived

from the offence, to the loss occasioned by it. or to the

means of the delinquent. A penalty might be trifling if

imposed on one man, and yet ruinous to another. One
recalls the incident of the insolent Roman youth, who
cuffed the passers-by and forthwith presented each one

with a crown, the fine fixed by the law of the Twelve

Tables.^ If we are minded to establish a pecuniary penalty,

the amount must be regulated by the fortune of the culprit

—that is to say, the amount must be fixed relatively, and

not absolutely. For such and such an offence, such a

fraction of the offender’s property; but this, again, must
bo subject to certain reservations and modifications, so as

to obviate the difficulties that might attend a strict and

literal adherence to the regulation.

Punishments purely* Restrictive.—^There is nothing puhWi-

in penal legislation more ingenious than banishment from pweij^^re-

the ^esence of the injured party. This punishment is sug-

gested by the ancient laws of France, and some trace of it

is to be found in the Danish Code. With certain improve-

ments, it would afford an excellent remedy for offences

arising out of private feuds from which the general public

have nothing to fear. It secures a triumph for the op-

pressed over the oppressor, and restores in the most

pleasing fashion the supremacy of injured innocence over

tyrannical strength. ;^ides, it prevents the renewal of

the quarrel, and deprives the aggressor of the opportunity

of doing further wrong. But, to put in operation an ex-

pedient so closely associated with honour, we niust needs

pay most scrupulous regard to the special situation of the

individuals conoemed. t

^ Aulus Qeilius tells this stoiy of Luoius Neratius. (C. M. A.)
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Capital Punishment.^— The more attention one gives

to the considerations bearing upon the death penalty, the

more one is led to adopt the view of Beccaria. The^subject

is 60 fully discussed in his work,- that we may well dispense

with treating it anew. Those who wish to see at a glance

all that can be said pro and con need merely read over

the table setting forth the attributes we should seek for in

punishments (see ante, vol. ii., p. 143 et seq,).

What can be the origin of the rage for awarding this

punishment with such a lavish hand ? It results from the

spirit of resentment, which at first inclines to the utmost
rigour, and from a certain indolence of mind, which sees

in the prompt destruction of criminals the great advantage

of having no further occasion to concern oneself about them.®

Death — always death ! That decree demands neither

careful study nor resistance to the passions; we have but

to yield to their sway, and we are led to the goal in a

single stride.

It may be said that the death of an assassin is necessary

to deprive him of the power of ‘ repeating his crime; but

ought we not, then, by parity of reasoning, to destroy mad

^ This question is discussed in detail in the * Rationale of Punish-

ment
'
(taken from Dumont’s Thiorie Peines, book ii., chap, xii.;

Bowring, vol. i., p. 444)* (C- M. A.)
^ Des Dilits et dea Peinea, § xvi. (C. M. A.)
3 Wilkes told Romilly that * he thought the happiest results followed,

from the severity of our penal law. It aooustomed men to a oontempt
of death, though it never held out to them any very cruel spectacle;

and he thought that much of the courage of Englishmen, of their human-
ity, too, mi|;ht be traced to the nature of our capital punishments, and
to their bemg so often exhibited to the people.' Another view was
presented to Romilly one evening in June, 1808, after the introduction

of his Bill to abolish the death penalty for pockot-picking. He was
standing at the bar of the House, when a young man, the brother of a
peer, came up to him, and, breathing in his face the nauseous fumes of

an undigested debauch, stammered out: ‘ I am against your Bill; I am
for hanging all.' Romilly was confounded, sought to find some excuse
for him, and observed that he supposed the young man meant that, as

the certainty of punishment afforded the omy prospect of suppressing

crimes, the laws, whatever they were, ought to be enforced. * No, no r
was the reply; * it is not tha); There is no good done by m^roy; they
only get worse. 1 would hang them all up at once

'
(Romuly's Afemptrs,

vol! i., p. 84, etc.). (C. M. A.)
^
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and frantic persons from whom society has everything to

fear ? If we can protect ourselves from raving lunatics,

why not from assassins ? Or it may be said that death is

the only punishment which will prevail over certain temp-

tations to the commission of homicide: but such tempta-

tions can only arise from hatred or greed; and are not

those passions, by their very nature, more likely to stand

in fear of humiliation, want, and captivity, than of mere
loss of life ?

The reader would be astounded if I were to lay open to Ponitiou »
his view the penal code of a nation celebrated for its

enlightenment and humanity. He would expect to dis- Engiami.

cover the most exact proportion between crimes and
punishments; but he would find, in fact, that the pro-

portion is constantly ignored or violated, while the punish-

ment of death is lavished upon quite trifling offences.

What is the consequence ? The mildness of the national

character being in conflict with the laws, it is the customs

and feelings of the peoplq that prevail, and the laws are

evaded.' Pardons are granted broadcast; men shut their

eyes to crime, or throw difficulties in the way of proof:

while juries, to escape an excess of severity, often fall into

excess of indulgence. Thence there results a system of

penal law, incoherent, contradictory, combining harshness

with weakness, dependent on the temper of the judge,

varying from circuit to circuit, now bloodthirsty, and anon

wholly impotent.

English lawgivers have not yet employed that kind of

^ Cf. Montesquieu, Esprit des Loia^ vi. (13); Beccaria, chap, xxvii.;
and Voltaire, Prix de la Jtiatice et de VHumanite, 1777, art. 2 (du Vol),
cited Haltvy, i. 320 :

‘ II est singulier que rAiigleterre, oil les premiers
de la nation sont si ^olain^s, laisse subsister une si grande quantite de
lois absurdes. Elies ne sont pas ez^cut^es, il est vrai; mais elles forcent
la nation k laisser k la puissance ex^outrice le droit de modifier 011

d’enfreindre la lot* Judges and jurors alike rebelled against a rigorous
enforcement of the law. Between 1803 and 1810 great numl^ers of
pmoners were found not guilty and discharffed; while, though no less
than 1 ,872 persons were sentenced to death%r petty thefts and divers
small offences against property, one only of the sentenc^es was, in fact,

executed (c/. vol, ii., p. 158, note). (C. M. A.)
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Imprison^ punishment which from many points of view is so exoel-

hard labour, lent—^imprisonment conjoined with labour. Instead of

compulsory occupation, they have reduced prisoners to

absolute idleness. Is this by deliberate design ? No,

doubtless, from mere force of habit. They have found

matters proceeding on this footing, and, though they dis-

approve, they make no change. To reconcile detention

with labour would need improvements, vigilance, and sus-

tained attention. Nothing of the kind is needed to lock a

man up' and leave him to himself.^

^ See Bontham’a pamphlet entitled View of the Hard Labour BiU,
publiahed in 1778, the year after the appearance of John Howard's
work on the State of Prisons (Bowring. vol. iv., p. i). Cf. ante, vol. ii.,

p. 165, note. (C. M. A.)
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OONCERNTNG THE POWER TO PARDON.

What punishment lacks in point of certainty must
made up in severity. The less certain penalties are, thejjjjai^y

more severe must they be ; the more certain they are, the made up in

less severe need they be.^

What, then, shall we say of a power created for the very

purpose of rendering them uncertain ? Such, however, is

the direct consequence of the power to pardon.

In the race, as in the individual, the age of passion pre-

cedes that of reason
;
the earliest penal laws were prompted

by anger and a spirit of revenge. But when these rude

laws, based upon antipatRy and caprice, begin to shock an
enlightened public, the power of pardoning, offering protec-

tion against the harshness of the laws, becomes, so to speak,

a comparative good ; and no one looks into the matter to

see whether this seeming remedy is not, in truth, a new evil.

What eulogies have been lavished upon clemency ! It

has been reiterated a thousand times that it is the cardinal

virtue of a Sovereign. No doubt, if the offence is merely

an attack on his amowr-propre, if it be a mere question of

some satire upon the Prince or his favourites, moderation
on his part is deserving of all praise, and the pardon that

he accords is a triumph gained over himself
;
but when we

are concerned with a crime against society, the pardon is

no longer an act of clemency—^it becomes a veritable

betrayal of trust.

,

^ Of, Intgodiietion to the Principlee of Morale and Legidaiion, ohap.

mix * Rationale of Punishment' (taken from Dumont's
Theone dee Pefnee, book vi., ohap. iv, ; Bowring. vol. i., p. 520 J. (C. M. A.)

17X
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Ih oases where punishment would do more harm than

good, as in certain cases of sedition, conspiracy, or scenes

of public disorder, the power of pardoning is not merely

useful—^it is really necessary . Such cases being anticipated

and expressly provided for in a good legislative system,

the pardon, when applied, would be an execution rather

than a violation of the laws. But as for motiveless par-

dons, resulting from the favour or the easy temper of the

Sovereign, they condemn alike the laws and the govern-

ment: the laws, of cruelty to individuals; the government,

of cruelty to the public. Beason, justice, and humanity,

must be all at fault: for Reason is never in conflict with

herself; Justice cannot destroy with one hand what she

has created with the other; and Humanity will hardly

prescribe punishments for the protection of innocence, and

at the same time decree the grant of pardons for the en-

couragement of crime.

The royal The power of pardoning is, we have been told, the

noblest prerogative of the mon,arch—one of the brightest

jewels in the royal crown. But may not that prerogative

sometimes prove a burden in the hands which exercise it ?

If, instead of gaining for the Prince more steadfast affec-

tion from his people, it exposes him to caprices of judg-

ment, to clamour, and to libellous attacks; if he can neither

grant petitions without being suspected of weakness, nor

prove unyielding without being charged with harshness,

wherein lies the great excellence of this dangerous privi-

lege ? It seems to me that a just and humane Sovereign

must often regret being exposed to such a conflict between

public and private virtues.

Homicide should, at any rate, be always treated as an

exception. The man who enjoys a right to pardon that

crime is master of the life of every citizen.^

^ CJ. Bowring, vol. i:, p. 520. In his introduotion to the second

volume of the Traitis* Dumont explains that it would euffioe to prevent

any abuse of the power of wrdonihg if there were an obliga&on to

accompany its exercise by a clear exposition of the groui^ds for showing
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We thus see that, if the laws are too severe, the nght
of granting a pardon is a useful corrective

; but this correc-

tive is jn itself an evil. Make good laws, and there wW
be no need for a magic wand that possesses the power of

annulment. If the punishment be necesssuy, it ought not
to be remitted; if it be unnecessary, it should never be
imposed.

clemency. And, especially where capital punishment is in vogue, it

would be better to retain the power of pardoning, even in its absolute
form and without conditions, rather than to suppress it altogether.
Many years after the publication of the Traitsa Bentham dealt with the
subject of * pardons ’ in an address to ‘ His Fellow Citizens of France ’

on the Death Punishment, It was dated December 17, 1830 (see Bow
ring, vol. i., p. 528). (C. M. A.)
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PART IV.

INDIRECT MEANS OF PREVENTING OFFENCES.^

INTRODIK’^IION.

In all sciences, there are some branches which have been

cultivated more slowly than others, because they have

demanded a longer course of observations and deeper re-

flection. In this way, mathematics has a higher or trans-

cendental part, which is, so to speak, a new science ovei

and above the ordinary science.*

Up to a certain point, the same distinction may be

applied to the art of legislation! Some actions are harm-

ful. What, then, should be done to prevent them ? The

first answer which suggests itself to everybody is this :
‘ For-

bid such actions: punish them.’ This mode of combating

offences being the simplest and the first to be adopted, every

other plan for attaining the same end is a refinement of

the art, and, so to speak, its transcendental branch.

The function of that branch is, therefore, to devise a

series of legislative edicts so framed as to prevent offences

hy acting mainly on the inclinations of individuals, in

order to turn them from evil ways and direct them along

the road most advantageous to themselves and most con-

ducive to the happiness of their fellows.

The first method—that of combating offences by punish-

* cy. Jiowring. vol. i., p. 533. (C. M. A.)

^ Quaere: * The fact that all mathematics is Symlx)lic Logic is one of

the greatest discoveries of our age. . . . Symbolic Logic isth^u^ of the

various general types of deduction * (Hon. B. Russell, in 1903 ). (d^M. A.

)
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merits—constitutes direct legislation . The second method

—

that of combating offences by preventive means—constitutes

a brancli of legislation which I style indirect.

Thus, the Sovereign acts directly against otfoncos when
he prohibits thorn severally, each one under a special

penalty: he acts indirectly when he takes precautions to

prevent their occurrence. Direct legislation assails the

mischief by means of a frontal atta<;k; indirect legislation

has recourse to oblique methods. In the first case the

legislator openly declares war against the enemy, an-

nounces his approach, pursues the foe, fights him hand to

hand, and scales his batteries in broad day. In the second

case he does not make known his plans. He lays mines,

sets spies to work, seeks to frustrate the designs of the

enemy, and to secure an alliance with those who might

otherwise have harboured hostile intentions.

Political speculators have had a glimpse of all this; but poutVcUm!^^

in treating of the second branch of legislation they have
failed to convey any clear idea of it. The first branch

was reduced to a B3^stom long ago: the second has never

becTi analyzed
;
no one has ever thought of dealing with it

methodically, of classifying it—^in a word, of considering it

as a whole. It is still a new subject.

Writers who indulge in political romances tolerate direct

legislation as a necessary evil. While they will allow it in

the last resort, they never speak of it with a very lively

interest. But it is otherwise when they come to dilate

upon the means of preventing offences, of making men
better, of improving their mode of life. Imagination then
kindles, lively hopes are raised, and we might well suppose
that they were on the point of achieving the great task,

and that the human race was about to assume a new shape.

All this is because we have a more magnificent notion of

objects in proportion as they are less familiar; while the

imagination soars at large amidst tvague schemes which

havemever yet been subjected to the restraints of analysis.
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Major e hn^nquo reverentia} The saying is as applicable

to ideas as to persons. A detailed examination will reduce

all these indefinite aspirations to dimensions that lie within

the range of the possible; and if during this process we are

bereft of some imaginary treasures, we shall be well com-
pensated by the assurance of our hold on the actual pos-

sessions that remain.

In order clearly to grasp what appertains to these two

branches, wo must begin by forming a just idea of direct

tion. legislation, which proceeds, or at any rate ought to proceed,

on the following lines

:

(o) Determine what acts should be regarded as crimes.

(^) Describe each offence by name, as murder, theft, etc.

(y) Expound the reasons for attributing to these various

acts the quality of crimes—reasons which ought to be

deduced from a single principle, and consequently should

be consistent with each other.

(8) Assign an adequate punishment for each offence.

(c) Expoujid tlio reasons which serve to justify such

punishment.

Such a penal system, though it were contrived in the best

possible manner, would still be defective in many respects

:

(i.) The evil must necessarily exist before the remedy can

be applied. The remedy consists in the application of

punishment; and punishment can only be inflicted after

the crime has been committed. Consequently, every fresh

instance of such infliction is one proof the more that the

punishment is wanting in efficiency, and does not get rid

altogether of the sources of danger and alarm, (ii.) The
punishment is itself an evil, although necessary for the

prevention of a greater evil. Penal justice, throughout the

whole course of the proceedings, must consist of a train of

evils—evils arising from the threatenings and constraint of

the law; evils arising from the prosecution of accused

^ Ct Tacitus, Annalet bdok iv. (23); *Qu<b ez longinquG in majus
audiebantur.* (G. M. A.; o
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persons before we are able to distinguish tlie innocent from

the guilty; evils attendant upon the infliction of judicial

sentences; evils which, in the shape of inevitable conse-

quences, are reflected upon the blameless relatives of the

wrong-doer, (iii.) Finally, a penal system has no adequate

grip upon many mischievous acts which evade justice,

either by reason of their extreme frequency, or owing to

the difficulty of definition, or it may be from some vicious

inclination of public opinion which tends to show them
indulgence.* Penal law can only operate within definite

limits, and its sway extends only over palpable acts, sus-

(jeptible of plain proof.

The imperfections of this penal system have led to a quest Romoih

for fresh expedients to supply its deficiencies. Such ex- Legisi^'’

pedients have for their end and aim the prevention of

crime, either by keeping people in ignorance of evil, or by
depriving them of the will or the power to do what is

wrong. The means employed are, for the most part, con-

nected with the art of influencing and directing the in-

clinations, by weakening the seducing motives which impel

to evil deeds, and by strengthening such tutelary motives

as make for that which is good.

Indirect means, then, are those which, without assuming
the character of punishment, dispose a man, by their

physical or moral action, to obey the laws; shield him from
temptations to crime; and control him through his in-

clinations and his intelligence. Such indirect methods not
only have a great advantage in point of lenity—^they are

found to succeed in many cases where direct means alto-

gether fail of their purpose. All the modern historians

^ speaking of the offence of clipping coin, Macaulay says; * The
practice, pernicious as it was, did not excite in the common mind a
detestation resembling that with wluoh men regard murder, arson,
robbery, even theft. The injury done by the whole body of clippers
to the whole society was indeed immense; but each particular act of
oUpping ^as a trifle. To pass a half-crown after pari^ a pennyworth
of silver from it seemed a minute, an almost linperceptible, fault* {His-
tory of England, chap. xxi. ; edition of 1895, voL ii., p. 543)- (C. M. A.)

VOL. n. ^ H
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indireot have remarked upon the extent to which the abuses of the
^

Catholic Church have been diminished since the establish-

ment of the Protestant religion. What Popes and Councils

could never achieve by their decrees, a healthy rivalry

effected without any difficulty. Catholics have dreaded

to give an occasion of scandal which might afford matter

of triumph to their enemies. Thus, this indirect method

—

free competition in religion—^has greater power to restrain

and reform them than all their positive laws.

Let us take from political economy a further illustration.

Attempts have been made to lower the price of com-

modities, and in particular to reduce the rate of interest.

It is true that a high price is an evil only by taking into

account some good of which it prevents the enjoyment; but

such evil as exists it is doubtless reasonable enough to

seek to diminish. Now, what device has been adopted to

bring this about ? A host of restrictive r^ulations, fixed

tariffs, a legal rate of interest. With what result ? Tha
regulations have been eluded, the penaltieB have been

made more stringent, and yet the evil, instead of diminish-

ing, has in fact increased. There is but one efficacious

expedient; and that is an indirect one, which few govem-
* ments have beeii wise enough to employ. It is, to allow

to all merchants and capitalists absolute freedom of com*
petition, relying upon them to maintain a mutual rivdzy,

to vie with each other and attract purchasers by offers of

the most advantageous terms—such is the e3q>e^ent. To
allow free competition amounts to the same thing as con-

ferring reward on the man who supplies the best quality 6f

goods at the lowest price. This prompt and natural reward,

which the whole crowd of rival traders cherish hopes of

securing, acts vdth greater efficacy than some future punish-

ment which everyone thinka he has a chance of escaping.

oiiMifloa- Before entering upon a detailed exposition of these in-

direct methods, it is right to warn the reader tl^at there is

something arbitrary in the manner of their classificiktion,

V
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80 that several of them might really be ranged under more
than one head. To distinguish them systematically and
completely, it would have been necessary to embark upon
a very intricate and tiresome metaphysical analysis. It is

enough for our present purpose that every indirect ex-

pedient may be classed under one or other of these heads,

and that the attention of the legislator shall be directed to

the principal sources whence such expedients may be
derived.

I add only one more preliminary observation, but it is

of essential importance. Among the various expedients

about to be explained, there is none that can be recom-
mended as peculififcrly suitable to any one government in

particular, and still less to all in general. The special

advantage of each method, ab distinguished from others,

will be indicated under the particular head; but it may
have relative inconveniences, impossible to foresee with-

out a knowledge of all the circumstances. It must, there-

fore, be clearly understood that our object is, not to counsel

the adoption of such or•such a measure, but simply to

bring it into view and commend it to the attention of those

who are in a position to judge of its suitability.



CHAPTER XLIII.

METHODS OF TAKING AWAY THE PHYSICAL POWER
TO DO HURT.i

* Inclina-
tton,*
* Know-
ledRe.*
* Power.*

' Power.*

Internal
power.

When the will, the knowledge, and the power required

for the performance of an act all concur, the act itself of

necessity ensues. Inclination, Knowledge, Power—these

three, then, indicate the points at which we must apply

the influence of law in order to direct the conduct of man-

kind. These three words contain in a nutshell the sum
and substance of all that can be done by legislation, direct

or indirect.

1 begin with *power, because tl^e methods of applying the

influence of law in respect thereto are simpler and more

limited
;
and because in those cases, wherein we can manage

to take away the powder to injure, everything is accom-

plished—success is already assured.

We may distinguish between two kinds of power:

(i.) Internal power, which depends upon the intrinsic

faculties of the individual
;

(ii.) external power, which

depends upon persons and things that are outeide him,

and without which he cannot act.^

As to internal power, which depends upon the faculties

of the individual, it is hardly possible to deprive a man of

it with advantage. The power of doing evil is inseparable

from the power of doing good. With his hands cut off, a

man cannot steal, it is true ; but, then, neither can he labour.

Besides, such privative expedients are so drastic that,

1 C/. Bowring, v^. i., p. 534. (C. M. A.)
* (i.) Power ab irUra

;

(li.) power ab extra (Dunwnt).
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speaking generally, we can only apply them to criminals

after conviction. Imprisonment may be justified in cer-

tain ca^es of apprehended offences, but that is the only

expedient of this class which can be so applied.^

The legislator will discover more expedients for the pre-

vention of offences by directing his attention to the material

objects which may be employed in their commission,

'rhero are some cases in which the power of doing harm
may bo taken away by getting rid of what Tacitus^ calls

irriiamenta malorum— the subjects, the instruments of

crime. In this matter the policy of the legislator may
be likened unto that of a children’s nurse. The iron bars

for the windows, the guards around the fire, her care to

remove sharp and dangerous implements from the hands
of her charges, are measures of the same kind as forbidding

the sale or manufacture of dies for minting money, of

poisonous drugs, of arms easily concealed, of dice and other

instruments of unlawful gaming; or forbidding the mann*
facture or possession of certain nets and other contrivances

for snaring game.®
Mahomet, not trusting the restraint of reason, sought to

put it out of men’s power to misuse strong liquors; and if

we take into account the climate of hot countries, where wine
produces frenzy rather than stupor, we shall, perhaps, come
to the conclusion that total prohibition was really a milder

measure than a permission which w’ould have been attended

hy the creation of a large number of offences, coupled with
the numerous penalties that must have accompanied them

.

^ Dumont inserts a long note in the Latin tongue, suggesting that the
Jewish rite of circumcision was probably directed against the commission
of solitary vice. (C. M. A.)
® Qttcere Tacitus. C/. * Effodiunter opes, irritamenta malorum’ (Ovid,

ifr/am., i. 140). (C. M. A.)
® Cf„ e.p., the provisions relating to the sale of poisons contained

in the Pharmacy Act, 1868. and in the Poisons and Pharmacy Act.
See, too, the Indian Poisons Act, 1904 (Act No. i of i^4 )»

which presides for the regulation of the possession and sale of all poisons
ill certain local areas, and the imiKirtation" possession, and sale, of white
arsenic gen^lly. (C. M. A.)
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The taxation of spirituous liquors serves, to some extent,

the same purpose. In proportion as the price is raised

beyond the moans of the large mass of the community,

people are deprived of the opportunity of yielding to the

vice of intemperance.

Sumptuary laws, in so far as they prohibit the introduc-

tion of certain articles which have fallen under the jealous

eye of the legislator, may be referred to this head.^ It is

this expedient which has rendered the laws of Sparta so

famous—^the precious metals were interdicted, foreigners

were shut out, and travelling was not .allowed.

At Geneva the wearing of diamonds was forbidden, and

the number of horses a man might use was limited.* We
might under this head refer to a number of English

statutes relative to the use of spirituous liquors.* It is

forbidden to expose them for sale in the open air : a licence

to sell must be obtained at considerable cost, etc. The
prohibition against opening certain places of amusement on

Sunday should also be ranged un^ler this head.*

So, too, measures for the destniction of libels, seditious

writings, and obscene representations exhibited in the street,

or for the prevention of their printing and publication.

In ancient times the police regulations of Paris forbade

servants to wear swords, or even to carry canes or staves.

This might have been simply to mark the distinction of

rank, or it may have been a measure of security.

When any order of the people is oppressed by the ruling .

authorities, prudence suggests that they should be for-

bidden to carry arms. The greater wrong supplies a

^ In anoient times there were many sumptuary laws in England, but
they were repealed by the statute i Jac. I., c. 25; e/. 3 /nsf., 199.

(O. M. A.)
* These usages are not cited as models, but merely to show under

what head such laws should be ranged (Dumont).
* It is, €.g.f an offence to hawk spirits (43 and 44 Viet., c. 24, s. 146),

and it has long been an offence for any retailer to take any pledge as
security for mon^ due for the purchase of such liquors (24«Qeo. 11.,

0. 40, 8. 12). (C. M. A.) •
* CJ, the statute 21 Qeo. III., o. 49. (0. M. A] %
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ground of justification for the lesser. The Philistines

compelled the Jews to repair to them whenever they had
occasion to sharpen their hatchets and saws. In China
the manufacture and sale of weapons is confined exclu-

sively to the Chinese Tartars.

By a statute of George III.^ a private individual is for-

bidden to have in his house more than fifty pounds weight
of gunpowder, while traders in gunpowder are not per-

mitted to have more than two hundred pounds weight at

one time. The reason assigned is the danger arising from
explosions. In the statutes relating to highways and turn-

pikes,® the number of horses allowed to draw a carriage is

limited to eight, wdth an exception in favour of certain

conveyances, the royal artillery, and ammunition waggons.
The reason assigned is the preservation of the surface of

the roads. I do not pretend to say whether these and
similar measures were prompted, in any degree, by political

considerations; but it is quite certain that such expedients

might serve to check insurrections and to diminish the

facilities for smuggling.

Among shifts of this kind, I know nothing so ingenious,

and yet so simple, as that which is employed in England
for placing difficulties in the way of stealing banknotes.

When it is found convenient to entrust them to a common
carrier or to the postal authorities, the note is cut into two
parts, and ea>ch part is sent separately. The theft of one
half of the note would be useless, and the difficulty of

stealing the two halves one after the other is so great that

the offence becomes almost impossible.

There are certain professions for the exercise of which
proofs of capacity are required. There are others which

‘ The statute referred to is 12 Qeo. III., c. 61. It was repealed by
23 and 24 Viet., o. 139, s. 1 ; and such matters are now regulated by the
Explosives Act, 1875. (C. M. A.)

* Cf, sect. 13 of the statute 13 Geo. III., c. 84. A justice might
stop a {prosecution for penalties inourre^ by drawing with a greater
number of horses than allowed, if such user appeared necessary from
deep snowsuetc. {vide s. 18). The statute was repealed in 1 822. (C. M. A.)
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the laws render incompatible with eac;h other. Thus, in

England, many offices of justice are incompatible with the

status of an attorney. It is feared lest the righj; hand
might be secretly at work for the benefit of the left.^

Persons who contract with the Government for the

supply of stores, or for victualling the fleet, are not allowed

to sit in Parliament. Such contractors might themselves

be impeached and subjected to condemnation by Parlia-

ment: it would therefore be improper that they should be
members of that body. But there are even stronger

reasons for such exclusion , based on the danger of increasing

Ministerial influence.

^ In Austria a knacker is not allowed to sell meat; it is presumed
that a sound animal would not have come into his hands (8onenfols,
Police Regulations of Vienna, 1777). A groat number of police regula-
tions may be referred to this head (Dumont). So, too, in England a
person licensed to slaughter horses is subject to penalties if, while his
ji<jence is in force, he carries on the trade or business of a dealer in
horses (sec 1 and 2 Goo. V., c. 27, s. 6). (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER XLIV.

ANOTHKB INDIRECT METHOD: HINDER THE ACQUISITION OF

KNOWLEDGE WHICH MEN MAY TURN TO A BAD
PURPOSE.^

I MENTION this policy solely for the purpose of con-

demning it. It has produced the censorship of books; R
has produced the Inquisition. It would, if adopted gen-

erally, produce the lasting debasement of the human race.

I propose here to show—(a) that the diifusion of know-
ledge is not, on the whole, harmful, crimes of artifice and
cunning being less disastrous than those duo to ignorance

;

(P) that the most advantageous mode of combating the

mischief arising from a certain limited degree of know-
ledge is to increase the quantity of knowledge.

In the first place I say that the diffusion of knowledge
is not, on the whole, harmful. Some writers have thought,

or appeared to think, that the less men know the better

they will be: that the less enlightened they are, the less

familiar will they be with objects that impel to evil and
serve as instruments for its commission.

I am not astonished that fanatics should have held such

an opinion, seeing that there exists a natural and per-

sistent rivalry between the knowledge of things real,

useful, and intelligible, and the knowledge of things

imaginary, useless, and unintelligible. But this trend of

^

^ Knowledge, though commonly considered as distinct from power,
w really a branch of it—a branch whose seat is in the mind. Before
a man can do .an act he should know two things: the motives for doing
|t, and the method of doing it. Thus, we can distinguish two kin<k o!

knowleclge. ‘ motives * and ‘ means.* The first constitutes * inolination,*
the latter is a fMtor of ‘ power * (Dumont).
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thought as to the danger of knowledge is oommon enough

among the mass of mankind. People speak with regret

of the Golden Age—the age when nobody knew anything.

To put in a clear light the misunderstanding upon whioh

this line of thought is based, we stand in need of some
more precise method of assessing the evil of an offence

than any hitherto employed.

It is in no way surprising that crimes involving cunning
utility. and artifice should be more odious than crimes due to ignor-

ance : eventhansome crimes of bnital violence. In judging

of the magnitude of an offence, the principle of Antipathy

has been followed more frequently than the principle of

Utility . Antipathy looks rather to the apparent depravity

of character indicated by the crime than to any other

circumstance.

In the e^es of passion, this is the salient point of every

action, and, in comparison with it, the strict scrutiny of

Utility will always seem cold and calculating. Now, it is

undoubtedly true that the gi;pater the knowledge and

subtility exhibited in a crime, the greater is the delibera-

tion displayed on the part of its author, and the greater the

indication of depravity in his moral character. But the

evil of the offence, which is the sole object in the eyes of

Utility, is not to be determined merely by depravity of

disposition. Such evil depends primarily upon the suffer-

ings of the persons immediately affected by the crime, and

upon the alarm which the crime imparts to the community

at large; while into this aggregate of evil the depravity

displayed by the culprit enters, it is true, but as an aggra-

vation, and not as an essential factor. The greatest crimes

are those for which the smallest degree of knowledge will

suffice ;
the most ignorant persons always know enough to be

able to commit them. Malicious flooding^ is often a graver

^ By statutes 6 Geo. 11., o. 37, s. 5, and lo Geo. II., 0. 32, it was made
felony without benefit of ohrgy malioionslv to out down any river or sea

bank whereby lands might be o^ erflowea. See now 24 and 2£ Viet.,

0. 97, B. 30; and e/. note 1, anUf vol. ii., p. 14. (C. M.
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offence than arson, ^ arson than certain kinds of homicide, Antipathy
ver/tuf

homicide than robbery, robbery than picking pockets.

This proposition may be demonstrated by an arithmet-

ical process; by preparing a catalogue of the items of evil

on either side, by a comparison of the extent of evil indicted

on the several persons injured, and by computing the

number of victims.

Now, what amount of knowledge is necessary to equip

a man for the commission of such offences ? The most
atrocious in the whole list only requires a degree of intelli-

gence commonly found even amongst savage and barbarous

peoples.

Rape is worse than adultery or seduction
; but rape is of

more frequent occurrence in rude uncivilized ages, adultery

and seduction in times of refinement and culture. The
spread of knowledge has not increased the number of

offences nor even the facilities for their commission ; it has

only given variety to the expedients for the perpetration of

crime. And how has it giv^n such variety ? By a gradual

substitution of less harmful methods in place of those which
proved more Injurious.

Suppose some new mode of swindling is discovered.

For a time the inventor profits by his discovery; but his

secret is soon found out, and then people are on their guard.

Accordingly the swindler must have recourse to some fresh

expedient, which has its day, and is in turn abandoned.

All this is still only swindling, which is less mischievous

than theft, and theft, again, is not so bad as highway
robbery.* Why is this ? The confidence every man

^ House-burning was felony at oommon law, and by 9 Geo. I., c. 22,
setting fire to a house was made felony without benefit of olergy. See
now 24 and 25 Viot., c. 97, b. 2. (C. M. A.)

* I assume that the loss from the offence is the same. For, in one point
of view, swindling may be worse than robbery, since a rascal may
well secure a larger sum of money by haud tban by robbery on the
public highway. For proof of the superiority of modem manners over
those of aneient times, see Hume's Essay on Population .• for proofs
m theij st^riority over those of the Middle Ages, see Voltaire's QenercU
History, Hunm's* History of England, Robertson's Introduction to
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reposes in his own wisdom and prudence prevents him from

feeling so much alarm on hearing of an instance of swindling

as when he is told of a case of theft. ,

to Kwer*® Suppose, however, we grant that bad men make an ill use

of everything, and that the more they know the greater

will be their opportunities of mischief : what follows ? If

the good and the bad composed two distinct races, like the

white and the black, we might enlighten the good while

keeping the bad in a state of darkness. But, since it is

impossible to draw the distinction, and as we know that

good and evil constantly alternate in the same individual,

there must bo one law for all. General light or general

darkness; there is no middle course.

The mischief we dread is, however, found to be accom-

panied by its remedy. Knowledge can give an advantage

to the bad only in so far as it is their exclusive possession.

A snare, once detected, ceases to be a snare. The most

ignorant savages have known how to poison the tips of

their arrows; but it is only civilized nations who are ac-

quainted with the properties of the various poisons, and

know how to counteract them by appropriate antidotes.

All men are capable of committing crimes ; but it is only

enlightened men who can devise laws for their prevention.

The more limited a man’s intelligence, the more does he

incline to divorce his own private interest from the interests

of his fellows. The more enlightened he is, the more clearly

will he be able to see the binding ties that unite his personal

interest with the interests of the community at large.

Pass in review the history of the world, and you will find

that the most barbaric periods were marked by crime in

all its forms, from fraud to acts of open violence. Brutish

ignorance begets vice in shapes peculiar to itself
; but it does

the Hiiatory of Charlea F., Barrington’s Obaervationa on Engliah Siaiuiea,

and the treatise of the Chevalier de Chastellux on Public Happiness
(a work well conceived, but«only moderately executed) (Dumont). Du-
mont seems to refer to Hume's Essay on the PoptUouaneaa of [^nsiesl

Nationa (Essays, edition of X793> vol. i., p. 370). (O. M.
^.)
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not exclude a single deed of shame. At what period were

false titles and forged deeds of gift most in vogue ? When
the clergy alone knew how to read—when, from the superi-

ority of their learning, they looked upon other men much
as we look upon horses, that we could no longer control by
the curb should their intellectual faculties be raised to a

higher level. Why, in those days, was recourse had to

wager of battel, ‘ to ordeals by fire and water, to the forms

of trial known as ‘ the Judgments of Grod ’?* Because, in

the infancy of reason, men had no guiding principle that

enabled them to discriminate, on judicial process, between

truth and falsehood.

i ontrast the results under governments which have re- cpmpMiion

pressed the spread of learning with those in countries where a^gimos.

learning has been freely diflFused. On the one side you
have Spain, Portugal, Italy

;
on the other, England, Holland,

North America. Where do you find the greatest happiness,

the highest civilization ? Where are the greatest number
of crimes committed ? ^yhere do you find the community
in the most agreeable and assured condition ?

Too much renown has attached to foundations the ruling

spirits of which have made a monopoly of knowledge.

Take, for example, the priesthood of ancient Egypt, the

Brahmins of Hindostan, the society of Jesuits in Paraguay,

Upon these institutions it is proper to make two observa-

tions: first, that, if their conduct deserves praise, it is in

relation to the interests of the very persons who invented

these forms of government, not in relation to the interests

^ was a trial by combat, introduced by the Normans, but only
used in three cases: one, military (in the court-martial, or court of
chivah^ and honour), the second in appeals of felony, and the third upon
issue joined in a writ of right. It was abolished by 59 Geo. 111., 0. 46.
(C. M. A.)

^ When an offender, on arraignment, pleaded * Not Guilty,’ he might
choose whether he would put hmiself for trial upon God and the country
(*.e., by jury), or upon God only, and, in the latter case, it was called
*the Judgment of GkxL’ The ordeal 1^ fire was for freemen and
persons of l^etter condition; the water orcltol for bondmen and rustics

^ee GHanville, lib. xiv., c. i). And see Sir P. Pollock's Qmtxia of the

Common pp. X9, 20. (C. M. A.)
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of those who have been subject to them. I am willing to

allow that the people have been found quiet and docile

under such theocracies; but have they been happy ? I

cannot conceive this to be the case; if, indeed, abject ser-

vitude, vain terrors, useless vows, maceration, painful pri-

vations, and a gloomy creed, are any obstacles to happiness.

The second observation is that it was, by diffusing

prejudice and propagating error, rather than by the mere
maintenance of native ignorance, that these men have
attained their end. In every instance the leaders them-

selves have ultimately fallen victims to their own narrow

and contemptible policy. When a nation has been uni-

formly kept in a state of inferiority, by institutions opposed

to every form of j^rogress, it has, in course of time, ever

become the prey of such other nations as have acquired a

relative superiority. A nation thus retarded grows old

while its people are yet in their childhood. Being under

tutors and governors, who prolong the period of infancy that

they may the more readily retain their control, the people

offer an easy conquest ; and, when once they are subdued, no

change can come save in the weight of their chains, as they

pass from one master to another.

But it maybe said that no one suggests the desirability

of mankind reverting to a state of ignorance; on the con-

trary, indeed, every government sees and admits the need

for enlightenment. What really breeds alarm is, we are

told, the liberty of the press. Our rulers, it is said, are in

no wise opposed to the issue of scientific works
;
but are they

not right in opposing the circulation of immoral and sedi-

tious writings, the evil effect of which can no longer be

averted when once they have been published ? If we
inflict punishment on a guilty author, we may, perhaps,

deter certain other men who might be tempted to imitate

him; but to prevent the publication of mischievous books

by the introduction of a censorship is to stem the qorrupting

stream at its fount. c
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We must allow that the liberty of the press has its inoon-
cJn/oJJwJ®

veniences; but none of the ills that flow from it are to be

compar^ with the evil of a censorship.^

\^ere will you find that rare genius, that superior intelli-

gence, that paragon of perfection, ever accessible to truth

and never accessible to passion, to whom you can confide a

supreme dictatorship over all the products of the human
mind ? Do you suppose that even a Locke, a Leibnitz, or

a Newton, would have had the presumption to undertake

it ? And what is the power you are thus driven to bestow

on men of more moderate capacity ? It is a power which,

of necessity, possesses the remarkable property of combining

in ito exercise every incentive to sinister shifts and un-

worthy betrayals of trust. What is a censor ? He is an

interested judge—a sole judge—^an arbitrary judge—^who

sits in secret, condemns without a hearing, and decides

without appeal. This secrecy, the greatest of all abuses,

is of the essence of a censorship. To cause the case for the

book to be publicly pleaded would be to publish the book
in order to find out whether it ought to be published

.

As to the range of the evil that may result, no estimate

can be given, since no man can say where the ill effects will

end. The danger is nothing less than that of arresting the

progress of the human mind in every possible direction.

Each new and interesting truth must have many enemies,

on the mere ground that it is interesting and new. Are we
to assume that the Censor will belong to the tiny little group

who rise superior to established prejudices ? And, even

if he were endowed with such a rare strength of mind, would
he have the courage to run any risk for the sake of dis-

coveries in the glory of which he would have no share?

There is only one safe course for him to pursue; that is,

to proscribe everything that in any wise transgresses

^ In India the (Government has at times subsidized newspapers, with
the hope of counteracting the seditious influence of part A the native
press. It Is said that the plan did not pi^ve sufiiciently successful to

iuBt% its continued adoption. (C. M. A.)
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commonly accepted notions—to draw his scorching scythe

across everything that rears its head above the ordinary

conventional level. By prohibition he risks nothing; by
permission he risks everything. He himself will suffer

nothing by timidity, though truth will be stifled.

If it had been completely within the power of the con-

stituted authorities to arrest the progress of human thought,

where should we have been to-day ? Religion, legislation,

morals, the natural sciences, all would be in darkness. I do

not propose in this place to cite instances but too familiar.

Thebott The true censorship is that of an enlightened public,

Au enUght- which, while encouraging useful discoveries, will brand with

PubUc. opprobrium all false and dangerous doctrines.' In a free

country mere effrontery will not save a libellous publication

from general contempt; while, by a contradiction easy to

explain, the indulgence of the public in sucli a matter is

always proportioned to the rigour of the government.

^ ' In England, aa on the Continent, the book trade was (during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) a monopoly, the censorship was in

full vigour, the offences of authors and printers wore treated as special

crimes and severely punished by special tribunals. ... In England the
system of licensing, which was censorship under another name, was
terminated rather than al^olished in 1695. House of Commons,
wUoh refused to continue the IJcensing Act, was certainly not imbued
with any settled enthusiasm for liberty of thought * (Dicey’s Law of the

Conatitution, p. 274). For the arguments ' which did what Milton’s

Areopagitioa had failed to do,’ see Macaulay’s Uiatory of England*
edition of 1895, vol. ii., pp. 503, 504; cited by Dicey on p. 276.

(C. M. A.)



CHAPTER XLV

OF INDIRECT METHODS OF PREVENTING THE DESIRE TO

COMMIT OFFENCES.

We have seen that legislation can operate only by in- BxiiedieiiU

fluencing the power, the knowledge, or the will. We have

already spoken of the indirect means of taking away the

power to do injury; we have just shown that the policy

which would seek to prevent men from acquiring learning

and information would do a great deal more harm than good.

All the indirect expedients which can be usefully employed

must, then, have for their aim the direction and control of

men’s inclinations, the putting in practice of the rules of a

logic hitherto but little understood, the logic of the will—

a

logic which would often seem to be in conflict with that of the

understanding. As the poet has so well expressed it;

* Video meliora, proboque,
Deteriora eequor.'

'

The expedients we are about to suggest are of a nature

to get rid, in many cases, of this internal discord ; to

diminish that conflict of motives which so often arises simply

from lack of skill on the part of the legislator—^from an

opposition between the natursd and political sanctions, or

between the moral and religious sanctions, an opposition

created entirely by the legislator himself. If we could

make all these powers co-operative to attain the same end,

\
Ovid, MeUm., book yit, 20. HaMry, speaking of Bentbam*

writes: * Nouvel Aiistote, il veut constituer cette logique de la volont6,

mSme titre qae la logique de r^tendement '
(vol. i., p. 53).

VOL, n. ^ o
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all the faculties of man would be in harmony, and he would

no longer feel any inclination to do injury. In cases where

this end cannot be achieved, we must, at all events, take

care that the tutelary motives shall, in point of strength,

more than countervail the seducing motives.

ftoWwiii I am now about to present, in the form of political or

give^by moral problems, the various indirect expedients through

^
which we may influence the will; and, by taking a series of

Bxpedients. examples, I will show how the solution of these problems

may be effected.

First Problem.—^To divert the course of dangerous desires,

and to direct the inclinations towards such amusements as

are most agreeable to the public interest (Chapter XLVI.,

post^ p. 196).

/Second.—To arrange so that a given desire may be satis-

fied without injury, or with the least possible injury

(Chapter XLVll., post, p. 205).

Third.—^To avoid furnishing encouragements to crime

(Chapter XLVIII., post, p. 221).^

Fourth.—To increase the capacity to answer for the due

discharge of obUgations, in proportion as the amount of the

temptation to violate them increases (Chapter XLIX., post,

p. 227).

Fifth.—^To diminish the sensibility to temptation (Chap-

ter L., post, p. 228),

Sixth.—^To strengthen the impression of punishments

upon the imagination (Chapter LI., post, p. 231).

Seventh.—^To facilitate knowledge of the fact of the

offence (Chapter LII., post, p. 236).

Eighth.—^To prevent an offence by giving to a number
of persons an immediate interest in impeding its commission

(Chapter LIII., post, p. 255).

Ninth.—^To improve the methods for recognizing and

tracing individual offenders (Chapter LIV., post, p. 257).

Tenth.—^To increase»the difficulties in the waytpf a delin-

quent’s escape (Chapter LV., post, p. 261). «
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Eleventh ,—To diminish the unoertainty of process and of
punishment (Chapter LVI., ^post^ p. 263).

Twdfth ,—To prohibit accessory offences with a view to
preventing the principal offence (Chapter LVll., post^

p. 268).

After dealing with those expedients, directed to special

objects, we will point out others of a more general character,

such as the cultivation of honour and goodwill, the employ-
ment of the religious motive, and the use to be made of

the influence of instruction and education.



CHAPTER XLVI.

PROBLEM I.

To divert the Course of Dangerous Desires, and direct the

Inclinations towards such Amusements as are most Agree-

able to the Public Interest.

indirert^*
The object of direct legislation is to combat pernicious

Lffgiiution. desires by prohibitions and penalties, directed against the

injurious acts to which those desires may give rise. The
object of indirect legislation is to counteract the influence

of pernicious desires by augmenting the strength of such

less dangerous desires as may struggle with them for tlie

mastery. r

There are two matters to be considered : What are the

desires that it would be expedient to eradicate or impair ?

By what means can that end be attained ?

Vksious Now, pernicious desires may be ascribed to three sources

:

(a) The malignant passions; (P) the craving for strong

drink; and (y) the tendency to idleness. The modes of

eradicating or impairing such desires may, in like manner,

be reduced to three heads
;

(a) Encouraging rational forms

of entertainment
; [p) favouring the consumption of non-

intoxicants rather than alcoholic stimulants; and (y) taking

care not to drive men into a condition conducive to idleness.

Some persons may feel surprise that our catalogue of

vicious inclinations is so limited; but 1 would beg them to

remark that the human heart harbours no passion which is

wholly and absolutely bad. There is, perhaps, not one

which does not stand tn need of a controlling band; and
yet there is none that should be extirpated.

196 r
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When the angel Gabriel prepared the prophet Mahomet SfiSiii*

for his divine mission, he plucked from the prophet’s heart

a hlac^ spot which contained the seeds of evil. XJnfortu-

nately this operation cannot be practised on the hearts of

ordinary men : the seeds of good and the seeds of evil are

inseparably mixed. Our inclinations, it is true, are con-

trolled by motives; but every pain to bo avoided, every

pleasure to be pursued, in itself constitutes a motive.

Hence, those countless motives may produce all sorts of

effects, from the best to the worst.

They are, as it were, trees that boar delicious fruits or

baneful poisons, according to the situation in which they

are planted; according to the care displayed by the gar-

dener
;
nay, even according to the wind that blows or the

heat of the particular day. The purest benevolence, if it

be mistaken in its methods or too exclusive in its objects,

may prove a source of crime; while a duo regard to selfiBh

considerations, although it may occasionally become harm-

ful, is often very neccssaiy . In spite of their repulsive mien

,

even the malignant passions are at least useful as weapons

of defence and as a shield against assaults directed by

personal interest. We are not, then, concerned to up-

root any impulse or affection of the human heart; for there

is not one that does not play its part in developing the

system of Utility.

We should work on them in detail, guided by the direction

which they take and the effects which they seem likely to

produce. We may, moreover, adjust these inclinations in

convenient counterpoise, by strengthening those that are

found to be too weak, and by impairing those that are apt

to prove too strong. Thus it is that the husbandman

directs and controls the course of the streams, in such

fashion as to avoid stinting the supplies necessary for um-

gation, and yet at the same time so as to prevent, by means

of dikes,^the flooding of his lands.* But mark that the art

of constracting dikes consists in not directly opposing the
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violence of the current, which would otherwise carry away
every obstacle placed in its course.

The passion for intoxicating liquors is, properly splMbking,

the only one that can be extirpated without giving rise to

any form of mischief; for the angry passions are, as I have

said, a necessary stimulant in cases where individuals have

to protect themselves against injury and to repel the attacks

of their enemies. The love of ease is not in itself harmful

;

but indolence is specially evil in that it favours the ascend-

ancy of the mischievous passions. We may, however,

consider each of the three classes of desires as needing to be

resisted with the like determination. There is little ground

for fearing that we shall ever score too complete a victory

over the inclination to indolence, or that we shall reduce

the vindictive passions below the point of their utility.

The first expedient, as I have stated, is to encourage

rational forme of entertainment. This is one branch of that

Xntertain- very complex and sufficiently ill-defined science which

is directed towards the advancement of civilization. The
state of barbarism differs from that of civilization in two

characteristic features: (i.) The strength of the iraecihle

appetites; (ii.) the smaller number of objects of enjoyment

which offer themselves to the concupiscent appetites.^

The occupations of a savage when he has satisfied his

physical wants—^the only wants he knows—are soon de-

scribed. The pursuit of vengeance; the pleasure of drunk-

enness, if the means are at hand; sleep, or the most perfect

idleness : these are the whole of his resources. Each of his

inclinations is favourable to the development and to the

exercise of every other : resentment finds easy access to a

vacant mind
;
idleness leads to drinking ;

while drunkenness

begets quarrels which foster and multiply feelings of resent-

ment. The pleasures of love, not being intermingled with

the sentimental refinement that adds so largely to their

^ This distinotioii ol the schoolmen is suffioieatly oompletS. To the
first class belong the ptoasures of malevolence, to the second all Sther

pleasures (Dumont). ^
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charm and detights, do not appear to play any great part

in the life of the savage, and do not go far towards filling np
his intervals of leisure.

Under a regular system of government, the protection b£Sg2^f
of the laws affords a substitute for vengeance, and
indulgence in the pleasure of revenge is restrained by the

dread of punishment. Moreover, the influence of indolence

is impaired
; but the craving for strong drink is in no way

diminished. A nation of savages and a nation of hunts-

men are convertible phrases. The life of a man who follows

the chase, like the life of the fisherman, offers long intervals

of leisure, in case the sportsman be skilled in the preserva-

tion of the food-supplies with which he fills his larder. But
in a civilized State the mass of the community consists of

labourers and artisans, who have barely leisure enough to

sleep and relax their weary limbs. The misfortune is that

the craving for strong drink can be gratified in the midst

of a life of hardest toil, while it encroaches on the hours

allotted to rest and repose. Among the lower orders

poverty serves as some chock ; but artisans, whoso work is

better paid, may make great sacrifices to this dread desire,

and the richer folk may, if so minded, devote their whole

time to its gratification. Thus we see how it was that, in

the days of barbarism, the ruling classes simply divided

their lives between war, the chase—which is a mere image

of war—^the animal functions, and long-continued feasts of

which drunkenness formed the chief attraction. Such is

the life-story of a great landowner, a great feudal lord of

the middle ages. It seems to have been the special privi-

lege of this noble warrior, this noble sportsman, to have
preserved, in a more civilized state of society, the character

and occupations of the savage.

This being so, it is plain that every innocent amusement
which human art can devise is useful from a double point of

view: Fpnst, by reason of the pleasure which results from it

directly; and, secondly, from its tendency to weaken the
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dangerous inclinations that nature is ever prompting in the

bosom of man. And, when I speak of innocent amuse-

ments, I include all such as cannot be shown to be harmful.

Their introduction being conducive to the happiness of

society, it becomes the duty of the legislator to encourage

such amenities, or, at least, to place no obstacle in their

way. I proceed to enumerate these sources of amuse-

ment, beginning with those commonly regarded as the

more gross, and then mentioning such as are more sug-

gestive of refinement

:

(o) The introduction of variety in the kinds of food we

use, and improvement in the art of gardening, directed to

the production of nutritious vegetables.

(13) The introduction of non-intoxicating drinks, of which

tea and coffee are the principal. These two articles, which

some superficial minds will be surprised to see figuring in a

catalogue of moral objects, are so much the more useful be-

cause they come into direct competition with intoxicants.^

(y) Improvement in everythiijg which constitutes ele-

gance, whether in dress, furniture, the ornamentation of

gardens, etc.

(8) The invention of games and pastimes, whether active

or sedentary, among which card games hold a distinguished

place. 1 exclude none but games of chance. These quiet

amusements have brought the sexes in closer association,

and have diminished ennui, the special ailment of the

human race, and in particular of wealth and old age.

(c) The cultivation of music.

(() Theatres, assemblies, public entertainments.^

* The celebrated Hogarth painted two pictures, ' Beer Street * and
* Oin Lane.' In the fint there is a general air of gaiety and health;
in the second all is disease and misery. This excellent artist instructed
by his pencil, and he had reflected more on morals than had those who
set up as professors of the science (Dumont).

* * I have heard M. d’Argenson say that, when he was lieutenant of

Police, there was more vice and debauchery in Paris during the fort-

night at Easter when the theatres were clom than during the season
of four months in which they were open * ^Mwioirs of PoUnUzt vo^ ui.,

p. 312) (Dumont).
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(17) The cultivation of the arts, of science, and of litera- Arts,

ture.

When*wo consider these different expedients for enjoy-

ment, in contrast with the means necessary for the provision amonitio.

of subsistence, they are called objects of luxury. If their

tendency be such as we have suggested, luxury, singular as

it may appear, is a source rather of virtue than of vice.

This branch of policy has not been entirely neglected ;
but it

has been studied in its political rather than in its moral

aspect. The object has not been so much to bring the

citizens into closer union, to make them more happy, more

industrious, or more virtuous, but to keep the people quiet

and render them more submissive to their rulers. The

games of the Circus were, among the Romans, one of the

principal objects to which the government directed atten-

tion. They were not used simply as a mode of conciliating

the goodwill of the people, but as an expedient for diverting

their thoughts from the conduct of public affairs. The

saying of Pylades^ to Augustus is well known.

Cromwell, who by his ascetic principles was deprived of

this resource, had no other means of occupying the public

mind than engaging the nation in foreign wjirs.

At Venice, a government, jealous of its authority to

the last degree, showed the greatest indulgence to

pleasures.

The religious processions and feasts of the Church in

Catholic countries, to some extent, fulfil the same object as

the games of the Circus.

All these institutions have been regarded, by political

writers, as so many means of alleviating the yoke of

authority—of directing the attention of the people towards

pleasing objects, and so preventing them from occupying

their minds with public affairs. This effect, while it was,

perhaps, not contemplated at the time of their original

^ A pantofhime aotor, whose rivalry with'Bathyllus led to tumults.
*It is Setter,’ said he to Augustus, *that^tho citizens should quarrel
about us thai^bout a Pdmpeius and a Osfsar ' {Dion, liv. 1 7). (C. M. A.

)
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establishment, has undoubtedly added greatly to the favour

afterwards bestowed upon them.

Peter the Great had recourse to a nobler and more

generous policy. Except as to their drinking habits, the

manners of the Russians savoured rather of Asia than of

Europe. Wishing to moderate the grossness, and temper

the ferocity, of their customs, Peter employed certain

expedients which were, perhaps, a trifle too direct. He
afforded every possible encouragement to the introduction of

the arts of Europeans, their dress, their entertainments, their

assemblies—^nay, to this end, he even resorted to violence.

Now, to lead his subjects in this way to imitate the other

nations of Europe was neither more nor less than to civilize

them
;
yet he encountered a stout resistance to all his inno-

vations. Envy, jealousy, contempt, and a host of anti-

social passions urged the Russians to repel assimilation

with their foreign rivals. When, however, the outward

marks of distinction had been swept away, these passions

no longer found objects to attack; in taking away from his

people their external distinctions, Peter took from them,

so to speak, both the pretext for their stupid rivalry and

the aliment on which it was nourished. He associated

them with the great republic of Europe ;
and they had every-

thing to gain by such association.

A rigid observance of the Sabbath, such as is demanded

in Scotland, in England, and in some parts of Germany,

involves a violation of this policy. The Act of Parliament

passed in 1781 seems more suited to the age of Cromwell

than to our own time.^ It was so drafted as to debar the

people from every form of amusement on Sunday except

the sensual pleasures, debauchery, and drunkenness. It

was in the name of good morals that this law so contrary

^ The referenoe is to the statute 21 Qeo. III., c. 49, proTiding t^t
any house or plaoe, opened for publio entertainment, or for publioly

derating on any subject, upon the Lord's Day, shall be deemra a dis-

orderly house, m ease pefbons are admitted by money oi^'tiokets sold.

(C. M. A.)
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to morality was enaoted. By this kind of rigour Sunday ^terSun
becomes an institution to the honour of sloth, prolific of

vice in every shape.

Such a law can only be justified by two suppositions:

first, that amusements, which are innocent six days in the

week^ change their nature and become mischievous on the

seventh ; secondly, that idleness, which is the mother of all

the vices, serves as a safeguard of religion. I do not know
what to make of these notions: videant doctioresA

If a revealed law chance to be in conflict with good

morals, we ought not to yield obedience to it; for we have
more certain proofs of the political effects of an accepted

principle than we can possibly have of the truth of a reli-

gious story, the evidence of which is based on a series of

supernatural events. In the one case we have the testimony

of our own senses; in the other case we are driven to rely

on the testimony of tradition, weakened as it is by such

changes in its original features as attend, in a greater or less

degree, every transmission j3f the revelation.

But, in point of fact, this conflict does not exist. A
rigorous observance of the Sabbath has no foundation in

the Gospel; it is, indeed, contrary to the teaching and ex-

press examples of its text. The learned F^nelon, whom
none will accuse of misconceiving the spirit of Christian

morals, rebuked the indiscreet severity of the clergy, and
did not wish the people of his diocese, after their religious

exercises on Sunday, to be forbidden to indulge in dancing
or manly sports.

What I here seek to censure is not a day of rest from
ordinary toil, nor a day devoted in part to religious wor-

^ The chaplain of Newgate is at paine to have it inserted in the
biographies of malefactors, as on their own confession, that their crimes
tean by breaking the Sabbath. 1 fancy he would be nearer the truth
if he said that tho original cause of their evil life was the observing of
the Sabbath—^that is, observing it in a particular fashion. Not knowing
how to spend their time and their money, what resource have they but
the tavern f Drunkenness renders them s^uarrelsome and stupid,
destro^g their health, their fitness for work, and their saving habits, and
leads them iu^ bad company and careers of 'crime (Dumont).

•

••
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ship, but the absurdity of making it an offence to perform

necessary tasks of husbandry or to engage in harmless

pastimes under the public eye. ^

To deprive the people, one day in the week, of pleasures

admittedly innocent is to deprive them of a portion of their

happiness: for, if happiness be not compoimd of amuse-

ments, of what is it. then, composed ? How is it possible

to justify the severity of the legislator who, without neces-

sity, robs the labouring classes of those little enjoyments that

sweeten the bitter cup of toil, and, under the pretext of

religion, drives them to gloomy thoughts or to the haunts

of vice ?

country, the people or the government—no matter

which—may do mischief in either of two ways. The one

form^of"
^ introduce pain; the other is to drive away pleasure.

Tmnny. If one of these ways deserves condemnation, how can the

other be worthy of praise ? Both are acts of tyranny
;
for

otherwise in what does tyranny consist ? Mark clearly

that I here speak only of effect^. I know well enough that

some good result is hoped for; but it is far easier to reason

vaguely and on the surface than to plumb the depths; to

float hither and thither between folly and wisdom than to

persist in the one or the other; to follow the stream of pre-

judice than to resist its current. However good the inten-

tion, it is certain that the tendency of this asceticism is

immoral and harmful.

Happy the nation which is found to rise above gross and

brutal vices, to study refinement of manners, the pleasures

of social communion, the decking of gardens, the fine arts,

science, public diversions, the development of the mind

!

Religions which inspire gloom, governments which render

men mistrustful and part them from their fellows, carry

the germs of the greatest vices and the most hurtful pas-

sions.



CHAPTER XLVII.

PROBLEM n.

To arrange so that a Cfiven Desire may he satisfied without

Injury, or with the Least Possible Injury,

Our desires (alike those of which we have just been speak-

ing and others of which no mention has yet been made) are ^
susceptible of being satisfied in various ways and under aimed

different conditions—^through every single grade of the

moral scale, from innocence to the most heinous criminality.

Our first object should be to contrive that these desires

may be so satisfied without resulting injury; but, if that

end cannot be attained, our aim should then be to insure

that their gratification shall not entail upon the community

an injury so great as that which would result from the

operation of a restrictive law.

If neither of these objects can be secured, we should so

adjust matters that an individual, placed by his desires

between two offences, will be prone to choose the less

harmful of the two. This last aim seems modest enough,

for it is a sort of composition with evil ;
we are, so to speak,

trafficking with vice, and seeking to satisfy it at the lowest

possible cost to the community.

Let us see how far it is possible to deal on these lines

with three groups of imperious desires: (a) Vengeance;

(P) the desire to secure the means of subsistence; (y) the

sexual pa8|ion.

205
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§ 1 .

VomEMUiee.

Froviiion
of legal

Eedrem
for all

Injuriea.

There are two expedients for satisfying the rindictive

desires without injury. First, to provide legal redress

for every kind of wrong; secondly, to provide adequate

redress for such injuries as affect only the point of

honour.

If we would satisfy the vindictive appetites otherwise,

and yet with the least possible injury, there is only one

expedient, and that is to show indulgence to duelling.

Let us deal separately with these several expedients.

(a) To provide Lejgal Redress for Every Kind of Wrong ,

—

The vices and the virtues of mankind depend largely upon

the circumstances of society for the time being. Hos-

pitality, it has been observed, is most practised where it is

most needed. So it is with vengeance. In the state of

nature, the fear of private vengeance is the only check on

brute force, the only safeguard against the violence of the

passions: it corresponds with the fear of punishment in a

society controlled by law. Every advance in the adminis-

tration of justice tends to lesson the strength of the vin-

dictive appetites and to prevent acts prompted by personal

animosity (c/, ante, Vol. ii., p. 104).

In providing legal redress, the principal interest to be

kept in view is that of the injured party. But even the

aggressor derives advantage from such a provision; for,

if we leave a man to avenge himself, his vengeance knows
no bounds. Orant him what you, in cold blood, regard as

adequate compensation, while forbidding him to seek for

more, and he will then prefer to accept what you give him,

without incurring any risk, rather than to expose himself

to the condemnation of the law by attempting, on his own
account, to snatch a greater indemnity. Here, then, we
have an accessory benefit resulting from our care to provide

redress through the ^courts: reprisals are prevented. Be-

neath the shadow of the buckler of Justice, the aggressor,
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after his wrong-doing, finds himself in a state of comparative

security, under the protection of the law.

It is dear enough that the better provision we make for

legal redress, the more do we diminish the motive which

impels the injured party to seek reparation on his own

account. If every pain a man could endure at the hands

of his fellow were immediately followed by a pleasure,

equivalent in his eyes to the pain he had just suffered, the

irascible appetite would cease to exist. Such a supposi-

tion manifestly lies outside the range of possibility; but,

exaggerated as it is, the conception will serve to show that

every improvement we can effect in this branch of justice

tends to diminish the force of the vindictive passions.

Speaking of the barbarous periods of English history,

Hume has observed that the chief difficulty was to induce

the injured party to accept compensation, and that the

laws relating to satisfaction were directed as much to

limiting the man’s resentment as to affording him repara-

tion.

One more consideration. Institute legal punishment
for an injury, and you create an opening for generosity;

you create a virtue. To pardon an injury when the law
offers you satisfaction for it is to assume over your adversary
a sort of superiority, by force of the obligation you impose
upon him. No one can, in such circumstances, ascribe the

pardon to weakness; the motive is above all suspicion.

(P) To provide Adequate Redress for Such Injuries as

specially assail the Point of Honour.—^This class of injuries

deserve particular attention, inasmuch as they have a

peculiarly well-marked tendency to arouse the vindictive

passions.

But I have already dealt with the subject at sufficient

length in Chapter XXVIII. of Part I. (‘ Of Honorary Satis-

faction/ ante, Vol. II., p. 85).

In this^connection the laws of fiance have long been

supenor to those of other nations, while English jurispru-
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thiSMuii
^ conspicuously defective. It knows nothing of

Honour— honour, and has no means of gauging a corporal insult,

save by measuring the dimensions of the wQund. It

cannot conceive of any evil in the loss of reputation other

than the loss of money which may chance to result from it.

It regards money as a remedy for every ill, a palliative for

every affront, a counterpoise to every insult. The man
to whom no money compensation has been granted has

got nothing at all; the man to whom it has been accorded

must look for nothing more. There is no further reparation

possible. But we ought not to reproach the present genera-

tion for the barbarism of a ruder age; these laws were

enacted before sentiments of honour had been developed.

Honour is now recognized by the tribunal of public opinion,

and its decrees are pronounced with an emphatic and quite

peculiar authority.

It cannot, however, be doubted that the silence of the

laws has had a marked effect on morals. An Englishman

cannot visit France without observing how much more, in

that country than in his own, the sentiment of honour and

a contempt for money descend, so to speak, to the lower

classes of the community. This difference is especially

noticeable in military circles. The sentiment of glory, the

pride in an absence of interested motives, ore everywhere

reproduced among the common soldiery, who would con-

sider a noble action tarnished by putting a price upon it.

With them, a sword of honour is the richest guerdon that

man can secure.

^do^noo (y) To show Indulgence to Duelling ,—If the person in-

i>nei. suited will not rest content with the satisfaction offered by
the laws, we must needs show indulgence to the duel.

Where duelling is in vogue, x>oi8oning and assassination

are seldom heard of; the comparatively slight mischief

which results from the practice becomes, as it were, a

premium of insurance, whereby the nation ^secures a

guarantee against the grave evil of those two dimes.
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Duelling conserves the peace and promotes good manners;

the fear of being compelled to give or to receive a challenge

nips quarrels in the bud.^ The Greeks and the Romans, we
are told, were deeply imbued with the sentiment of glory,

and yet knew nothing of duelling. So much the worse for

those nations : with them the sentiment of glory was in no
wise at variance with the use of poison or the dagger.^

Dxiring the political conflicts of Athens, one half of the citi-

zens were in a conspiracy to exterminate the other half.

Mark what takes place in England or in Ireland to-day, and
contrast the situation with the dissensions that distracted

Greece and Rome. According to our customs, Clodius and
Milo would have fought a duel: following the fashion in

vogue at Rome, each of them plotted to assassinate the

other, so that the one who managed to kill his adversary

merely forestalled him by so doing. In the island of Malta,

the passion for duelling had become almost a mania; and
the practice amounted, so to speak, to a sort of civil war.

Accordingly, one of the Grand Masters enacted such severe

laws, and put them into forCe with so much rigour, that the

duel became obsolete; but it was only to give place to a

crime which combines cruelty with cowardice. Assassina-

tion, hitherto unknown among the Knights, became so

common that everyone began to regret the disappearance

of duelling, and in the end the duel was expressly tolerated at

a certain spot and within certain hours. The result was just

what had been hoped for : and when vengeance was afforded

a clear and open course, clandestine methods again became
accounted infamous, as th^ had been in former days.

In Italy duels are less common than in France or Eng-
land, but poisoning and assassinations are much more rife.

In France the laws against duelling were strict, but
means were found to elude them. When it was decided

* But see atUe, vol. ii., p. 95, note. (C, M. A.)
* Merivale asserts that * assassination was almost unknown to a lato

^riodwnonifbhe Romans * {Hisimy, vol. pt 269; </. vol. ii., p. 399).

von n. • F
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to fight, the combatants, by way of prelude, concocted

some substantial ground of dispute.

In England the law confounds duelling with, murder;

but juries will not have it so : they acquit, or, what comes to

the same thing, they return a verdict of manslaughter.^

Good sense serves as a better guide to the layman than

science has proved to the lawyers. But it would seem far

more expedient to afford some remedy within the laws

than to trust to one that involves their being set at naught.

§ 2 .

We now approach the consideration of the desire to secure

means of subsistence; and herein we must have regard to the

interests alike of the poor themselves and of the community

at large.

A man deprived of the means of subsistence is driven, by

the most irresistible of all impulses, to commit any offence

which will serve to supply his wants. Where this stimulus

exists, it is idle to combat it by the fear of punishment
;
for

there is scarcely any punishment that can really be so

great as that of death from hunger, while, when we consider

the uncertainty and remoteness of legal punishments, there

is, perhaps, none that can even appear so great. We see,

then, that the only sure way to ward off the effects of such

a stimulus is by providing the necessaries of life to those

who stand in need of them.

From this point of view,the indigent classes mayberanged
in four groups

:
(a) The industrious poor, who ask only for

work to enable them to live
; (P) idle beggars,who had rather

wander abroad and trust to precarious charity than earn a

living by honest labour; (y) suspected persons, who, having

been arrested for some crime, but discharged for want of

sufficient evidence, bear a stain upon the character which

prevents them from finding employment; {S) criminals,
' 9

^ Dumont adds as an explanation of manslaughter *homioide in -

olontaire * (c/. anle, vol, ii., p. 91, note). (C. M. A.)
^
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who have completed their terms of imprisonment and been

restored to liberty.

These ^different groups ought not to be treated in the

same way ;
and, in institutions for the poor, particular care

should be taken to separate innocent persons from rogues

or vagabonds to whom some suspicion has attached. * A
single scabbed wether,* so runs the adage, ‘ will taint the

whole flock.*

Anything which the poor can be forced to earn by the

sweat of the brow is not merely a profit to the community at

large—it is a gain to the poor themselves. To keep them
alive is not enough

;
we must provide occupations to fill up

their time. Humanity requires us to find something to

engage the attention of the deaf, the bhnd, the dumb, the

maimed, the impotent, the infirm. The wages of idleness

are never so sweet as the reward of industry.

If a man has been arrested for a crime arising from indi-

gence, even though he be acquitted, he should be compelled UveHhood.

to give an account of his means of subsistence during the

last six months, or some longer period. If those means
prove to have been honest, the inquiry can do him no harm

;

if otherwise, we must act accordingly.

Women, especially those in a condition of life a

above ordinary labour, are placed at a disadvantage in to occup*-

finding occupation. Men, having more activity, more
freedom, and, it may be, more dexterity, often seize on
such forms of labour as are more suited to the female sex,

and at times engage in those that seem almost unbecoming
in the hands of a man. We find men selling children’s toys,

keeping milliners’ shops, making shoes, stays, and dresses,

for women. It is men, even, who discharge the office of

midwives. I have doubted whether the injustice of this

custom should not be redressed by the law
;
whether women

ought not to be put in possession of such means of sub-

sistence to^the exclusion of men. It would be an indirect

method of preventing prostitution, by securing for women
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Bome suitable forms of oocupation. The practice of em-

ploying men as accoucheurs, which has excited some lively

protests, is not yet generally adopted, except in tjie higher

classes, where anxiety is greater, or in the lower when the par-

ticular case presents dangerous features. ^ It would, however,

be perilous to exclude men by law, until female students

had been trained to occupy their places with efficiency.

Tmtment As to the treatment of the poor, no measure can be pro-

Poor. posed which would prove of universal application : we must

make arrangements to conform with national and local

circumstances. In Scotland, save in some large towns,

the government does not intermeddle with the care of the

poor : in England the amount of the taxes raised for their

support reaches three millions sterling.^ And yet their

condition is better in Scotland than in England; the object

is better attained by customary usages than by statutory

laws.^ Notwithstanding the inconveniences of the English

system, it could not be suddenly abolished : otherwise one

half of the poor would perish before the necessary habits

fo^enca of thrift and benevolence had taken root. In Scotland the

daisy. influence of the clergy is peculiarly salutary; enjoying but

a modest stipend and no tithes, the ministers are well known
and highly respected throughout their parishes. In England,

the clergy being rich and possessed of the tithes, the parson

is often at loggerheads with his flock, and knows very little

about them.

In Scotland, Ireland, emd France, the wants of the poor
of Kogiuid. are moderate. At Naples the climate saves the expense of

Are, lodging, and almost of clothes. In the East Indies

clothes arehardly necessary, except on the score of decency.

In Scotland domestic economy is satisfactory in all respects,

except in the matter of cleanliness : in Holland it is as good

> Written in 1782 (Bowling).
* In 1891 the amount of publio aaeirtanoe had increased to 8| millions.

In 1901 it had risen to 13 millions, and in 19x0-11 to 24 millions.

(0. M. A.) « 4
* Bat, In Sootland, tm idle were, at an early date, disth|gaiilied

from the infirm^ and very differently treated. (G. M. A.)
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as it can be in every respect. In England the needs of the

poor are greater than elsewhere, while economy is, perhaps,

on a woiee footing than in any country in the world.

The best and surest method is not to await destitution,

but to prevent it. The greatest service we can render to
JJJgJ

the working classes is to found savings-banks, in which the

poor, attracted by the prospect of both safety and gain, Banki.

may be inclined to deposit their savings, even in the smallest

amounts.

§ 3 -

We now come to the group of desires for which no neutral

name can be found—^no name, that is to say,which does not

present some accessory idea of praise or of blame and in

particular of blame. The reason is not far to seek.

Asceticism has never ceased to denounce and brand as

criminal the desires to which Nature has confided the per-

petuation of the species. Poetry, on the other hand, as a

protest against such false ^assumptions, has adorned the

image of voluptuousness and love—a laudable object

enough when the muse has respected decency and good

manners. We may, however, remark that the sexual in-

clinations are by nature sufficiently strong, and do not

need to be prompted by exaggerated and seducing imagery.

Since this desire is, satisfied by marriage, not merely

without injury to society, but in a manner distinctly to its

advantage, the chief object of the legislator in this regard

should be to facilitate marriage—^that is to say, to refrain

from placing in its way any obstacle not absolutely neces-

sary. So, too, on the like grounds, he should authorize

divorce, subject to suitable restrictions: for although, in

point of fact, a marriage is thereby dissolved, the union so

dissolved was one that was apparent only, while the divorce

will, in all human probability, be followed by a marriage

that is reai and genuine.
*

^parations,’ allowed in coun-

tries ^here marriage is indissoluble, are attended by the
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MtOTiage inoonvonience of either condemning the parties to the pri-

m^ree— vations of cdibacy or involving them in illicit commerce.

But, if we are content to speak upon this delicoite ques-

tion fairly and frankly, with a freedom more becoming

than any h3q)ocritical reserve, we shall at once acknowledge

that there is an age at which man has reached the fulness

of his powers, although his mind is not yet ripe for the

conduct of affairs or the management of a family. This

is specially true in respect to the higher ranks of society.

Among the poor, the daily round of labour diverts the

promptings of love and retards the natural development;

for a longer period, their more frugal diet and simpler mode
of life check the growth of physical desire and the play of

the imagination. Besides, the poor are rarely able to buy

the favours of the other sex, save by a sacrifice of their own
liberty at the altar.

Quite apart from youths who are not yet marriage-

able except from the purely physical point of view, how
many men are there to be foupd wholly incapable of de-

fraying the cost of maintaining a wife or charging them-

selves with the cares of a family ! On the one hand,

servants, soldiers, and sailors, living in a dependent con-

dition and often without any fixed place of abode; on the

other hand, men of higher rank awaiting a fortune or an

establishment. Here we have a very large number of

men precluded from marriage and reduced to forced

celibacy.

oSnSnMto
expedient that occurs to one for mitigating this

evil would be to legalize connubial contracts for limited

periods. This expedient is attended by certain incon-

veniences: but we must remember that, in every com-

munity where there is great disparity in fortunes, con-

cubinage, in fact, already exists. By prohibiting such

arrangements, they may be rendered shameful—nay, even

criminal; but they will not thus be prevented. Those

who dare openly to avow them proclaim their contempt
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for laws and cnstoms, while those who keep them secret
Jf/gj'*®***

are wont to suffer from searchings of conscience in pro-

portion«to their moral sensibility.

Following the common course of thought, the idea of

virtue is associated with the connubial contract if it be

for an indefinito period, but the idea of vice if it be limited

in point of time. Legislators have adopted this view, and

prohibited the making of such a contract for a year, while

they have allowed it to be entered into for a lifetime.

The same arrangement, criminal in the one case, is, for-

sooth, quite innocent in the other. What can we make of

this distinction ? Can the mere duration of the engage-

ment change from white to black the nature of the arrange-

ment in its essence ?

But, though marriage wuth a time limit may in itself

be innocent, it does not follow that it will bo as honourable

an estate for the woman who enters upon it. She will

never secure the same amount of respect as the wife for

life. The first idea that would occur to one in this con-

nection would be: * If this woman had been as worthy as

others, she would have managed to obtain the same
conditions as they have done. This precarious engagement

is surely a mark of inferiority, either in social position or

personal deserts.’

What, then, would be the advantage of sanctioning

contracts of this kind ? It would consist in saving the

law, which prohibits them, from being constantly set at

naught. It would, further, preserve the woman, who
becomes a party to the arrangement, from a humiliation

which, after degrading her in her own eyes, almost iJways

draws her towards the lowest depths of depravity. It

would, moreover, establish the birthright of her children

and assure them of a father’s care. In Germany what are

known as left-handed marriages have received general

reoognitk>n. The object has bee]\ to reconcile domestic

hapf^iness with family pride. The woman in this way has
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apOquired some of the privileges of a wife; but neither she

nor her offspring assume the name or the rank of her

spouse. Such alliances were forbidden by the Code
Frederic, though the King reserved to himself the right

of granting special dispensations.

When I advance an idea so much at variance with

public opinion, I ought to remark that I do not propose

such an arrangement as good in itself, but as an expedient

for mitigating an existing evil. In countries where

manners are so simple and fortunes so equal that there is

no need for the expedient, it would, of course, be folly to

introduce it. It is not proposed as a rule of life, but as a

remedy.

I must make a like apology when I come to speak of a
still graver form of disorder. There exists, especially in

the larger cities, yet another evil which springs from ine-

quality of fortune and from all the varying causes that

conspire to increase celibacy. That evil is prostitution.

There are countries where the laws tolerate it : there are

others in which it is strictly prohibited, as in the case of

England.^ But, although prohibited, it is as common and

as openly practised as one can imagine, because the

Government dare not deal drastically with it, and, if they

made bold to do so, the public would by no means approve

any such display of authority. Prostitution, prohibited

as it is,prevaik as extensively as if there were no law against

it, while its practice is even more mischievous.

The infamy attached to prostitution is not altogether

the work of the laws; there has been in every age a.certain

degree of shame associated with this condition, even when
the political sanction was as yet inoperative. The state

of the courtezan is one of dependence and servitude, her

resources are precarious, she is ever on the brink of famine

and destitution. Her name, too, is linked with an evil

^ Keeping a bawdy-house was punishable at oommon la# with fine

and imprisonment and the pillory. (C. M. A.) t
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which, beyond all others, distresses the imagination; for

these poor creatures are unjustly regarded as causing the

very disorders of which they are themselves the victims.

There can be no need to indicate the sort of treatment

likely to be meted out to them by the women distinguished

as 'modest.’ The most virtuous, perhaps, pity them;
but all, with one accord, pour contempt upon them. No
one makes any attempt to succour or support them. It

is, therefore, natural that they should be overwhelmed by
the weight of public opinion. They have never sought to

create bonds of social union among themselves such as

might serve as a counterpoise to public contempt; and
were they to seek to do so, they would fail. Suppose such
a union could be effected and cemented by the interests

of common defence, rivalry and want would soon dissolve

it. The person, as well as the name, of a whore is an
object of hatred and scorn even to those who engage in

the same mode of life. It is, perhaps, the only calling

openly despised by the persons who publicly profess it.

With striking inconsistency, self-love seems to avert its

eyes from its own misfortunes; the unhappy wretch seeks

to forget what she is, or tries to create an exception in her

own favour by severe treatment of her companions.

Kept women share, to a very large extent, the infamy
JoJnen

attached to the condition of common prostitutes. The
reason for this is very simple; they do not as yet belong to

that class, but th^ always seem to be on the verge of

descending into it. Still, the longer the same woman
has lived with the same man, the further is she removed
from a state of degradation, the nearer does she approach
to the condition of the chaste matron. The greater the

duration of the connection, the more difficult would it

seem to break it, the greater the prospect of its permanency.

Now, to what conclusion do these considerations point ?

It is this ; 41iat the remedy, so far as any remedy is possible,

is to be found in the evil itself. The greater the contempt WuiMiit.
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poured on this mode of life in the ordinary course of nature,

the less the necessity for branding it with any legal stigma.

The condition carries with it its own natural punishment

—

a punishment that seems already too severe, when we weigh

all the considerations which should dispose us to pity this

unhappy class, these victims of social inequality, plunged

as they are, for the most part, in the depths of despair.

How few of these women have embraced the calling from

choice, with full cognizance of what they were about!

How few would persist in it, if they could but find some

mode of escape, if they could but emerge from this slough

of sorrow and shame, if they wore not driven from every

walk of life in which they could hope to find a living I

How many have been lured into the path of shame by the

folly of a moment; by the inexperience of youth; by the

corrupting influence of their parents; by the crime of a

seducer
; by pitiless severity for a first fault !—almost all

through misery and destitution. If public opinion be

tyrannical and unjust, ought tjie legislator to aggravate

the injustice; ought he to lend himself as an instrument

in the service of harshness and t3rranny ?

Effect of Besides, what is the effect of these laws ? It is to

rSotuttt-
^he depravity of which these unhappy creatures

tion. are accused; to drive them into drunkenness or undue

indulgence in strong drink, in the hope of winning, for a

moment, forgetfulness of their woes. It is to render them

insensible to the restraining influence of shame, by pouring

on mere misfortune the opprobrium that should have been

reserved for crime. Such legislation has the further effect

of preventing the precautions and alleviations which might

be introduced to lessen the inconveniences of this irregular

mode of life, in case it were tolerated by the authorities.

All these evils, so lavishly dispensed by the laws, are the

price that folly pays to gain an imaginary benefit—a benefit

that, after all, has neTer yet been gained, nor ewer will be.

The Empress-Queen of Hungary undertook to eztfepate
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this evil, and worked away with a perseverance directed

by laudable motives, but worthy of a better cause. What
followed 1 Corruption spread through public and private

life; the marriage bed was violated; the seat of Justice was
tainted. Adultery gained everything that libertinism had
lost. Magistrates carried on a traffic in connivance : fraud,

betrayal of trust, oppression, extortion, became rife in

the land, and the evil which it was sought to abolish,

driven underground, only became the more dangerous.

Among the Greeks this calling was tolerated, sometimes

even encouraged; but the parents themselves were not

allowed to trade upon the honour of their daughters.

Among the Romans, during what are known as the best

days of the Republic, the laws were silent as to this form

of irregularity. The saying of Cato to a youth whom he

met coming out of a brothel is evidence of this fact: Cato

was not the man to encourage any breach of the laws.

In the metropolis of the Christian world this vocation is

openly pursued, ‘ and to ^]hat circumstance we may, doubt-

less, ascribe in part the excessive rigour of the Protestants.

At Venice the calling of a courtezan is publicly recog-

nized, and is scarcely regarded as dishonourable. In the

capital of Holland, houses of ill-fame receive a licence from
the magistrates.^

Bebif de la Bretonne published an ingenious work under

the title of Pomogra^y, in which he made proposals

for the founding of a Government Institution (subject to

certain regulations) for the reception and control of common
prostitutes. Iir some respects, the toleration of this evil

in large centres of population may prove useful
;
while

prohibition is no good at all,^and is even attended by
special inconveniences.

^ Written in 1782. This u not true at the present time (1820). It
remains to be seen whether severity be beuiraoial to tgoed manners
(Dumont's note).

* Some Writers assert that eighteen brothels were authorised on the
i^nkande in Southwark, and were there maintained until their suppres-
sion by Henry VIIL about 1 546. (C. M. A.)
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The hospital established in London for girls who wish

to resume a life of chastity is certainly an excellent institu-

tion
; but those who would treat prostitution with extreme

rigour are not consistent with themselves when they

approve such a charitable foundation. If some are re-

formed thereby, others are encouraged : is not the hospital

at Chelsea an encouragement to soldiers, that at Greenwich

to sailors !

AnnuitieB It would be well to institute annuities beginning at a

PnMtitutei. certain age. The arrangements for purchasing such an-

nuities would have to be adapted to the unfortunate posi-

tion of these women, with whom the time of harvest is

necessarily short, although on occasion the profits are

considerable.

A very small beginning will serve to beget a spirit of

ecomony, and, once aroused, it goes on constantly increas-

ing. A sum too trifling to be employed with substantial

benefit as present capital may yet yield a considerable

annuity at some distant day.

Upon questions of morals, where moot points arise, it is

well to consult the laws of various countries : in this way
the mind, so to speak, goes on its travels. In the course

of such a mental exercise we rid ourselves of local and

national prejudices, by passing in review before our eyes

the usages of other nations.



CHAPTER XLVIII.

PBOBLEM m.

To avoid furnishing Encouragements to Crime,

To Bay that governments ought not to bestow rewards The Law

on crime, that they ought not to weaken the moral sanction make it

or the religious sanction where either may be usefully to

employed, is a proposition which seems too plain to stand

in need of proof. Yet it is often forgotten; and of this

I could furnish some striking examples, but the more
striking they are the less the necessity for dwelling

upon them. It will be better to deal with those cases in

which the maxim is set atjiaught in a less obvious manner.

(A) Detention op Property, etc., resulting inJ®**^*^ dAtcnuon oi
Propit to Wrong-doer.—If the law suffers a man, who
unjustly detains that which belongs to somebody else,

to make a profit by delaying payment or restitution, as doer,

the case may be, the law becomes an accomplice in the

wrong. There are countless instances in which the English

law is defective in this respect. In many oases a debtor

need only refuse payment until the time of his death,

and thus defeat the discharge of the debt altogether; in

many others he*oan by delays escape payment of interest;

and in every case he may retain the capital for a time,

and obtain, so to speak, a forced loan at the ordinary rate

of interest.^ This source of injustice would completely

disappear if it were provided that—(a) So far as the civil

liability of lands for the payment of debts is concerned,

the ^eatV of one or other of the pb.rties to the contract

^ Cf, ante , vol. ii., p. 75, note 2. (C. M. A.)

. 22Z
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Unlawful
Dettruo*
tion.
Inworanon

should make no difference;^ (P) interest should run from
the moment when the obligation arises; (y) the obligation

should arise at the time when the damage accrues, not

at the time when the amount of damage is ascertained;

(5) the interest payable in respect of such an obligation

should exceed the legal rate.

These expedients are very simple; how comes it that

their adoption has not already been proposed ? Those

who ask the question fail to realize the influence of habit,

indolence, indifference to the public welfare, and the

bigotry of the law; not to mention personal interest and
professional esprit-de-corpe.

(B) Unlawful Destruction.—When a man insures

his property against any calamity, if the amount for which

he is insured exceeds the value of the property covered by
the policy, he has, in one sense, an interest in causing the

calamity to come to pass: in setting fire to his house if it

be insured against lire, in sinking his ship' if it be insured

against maritime risks.
,

The law which recognizes such contracts may, then, be re-

garded as furnishing a motive for the commission of crime.

Does it follow that the law ought to refuse its sanction ?

Not at all : but it does follow that it ought to prescribe or

suggest, to those who grant the policies, precautions such

as are best calculated to prevent these abuses, without

being so restrictive as to hamper the assurers in the conduct

of their business. For instance, the making of preliminary

inquiries; the demand of certificates showing the^^real

^ Sir S. Romilly on several occasions introduced a Bill to subject

freehold estates to the payment of the simple contract debts of all de-

ceased debtors. But Lords Eldon and Ellenborough always secured its

d^eat in the House of Lords. In the words of Lord Grey’s ‘ Protest
*

on June 19, x8i6: * The injustice is the more flagrant in the case of a
trustee who, having employed the money entrusted to him in the
purchase of real estates, may transmit to his representatives the fruits

of his violated trust; whilst the orphans or others, whom his oon^ct
may have reduced to indigence, are left without romedy or resoproe. * Toe
freehold and copyhold estates of every deceased debtor were ultimately
made subject to such debts by 3 and 4 Wm. IV., o. 104. (C. M. A.)
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value of the articles insured
;
in the event of loss by accident,

requirement of the testimony of respectable persons as

to the* character and probity of the party insured; in-

spection, at any stage, of the articles insured, in case the

suspicions of the assurers are aroused, etc. Such are a

few of the measures that may be taken.

(C) Treason.—If we permit the insurance of vessels

belonging to the citizens of a hostile State, our own country
g{J“***“

will incur risks arising from two sources: (a) Facilities

are afforded to the commerce of the hostile State, and that

commerce is a factor in its strength; (J3) to protect them-
selves against loss, the assurers may give to the enemy
secret information as to the movements of our privateers

and cruisers. As to the first suggested inconvenience, the

mischief could only arise in case the enemy were unable to

insure their vessels elsewhere, and could not employ their

capital to the same advantage in some other branch of

industry. As to the second suggested inconvenience, it

really comes to nothing at all unless the assurers are in

the way of giving the enemy some information that could

nut be purchased from anybody else, and at the same time
their facilities for giving it are so complete as to lead them
to disregard the danger and infamy of engaging in treason-

able practices. So much, then, for the possible incon*

veniences.

On the other hand, the advantage accruing to the nation

granting insurances is beyond all question, In this kind

of traffic it has been found that the balance of profit in

a given time is on the side of the assurers; that is to say,

taking the losses and gains together, they receive more in

premiums than they pay out to satisfy claims for losses.

It is, then, a lucrative branch of commerce, and may
be looked upon in the light of a tax levied upon the

enemy.^

^ After ^nsiderable conflict of opinion, ^he King’s Bench held, in

z8oo,^hat it is illegal for a British subject to trade with an enemy without
the King’s licence. (C. M. A.)
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(D) Pbculation.—^In makmg a bargain with architects

and contractors, it is quiM common to allow them so

much per cent, upon the aggregate of the expenditure.

This mode of payment, which seems natural enough, opens

the door to peculation; and to peculation of a peculiarly

disastrous character, for, in order that the peculator may
make a small gain, his employer must needs suffer a heavy

loss. This danger is at its greatest in the case of public

works, when nobody has any special interest in checking

waste; while many may procure additional profits by
conniving at it.

One expedient for remedying the evil is to fix a sum
based on an estimate of the probable cost, and to say to

the contractor: * Up to this amount you shall have so

much per cent. ; beyond this amount, your percentage will

be nil. If you reduce the expenditure below the estimate,

you shall still have your percentage as though upon the

estimated sum.’

(E) Abuse of a Trust confided by the Sovereign

Power.—If a statesman, who has it in his power to in-

fluence a decision to declare war or make peace, has received

an employment of which the emoluments are larger in

time of war than in time of peace, he has an interest to use

his influence so as to secure the declaration or continuance

of war. If these emoluments increase in proportion to the

expenditure incurred in the war, it is to his interest that

the war should be conducted with the greatest possible

prodigality. It would, obviously, be much better if his

interests tended in the contrary direction.

(F) Offences of all Kinds.—When a man lays a

wager, on the affirmative side, as to the happening of some

future event, he has an interest in the happening of that

event, proportioned to the amount of the wager. If the

event in question is of the number of those prohibited

by law, the man has then an interest in comnptting an

offence. He is, indeed, urged on by a twofold stin^lus.
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There is a force partaking oi4he nature of reward, and a

forpe partaking of the nature^ punishment; the reward

consisting in what he is to receive in case the event happens,

the punishment consisting in what he has to pay if it

does not occur. It is as though ho had on the one hand

been suborned by the promise of a sum of money, while

on the other he had entered into an engagement under the

sanction of an express penalty.^

Thus, if wagers of all kinds were, without distinction,

recognized as valid, every species of venality would acquire

a sort of legal acknowledgment, and everybody would be

accorded the liberty of enlisting accomplices in any form

of crime. On the other hand, if all wagers were, without

restriction, rendered null and void, policies of insurance,

which are so valuable an aid to commerce and so helpful in

averting the eifects of a thousand calamities, could no longer

be issued
; for insurance is really only a sx^ecies of wager.

The middle course seems to bo the best. In any case,

where the wager may become an instrument of mischief,

without serving any usefufpurpose, prohibit it absolutely.

In cases where, as in insurance, the wager may prove
of real service, allow it; but confer on the judge a discretion

to make exceptions when necessary, on his hnding that the

wager has been made a cloak to cover subornation.

(G) Reflective Offences, ob Offences against
Oneself.—When a man is offered and accepts some office JaWM
the tenure of which depends on submission to certain rules of

conduct, and those rules of conduct are such as to be hurtful

to himself without being productive of benefit to anybody
else, the creation of the office has the effect of a law in direct

conflict with the Principle of Utility—of a law enacted to

add to the sum of pains and diminish the sum of pleasures.

^ In the Admntwea of a Guinea, a wager is made between the wife of a
clergyman and the wife of a Minister of l^te that the clerc^man would not
TO appointed to a bishopric. It is easy to guess who won tTO bet (Dumont).
Cj^lesJohiAtone’s novel of thisname was published in London, i76o>65.
(C, M.IL)
VOL. IL Q
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We may take as an illustration the institution of Monas-

teries in Catholic countries, or the remains of the monastic

spirit still prevalent in the English universities, t

But it may be said that, inasmuch as no one enters into

such a condition save by his own consent, the mischief is

only of an imaginary kind. This answer would be com-

plete if the obligation ceased so soon as the consent ceased

;

but the misfortune is that consent is the work of a moment,

while the obligation is permanent. There is, it is true,

another case in which a transitory consent is accepted as

the warrant for lasting coercion; we refer to military en-

listment. But, in that case, utility, or perhaps we should

say necessity, serves as a justification. The State could

not exist without an army ; and the army could not exist

if the individuals who compose it were at liberty to retire

from it whenever they so pleased.
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PROBLEM IV.

To increase the Responsibility in Proporiimi as the

Temptation increases.

This question mainly aifects those who are engaged in
tor

tho public service. The more they have to lose in point of

fortune or honours, the greater our hold upon them.
ghoSd^in*!*

salaries of responsible persons may be regarded as security

for enforcing the discharge of any liabilities they may incur,

In the event of malversation by them, the loss of salary is them,

a penalty from which they cannot escape, even though they

may succeed in evading ev^y other form of punishment.

This expedient is specially applicable in the case ofemploy-

ments which involve tho handling of public moneys. If you
cannot otherwise assure the probity of a cashier, see to it

that his salary shall slightly exceed the interest of tho largest

sum which is entrusted to him. 'J'his excess of salary may
be regarded as a premium paid for an insurance against the

consequences of his dishonesty : he has more to lose by being

proved a rogue than by remaining an honest man.
Birth, honours, family connections, religion, may all

serve as means for increasing responsibility—that is to

say, as so many pledges for the good conduct of individuals.

There have been instances of legislators refusing to put
their tnist in bachelors; they have looked upon a wife and
children as hostages given by the citizen to his country.^

^ ' He tl^t hath wife and children hath i;iven hostages to fortune;
for thay are impediments to great enterpric^H, either of virtue or mis-
chief ' (Bacon, Of Marriage arid Single Life). (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER L.

PROBLEM V.

To diminish the Sensibility to TempfMion.

Bxpe^jntB In the preceding chapter we wore concerned with pre-

against a man’s dishonesty; in the present we
tion. are odncerned with expedients for preserving the probity

of an honest man, by guarding him from exposure to

the influence of seducii% motives that might lead him
astray.

Let us deal first with salaries; for money may prove to

be a poison or serve as an antidote, according to the mode
of its application.

Quite apart from any question as to the happiness of

individuals, the interests of the public service demand that

the officials engaged therein should be relieved from the

pressure of poverty, more particularly in such employments
as afford opportunities of acquiring money by shifts and

devices injurious to the citizens. In Russia, as a result

of inadequate salaries, the most serious abuses have sprung

up in every branch of administration. When we find that

men, under the pressure of want, abus^ their authority

and become greedy of gold, thieves, and extortioners, the
*

blame should be shared between them and the government

which has spread, so to speak, a snare for their probity.

Placed between the necessity of living and the impossibility

of Hving honestly, they come to regard extortion as a

lawful mode of 8U|>plementing their salaricp, tacitly

authorized by their employers.

928
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Now, to place them beyond the temptation of poverty,

will it be enough to supply their physical wants ? No:

if there 1)0 not a certain ratio or relation between the^cw
..1.1 1 • Poiltlon of

dignity with which a man is invested and his means of Rewipienti.

sustaining it, he is necessarily in a state of suffering and

privation; because he cannot do what is expected of him,

nor can he support himself in a position on a level with that

of the society in which he is compelled to mix. In a word,

wants increase with honours, and necessities, being relative,

vary with one’s condition in life. Confer high rank on a

man without giving him the wherewithal to maintain his

position, what will be the result ? His dignity will furnish

him with a motive for doing wrong
;
while his power will

supply the means for so doing.

Crippled in his resources by the economy of Parliament,
J*},®

Charles II. sold himself to Louis XIV., who offered to find

the money for his extravagances. The hope 6f freeing

himself from the embarrassments in which he was plunged

drove Charles, like any orcJinary mortal overwhelmed with

debt, into criminal courses. This wTotched parsimony

cost the English two wars, and a peace more disastrous

than war itself. It must be allowed that it is by no means
easy to say what sum of money would have been needed

to act as an antiseptic, in the case of a Prince so corrupt

as Charles; but this example is enough to show that the

civil list of the Kings of England, which appears exorbitant

to the common folk, is in the eyes of a man versed in affairs

of State conducive to general security. Besides, by reason of

^eintimate alliaitce that subsists between wealth andpower,

everything which adds to the splendour of a dignified office

adds also to the power attached to it; so that royal pomp,
looked at from this point of view, may be likened to those

architectural ornaments which serve the additional pur-

pose of supporting and strengthening the structure.

This im({K>rtant rule, that the sensibility to temptation

should be diminished so far as possible, has been violated
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^libaeyof in the Catholio Church in a peculiarly flafirant manner.
the Clergy

. ^
®

—eonftf. To impowe celibacy on the priests, while entrusting them
with the most delicate functions in relation to thVj probing

of consciences and the direction of the family, was to

place them in a very awkward situation; for they must

either undergo the pain of observing a useless lav, or

incur the disgrace of violating it.

When, in a Council held at Rome. Gregory VII. declared

that the clergy who were married or had concubines should

no longer be permitted to say Mass, the assembled priests

uttered cries of indignation, accused him of heresy, and,

according to the historians of that period, announced that,

if he persisted, they w’ould rather abandon the priesthood

than their wives : ‘Let him,’ they exclaimed, ‘look for angels

to govern the churches ’ (Histoire de France, par I’Abbe

Millot; tom. i., R^gne de Henri I.). In our days it has

been proposed in France to allow priests to marry; but

by this time no men were to be found amongst them—^they

were all angels.
,



CHArTKR LI.

PROBLEM VI.

To strengthen the Impression of Punishments upon the

Imagination,

It is tho real punishment which does all the evil; it

the apparent punishment which does all the good. We»houidj^

must therefore, so far as possible, diminish the former with not cniPi.

a view to increasing the latter. Humanity is consistent

with an appearance of cruelty.

Speak to the eyes, if you would move tho heart. The
pre(jept is as old as Horace, and the experience which

prompted it as old as tho human race. Everyone feels

its force, and tries to profit by it: tho comedian, the quack,

the orator, tho priest, eip-ch and all know how to take

advantage of the truth it convoys. Make, then, your

punishments exemplary
;

give to the ceremonies that

attend them a sort of mournful pomp; summon to your aid

all the arts of imitation, and let representations of these

important functions be among tho first of the objects

exhibited to the eyes of childhood.

A scaffold draped in black, that livery of woe—the

offices of justice in funereal robes—the hangman’s face

concealed by a mask, which would serve at once to add

> to' the terror of"his appearance and to shield him from ill-

founded indignation
; emblems of his crime placed upon the

culprit’s head, so that those who witness his sufferings

may learn for what offence he is called upon to endure

them : such are some of the trappings that should accom-

pany these tragedies of the law.‘ All the actors in this

^ ^biiS executions for felony were aboltehed in England in 1868 by
31 and 32 Vict.. c. 24. (C. M. A.)

*3*
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terrible drama might move in Holcmii procesBion, while

sad religious music prepared the hearts of the auditors

for the important lesson they wore about to receive. And
let not the judge deem it beneath his dignity to preside

over this public spectacle, so that its gloomy pomp may be

consecrated, as though by some priest of the Church.

Reason should give the word of command
;
but imagination

should carry the order into execution.

1 would not reject valuable instruction, even though it

were tendered by my most deadly enemy. The Vehmic

Courts,^ the Inquisition, the Star Chamber—I would consult

them all, I would scrutinize and contrast all their methods

:

I would take possession of a diamond though it were

covered with mud. Because assassins use a pistol to

commit murder, may I not discharge one in self-defence ?

The emblematic robes of the Inquisition might be use-

fully adopted in criminal jurisprudence. An incendiary

wrapt in a cloak covered with a representation of flaming

fires would display to every eye the image of his crime;

and the indignation of the spectator would be associated

with the idea of this particular offence.

A system of punishments, accompanied, so far as possible,

by emblems appropriate to the various offences, would

possess an additional advantage: it would furnish allusions

for poets,* orators, dramatic authors, and for the purposes

^ The Fehmio (or Vehmic) Courts were secret tribunals sitting; in Ger-
many from the end of the twelfth century to the middle of the sucteenth.
The last regular court is said to have been held in Hanover in 1568; but
courts of a similar type were held until the beginning of the nineteenth
century. They originated in Westphalia, and were,at first intended to
afford protection against the lawlessness of the nobility. (G. M. A.)

^ Cf, Juvenal’s allusion to the punishment of parricides:

* Cnjus supplicio non debuit una paraii
Simia, non serpens unua* etc. (Dumont.)

These verses occur in Sat. viii, 213, 214. The passage runs:
* Libera si dentur populo sufiragia, quia tarn
Perdxtus ut dubitet Senecam prssfene Neroni 7

Gujus supplicio non debuit una parari
^

SiiDia neo serpens unus neo oulleus unus.
Per Agamemnonida crimen, sed causa facit rem
Dissimilem.’ (0. M. A.)

1
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of common discourse. The ideas generated by these

omblems would be reflected (so to speak) from a thousand
objects? and would be spread in every direction.

The Catholic priesthood have well understood how to

derive from this soiirce aids for promoting the efficacy of

their religious teaching. I remember having seen at

Gravelines a striking exhibition. A priest was showing
to the people a picture, displaying a crowd of unhappy
creatures in the midst of flames; and one of them was
making a sign, by stretching out his burning tongue, as

though begging for a drop of water. It was a day appointed

for public prayers for the release of souls from purgatory.

Now, it is plain that such an exhibition would tend to

instil, not so much a horror of crime as a horror of the

poverty which precluded the poor wretch from obtaining

redemption. The moral to be drawn was that a man
should secure, by hook or by crook, the wherewithal to

pay for a Mass; for, where every sin may be expiated by
money, poverty is the greatest of all crimes, the only one

of which the consequences cannot be escaped.

The ancients were no happier than the modems in the

choice of punishments; no design, no natural connection

between the crime and the penalty. Everything has been

left to caprice.

I have no wish to dwell upon a fact which has been long

known to all those who are capable of reflection : it is

that the forms of punishment which prevail in England *»«*"<*•

are removed, as far as possible, from anything that could

^q^ire respect. !A capital execution is wholly wanting in

soleimiity; the pillory is sometimes a scene of mere

bufloonezy, at other times it is the occasion for an ex-

hibition of popular cruelty—a game of chance in which

the victim is exposed to the caprices of the crowd and the

accidents of the day.i As to whipping, the w^ght of

the li^h d^ends on the impression toade by the coin of

^ CJ. ante, vol. ii., pp. 148, 162. (0. M. A.)
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the culprit on the palm of the man appointed to execute

the sentence
;
while branding on the hand is sometimes in-

flicted with a cold iron, sometimes with a hot one—this

turns on the understanding entered into between the

ofhcial and the criminal. If a hot iron be used, it is only

a slice of ham that is burnt: but, to complete the farce, as

the fat frizzles and smokes, the culprit utters piercing

shrieks of agony. The onlookers, who know the whole

game, only laugh at this parody of justice.^

But perhaps it may be said—for there are two sides to

every question—that such realistic representations, such

terrible spectacles of penal justice, would spread dismay

among the people and create dangerous impressions. I

do not think so. Even if they suggested to dishonest folk

the idea of danger, they would present to those who were

honest the idea of security. When, for indefinite and

undefinable offences, we threaten eternal punishment, and,

with every circumstaiu^e of terror, picture the flames of hell,

we may fire the imagination and induce madness. But

here we do nothing of the kind; we assume a palpable

proved offence, an offence which no one need commit unless

he chooses, so that the dread of punishment cannot be

inflamed to a dangerous degree. We must, however, take

care not to create, or foster in the mind, any association

with false or dangerous notions.

In the first edition of the Code Teresa, the portrait

of the Empress w as surrounded by medallions representing

gibbets, fetters, wheels, racks, manacles, and other instru-

ments of punishment. What a blunder to present the>

image of the Sovereign with these hideous emblems, like

the head of grim Medusa shaking her serpents ! This

obnoxious frontispiece was suppressed; but an engraving

representing the various instruments of torture was allowed

to remain—a picture of ill-omen on which no one could

gaze without saying* to himself :
‘ Such are the e^ils to

^ C/, note, oii<e. vol. ii., p. 159. (C. M. A.)
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which I may be exposed, though Ibe innocent of all offence.’

But if an abridgment of the penal code were accompanied
by prints representing the characteristic penalties attached

to the various crimes, it would serve as an imposing com-
mentary, a sensible and speaking image of the law. Every-
one who looked on the prints would say :

‘ Such is my doom
if 1 commit crime.’ We thus see how, in matters of legisla-

tion, the slightest interval may separate the harmful from
the beneficial.



CHAPTER LII.

PROBLEM VII.

To facilitate Kr^wledge of the Fact of an Offence,^

Pact of
penal matters, there are two points as to which the

Pde^y of
judgemustbeinformeflbeforehecan discharge hisfunctions:

Offender, the fact of the offence, and the identity of the offender.

These two points being determined, his information is

complete. The obsctirity which enshrouds the two points

varies in degree, and is dependent on the circumstances

of each particular case; sometimes it is greater as to the

Expedients sometimes as to the second. We are concerned in

following Articles with the fact of the offence, and the

OffeSei?.^ means which are calculated to facilitate its discovery.*

Article I.: Require Documentary Evidence,

Doonmen-
tnry Rvi-

It is only by means of the written word that we can

secure permanent and authentic testimony. Oral trans*

actions at any rate, unless they are of the simplest kind,

will be subject to endless disputes: lAtera aeripta manet.

Mahomet himself recommended his followers to observe

this precaution. It is almost the only passage in the
^

Koran which displays a gleam of common-sense (chapter

on the Cow).

^ Cortma delieti is a technical expression of Roman law. To facilitate

knowlecme of the corps de dUU is, in other words, to render the fact

of the offence more easy of discovery (Dumont).
^ Many of the topios referred to in this chapter are defdt with in

detail in bk. iv. of the Rationale of Evidence (* Of Preappointed Rvi-
denoe/ Bowring, vol. vi., p. 508). (C. M. A.)

236 c
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Article II. : Cause the Names of the Witnesses to be

• attested on the Face of the Deed.

It is on© thing to require that there should be witnesses UmToI*’

to the execution of a deed, and another thing to require

that their presence bo notified, attested, and registered,

on the face of the deed. A third precaution is to append

a note of the facts and circumstances, such as will enable

the witnesses to be found if they are wanted.

In the attestation of deeds, it will also be found useful to be ob-

to observe the following additional precautions
:

(o) Prefer

a large number of witnesses to a small number. This will

reduce the danger of treachery, and give a better chance

of finding witnesses if they are wanted. (jS) Prefer married

people to single ones; heads of families to servants; persons

known to the public rather than less distinguished in-

dividuals
;
youths or men in the flower of their age rather

than the old and infirm; persons with whom you are

acquainted rather than such as are unknown to you.

(7) When the deed comprises many leaves or sheets, each

leaf or sheet should be subscribed by the witnesses. If

there be any corrections or erasures, a separate list ought

to be made of them, and such list attested; the lines ought
to be counted, and the number on each page indicated.

(3) Let each witness add to his Christian name and sur-

name, if he be asked to do so, his description, place of

abode, age, whether married or single, (c) Let the time

and place of the execution of the deed be minutely speci-

^ed; the time, ndt only by the day, month, and year, but
also by the hour; the place by the district and parish,

oven by the description of the house and the name of the

present occupant. This provision is of great service in

the prevention of forgery: a man would be afraid of em-
barking on such an enterprise if it were necessary to

aoqua^t himself with, or commit himself to, so man}^

details before inserting a date in the foiged deed: and,
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he were emboldened to make the attempt, he would be

the more readily discovered, (f) Numbers should be
expressed in words, not in figures—especially dates and
amounts, save that, in mere matters of account, it is

enough to give the aggregate amount in words, and, when
the same date or sum is constantly referred to in the deed,

it is not necessary to repeat it in words. The reason for

this precaution is that figures, unless written with great

care, are liable to be taken one for another; w^hile it is

easy to alter thorn, and the slightest alteration may have

important consorpietices. The number 100 may very

readily be converted into the number 1,000. (»y) The
formalities to bo observed on the execution of a deed ought

to be set out in the margin of one of the sheets of paper

or parchment.

No Form- Should those formalities be left to the discretion of in-

tho^d be dividuals, as being mere expedients dicjtated by prudence

omotSSS!^ in the interests of security, or should they be rendered

obligatory ? Some should be obligatory, others not so;

and, even as to those which are obligatory, latitude should

be allowed to the judges, so as to enable them to deal

specially with a case in which strict compliance with the

formalities was impossible. It may well happen that a

deed has to be executed where the prescribed kind of paper

cannot be procured, where the requisite number of wit-

nesses are not to be found, etc. In such circumstances

the deed might be declared valid provisionally, until such

time as the necessary requirements could be fulfilled.

The case Greater latitude should be conceded in the case of wills
ol Wills. ^

than in the case of deeds made between living parties.

Death waits neither for lawyers nor for witnesses; and

men are apt to delay the making of a will until the day

comes when there is no longer time or opportunity for

correcting and revising. On the other hand, documents

of this kind requirermore precautionary safeguards than

any others, because they are more subject to the in^uences
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of fraud and imposture. In the case of a deed between

living parties, the party, whom some rogue has sought to

fix with an obligation not in fact incurred, may chance

to be alive and ready to give the knave the lie, but in the

case of a will there is no such possibility.

To pronounce definitely on the rules that should be
laid down and the exceptions that should bo allowed

would involve a long and detailed investigation. 1 will

only remark that I cannot conceive any formality, even

tlie simplest, the omission of which ought to render a deed

necjessarily and absolutely invalid.

If such instructions as I have suggested were promul- ‘

gated by the government, although not declared to

strictly obligatory, everyone would be disposed to comply
*

with them
;
because, in a deed execute<i in good faith, every- obeyed,

one wishes to obtain for himself all tlio security that is

possible. The omission of such formalities would there-

fore afford cogent ground for suspecting fraud; unless,

indeed, it were clear that^the omission must be assigned

either to the ignorance of the parties or to circumstances

which rendered observance of the formalities impracticable.

Article III.: Establish Registries for the Preservation

of Titles,^

Wliy ought deeds to be registered ? What deeds ought

to be registered ? Ought the registers to be secret or Rcgiitriei.

open to public inspection ? Ought registration to be

optional, or shopld an omission to register expose the

•defaulter to a penalty ?

^ The references in this Article are, ap^rently, to the registration of

deeds and assurances, as distii^uished from the registration of tiUea.

In 1830 the Real ]^operty Commissioners recommended a general
registry of deeds, and in 1857 a Royal (commission reported in favour
of a general reg^ration of titU. Sm note 2, ftoal, p. 242. Under the
* little ’ or ‘ Barebones ’ Parliament of 1653, a Committee on Law
Reform had^oposed to set up a universal iV^gister of Titles, in which
every oluurge or conveyance relating to land should be entered (c/. Jenks's
Stum Hiatory of Engliah Law, p. x8i}. (C. M, A.)
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Registers will prove useful against—(a) The fabrication

of forged deeds; (jS) the falsification of deeds ; (7) accidents

resulting in the loss or destruction of the original docu-

ments; {
8) two transfers of the same property to different

purchasers.

For the first and last of these objects a simple memorial

would be enough; for the second an exact copy would

be essential; for the third an abstract would be enough,

but a complete copy would be better.

Against the fabrication of forged deeds, registration

would only be useful if it were made obligatory; an un-

registered deed being treated as a nullity, with some reser-

vation to meet oases of accident. The advantage resulting

from this arrangement is that, after the expiry of the

period allowed for registration, the fabrication of a deed,

which, according to the date on the face of it, ought to

be already registered, would of necessity prove futile.

The requirement amounts to fixing a short limit within

which a fraud of this nature could be committed with any

possibility of success
;
and, at a date so near the date borne

by the forged deed, evidence of the fraud would almost

certainly be forthcoming.

So, too, where the object of the registration is to prevent

two transfers of the same property to different purchasers,

the registration must be obligatory, an unregistered deed

being treated as a nullity. Such a case may well arise

when land is transferred by way of mortgage; and, in the

absence of an obligatory clause, registration would probably

not take place, as neither party would have any interest^

in seeing to it. Indeed, the transferor has an interest the

other way. Although an honest man, he may well dislike

to make it known that he has sold or encumbered his

property ;
while a rogue may be anxious to secure an oppor-

tunity of b^g paid twice over.

Of all kinds of formal documents, wills are exposed to

the gravest risk of forgery. The most effective proiwtion
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against a fraud of this nature is to require registration during

the lifetime of the testator, under pain of nullity. It may
be objetted that such a requirement might place a dying

man at the mercy of those who surrounded him in his

last moments, since he would no longer possess the power
to reward or punish by altering his will ; but this incon-

venience might be obviated by reserving to him the right

of disposing of a tenth part of his property by a codicil.

What deeds ought to be registered ? All those in which

a third person may acquire any interest, provided that should be

they are of sufficient importance to justify the precaution.

Of what deeds should the registration be secret ? of
^

what public ? Deeds between living parties in which Register be

tliird persons are interested, mortgages, and marriage pSwic in-

settlements, should be publicly registered. As to wills,
"^****^^'" ^

profound 8eore(?y should be observed during the life of

the testator. Deeds such as bonds, articles of apprentice-

ship, and marriage settlements which do not bind real

property, might be kept secret, subject to the condition

tha t their contents should be communicated to any person

who could establish a special claim to inspect them.

'J'he Registry Office ought therefore to bo divided into

separate departments—secret or public optional or

obligatory. Optional registrations would bo numerous if

the charges wore reasonable. Prudence dictates the

keeping of copies in case of accident; and where could

copies be more securely lodged than in a rei>ository of this

description ?

The necessity of registering deeds, which charge landed

f>roperty by waj»^ of mortgage, would operate, in some sort,

as a check upon prodigality. A man could not, without

a certain degree of shame, borrow money on his estate

for the mere purpose of spending it on his own amuse-

ments. And yet this very consideration, so favourable to

the introdi^ction of the measure, has ]j)een looked upon as

an obj&^tion to it, and has, indeed, prevented its adoption.

VOL. IL B
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Ad^op This plan of registration has been recognized, to a greater

extent, by the jurisprudence of several countries.^

Countries. The French lawyers seem to have hit upon t a fairly

happy mean.

In England the law varies. The counties of Middlesex

and York possess registries, established in the reign of

Queen Anne and intended mainly to prevent double

transfers. These registries have produced such an excellent

effect that the value of land is higher in those two counties

than elsewhere: how comes it that, after so decisive an

experience, the plan has not been generally adopted

Ireland already enjoys this advantage, but it is left to

the free choice of individuals to register or not, as th^ may
see fit. The system has, too, obtained a footing in Scotland,

where wills must be registered before the death of the

testator. In the county of Middlesex the registration of a

will is not obligatory until after the death of the testator.

Article IV.: A Plan for preventing the Forgery of

Deeds.

Require- There is an expedient which would in some measure take

ef^epeciai"^ thc place of registration. It might be made obligatory to

pl^hment. use, for the deed in question, a special sort of paper or parch-

ment; and those who sell this commodity by retail might be

prohibited from supplying it without indorsing thereon the

year and the day of sale, together with the names of the

^ * The land registries which have the highest commendation from
juridical writers are those of certain small Teutonic communities

—

e.g..

the State of Hesse-Darmstadt and the Swiss canton of Zurich
'
(Maine’s

tUfrrly Law and CuMome, p. 353). (C. M. A.) ^
^ The statutes of Anne and Geo. II., relating to the ridings of Tmrk-

shire, were repealed by the Yorkshire Registries Act, 1884 (47 and 4^
Viet., c. 54), which consolidated and amended the law. The statute

7 Anne, 0. 20, relating to Middlesex, is still in force, subject to many
amendments and restrictions. And see now the genml Acts bearing

on Land Transfer passed in 1875 and 1 897 (38 and 39 Viet., o. 87 ; 60 and
61 Viet., 0. 65), etc. Registration of title is, under the Act of 1897-

required in the County; of London, which has been pipBoribed as a
* compulsory area ' ; but in England generally registration of tiUe is still

voluntary. (C. M. A.}
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seller and of the purchaser. The right to dispose of the

pajier or parchment might be confined to a certain limited

number of persons, of whom a list should be kept. The
account-books of these persons would then become veritable

registers, and might after their death be deposited in

some public office. This precaution would prevent the

forgery of any kind of deed purporting to have been made
at a distant date.

It would operate as a further check if the paper were

required to bear the same date as the deed itself. I'he

date of the paper might be ingrained in its texture, in the

same way as the name of the manufacturer; and if this

were done, no deed could be forged successfully without the

connivance of the paper-maker.

Article V. : Establish Registries for Events which serve to

establish Titles,

Nothing much need be said as to the manifest necessity K®tabiiiii.

for preserving evidence to Establish the fact of a birth or of Regatriet

a burial. A prohibition against the interment of a dead Marriages!

body without previous inspection by an officer of police iJoaths.

operates as a general precaution against assassination. It

is strange that in England marriages, instead of being

recorded in writing, were for a long time left to the mere
notoriety of a transitory ceremony. The only reason one

can assign is the simplicity of the marriage contract, which
is the same for all save as to any special arrangements for

the settlement of property. Happily, during the reign of

^William III. these events, which serve as the root of so

many titles, suggested themselves as suitable objects for

taxation. It thus became necessary to compel their regis-

tration. We have, fortunately, got rid of the burden of the

tax, but the advantage of registration remains.^

^ Of, * Coi^tational Code/ book ii., chap. xxvi. (Bowring, vol. ix.,

P. 625 g Benthaiii's views were adopted in the Births anti Deaths
Registration Act of 1836. (0. M. A.)
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Yet, even nowadays, the seourity afforded to rights

which depend upon a marriage is neither so absolute nor so

general as it ought to be. For example, there is only a

single entry of the marriage: the register of each parish

ought to be copied and recorded in some central office.

Again, in the Marriage Act of George II., whether through

neglect or intolerance, the benefit of this requirement was

denied to Jews and Quakers.

Article VI. : Put the People on their Guard against Divers

Offences,

(a) Against Poisoning.—Give instruction as to the various

substances which may be employed as poisons, explaining

the means by which their use may be detected and the

methods of counteracting their effects. If such instruc-

tions were spread broadcast among the multitude, they

might do more harm than good. This is one of the rare

cases in which knowledge is more dangerous than helpful

;

the modes in which poisons may be administered are more
definitely ascertained than the methods available to

counteract them. A safe middle course would be to confine

the circulation of such instructions to the class of persons

wlio could make a good use of them—^persons whose condi-

tion, character, and education, would afford a guarantee

against the risk of abuse; as. for example, the parochial

clergy and medical practitioners. Keeping the object of

safety steadily in view, these instructions should be printed

in the Latin tongue, with which educated men are

supposed to be acquainted.
^

But, in regard to such poisons as come to hand without

a search, and may well be administered in complete ignor-

ance of their dangerous character, a knowledge of their

appearance and effects should be made as general as possible.

Hemlock, which is po readily mistaken for p^ley, and

copper, which is so commonly found dissolved in Sertain
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vessels when the tin is worn, must be administered far

oft^^ner by accident than by design ; unless, indeed, there bo

some strange depravity in the character of the nation at large.

In such cases we have more to hope than fear from the com-

munication of knowledge, however dangerous itmay appear.

ifi) Against False Weights and Measures .—Give instruc-
heights

liions as to false weights and measures, and as to fi^l«e

standards of quality; explain also the various deceptive

devices that may bo made use of. even when tnie weights

and measures are employed. In this connection we may
refer to scales with unequal arms, measures with doubh^

bottoms, etc. I'hese branches of knowledge cannot l.c

too widely diffused. Every shop should display such

instructions, as a pledge of fair dealing.

(7) Against Frauds in Relatimi to Money .—Give instruc- Frauds ai

tions informing the people how <0 distinguish good money Coinage,

trom bad. If any particular kind of false coin makes its

appearance, the government ought at once to give notice of

the fact, in the most public fashion. At Vienna, whenever

any counterfeit coins are known to have been uttered, tht»

mint authorities never fail to notify the circumstance forth-

with
;
but the currency is there upon such an excellent footiiig

that attempts to pass bad money are of rare occurrence.

(
5

) Against Cheating at Play .—Give instructions as to
J;|***^*"*

loaded dice, as to devices for cheating in the manipulation of

cards, the giving of signals by confederates, the placing of

accomplices amongst the spectators, etc. These instnictions

might be hung in all places of public resort, and presented

in such a manner as to put youths upon their guard, and at

the same time exhibit the vice of gambling in a ridiculous

and odious light. It would be well to offer a reward to such

as reveal the secret of any new tricks invented by sharpers.

(c) Against Begging Impostors. — Some mendicants, Begging,

although in perfect health, counterfeit disease; others

inffiot a Slight injury on themselves •that they ma3^ present

the appearance of suffering from some very disgusting
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Bjijiiig— ailment; othern, again, relate lying storieB of Rhipwrecks,

fires, and the like
;
while there are some who borrow or

steal children, whom they make use of as instruments of

their trade. Instructions on these points should be accom-

panied by a note of warning, which would prevent the

knowledge of so many impostures hardening people’s

hearts and rendering them callous to real misery. In a

country well-regulated as to its police administration, a

beggar who presents himself in a truly pitiful guise ought to

be neither neglected nor left to himself
;
it should be the duty

of the first person who comes across him to consign him to

the hands of public charity. Instructions such as these

would provide the people with a homily more entertaining

than any controversial discourse.

SwffiSiing
Against Theft, Swindling, and obtaining Money by

etc. * False Pretences,—Give instructions which disclose some of

the many methods employed by thieves and swindlers.

There are a number of books on this subject, containing

materials supplied by malefactors who had repented them

of their iniquities, or hoped to secure a pardon by voluntary

confession. These compilations are, speaking generally,

wretched productions; but useful extracts may be made
from them. One of the best is. The Discoveries and

Revdaticms of Poulter, alias Baxter, which passed through

sixteen editions in the space of twenty-six years. This

circumstance shows how wide would be the circulation of

an authentic work of this kind, published under govern-

ment authority. A tone might be given to the book such

as would make it inculcate sound moral lessons, while it

still remained an amusing story.

^

ReUgiotts {rf) Against Rdigious Impostures.—Give instructions as

wiSSienft.' to crimes committed under the influence of superstitious

^ The oldest book I know on the subject is Claveirs Recantation.

The second edition bears date 1628. It is in verse. Glavell was a man
of family, who became a highwayman and socurod a pardon. J[t is stated

in the title-page that the bo<^ was published by the express command of

the King (Charles I.). One of the more modem works u entitled A Vieeo

of Society and Manners in High and Low Life, by Parker (Dumont).
.
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beliefs, entertained as to the malice and power of spiritual

agents. The number of such crimes is only too great; but

they arfi as naught compared with the legal persecutions

which have originated in these same beliefs. There is

scarcely a nation in Christendom that has not cause to

reproach itself with bloody tragedies arising from a belief

in witchcraft. A history of crimes committed under the

influence of superstition would prove very instructive as

a homily to be read in the churches; but, as to the legal

persecutions, there is no need to give them a melancholy

publicity. The views of so many upright and revered

judges, who have proved themselves to be the pitiful dupes

of a debasing superstition, would be more likely to confirm

the people in error than to disabuse their minds. It is

much to be wished that wo could rid ourselves of the witch

of Endor. I do not know what evil deeds this Jewish

Canidia* may have done in Palestine; but it is certain that

throughout Europe she has wrought a terrible amount of

mischief. The most learn^ theologians have taken great

exception to the story, at any rate when accepted literally.

English jurisprudence has the honour of having boon the

first to reject, in express terms, from its penal code the

pretended crime of witchcraft. In the Code Teresa,

though compiled in 1773, it makes a considerable figure.

Article VII.: Publish a Price List of Articles of Mer-

chandise as a Hindrance to Extortion,

Though the exaction of an exorbitant price cannot

•properly be treated as an offence and subjected to a penalty, j^tStion
we may, at any rate, regard it in the light of a mischievous

act, which it would be well to prevent, if we can do so without

^ Canidia (Gratidia), a Neapolitan courtezan, was assailed by Horace
as a sorceress, alter she had deserted him.

* Vidi egomet nijna suocinctam vadere palla

Ganidiam, pedibus nudis, passoque capillo,

• * Qim Sagana majore ululantem.**

Serm. I. (viti.), 23-25. AndseeBpod. 8; 5, 15; Serm. II., i, 48; 8, 95*
(C. M. A.)
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causing some greater mischief. A direct penalty being

inadmissible, we must have recourse to some indirect ex-

pedient. Happily, this is a sort of offence of which the

evil, so far from being increased, is actually diminished by

adding to the number of offenders. What, then, can the

law do ? It can add to the number, as far as possible.

Liet us explain this apparent anomaly. Such or such an

article is selling very dear; the profit yielded is enormous.

Spread this information far and wide; sellers will rush in

from all quarters, and, by the mere effect of competition,

the price will be lowered.

Usury is Usury may be ranged under the head of commercial

Extortion, extortion. To lend money is to sell money in hand for

money to be paid hereafter. The date of payment may be

fixed or it may be undetermined
;
it may be dependent on

certain future events or it may be left quite open. So, too,

the payment may take the form of a lump sum paid at one

time, or the debt may be discharged by instfilmeiits falling

due from time to time, etc. It,you make usury unlawful,

and thereby increase the lender’s risk, he will negotiate the

loan with you in secret, but will, of course, demand a higher

rate of interest.

Article VIII.: Publish Lists of Official Fees, Dues, and
Tolls.

Son o?’
T^b«re are almost always certain fees or dues attached to

services rendered by government departments. These
«^!roiiir’ fees constitute a part of the salaries of the officials employed

As in the case of an artisan disposing of his handiwork, so

a public officer is inclined to sell his services for as much
as he can get. But, in respect to ordinary labour, compe-
tition and the opportunity of going to other markets serve

to check this tendency, and restrain it within reasonable

limits; whereas, whei^ a public office is established, tj^ere is

no competition whatsoever, because the right of dic^sing
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of the particular kind of service becomoB a monopoly in

the hands of the official. Once leave the price to the dis-

cretion \)f the seller, and it will soon have no other limit

than such as is proscribed by the needs and necessities of

the purchaser. I'he fees and dues payable to the servants

engaged in public departments ought, then, to be fixed by
the laws with the utmost precision.* If this be not done,

any extortion which takes place should be imputed rather

to the negligence of the legislator than to the rapacity of

the official.

AimoiiE IX.: Publish all Acc^mnUn in ivhivh the Nation w
intercMed.

When accounts are rendered at certain stated periods, and
the auditors, limited in number, are perhaps chosen or National

influenced by the accounting parfy, while no one is after-

was ds called in to check or control their work, the most
serious mistakes may escape notice or be passed over with-

out correction. But when accounts are made public,

neither witnesses nor critiiis nor judges will be wanting.

Each item is then examined. Was this article neces-

sary ? Was it really needed, or was it merely a pretext

for spending money ? Is not the public supplied at a

dearer rate than private individuals ? Have not the

interests of the contractor been preferred to the interests

of the State ? Has not some advantage been secretly

given to a favoured person ? Has nothing been allowed
him under fal^e pretences ? Have not intrigues been
resorted to for the purpose of ousting competitors ? Has
not something in the accounts been kept back ? A hundred
questions may be put containing suggestions of the like

^
^.9., in munioi^] boroughs the town clerk is required to post a

table of fera. authorized to be taken by the justioes* clerk, in the room
where the justices sit (45 and 46 Viet., c. 50^ 234); and in the Metrop-
olis afable of fees must be fix^ in some conspicuous part of each court
(2 and 3 Viet,, c. 71. s. 43). (C. M. A.)
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ofNiiUra?
nature, that can never be cleared up satisfactorily unlesi

Snre^^'
tbo accounts be open to the public eye. In any special

committee of invratigation, some members may lack

honesty, others may lack knowledge; a mind slow in its

movements will pass over anything it fails to grasp, for fear

of displaying its want of alertness; a lively understanding

will not condescend to study detail
;
everyone leaves to his

fellows the trouble of investigation. But all the qualities

wanting in a small body of men will be found to be pos-

sessed by the general public. In that heterogeneous and
discordant mass the worst principles, as well as the best,

may lead to the desired goal ; envy, hatred, and malice, may
serve in the stead of public intelligence, and these same
passions, being more active and persistent, will make a

closer scrutiny in every direction, and complete the investi-

gation with a more scrupulous care.

I think only two exceptions should be allowed—one con-
nected with the expense of publication, the other with the

secret service. It would be idle to publish the accounts

of a small parish, because the original documents are readily

accessible to everyone interested in their examination;

while if we were to make public the mode in which sums
destined for use in the secret service were applied, we
should lose all chance of obtaining information as to the

enemy’s plans.

Article X. : Establish Standards of Quantity—t.e., Weights

and Measures,

Weights indicate the quantity of matter; measures, the

ofQwIn?*
of space. They are of use in satisfying a man as

tity. to the quantity of anything of which he stands in need
; in

the settlement of disputes; and in the prevention of frauds.

To establish uniformity throughout a given State has
been an object of many Sovereigns. To find a ^on^mon
and universal measure for all nations has been an object
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of research for many philosophere
;
and at the present

time the French Grovemment are bestirring themselves in

the malter. This is indeed an honourable undertaking;

for what can be rarer or more gratifying than to find a

government working at one of the foundations necessary

to secure the establishment of uniformity among the nations

of the world ?

To demonstrate the utility of uniformity in weights and
measures under the same government, and for a people who,
in other respects, speak the same tongue, is a task wdiich

does not seem to involve the need for much argument.

A measure, to a man who does not know its valuation, is

no measure at all.

If the measures of two towns differ either in name or in

quantity, the two communities cannot trade together with-

out groat risk of difficulties and mistake. In this con-

nection, each place is foreign to the other. The nominal
price of two commodities may be the same ; but if the modes
of measurement differ, the actual price is not the same.
Thus, unremitting vigilance becomes absolutely necessary;

distrust hampers the course of business; mistakes creep

into transactions conducted in perfect good faith; while

fraud may lie concealed under the confusion occasioned by
the varying denominations of quantity. Now, to produce
uniformity there are two expedients : First, to fix standards

by public authority, send measures into every district, and
forbid the use of any other measure

;
secondly, to fix

standards, but not render their adoption compulsory. I

•do not know of any instance of the application of the first

expedient;^ the second has been applied with success in

Tuscany by the Archduke Leopold.

In England there are no less than thirteen Acts of

^ In Bowring’s edition of Bentham’s Works (vol. i., p. 555)» it is statcMl,

that the first method had then (1859) been s^opted in England. The
referent is,«kpparently, to the We4;hts and Mjpasures Act, 18^5 (5 and 6
Wm. IT., c. 63), which was repealed by the Act of 1878, still in force,
(C. Mi A \

r ^
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QwUty dealing with this subject, and a thousand more,
cofUtf. on the same lines, might be passed without any resulting

success; because the clauses which compel conformity with

the standard are not stringent enough, and, moreover,

there is no provision for the manufacture and distribution

of standards. A few have been scattered here and there,

but the matter has been left to chance. We must begin

by supplying each trade or community with a legal stan-

dard, and then a penalty might be imposed on every work-

man who made weights and measures not in conformity

with the standard; while transactions might be declared

null and void if other than the standard weights and
measi ires were employed . But probably the last expedient

would not be found necessary; the first two would sufiSoe.

As between different nations, a lack of uniformity in

this regard would not lead to so many mistakes, because

the mere difference in language is enough to put everyone

upon his guard. There w^ould, however, result consider-

able embarrassment in commercial transactions; and fraud,

when favoured by a strange tongue and strange denomina-
tions, will often succeed in taking advantage of the igno-

rance of a purchaser.

The wweof An inconvenience, not so widely felt but in no wise less

important, attends the administration of medicines. Un-
less the weights are precisely similar (especially in the case

of those dnigs of which the most minute quantity may form
an essential ingredient), the pharmacopoeia of one country

will prove of very little use in another and may, indeed,

involve practitioners in the risk of fatal enor. We thus see

how considerable difficulty may be placed in the way of the
free communication of scientific knowledge; and a like in-

convenience is lelt in the development of other arts de-

pendent for success on the observance of delicate shades

and proportions.
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Article XI.: Establish Standards of Quality,

If it were our purpose to mention all the steps that a

government would have to take in order to sot up the most

suitable criteria of quality and value, in respect of a great

number of objects, each susceptible of various tests, we
should be compelled to enter into a considerable amount of

detail . The touchstone furnishes a test, however imperfect,

of the quality and value of metallic compositions, inter-

mixed with gold and silver. The hydrometer affords an

infallible test in so far as identity of quality bears a direct

ratio to identity of specific gravity.

The sophistications whi<ih it is most important for us to

be able to detect are such as may result in injury to health

—as, e.g., the mixture of chalk and burnt bones with flour

i iitended for the making of broad
;
lead used to take away

the acidity from wine, or arsenic used to refine it. Chemistry

siijplies means for the detection of all these adulterations

;

but some scientific knowledge is necessary for their appli-

cation.

The interference of government in such matters may well

be confined to three objects
:
(a) l^'o discover the means of

testing in cases where they are as yet unknown; (fi) to

spread among the public at large a knowledge of the vario\is

recognised expedients; (7) to prescribe the procedure to

be adopted by the goverixment officials charged to fulfil

the foregoing functions.

* Article XII.: Institvie Stamps or Marks for attesting the

Quantity or Quality of such Wares as ought to conform

with some Particular Standard,

Marks, so designed, are really declarations or certificates in

an abridged form ; and in their preparation five points should

be considpred
:
(i.) The purpose to be jerved

;
(ii.) the person

who Should purport tx> attest their genuineness; (iii.) the
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natureofthe information theyshould conveyand the amount
of detail to be supplied

;
(iv.) the visibility and intelligibility

of the mark; (v.) its permanence and indestructibility.

The utility of authentic attestations of this character is

beyond all manner of dispute. They have been success-

fully employed for the following purposes

:

(a) To give assurance to rights of property. So far as

concerns private individuals, we may trust to their own
prudence to make use of this precaution

;
but in regard to

public property or articles placed on deposit its employ-

ment should be made a matter of legal obligation. Thus,

in England, everything which belongs to the royal navy

bears a special mark, which it is unlawful to use in the

merchant service. In the royal arsenals the impress of

an arrow is stamped on timber intended for constructive

purposes
;
while there is run through the cordage a particular

tliread which private persons are forbidden to employ.

(/
3
)
To assure, for the benefit of purchasers, the quality

or quantity of certain articles of commerce. Thus, under

the statute law of England, marks are affixed to many
mercantile and trading objects—as, e,g,, blocks of wood

exposed for sale, leather, bread, tin, silver-plate, coins,

woollen stuffs, stockings, etc.

(y) To insure the payment of taxes. If the article

subject to taxation does not bear the mark in question, its

absence affords proof that the tax has not been paid.

Countless examples might be given.^

(8) To insure obedience to the laws which prohibit

importation.

^ Chocolate, tea, hops, letters, newsMpers, soap, playing-cards,
almanacks, hackney-coaches, foreign suks, legal documents, etc.

(Dumont).



CHAPTER LIIL

PROBLEM Vni.

To prevent Offences hy making it the Interest ofMany Persons

to prevent them.

I PROPOSE to give an illustration which might as well Plan by

have been referred to the last head as to this one
;
for the

particular offence has been prevented—it may be by in- sir^ce

creasing the difficulty of concealment, or it may be by obviated,

giving many persons an interest in preventing it.

The service of post letters in England had always been
wanting in despatch and punctuality. The carriers in-

dulged in such delays as pleasure or profit might suggest to

them, while the tavern-keepers made no attempt to speed

their parting guests. Now, all these delays were so many
small offences—^breaches of official regulations. But what
could the l^islator do to effect a remedy ^ The work of

surveillance soon grows wearisome; greater laxity prevails in

the enforcement of penalties; the laying of informations,

always a troublesome and odious task, becomes by degrees

less frequent; and it is not long before the irregularities,

suspended for a .while, resume their ordinary course.

A very simple plan was devised; it involved neither law,

nor penalties, nor informations, and was better than all of

them put together. The expedient consisted in a combina-

tion of thework of two establishments which had theretofore

been distinct—the carriage of the mails and the conv^-
ance of ^passengers. Complete success has attended this

projict: celerity of despatch has been increased twofold,

*55 '
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travellers have enjoyed an improved service. The
Service— plan is worthy of considered analysis.

The travellers, who accompany the letter-carrier, have

become so many inspectors of his conduct; he has no

means of escaping their observation. Their praises, and
the gratuities that he hopes to receive from them, act as

an incentive to him ; while at the same time he cannot fail to

realize that, if he is beguiled into wasting time, these same
travellers will have a natural interest in making complaints,

and may well lay informations without being paid for so

doing and without incurring any of the odiumwhich attaches

to an informer. Now, mark the advantages of this happy

combination ! Witnesses at hand to note every act of

misconduct, howsoever slight—^the motive of reward sub-

stituted for the fear of punishment—^the saving of infor-

mations and legal proceedings—the infliction of penalties

become a rare necessity—and the two services, by being

blended into one, rendered better, quicker, and cheaper.

I record this happy notion of Mr. Palmer’s as a study in

Legislation.* We must ponder what has been accom-

plished successfully in one direction, to learn how to over-

come the difficulties that arise in another. Careful re-

search into the causes that conduced to this successful

reform will lead us to the perception of rules of general

applicability.

^ A somewhat similar device has been adopted in India. Punitive

police have been billeted in districts where crime was widely prevalent,

the charges for the maintenance and entertainment of the police being

defrayed out of taxes levied on the inhabitants of the district in

which they were quartered. It thus becamo the interest of the inhabi-
^

tants, as a whole, to reduce the amount of crime, and so get rid of the
burdensome police. (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER LTV.

PROBLEM IX.

To improve the Expedients for the Identification and

Discovery of Individuals.

The bulk of offences would never be committed at all but

for the hope which the culprits harbour that they may re-

main undiscovered. Everything which tends to improve the iSenSlica-*^

expedients for the identification and Discovery of men dnSdw£!*

engaged in crime adds to the general security.

This suggests one reason why we have so little to fear from

those who dwell in a fixed abode, and have property or a

family. The danger springs from men who, by reason of

their poverty or their independence of all ties, can readily

conceal their movements from the gaze of Justice.

Registers of the people, which contain a description of

each person, showing his abode, age, sex, calling, and

whether he be married or single, are materials primarily

needed for effective police administration. It is proper

to confer on the magistrate power to require from every

suspected person an account of his mode of gaining a live-

lihood, and, pending inquiries, to commit to a place of

detention such aspannot show that they are engaged in some
^ employment, or are possessed of some means of subsistence.

In connection, however, with this branch of our subject,

two general observations must be made. First, that the

police code ought not to be harassing, nor extend to trifling
»

points of detail, and so place the public in the position of

either becoming defaulters or being worried into compliance

with ft ntimber of tiresome regulations. Precautions found

Bxpedionti
to faciUtoto
the Die-
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to be necesBary in troublous and dangerous times ought not

to be adopted during a period of tranquillity; just as the

regimen adopted during sickness ought not to* be con-

tinued when health is restored. The second observation is

that care must be taken not to shock the national sentiment

:

one nation will not tolerate police regulations entirely

acceptable to another. In the capital of Japan, everyone

is required to bear his name on his outer garment—^a pre-

caution which will seem desirable, idle, or arbitrary, accord-

ing to the trend of popular prejudices.

Characteristic clothing has a bearing on this problem.

A fashion in dress that marks the distinction of sex is a

police expedient as mild as it is salutary. The garb that

marks the soldier, the seafaring man, or the priest, serves

several purposes, but the principal one is that of subordina-

tion. In the English Universities the undergraduates wear

a special costume, which does not hamper them in any way
unless they seek to transgress the bounds limited by the

authorities. In charity schools the pupils are made to

wear a uniform dress, and in some institutions also a

numbered badge.

It is much to be regretted that the proper names of in-

dividuals should stand upon such an unsatisfactory footing.

Distinctions invented when society was in an embryonic

stage, to serve the wants of some hamlet, fulfil their purpose

very inadequately in a great nation. Now, this confusion

in names is attended by a number of inconveniences. The
greatest of these is that proof of identity depending on a

name has become vague and unsatisfaqtory, and ground-

less suspicion may readily be cast on many persons
; while th^

danger to which innocence is thus exposed may well serve

as an aider and abettor of crime.

It would be quite feasible to establish a new nomen-

clature of such a character that every individual in the

whole nation should have a proper name, horpe only by

himself. In a state already orgaDdzed it may be that the
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diffioulties arising from siioh a change would outweigh the

advantages, but in a newly-forme<l colony it would l)e desir-

able to divert any confusion of this kind.^

It is a custom, common enough among English sailors. Tattoo

to imprint on the wrist the family and baptismal names
ill well-defined and indelible characters. This is done to

insure recognition in the event of shipwreck.

Now, if it were possible for such a practice to be generally

adopted, morality would secure a new ally, and the laws

would acquire now strength ; for it would afford an almost

unfailing safeguard against a host of offences, especially

against any kind of fraud which is dependent for success

on gaining the victim’s trust and confidence. Who are

you ? With whom am 1 dealing ? "Jliere would be no
room for evasion in answering this important question ?
The very circumstance that this expedient is so drastic

in its character would really tend to favour x^oi'Bonal

liberty, by rendering it possible to relax the rigour of

criminal proceedings. Such imprisonment as was directed

merely to securing the presence of the prisoner during the

pendency of process would become rare, when the man was

known to be detained, so to speak, by an invisible chain.

I am conscious of plausible objections to this scheme.

During the period of the French Revolution, how many
persons owed their safety to a disguise, which an imprint

of this nature would have made impossible ! Moreover,

the state of public opinion nowadays presents an insur-

mountable obstacle to the adoption of this practice; but

^ Here is a sketoA of a general plan. The complete denomination of

the individual might comprise the following parts: (1) A single family
name, essential to identifv the stock; (2) a single baptismal, or first,

name; (3) the place and the date of birth. This compound denomina-
tion would be set out in full in all legal business. The mode of abbrevia-
tion for everyday use would depend upon the genius of the particular
language (Dumont).

^ Facilities of identification have been vastly increased by the adop-
tion of the Bertillon system of recording the finger-pmts of persons
charged with crime. The courts now allois identification by a person
expcof in the matter of sdbh prints (R. v. Castleton, 3 Crim. App. Rep.,

74). (C. M. A.)
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opinion might undergo a change if we devoted to advocacy
of such a scheme a good deal of patience and tact, and made a

beginning by notable examples. Suppose, for Instance,

that we introduced the custom of imprinting the titles of

the nobility on their brows, the public would associate

with these brands the idea of honour and power. In the

South Sea Islands, women submit to a painful operation

in order that there may be traced on their skin certain

figures with which the idea of beauty is associated. The
impression is made by a vast number of punctures which
destroy the tissue; and then, by means of friction, colouretl

powders are forced into the apertures.



CHAPTER LV.

PROBLEM X.

To increase the Diffi.cuUies in the Way of afh Offender's

Escape.

The expedients that can usefully be employed for this incre«aD0

purpose depend largely on geographical situation—on cuJtieli*!

natural and artificial barriers. In Russia, the sparseness
^'*®*p^*

of the population, the severity of the climate, and the diffi-

culty of communication, conspire to invest Justice with a

power such as she would hardly be supposed to wield in

so vast a territory.

At Petersburg and at Riga, a passport cannot be ob-

tained unless and until one’s intention to leave has been

announced several times in the Gazette. This precaution,

taken against fraudulent debtors, adds greatly to com-

mercial confidence.^

Everything which increases the facility for the prompt

conveyance of information may be referred to this head.

Descriptions are very imj)erfect and uncertain expe-

dients; silhouettes, which may so readily be duplicated at

a trifling cost, i^ould be of much more use. They might

be employed either for prisoners whose escape is appre-

\
Under the Extradition Acts, 1870 to 1895, procedure is now pro-

scribed for the surrender, in certain oases, of fugitive criminals who have
escaped to England. But the accused will not be surrendered if the
offence is of a purely political character. Treaties of reciprocity exist

between England ana some thirty-five foreign States. Where an offenctor

has fled from this country to a British possession, or a place to which
the Forein Jurisdiction Acts apply, his ai^t may be secured under
warrants issued by virtue df the Fugitive Offenders Act. t88i. C/. also

the Indian Extradition Act. 1903 (Act XV, of 1903). (C. M. A.)

• 261
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bended ; or for soldierH thoi!ght likely to dcBert: or for any
suspected person, charged before the Magistrate, whose
further appearance it may be desirable to assure, Wthout
having recourse to the harsher measure of imprisonment.

i

^ In Kngland there are now statutory provisions as to the keeping
of a register of criminals, and the photographing, measurement, etc., cu
persons convicted of or charged with crime (34 and 35 Viet., c. 112;

54 and 55 Viet., c. 69; Prison Rules, 1899). After the passing of the
Licensing Act, 1902, photographs of persons declared to be * habitual
drunkarmi,' and placed on what was called the ‘ black list.' were in''some
districts sent round to the publicans, at the instance of the police
authority. (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER LVI.

PROBLEM XI.

To lessen Uncertainty in the Matter of Procedure and

Punishment.

It is not my intention to enter, at this stage, upon the

vast subject of procedure ; that will form the topic, not of a

chapter, but of a separate work. I shall confine myself to

two or three general observations. ishment

If a crime has, in fact, been committed, it is in the interest

of society that the Magistrate, charged to punish -it. should

be informed of its occurrence, and informed in such fashion

as Bill authorize him to inflict the appropriate punishment.

Though it be merely alleged that a crime has been com-

mitted, it is in the interest of society that the truth or

falsity of the allegation should be demonstrated by judicial

proofs. It follows, therefore, that the rules of evidence and

the forms of procedure ought to be such as, on the one hand,

to secure the admission of all well-founded information;

and, on the other, to insure the rejection of all false infor-

mation—that is to say, everything which would be more
likely to mislead than to enlighten.

Nature has furnished us with a model of procedure.

Ckmsider what takes place before the domestic tribunal : tic Forum

examine the conduct of the father of a family towards the

children and servants of whom he is the head. There wemay
trace the original features of Justice, which, when distorted

by men incapable of discerning the truth or interested in

disguising it, can no longer be recognized. A good judge

is nothing more than the father of a family operating upon

a laiger scale; and such expedients as are fitted to aid a
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father in his search after truth should prove equally suited

to the judge. This procedure was vouchsafed to us, in the

beginning, as a model, and to its canons we oughl always

to have adhered.

It is true that we may feel able to repose in a father

a degree of confidence such as we cannot accord to the

judge; for a judge is not prompted by the same motives

.of affection, and may, indeed, be led astray by some
personal bias. But this merely proves that, in the case of a

judge, it is necessary to take precautions against partiality

and corruption, such as are not needed in the domestic

tribunal. It does not prove that the forms of procedure

or the rules of evidence should be different.

English jurisprudence has accepted the following maxims

:

(a) That no man shall be a witness in his own cause.

(i?) That no man shall be compelled to criminate himself.

(y) That the testimony of a person interested in the

cause is not admissible.

(8) That hearsay evidence is never admissible.

(c) That no man shall be put in peril twice for the same

offence.

It is not my intention, in this place, to discuss these

rules of evidence to which we maj’^ apply the phrase

—

Penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos,^ When treating of

procedure in general, we shall take occasion to inquire

whether English jurisprudence, superior in some respects to

that of any other nation, owes its superiority to these maxims,

or whether they are not, in fact, the chief cause of the lack

of executive power, which weakens polide administration «

in England and leads to undoubted frequency of crime.

All that I desire to point out at this stage is that every

precaution, which is not absolutely necessary as the shield

^ * At no8 hino alii sitientb ibimus Afros,

Pars Scythiam et rapidum cretn veniemus Oazen,
£t penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos.*

« (VirgU, iW., Eolog. I.

The maxims (a) and (7) no longer obtain. (C. M. A.)

Geitain
Maxims of
Boglish
Junspru*
denoe.
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of innocence, affords to crime a protection that is full of

peril. I cannot conceive any maxim of procedure more

dangerdus than one that puts Justice in opposition to

herself—^that sets up a sort of incompatibility between

her various duties. When, for example, it is said to be

better that a hundred guilty men should escape

than one innocent man should be condemned, that im-

ports the existence of a dilemma which is purely imaginary.

The security of innocence may be fully assured without, in

any way, favouring the impunity of crime; indeed, it can-

not be assured at all save on these terms, for every culprit

who goes scatheless becomes a menace to public safety.

So far from being protected by such an escape, innocence

is wont to become the victim of some fresh offence; to let a

criminal go scot-free is to commit, by his hands, any crime

which he may hereafter see fit to perpetrate.

The difficulty of prosecution is one cause of the impunity Uifflcuity

of crime and of the impairment of judicial authority, tion inads

’

When the law is clear, aijd the judge is summoned to his punity.

duties immediately after an offence is alleged to have been

committed, the function of the prosecutor hardly differs

from that of an ordinary witness. For when the offence is

committed, as it were, under the eye of the judge, we may
say that only two characters are essential to the Drama

—

the judge and the offender. It is distance of time and
delays which distinguish the function of the witness from
that of the judge. But it may w^ell be that it is impossible

to secure the attendance of all the witnesses, or that the

^

offence is not discovered until long after its commission,
or that the accused alleges, by way of defence, certain facts

that cannot be readily verified ;
all or any of these circum-

stances may make delays inevitable. Delays give occasion

to incidents which breed fresh delay. Thus judicial pro-

cess becomes complicated; and, in order to pursue the chain
of operatjpns without confusion or neglect, we must entrust

to some particular person the conduct of the prosecution.
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Hence arises another function, that of the accuser. This ac-

cuser may be one of the witnesses, or a man interested in the

case, or a public official specially appointed for the purpose.

The judicial functions have often been separated in such

fashion that the judge, who takes the evidence, whilst the

facts are fresh in the minds of the witnesses, has no right

to decide upon the case, but must send it forward to some

other judge, who will have no leisure to attend to it until

the evidence has lost its freshness. In most States a great

number of useless formalities have grown up from time to

time, and it has become necessary to create officials to

secure compliance with these formalities. The system of

procedure is so complicated as to become in itself an

abstruse science; and, if a man wishes to prosecute an

offence, he is compelled to put himself into the hands of

an attorney, while the attorney himself cannot get along

without the aid of another man of law of a superior grade,

who advises him what to do and does the talking for him.

To these disadvantages we must add two others

:

i^w^Taxe?
subjecting legal proceedings to most ill-advised

taxation, legislators, without realizing that they thus

put themselves in conflict with themselves, have often

refused access to the tribunals to those who stand in greatest

need of assistance from such tribunals.^

tiSSng^to
those who, in the capacity of prosecutors, lend

Informers, their aid to the execution of the laws, there attaches a

considerable amount of popular odium. This is a foolish

and pernicious prejudice, which legislators have<» often

been weak enough to encourage, without ever making any

effort to overcome it.

Necessity Now, what is the result of this piling up of delays and dis-

iS^meut. couragements ? The laws are not, in fact, put into force,

^^tor. Were a man allowed to address the judge at the outset, and

tell hiin what he had seen, the expense he would incur would

^ The power to direct pdviuent of costs qjut of public luiMs yuae not

completely established until the passing of the Costs in Criminal Cases

Act, 1908 (8 Edw. VII., 0. 15). (C. M. A.)
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be very trifling. In proportion to the number of intermediate

steps that he is compelled to take, his expenses increase
;
and

when to this we add loss of time, worry, and uncertainty of

success, it is astounding that men are still found resolute

enough to embark upon such an undertaking. They are,

indeed, few in number, and would be fewer still if those who
enter into the lottery knew as well as the lawyers what the

cost is likely to be and what the chances are against them.

Those difficulties would disappear altogether on the

appointment of a public prosecutor, clothed with some of the

characteristics of a magistrate, who would conduct the case

at the public charges. Informers who looked for payment
need have but small rewards; while a hundred voluntary

informers would come forward for one who would ask for

payment.^ Every law, thus put into force, would display

its real effect, baneful or benefleial as the case might be:

the good grain might be garnered, and the tares cast into

the fire. Informers, impelled by public spirit, and refusing

any land of pecuniary reiyard, would be heard with all

duo respect and confidence; while the culprit would no
longer be able to escape punishment by entering into a

bargain with the prosecutor, either to withdraw from the

case or to take up an attitude favourable to the accused.^

It is true that in England the prosecutor of any grave

accusation is forbidden to make a compromise with the

accused, save by the permission of the judge ; but even if this

prohibitionwere general,what effect would it be likelyto have
in cases where both parties were interested in evading it ?

^
^ * I know by experience/ said Sir John Fielding, ‘ that for one infor-

mation laid before me from an expectation of reward, I have received
ten prompted solely by a desire for the public good/
The cost of a prosecution in an ordinary court of justice is at least

£28 sterling, a sum almost as great as that required by the family of a
poor man tor a twelvemonth. How can one expect a man, from public
spirit, to make such a sacrifice, quite apart from all the attendant worry
and trouble ? With such a system of procedure, it would indeed be a
miracle if the laws proved as efficacious as they would bo wore these
obstaclejs^renioved (Dumont). •

* Whore an information lor an indictable offence is withdrawn the
circumstances must now be communicated to the Director of Public
P^tweeutions (4a and 43 Viet., c. 22, . s). (C. M. A.)
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PROBLEM XII.

To prohibit Accessory Offences luith a View to preventing

the Commission of the Principal Offences.

MMmhjg oi Acts which are connected, by way of cause, with a per-

offence. ‘ nicious event may be regarded, in relation to the principal

offence, as being a^xessory offences. The principal offence

being well and clearly ascertained, we may distinguish as

many accessory offences as there are acts which serve as

preparatory to the intended crime or manifest an intention

Importance to commit it. Now, the more careful we are in distin-
of prohibit- . _ . , ^ .

ing Acces- guishing these preparatory act^ with a view to their pro-

cSf hibition, the greater will be the chance of preventing the

commission of the principal offence. If the criminal be

not stopped at the very first step, he may be, perhaps, at

the second or the third. It is in this way that a wary

lawgiver, like some skilful general, reconnoitres the enemy’s

outposts for the purpose of foiling his plans. Along all the

byways and narrow defiles that lie in the line of march,

he stretches a chain of works, diversified according to cir-

cumstances, but so connected together that the enemy
is faced, at every step, with fresh perils and fresh obstacles. «i>

If we consider the practice of legislators, we shall find

that, while none of them has worked systematically on this

plan, every oncf of them has adopted it to a certain extent.^

^ In the Code TeroBa. under each head of offences, there is a sub-head of

tndieta. Th^ indicia are distinguished thus: iniicia ad eaplW€m,
indicia ad toriuram—tho^f) which are enough to justify arrest, those

which are' enough to justify the applioatkfh of torture. The p'actice

of torture has not. even now, been al^lished (Dumont).
268 ,
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Offonoes in relation to sporting rights have, for example,

been separated into a number of accessory offences, vary-

ing witfi the nature of the game pursued, and regulating

the kind of nets or other instruments to bo employed in

the pursuit, etc. In a similar fashion smuggling has been

attacked, by prohibiting a number of preparatory acts;

while frauds connected with the coinage have been met

in the same way.^

I will now give some further illustrations of what might offengg

be done in this branch of the criminal law by the creation of

‘ accessory ’ offences, with a view to the prevention of un-

lawful homicide and bodily injuries.

1 may begin by suggesting the prohibition of such weapons

as are easy to conceal, and are useful only for offensive

purposes. It is said that in Holland an instrument is made
shaped like a needle, which, when shot through a tube,

inflicts a deadly wound. The manufacture, sale, or pos-

session, of such instruments ought to be forbidden as

an offence accessory to muoder.

Ought pocket-pistols, such as are used in England by Pr^bito

highwaymen, to be prohibited The utility of the prohi- Piitoii.

bition is doubtful. Of all methods of robbery, that which

involves the employment of firearms is the least dangerous

to the person attacked. In such cases the threat alone is

usually enough to compass the intended purpose. The
robber who fired at the outset would not only perpetrate

an act of useless cruelty, he would disarm himself; while

by reserving his shot he would remain in a position to

^defend himself. He who uses a club or a sword has not

the same reason to abstain from striking; indeed, the first

blow supplies a sort of motive for a second, so that the

robber may reduce his victim to such a condition that

pursuit would become impossible.

^
Of. refer^oe to drugs, etc., ante, toI. i., p. 228. (C. M. A.

)

^

^ Cf. the Hstols Act of 190$ (3 Edw. VU., c. 1 8), which creates olieooes
m relatioii to the sale or h^ of pistols. (C. M. A.)
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Prohibition of the sale of poisons involves the preparation

of a list of poisonous substances. And, in point of fact,

we cannot preclude the sale altogether, as every active

medicine, taken in a certain dose, would constitute a

poison ;
all that we can do is to regulate the sale, to subject

it to precautions, to require that the seller should have some
acquaintance with the buyer, should effect the sale in the

presence of witnesses, and register it in a special book;

and even then some latitude must be allowed for exceptional

cases.* These regulations, to be comjjlete, would entail a

vast amount of detail. Would the advantages outweigh

the difficulties and trouble involved in their observance ?

That will depend on the mamiers and customs of the com-

munity. If poisoning be a crime of frequent occurrence,

it will be absolutely necessary to adopt these indirect ex-

pedients : they would have proved very serviceable under

the conditions that prevailed in ancient Rome.
Accessory offences may be divided into four groups

:

Accessory offences of the first class indicate a formed

intention to commit the principal offence, and are com-

prehended under the general name of ‘ attempts.'**

The second class do not involve the supposition that

an intention to commit crime has been actually formed,

but rather that some determinate individual is so placed

as to give ground for fearing lest he should presently con-

ceive a criminal design. Gaming, extravagance, or idle-

ness when conjoined with poverty, afford illustrations of

this class. So, again, cruelty to animals is a stage on the

road towards cruelty to mankind.* ^
^ See, e.9., the Pharmacy Act, 1868 (31 and 32 Viet., 0. 121, as. 15, 17),

and the Poisons and Pharmacy Act, 1908 (8Edw.VII., c. 55). (C. M. A.)
^ A soldier, at a review, charges his musket with a ball; but his mis-

conduct is found out before the order to fire is given. This may be

regarded as a preparfUvry act. If he had fired at some person, or body
of persons, without effect, that would have amounted to an * attempt.’

If he had killed anyone, he would have committed the complete crime

known as ' homicide * (Qumont). ^
^ Hogarth, in tracmg cruelty through ifts different stages, ibprmnts

it as beginning with dwght in the suffering of aiijteals, and ending in

the most savage murder. (C. M. A.)
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The third class do not involve any criminal intention Breaohcy

which is actual or probable, but only one that is possible on precauuon-

the happening of some accident or contingency. Offences

of this kind are created when police regulations are framed
with the view of averting calamities; when, for example,

we forbid the sale of certain poisons or of gunpowder.

A breach of these regulations, quite apart from any ques-

tion of criminal intention, is an offence comprised in the

third group.

The fourth class may be described as ‘ presumed * offences
—^that is to say, acts which are deemed to be proofs of the sumpUve

. . g rc . 1*1 1
evidence of

commission of an offence, ouch acts may be in themselves an oftow

harmful or harmless
;
but they furnish presumptive evi- amount to

dence of the commission of certain offences, which have
^

been styled ‘ evidentiary ’ offences. By an English statute,^

certain conduct on the part of a woman is punished as

murder, because it is assumed that such conduct is a sure

proof of infanticide. By another statute, it is made a

capital crime for men bearing arms to band together and
go about in disguise: it was supposed that such a pro-

ceeding was proof of a plot to commit murder, in order to

protect smugglers from arrest. By a third statute, it is

an offence to be found in possession of stolen goods with-

out being able to give a satisfactory account as to how they

were obtained, because this circumstance has been deemed
to be proof of complicity in the theft.* By yet another

statute, it is a crime to obliterate marks on shipwrecked
property, such action being considered to afford evidence

of an intention to steal.

• Now, these offences, founded on presumption, imply not

only distrust of the system of procedure, but also distrust

^ By the statute 2i Jac. L, c. 27 (repealed in 1802), the mother of a
bastard child, concealing its clMth, was required to prove by one witness
that the child was bom dead; otherwise such concealment was treated
as evidence of her having murdered it—a law which even Blackstone
regarded as savouring * pretty strongly of severity

'
(book iv., chap,

xiv.). JQ.^ A.)
•

* 0/7, e.g., 22 (Jeq. 111 ., c. 58, s. 2, repealed in i86x. (C. M. A.)
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in the wisdom of the judge. The English legislator,

believing that juries, too prone to lenity, would not treat

such presumptive evidence as sufficient proof of crime, has

made the mere act which gives rise to the presumption a

separate and distinct offence in itself. In countries where the

legal tribunals enjoy the full confidence of the legislature,

such acts may be placed in their proper category and ranked

simply as presumptions, leaving it for the judge to draw

the proper inferences therefrom.

In connection with accessory offences, it is essential to

lay down three rules, by way of memento to the legislator:

Rtties to be (a) Whenever a principal offence is created, the pro-
obeerved in

,
.
' , ,

hibition must extend, under some penalty, to preparatory

veMory acts and simple attempts
;
but this penalty should usually

be less than the penalty imposed for the principal offence.

This rule is general, and any exceptions ought to be based

on special considerations.

(jS) Under the description of the principal offence, there

ought therefore to be ranged ^11 such accessory offences,

preliminary or concomitant, as are susceptible of specific

and precise delimitation.

(7) In the definition of accessory offences, we must take

care not to impose too much restraint, not to trench too

much upon individual liberty, not to expose innocence to

peril from hasty conclusions. Indeed, the definition of an

offence of this kind will almost always be dangerous if it

does not contain a clause reserving to the judge the right

to estimate the degree of the presumption to be drawn from

the doing of the acts involved in the commission of such

offence. If that course be taken, to create an accessory^

offence is much the same thing as to call the attention of

the judge to the matter, by way of instruction and in the

character of an indicative circumstance—leaving him free

to refuse to draw any presumption from it, if he sees

special ground foi;, regarding the .indication
,
as incon-

clusive.
* *
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If the punishment for a preparatory offence, or for an
J*/***^"

offence only partially committed, were the same as

for the •principal or complete offence, without any allow-

ance being made for the possibility of the culprit repenting,

or desisting from prudential reasons, the man, finding him-

self faced with the same punishment for the mere attempt,

would not hesitate to consummate the crime, as he would

not thereby incur any additional peril.^

^ Bentham’s views on these points have been, in a large measure,
adopted. On an indictment for felony or misdemeanour, the party
charged may be found guilty of an ‘ attempt * to commit the same, if

it appear that he did not complete the offence (14 and 15 Viet., c. 100,

s. 9). But, in the absence of express statutory provision, a mere attempt
to commit an offence punishable only on summary conviction is not
in itself an offence. (C. M. A.)

OL, n.



CHAPTER LVlll.

OF THE CULTURE OF BENEVOLENCE.

ThePrin- The principle of benevolence is quite distinct from the

Braevo- love of reputation. Either may come into play without the

other. The sentiment of benevolence may be an instinc-

Repiito- tive feeling, a gift of nature ; but it is in great measure a

product of culture, the offspring of education. For where

shall we find the greater amount of benevolence—among
the English or among the Iroquois

;
when society is in its

infancy or when it has reached a mature stage ? Yet if

the sentiment of benevolence be susceptible of increase

—

and of this there can be no doubt—^it must be by the aid of

that other impelling motive of the human heart, known as

the love of reputation. When the moralist represents

benevolence in the most amiable light, while portraying

egoism and hardness of heart in the most odious colours,

what is he seeking to do ? Why, to conjoin with the

purely social principle of benevolence the partly selfish

and partly social principle of reputation. He seeks to

unite them, to give them the same objective, to strengthen

each of them by association with the other. If his efforts

are crowned with success, to which of these two principles

ought he to award the palm of victory ? Neither to th#

one nor to the other exclusively, but to both of them allied

in mutual co-operation; to the love of benevolence as the

more immediate cause, to the love of reputation as the

more remote cause. The man who yields with delight to

the soothing accents of the social principle neither knows

nor wishes to know that the souixse of these dulciet tones

274
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may be traced to a much less noble principle. Such is the

disdainful delicacy of the better elements in our nature;

they wodld fain ascribe our emotions to themselves alone,

they blush at every alien association.

The legislator should have two objects in view: (i) To
lend fresh vigour to the sentiment of benevolence ; and

(2) to regulate its application according to the Principle of

Utility.

I. If he would inspire humanity in the citizen, theg^™^.

legislator must, in the first instance, set him an example.

He must display the most profound regard, not only

the lives of men, but for every circumstance which in-

fiuences their sensibility. Sanguinary laws tend to make
men cruel, either through fear, or through imitation, or

by fostering a spirit of revenge; but laws dictated by a

spirit of mildness humanize a nation’s manners, and the

chastened spirit of their rulers is, thus, reproduced in the

homes of the people.

The legislator should forbid everything that may serve

as an incitement to cruelty. The barbarous gladiatorial

shows, introduced at Rome in the later days of the

republic, doubtless contributed to inspire the Romans with

the ferocity they were ever wont to display in the conduct

of their civil wars. A people accustomed at their games,

and in pursuit of pleasure, to set human life at naught will

hardly respect it when blinded by the fury of their passions.

For the like reason it is proper to forbid every kind of

cruelty practised towards animals, whether by way of

amusement or for the gratification of gluttony. Cock-

%ghts, bull-baiting, coursing, fox-hunting, fishing, and
other amusements of the same kind, necessarily imply either

a certain want of reflection or a lack of humanity, since

they entail on sensitive beings the most lively suffering,

ending too often in the most painful and lingering death

of which can form any conception. • It may be allowed

to man to slaughter animals, but not to torture them.
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Death by artificial means may readily be rendered less

painful than natural death, and that, too, by simple pro-

cesses well worth the trouble of being studied* and im-

ported into our schemes of police administration. But
why should the law refuse its protection to any single

sensitive being ? A time will surely come when the

mantle of humanity will be stretched over every creature

that draws breath. We have begun by extending pity to

the sad lot of the slave; we shall end by alleviating the

fate of the animals that aid us in our daily tasks and

minister to our necessities.

PoifSaeM ' ^ know whether, in establishing theii- minute and
in China, detailed ceremonials, the lawgivers of China have aimed

at the culture of benevolence, or merely at the maintenance

of peace and subordination. Politeness has become in

China a soi*t of cult or ritual, which is the chief object of

education and quite an important science. The outward

movements of this great people, being at all times governed

by rule and in accord with a pii'escribed ceremonial, are well-

nigh as uniform as those of a regiment of soldiers practising

their drill.

This pantomime of benevolence may, however, be void

of all reality, just as a religious service, overlaid with

trifiing ritual, may be destitute of all moral significance.

So much constraint seems ill-attuned with the natural

impulses of the human heart; and these demonstrations

of feigned respect will rarely create any sense of obligation,

because they are known to be of no real worth.

Certain principles of antipathy are* at times so inter-

woven into the political constitution of a state that it

becomes extremely difficult to get rid of them. There ire,

lenw. for example, hostile religions which kindle among their

adherents mutual hatred and the lust of persecution;

hereditary feuds between powerful houses; privileged con-

ditions that erech insurmountable barriers parting the

ranks of the citizens; certain effects of conquesl, where
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the oonquering nation has never sucoeeded in mingling

and incorporating itself with the conquered; fierce ani*

mositie» founded on ancient wrongs; government factions

which take their rise in victory and fall again upon defeat.

In an unhappy state of affairs such as we here indicate,

men’s hearts are far oftener brought into touch by sharing a

common hate than by mutual love. A nation must be freed

from fear and oppression before it can be taught benevo-

lence. The destruction of prejudices, that drive the people

into hostile camps, manifestly augments goodwill, and so

renders a conspicuous service in the cause of morals.

In the record of his travels in Africa, Mungo Park has

portrayed the negro from an interesting point of view. His

simplicity, the strength of his domestic affections, his guile-

less nature, all serve to enlist public interest in his favour.

The satirists weaken and impair any such sentiments as

these. After reading Voltaire, does one feel favourably

disposed towards the Jews If the author had displayed

more benevolence in this regard, he would, when depicting

the degradation of their condition, have afforded at the

same time an explanation of the less agi’eeable traits in

the Jewish cliaracter, and in doing so would have indicated

the remedy while he described the disease.

The most deadly attack on benevolence has been levelled

at it by exclusive religions, which sanction the performance

of incommunicable rites, breathe a spirit of intolerance, lenoe.

and represent unbelievers as infidels, as the enemies of God.

The art of stimulating benevolence by giving publicity gg®^**"*

to any exhibition of it is better understood in England

than in any other country. Suppose it is sought to create
g^t*”**

kome endowment, some charity, which requires co-opera-

tion on a large scale. A committee is formed, consisting tioni.

of the most active and distinguished supporters of the

movement; the extent of the contributions is announced

in the prm; the names of the subscribers appear in print
* •

*

' See, e.^., Un ChrUien eonire Six Juifs, published in 1776. (C. M. A.)
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from day to clay. This publicity fulfils more purposes

than one : its immediate object is to afford a guarantee as

to the receipt and employment of the funds, but it also

serves as a bait to vanity by which benevolence profits.

In certain charitable institutions the annual subscribers

are named ‘ governors.* The control they ai*e called upon

to exert in the little community that is thus formed lends

an interest to their gratuitous duties. They love to follow

up the good work they are doing, and vastly enjoy the

authority conferred upon them. Being brought, as bene-

factors, into close contact with the persons relieved by their

charity, and having the sufferers, so to speak, under their

eyes, their benevolence is strengthened and sustained
;
for

as the objects of bounty recede in the distance, benevolence

grows cooler, but it warms again as those objects once more
draw near.

There are more of such benevolent associations in London
than there ever were convents in Paris. Many of the

charities are directed to special objects—^the blind, the

lame, orphans, widows, the sonS of the clergy, etc. Each
of us is more touched by one form of misery than another,

and our sympathy is generally affected by some personal

circumstance. It follows, therefore, that there is much
art in diversifying charities, in separating them into different

branches, so that every kind and form of sensibility may
be brought into play, and none may be lost. It is sur-

prising that more advantage has not been taken of the

benevolent disposition of women, with whom the sentiment

of pity is more pronounced than with men. There were

formerly two institutions in France well adapted to appeal *

to womankind: the Daughters of Charity, who devoted

themselves to the service of the hospitals ; and the Maternal

Society of Paris, formed by ladies who visited poor women
in pregnancy and gave assistance during the early infancy

of the children.^
^

^ This association has just been re-establ^ed (Dumont, in 1802).
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2. The sentiment of benevolence is apt to lead one astray

from the general Principle of Utility. It can only be con-

trolled by means of instruction: and we must not use force meat of

or authority. We must persuade and enlighten
;
we must

teach men, little by little, to distinguish the varying degrees

of utility, and to proportion their benevolence to the utility,

extent of its object. The finest model is to be found in

the words of P6nelon, wherein he depicts the feelings of

his own heart :
‘ I prefer my family to myself, my country

to my family, and the human race to my country.’

We should therefore endeavour, by public instruction,

to direct the afi'octions of the citizen towards the aims of

general utility; to repress the vagaries of benevolence; to

make a man feel that his own interest lies in the common
weal. We should teach him to be ashamed of thinking

only of his own family, his own order, his own sect, his own
party—that spirit which is so much at variance with a true

lov<‘ of country. We should teach him, too, to be ashamed

of the false and bastard love of country that turns to hatred

of other nations. We should dissuade him from allying

himself, through misplaced pity, with the cause of de-

serters, smugglers, and other persons who offend against

the state; and we should disabuse his mind of the mistaken

notion that there is any humanity in aiding the escape

of a culprit, in securing impunity for crime, or in en-

couraging mendicity to the prejudice of industry. We
should, in a word, endeavour to give to every sentiment

of benevolence the bent which would prove most beneficial

to mankind taken as a whole; and this may be done by

showing the folly and peril of caprices, antipathies, and

momentary impulses, such as turn the balance against

general utility and enduring interests.

The more enlightened men become, the more surely will

they attain a spirit of general benevolence ; for they will see

thatjbh% points at which the interests of individual members

of society are found to be identical far exceed in number the
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points which they will prove to be at variance. In

the world of commerce, nations, in their folly, have treated

each other as rivals who could never rise save ujton each
other’s ruins. The work of Adam Smith is a treatise on
universal benevolence, for it shows that commerce is

equally advantageous to all the countries that engage in

it; that ectch benefits in its own way according to its

own natural resources
; that nations are partners, not rivals,

ill the great social enterprise.*

^ The Wealth o/ was first published in March. 1776. (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER LIX.

USE OF THE MOTIVE OF HONOUR: THE POPULAR

SANCTION.

Here again the legislator should have in view an augmen- Honour*

tation of the strength of this motive, and the regulation of

the motive when applied.

The strength of public opinion is in a ratio compounded
of its extent and its intensity. Its extent is measured by
the number of suffrages; its intensity by the degree of

blame or approbation.

So far as concerns its extent, there are several expedients

that may be employed tq increase the strength of public *"

opinion : the most important are—^liberty of the press, and KxtPnt.

publicity of all proceedings in which the nation has an

interest, such as proceedings in the courts, or the manage-

ment of the finances of the state ;
and parliamentary

discussions, unless secrecy chances to be requisite for

some specific reason. An enlightened public—^the deposi-

tory of the archives and the laws of honour, as well as

the administrator of the moral sanction—constitutes a

supreme tribunal to adjudicate upon all causes, and in

^
respect of all sorts and conditions of men. By means of

publicity given to proceedings in which the nation is

interested, this tribunal will be in a position to collect

and sift the evidence and to form a considered judgment

;

while liberty of the press will enable that judgment to be

pronounced and carried into execution.

As Jbo increasing the intensity of the strength of public i%bu?

opinion, there are also a number of expedients that may of

281
Intenilty.
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be employed. Such as, for example, punishments which
are invested with something in the nature of ignominy; or

rewards of which the main object is to confer additional

honours on those who are adjudged fit to receive them.

There is, too, a way of guiding or controlling public opinion

Puffi'
in secret, so to speak—^that is to say, without anyone sus-

opinion. pecting that it is being done. It is effected in this wise:

matters are so arranged that the occurrence we wish to pre-

vent cannot come to pass without the happening of some
previous event, which the popular voice has already con-

demned as undesirable. If, for example, we are concerned

to prevent the evasion of some tax, we may require from

the tax-payer a declaration on oath or a certificate of due

payment, as circumstances may suggest. Now, the taking

of a false oath or the fabrication of a false certificate is an

offence which the public is ready beforehand to brand as

infamous, whatever may be the occasion or pretext for its

commission. Here, then, we have a sure means of attach-

ing disgrace to an action which, without the accessory,

might not meet with disapproval.

Sometimes a mere change of name is enough to change

the sentiments of a nation. The Romans abhorred the

name of King, but they would tolerate the style of Dictator

or Emperor Cromwell could not have succeeded in

seating himself on the throne of England, yet under the

title of Protector he enjoyed more than kingly authority;

Peter the Great relinquished the use of the description

^ Cy. the remarks of Professor J. 8. Keid in the Companion to Latin

Studies (p. 244): *The story accepted by the latSr Romans, that the

Republic was created by an aristocratic upheaval against Ktruscan
despots, has borrowed many of its details from the history of Greek
States. But in its essence it is credible enough. It aoooimts for the

odium which attached, in all subsequent time, to the words Rex and
Regnum, The cry that a popular leader was attempting to make himself a

Rex was fatal in many cases, from Meslius to the Gracchi and CsDsar.'

See, too, Shakespeare's Jalius Coesatt Act £., Scene 2, where Cassius

says:
* There was a Brutus once that would have brooked ^
Th' eternal devil to keep his state in Rome,
As easily as a king.* (G. M. A.)
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'despot,’ and directed that the slaves of the nobles should

thenceforth be called ' subjects.’

If the people were really philosophic, such an expedient

would be of no avail ; but on this point so-called ' philoso-

phers ’ are no wiser than ordinary mortals. What decep-

tion lurks in the words liberty and equality ! What incon-

sistences in regard to the luxury that everyone condemns,

and the public prosperity which the whole world applauds !

The legislator must beware lest he forge weapons that

may be used to support public opinion when it is found in

conflict with the Principle of Utility. For this reason,

he ought to rid the laws of every trace of the pretended

crimes known as heresy and witchcraft, so that he may not

afford any legal support to these superstitious figments. If he

be not bold enough to assail an error but too widely diffused,

he should, at least, take care not to lend it any fresh sanction.

It is very difficult to employ the motive of honour so as

to enlist citizens in the service of laws directed against ^wmeni.

criminals. Pecuniary reviards granted to informers have
failed of their purpose. The motive of gain has been over-

powered by a feeling of shame
; and, indeed, in thus offering

a bait reprobated by public opinion, the law, so far from

augmenting its strength, has actually impaired it. Men
have recoiled from the suspicion of acting from a mean
motive. An ill-chosen reward repels where it is intended

to attract; and the gratuitous protectors of whom the law

is thus deprived outnumber the mercenary ministers whose
services are bought with gold.

The most pottrerful expedient for working any great

change in public opinion is to strike the minds and imagina-

tion of tbe people by means of some conspicuous example.

Thus, Peter the Great, by actual personal service in every

rank of the army, taught his nobles, by force of his example,

to bear the yoke of military subordination. So, too,

Cathgriiie II. surmoiyited the popular prejudice against

inoculation—not by experiments on criminals after the

manner of Queen Anne, bpt by submitting to it herself.



CHAPTER LX.

USE OF THE MOTIVE OF RELIGION.

of^R^ou^
In the culture of religion, two objects should be kept

Its Objects, in view: (i) To increase the force of the religious sanction;

(2) to see that the force is applied in a proper direction.

It is obvious that, if ill-directed, the less the force of the

sanction, the less the harm that will be done. In this

matter of religion, then, the first thing to ascertain is the

direction in which the force tends; the quest of expedients,

calculated to increase the force, becomes only a secondary

object.

The direction ought, of course, to conform with the

dictates of Utility. As a sanction, it is composed of

punishments and rewards. These punishments should

attach to such acts as are harmful to society, and to such

acts only; while the rewards should be proffered for such

acts as tend to the benefit of society, and for none other.

This we lay dowm as our cardinal canon.

The only method of determining the direction of the

force is to consider it in relation to the welfare of political

society. Any other consideration is a matter of indifference

;

and whatsoever is indifferent in religious belief is apt to

become pernicious.

Coeroive Now, every article of faith of necessity becomes harmful

promote^ SO soou as the legislator, to favour its adoption, has recourse

BeiiS?*** to coercive motives—^that is to say, motives resting on

the dread of punishment. The persons whom he seeks

to influence may be^regarded as forming three^ groups

:

those who are already of the same opinion as the l^islator;

284
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those who reject that opinion; those who neither accept

nor reject it.

ForHhe conformists no coercive legislation is needed;

for the nonconformists it is useless, since by our supposition

it will not fulfil its purpose.

When a man has formed an opinion, can punishment

make him change it ? The very question seems an insult

to good sense. Punishment would rather tend in the

opposite direction, and would do more to confirm him in

his opinion than to induce him to alter it. This is due

partly to the fact that the use of coercion is in itself a tacit

avowal that no sound arguments are forthcoming, and

partly to the fact that recourse to violent measures begets

an aversion from opinions that are sought to be upheld

by such odious expedients. Punishment will never make a

man believe ;
all that it can do is to make him declare that

he believes.

Those who, through strength of conviction or for honour’s

sake, refuse to make any such declaration must undergo

the evil of punishment—that is, persecution. For what
is called persecution is, indeed, an evil without any com-
pensating advantage, an evil inflicted to no good purpose

whatsoever : and such an evil, suffered at the hands of the

magistrate, is in kind precisely the same as if it were

wrought by an ordinary malefactor; while in degree it is

much more serious.

Men of less resolute and noble mind, who escape by

means of a false declaration, yield to menace and to thc^ ci^tiou

peril which is pressing them so closely. But the punish- Assent

ment, thus avoided for the moment, assumes for them new
forms—^pangs of conscience if their faith be of a scrupulous

oast, coupled with the punishment that springs from the

contempt of mankind, who look with scorn on such

hypocritical recantations. In this state of things, what

happens ? To be at peace among themselves, one half

of the citizens musifgrow accustozffed to hold, in oontemp-
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tuous disregard, the opinion formed of them by the other

half. They are at pains to discover subtle distinctions

between innocent falsehood and criminal falsehood: they

set up a type of privileged lies to serve as a protection

against tyranny: that is to say, they establish customary

perjuries and false subscriptions which are to be deemed
mere matters of form. In the midst of these subtleties

truth speaks with faltering voice; the bounds that delimit

good and evil become confused; a train of additional false-

hoods, even less pardonable, follow under cover of those

that have preceded them. The tribunal of public opinion

is divided; the judges who compose it no longer adhere

to the same code of laws; they cease to have any clear

perception what degree of dissimulation they should con-

demn, or for what particular falsities they ought to find

excuse; their voices are scattered and at variance; while

the moral sanction, having no longer a uniform regulator,

becomes degraded and its infiuence is impaired. In this

way the legislator, who insists on religious tests, becomes

a corrupter of the people; he sacrifices virtue to religion,

though religion itself is good only so long as it serves as an

auxiliary to virtue.

The third group to be considered consists of the persons

who, at the date of the penal enactment, have not as yet

any formed opinion, one way or the other. With respect

to such persons, it is probable that the law will exert some
infiuence upon the formation of opinion. Beholding perils

in one direction and safety in the other, it is but natural

that they should approach the consideration of arguments,

in support of an opinion condemned by the laws, with a

measure of fear and aversion, which they would not

experience in examining the favoured opinion. Argu-

ments which we hope will prove sound are apt to make
a more lively impression on the mind than those we are

anxious to discover to be false; and, in this way,^a man
comes to believe, or, rather, not t& reject—^not to Mis-
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believe—a proposition which he would never have accepted

had his inclinations been given free play.

In this, the third case, the evil is less than in either of the

two cases already disposed of
;
yet it does not cease to be an

evil. It may happen, though it does not always happen,

that the judgment will make a complete surrender to the of respect

. for Public

affections
;
but even when that occurs—that is to say, Opinion,

when the conviction is as strong as it can be—if fear has

any place in the persuading motives, the mind is never

perfectly at ease. There is always an anxious feeling that

what one believes to-day may, perchance, not be believed

to-morrow. Belief in a moral truth, once clearly grasped,

can in no wise be shaken
;
but belief in a dogma is always

more or less wavering, and hence comes the display of

petulant irritation whenever it is assailed.

Inquiry and discussion are dreaded by men who feel

that they are not standing on solid ground
; it will not do

to allow any disturbance of a building w hich has not been

firmly constructed on a sure foundation. The understand-

ing is impaired. The lAind seeks complete repose, but

only in a sort of blind credulity : it is in quest of every error

that seems to have any affinity with its own : it fears to

form any clear views as to the possible and the impos-

sible, wishing, indeed, to break down or confuse the bounds

that delimit them. It loves the vapouring of sophistry

—

everything that trammels human intelligence, everything

which suggests that complete reliance is not to be placed

on reason. It exhibits a tendency to reject evidence, and
soon acquires an unfortunate degree of skill in so doing;

while at the same time giving undue weight to half-

proofs, paying heed to one side only, and indulging in

refinements that violate the dictates of reason. In a

word, the mind is enslaved by a system of logic, which

requires us to put a bandage over our eyes that we may
not be wounded by the light of day.

Hbn& every penal«expedient used to augment the power
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of religion assails, though indirectly, that essential part

of morals which consists in regard for truth and respect

for public opinion. All enlightened upholders of religions

nowadays accept this view; but very few nations have

acted upon it. Violent methods, it is true, are no longer

in vogue; but persecution still persists in the shape of

civil penalties, political incapacities, and statute laws full

of menace, or perhaps in the form of a precarious tolera-

tion—a situation surely humiliating enough for the large

body of men, who, in these circumstances, remain un-

disturbed by virtue only of tacit indulgence, a sort of

continuing act of grace.^

PoRitiou of In order to obtain a clear idea of the advantages which

iato^as^to a legislator may secure by increasing the force of the

religious sanction, we must needs distinguish three sets
ancUon.

oases: (a) Those in which the sanction is completely

under his own control; (j8) those in which others share the

control with him
; (y) those in which the control rests with

In Catholic some foreign personage. In the last set of cases the
oountrieg.

QQygpgjgjj power of the state will, in reality, be shared by
two magistracies—^the spiritual (as it is commonly styled)

and the temporal. For the temporal magistrate will be

ever in peril of finding his authority usurped, or at least

impugned, by his spiritual rival; so that anything he

may do, in the way of augmenting the religious sanction,

may perchance result in a diminution of his own power.

The pages of history declare to us the disastrous effects

of such a struggle. The temporal magistrate enjoins such

and such an action; the spiritual magistrate forbids it. If

the deed be done, the people are punished by the one, while

if it be left undone they are punished by the other. They
must be either proscribed or damned; their choice lies

between the civil sword and heU-fire.

Protestant countries the clergy are essentially sub-

ooiintiiei. ordinate to the state authority. Their dogmas, it is true,

^
d

^ In Bngland, the Catholics were not emancipated until 1829, and
Jews were excluded from Parliament until 1858. (C. Bi A.)
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are not dependent upon the sovereign, but themen who inter-

pret those dogmas are. And the right to interpret dogma is

pretty ipuch the same thing as the right to manufacture it.

Hence, in these countries, religion is more readily modelled

in the mould of the political authority. The married priest

is more akin to the ordinary citizen—such clerics as he

do not present a phalanx that need cause alarm
; they can

neither confess nor absolve.

But if we look at facts alone, whether the country beP«u«ion
has often

Catholic or Protestant, it must be allowed that religion has i>ecn the

. 1, . .11..#.^ Enemy of
often played a promment part in the bringing of misfortunes

upon the people. It seems, indeed, to have been more fre- ment.

quentty the foe of civil government than its instrument. The
moral sanction is never more powerful than when in accord

with utility
;
but the religious sanction has, unhappily, never

proved more powerful than when in direct conflict with

utility. The inefl&cacy of religion, so far as concerns its

application to the advancement of the public weal, is,

indeed, the subject of constant declamation on the part of

the very persons who have*the greatest interest in exagger-

ating its good effects. While rarely powerful enough to do

good, it has always had sufficient power to do evil. It was

the moral sanction which animated Codrus, Regulus, Russell,

and Algernon Sidney it was the religious sanction that

made Philip II. the scourge of the Netherlands, Mary the

bane of England, and Charles IX. the tormentor of France.

The common solution of the difficulty is to assign all the

good to religion, and all the evil to superstition. But for wom.

^ Codrus, the last l^ing of Athens, is said to have sacrificed his life

•for his country, entering the Dorian camp in disguise and foroinff a
quarrel with the soldiers. An oracle is supposed to have declared that
victory would rest with the Dorians if the life of the Attic King was
spared. The stor^ of the heroism of Regulus, in giving advice to the
^man Senate which insured for him a martyr’s death at Carthage, is

one of the most celebrated in Roman history. The execution of Lord
William Russell, idter h^ rdfusal to admit that resistance to the King
is never lawful, took place in 1683. Algernon Sidney is referred to
anfe, vol. i., p. 89. He, also, was executra in 1683. The attainders
of Rubsq^I lAd Sidney were neversed in 1689. ^C. M. A.)

VOL. n. u
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M^iinemy
purpose the distinction is purely verbal. The thing

omn ^ changed merely because a man may in one

men^ oase choose to claim it as religion and in another to

condemn it as superstition. The motive that operates on

the mind is in either case the same : it is none other than the

fear of some evil or the hope of some good, proceeding from

an all-powerful Being of whom various and varying ideas

have been conceived. Thus, in speaking of the conduct of

the same man on the same occasion, some will assign to

religion what others ascribe to superstition.

* Uie* and A further solution as trivial as the first, and as inade-

quate as it is trivial, consists in the contention that it is

not fair to argue against the vae of a thing from its abvae; for

the very best instruments, it is said, are those which do most

harm when they are misused. It is easy to display the

futility of this contention. When the effects are good, the

thing is said to be used ; when the effects are ill, it is said

to be abused. To say that you ought not to argue against

the use from the abuse amounts to saying that, in form-

ing a just estimate of the tendency of a given cause, one

ought to consider only the good effects, paying no heed to

the bad ones. It is true enough that instruments of good,

when ill-employed, may well become instruments of evil;

but what most betokens perfection in any instrument is

the fact that it is not capable of being put to ill-employ-

ment. 1 allow, too, that the most efiKcacious drugs in the

pharmacopoeia may be used as poisons; but such dangerous

drugs are not, upon the whole, so good as those (if any

there be) which answer the same purpose without being

liable to cause a mishap. Mercury and opium are most«,

useful; bread and water are still more so.

^ spoken outright and with perfect freedom. The
tas^on utility of religion has been expounded by me elsewhere;

yean. ' but I cannot fail here to add that it has, in our day, shown

a healthy tendency to disentangle itself from futile and

pernicious dogma, and ally itself ;Hrith sound morals and
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sound politics. Irreligion, on the other hand— am loath

to use the word cUheiam^—^has manifested itself of late years,

under tiie most hideous forms, with immorality, folly,

and persecution, in its train. Recent experience ought to

be enough to point all sensible men towards the goal at

which they should aim; but if governments act hastily,

and favour too openly those, even, who are moving in the

right direction, they will fail of their purpose. It was

freedom of inquiry that corrected the host of errors amassed

during centuries of ignorance, and ultimately restored

religion to the true path; it is freedom of inquiry that will

complete its purification and reconcile it with public

utility.

But this is not the place to set forth all the services that

religion may render—^whether as a solace in the many
ills which man is heir to; or by way of moral teaching,

such as is best adapted to the most numerous class of the

community; or, finally, as an expedient for exciting good-

will,* and for encouraging certain acts of charity and devo-

tion, which, perhaps, could hardly spring from purely

earthly motives.

The chief use of religion, in civil and penal legislation,

is to lend additional sanctity to the Oath, and so afford

^ Cy. ‘ If the Jew says that the Deity ie absolute unity, and that it

is sheer blasphemy to say that He ever became incarnate in the person
of a man; and if the Trinitarian says that the Deitv is numerically three
as well as numerically one, and that it is sheer blasphemy to say that
He did not so become incarnate, it is obvious enough that each must be
logically hold to deny the existence of the other’s Deity. Therefore, that
each has a scientific right to call the other an ; and that, if he
refrains, it is only onjtne ground of decency and good manners, which

•should restrain an honourable man from employing even scientifically

justifiable language, if custom has given it an abusive connotation’
(Huxley’s Hume, edition of 1879, p. z6o). (C. M. A.)

* Care must be taken not to encoura^ the rage for erecting institu-

tions and giving alms, which springs only too often from vulgar notions
of Christianity. Such institutions do more to add to the number of the
poor than to relieve them. Take, for example, the daily distributions

at the monasteries in Spain and Italy. These foundations create a large

class of mendicants, and their benefactions really amount to a tax on
industr^ein fhvour of idlenesa (Dumont). *
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further foundations for the assurance of mutual trust and

confidence among men.

An oath comprises two different bonds of obligation,

the moral and the religious. One of them binds everybody

;

the other binds those who are of a certain way of thinking.

The same formula which, in the event of perjury, purports

to expose a man to religious penalties, exposes him, in

the like event, to legal penalties and to the contempt of

mankind. The religious bond is the most striking factor;

but a main part of the force of the oath rests in the moral

bond. The influence of the one is partial, that of the other

general; it would therefore be most unwise to make use

of the one and neglect the other.

oa^^iD There are some cases in which an oath is invested with

with Public great authority and force—^that is to say, when it is in

harmony with public opinion and enjoys the support of

the popular sanction. There are other cases in which it

has no such force or authority—^that is to say, when it is

in conflict with public opinion, or, at any rate, is not

supported by it. We may re!er to Custom-house oaths,

and such as are exacted from the undergraduates of

certain Universities.^

The interest of a legislator, not less than that of a

military commander, lies in ascertaining the true state of

the forces which are at his disposal. To shun inspection of a

weak spot because the sight of it could not yield satisfac-

tion would amount to cowardice. And if the frailty of the

religious bond of obligation has been made abundantly

manifest, the blame must lie with the professors, of religion

themselves ; for the abuse of which they have been guilty,

^ Fifteen years after Dumont’s issue of the TraiUa de Ligidation
(that 19 to say, in 1817). Bontham published a tract to expose the mis-

chief of the laws relating to the administration of oaths; it was entitled

Swear Not At AU (Bowring, y. 187-229). At Oxford, barbers, 1)ooks,

errand-boys, etc., were habitually sworn in English to the observance
of a medley of statutes in Latin. On matriculating, Bentham was him-
self excused from takingAhe oaths by reasop of his tender yeanyfe/. also

Bowring, ii 210, and t&td., vi. and vii. paa&m), (p. M. A.)
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in the reckless prodigality of oaths, has brought to light

the very slight efficacy the oath possesses of itself—^that

is to sa^, apart from the sanction of honour.

The force of an oath is necessarily weakened when it y to

relates to a mere question of belief or opinion. Why is Opinion,

this ? Because in such case it is generally impossible to

detect perjury; and, further, because the human mind,

ever fluctuating, ever subject to change, cannot bind itself

as to the future. How can 1 be assured that my belief

to-day will be my belief ten years hence ? All such oaths

constitute a monopoly granted to men little troubled with

scruples of conscience, as against those who are blessed

with a higher sensibility.

Oaths are degraded when applied to trifling matters, or unjtut and

when administered in such circumstances that they arc oaths,

violated by a sort of general understanding; and still more

so when they are exacted in cases where justice and

humanity alike treat their violation as excusable—^nay, as

almost meritorious.
,

The human mind, which ever rebels against tyranny,

perceives, in a confused fashion; that God, from the very

perfection of His attributes, could not possibly ratify un-

just or frivolous decrees. Man, in imposing such oaths

as we have supposed, would therefore seem in effect to be

seeking to exert authority over God Himself; for man
ordains a punishment, and calls upon the Supreme Judge

to execute it. Deny this hypothesis, and the religious

force of the oath goes by the board.

It is passing strange that in England, the home of a

people in other respects shrewd and religious, this great

moving force has been almost destroyed by the trivial

and unseemly use that has.been made of it.

To illustrate the extent to which habit may, under

certain conditions, deprave a man’s moral views, I willoattii.

cite a^pQiSsage, extracted from a wock on Education,^ by

^ LooaerHints on Education, p. 362 (Dumont).
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Lord Karnes, a judge of the Court of Session in Scotland:
* Custom-house oaths nowadays count for nothing.^ It is

not that people are becoming more immoral, bulf because

no one any longer attaches any importance to them. The
duties on French wines are the same in Scotland as in

England. But, as we are not rich enough to pay them, a

tacit permission to pay for French wines the duties fixed

for the wines of Spain has been found more advantageous

to the revenue than a rigorous application of the law.

It is, however, necessary to make oath that French wines

are Spanish wines, so that the duties payable on the latter

kind of wines may be accepted. Such oaths were originally

criminal, because they amounted to a fraud on the public

;

but nowadays, as the oath is nothing more than a matter

of form, and implies neither the plighting nor the acceptance

of any assurance or pledge, it becomes a mere manner of

speaking, as in the case of the ordinary compliments of

civility, Ytmr very humble aervanty etc. And, in point of

fact, we find merchants who e^m a livelihood by the use

of such oaths to be men whom we trust, without any

hesitation, in the most important business matters.’

Who would believe that these are the words of a moralist

and judge ? The Quakers have raised a bare affirmation

to the dignity of an oath: a magistrate degrades the oath

to the rank of a mere ceremonial formula. ‘The oath

implies neither the plighting nor the acceptance of any

assurance or pledge.’ Then why take it ? Why exact it ?

What purpose does this farce serve % Is religion, then,

the meanest of all objects ? And if it is despised to this^

extent, why need we pay so dearly for it ? How grotesque

it all seems ! We pay the clergy an immense sum to

preach the sanctity of the o^th, while our judges and

legislators amuse themselves by debasing it

!

^ In 1835. the Lords of the Treasury were emjMwered to suhstitiite

Dedarationa iot Oaths in proceedings connected with the Cnstoma
or any other office undef lieasury control (5 and 6 Will. TV.p 0. 62)
(C. M. A.)



CHAPTER LXI.

UI^ES TO BE MADE OF THE POWER OF INSTRUCTION.

Instruction cannot be said to constitute a separate

branch or subject; but the heading is convenient for the

purpose of bringing to a focus a few scattered ideas.

Government ought not to try to do everything by force, initmetloii

Force only places a man’s body at their disposal
;
it is by

knowledge alone that they can extend their sway over his

mind.

When a government issues commands, it creates in the

citizen an artificial interest in obedience; but when it

enlightens, it supplies him with an inward motive for

obedience, the influence of which endures. The best

mode of instruction is simply to publish facts
;
but it is at

times advisable to assist the public in forming a judgment

on those facts.

When we see government measures, excellent in them- The fouy of

selves, miscarry through the opposition of an ignorant me«iwe*

people, we feel at first indignant with the vulgar stupid

herd and are disheartened in our efforts to promote the public to^'bee?

weal. But when we come to reflect, and consider that, Fwfto m-

while such opposition might easily have been foreseen, the

government, with the pride habitual to authority, took no

steps to prepare the minds of the people, to dispel their

prejudices, or to conciliate their goodwill, our indignation

ought to be transferred from an ignorant and mistaken

people to their disdainful and despotic rulers.

Ei^yence has shown, contrary tp general expectation, TO^sblie

that newspapers affoi%l one of the best means of guiding

• 295
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public opinion, of quieting feverish agitations, of dissipating

those untruths and lying rumours which the enemies of

the State employ to compass their evil designs. 'Instruc-

tion, conveyed in the public press, may descend from the

government to the people, or may ascend from the people

to the government; and the greater the degree of freedom

enjoyed by the press, the more readily can we gauge the

current of opinion and the more certainly can we .direct

its course of action.

To realize fully the utility of newspapers, we must needs

go back to the days when they did not exist, and recall the

displays of imposture, both political and religious, which

were exhibited with success in countries where people

could not read. The last of these grand impostors,

wearing royal robes, was Pugatcheff.^ Would it have

been possible for him to support his r61e in the France

or England of to-day ? Would not the deception

have been unmasked in the twinkling of an eye ? Indeed,

there are certain crim^ that are not even attempted

among enlightened nations; the ease with which such

impostures are detected serves to strangle them at their

birth.

There are many other snares against )vhich the govern-

ment are able to warn the people by means of public in-

struction. What a multitude of frauds practised in

commerce, in the arts, as to the quality and price of

commodities, might be put an end to altogether if the trick

were but once exposed ! How many are the dangerous

remedies—^nay, actual poisons—sold boldly by quacks as
^

secret and wonderful cures,^as to which it would be easy

to disillusion the most credulous mind by simply disclosing

their composition
! «

^ PougatBchew, or Pugatscheff (Yemelka), was bom, in 1726, at

Sunordiik upon the Don. He was by birth a simple Cossack; but he
bore a strong personal resemblance to Petor UI., and pretended to be the

spouse of the Empress Catherine. In January, 1775, he wa% taken
to Mosoow in an iron oa^e, and there killed. (C. M. A.)
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How many mischievous doctrines, how many errors,

some deadly, some absurd, might, too, be strangled atohievom*

their birth by merely informing public opinion ! When lu^nth

the folly of animal magnetism, after having seduced the^°*“‘

leisured coteries of Paris, began to spread throughout

Europe, a report of the Academy of Sciences, by the mere

force of truth, marked Mesmer once more as the miserable

charlatan that he was, and left him without a disciple,

sav(; a few incurable fools, whose admiration completed

his downfall/ If you would cure an ignorant and super-

stitious people, send into their towns and country villages,

in the character of missionaries, a number of jugglers and

wonder-workers; let them begin by astonishing the people

with the production of most marvellous phenomena, and
end by showing them how it is done. The man who knows

most about natural magic is least likely to become the

dupe of magicians. 1 think it would be well if, subject to

certain precautions, the miracle of St. Januarius were to

be repeated in all the public places of Naples, and treated

as one of the amusing entertainments of childhood.

The chief instruction that the government is under imtruction

obligation to impart to the people is a knowledge of their laws, and

laws. How can we ask that the laws should be obeyed

if they are not even known ? How can they be known
if they are not made public in the simplest form, and in

such fashion that every man may readily discover for

himself what should be his rule of conduct ?

The legislator may, too, exert an influence on public

opinion by directing the compilation of a scheme of political

morality, analogous to the body of the laws, and similarly

arranged with one general code and several codes treating

of special topics. The mpst delicate and intricate ques-

tions, arising in the pursuit of the various callings that men
follow, might be elucidated therein. Nor would it be

^ Monnir visited Paris in 1778. A oomwittee, of which Franklin
and Bailly were members* denounced him as an impostor. The real

value of Mesmer's work was not known when Bentham wrote. (G. M. A.

)
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necessary that the authors should confine themselves to

cold and arid instruction; for, by mingling therewith well-

chosen historical anecdotes, the codes might serve as

manuals of amusement for persons of every age. To
compile such moral codes would be to dictate, as it were,

the judgments that public opinion should pronounce on

the various questions arising in politics and morals.

With a like object, there might be appended to these

moral codes a collection of popular prejudices, with a state-

ment, by way of antidote, of such considerations as should

serve to correct them.

If sovereign power has ever presented itself before man-

erin^n'
^ig^ty, it surely was in the Instructions,

published by Catherine II., for a code of laws.^ Let us

for a moment contemplate this unique example, and keep

ourselves altogether aloof from any other memory of her

ambitious reign. It is impossible to gaze without admira-

tion on the spectacle of a woman descending from the

triumphal car to devote herself to the civilization of so

many semi-barbarous hordes, and to offer them the noblest

teachings of philosophy, sanctioned, so to speak, by the

touch of her royal sceptre.

Superior to the vanity of compiling such a work her-

self, she borrowed all that was best in the writings of the

wise men of her time; but, by adding thereto the weight

of her authority, she did more for these men than they had

done for her. She seemed to say to her subjects: ‘You
owe me the more confidence, seeing that I have summoned
to my Council Chamber the most illustrioois minds of the

age. I do not hesitate to associate myself with these great

teachers of truth and of virtue, so that they may hold me

^ So early ae 1779 Bentham was writing to his brother (who was in

the sendee of Prince Potemkin) to communicate his ideas on codifica-

tion to Catherine (Add. MSS., Brit. Mus., 33.538, f. 423). The soyereign

who introduced a code would (so Bentham maintained) rank above all

other sovereigtis (e/. TfaU^$ de Ugidtaion, iii., p. 286). The h^fibruetiona

were published by Catherine in the year 1^765, and appeared tlnring

1770 in French, liatin. German, and Russian. (C. M. A.)
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up to shame in the eyes of the world if I dare to ignore their

precepts.’ Animated by the same spirit, she shared with her

oourtiSrs the labours of legislation ; and if she was at times

found in conflict, so to speak, with herself—^like Tiberius,^

who, though weary of the servility of the Senate, would
yet have checked any movement towards liberty—still,

these solemn engagements, contracted in the face of the

whole world, had become, as it were, bounds, placed by
heiself on her own power, which she rarely presumed

to transgress.

^ Of.. e.g.. Tacitufl, AutmIs. book i., chap. Ixxii.; and *Thc promptnoPB
of itfi adulation the adulation of the Senate), the pronenesB of its

servility, ho strove to check, sometimes with grave dignity, at others
with disdainful irony

'
(Merivalo's HiAtorg of the Romana. vol. v., ohap.

xliV. ). And even to the last his own demeanour to the Senate wasmarkm
by an air of deference :

* l*aulatim PrinoijHtm ex8cu*uit, prscstititque, et si

varium diu, commodiorem tamc^n snpius et ad iitilitates publicas pro-
niorem * (Suet., Tib.. 29, 33). (C. M. A.)



CHAFTER LXII.

USES TO BE MADE OF THE TOWER OF EDUCATION.

Differenees
between
DomeBtlc
Mid Civil
Govern-
nent.

BdacaUon EDUCATION is merely government exercised by the

Govern- domestic magistrate. But if the analogies between the

family and the State are such as to be apparent at a glance,

the differences are less striking
;
and it will be worth while

to direct attention to them

:

(a) Domestic government must needs be more active,

more vigilant, more closely concerned with detail, than

civil government. Without constant attention, the family

could not subsist at all. The civil authority cannot, how-

ever, do better than entrust to the prudence of the indi-

vidual the control of his own personal interests, which he

always understands better than the magistrate. But it

behoves the head of a family to be continually on the watch

to supplement the inexperience of those committed to his

care.

And here it is that censorship may be usefully exercised

—

a policy we have already condemned when applied by the

civil government. A domestic governor may well hold

back, from those subject to his rule, knowledge which

might prove harmful to them; he will be*Tight in keeping

a jealous eye on their comrades and their books; he may
properly hasten or retard the course of study, as circum-

stances suggest.

(P) The constant exertion of authority, which would be
Av^OTity. liable to such great abuses in the State, is much less so in

the family circle; fo^u of course, the natural affection a

father bears his child is far more lively than the sentiment

300 ^

Domestic
eensonhip.

Exertion of
Domestio
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which unites the civil magistrate with those who are sub-

ject to his control. Nature generally prompts the parent

to indillgence; while any severity he may display is ever

the result of reflection.

(y) The domestic ruler is in a position to inflict punish-

ment in many cases where a civil authority could not safely

do so
;
the head of a family is acquainted with the individual Offenom.

members of it, but the legislator can only deal with men in

groups or species. The one acts upon certainties
;
the other,

of necessity, proceeds upon presumptions. A particular

astronomer may, perhaps, be capable of ascertaining a ship’s

longitude; but can the civil magistrate know that this is

so P Is the magistrate in such a position that he could,

with any show of justice, order the man to solve the prob-

lem, and in default condemn him to suffer some penalty ?

Now, the tutor would know whether a certain problem in

elementary geometry was or was not within the grasp of

his pupil. Even if idleness or obstinacy should assume

the mask of incapacity, the tutor would hardly be deceived;

though the magistrate, in a like case, might well go astray.

So it is with many vicious habits. The public magistrate

is powerless to repress them ; for he could not attempt to do

so without setting up a detective office in every family.

But the private magistrate, having under his eyes and
within reach of his hand those whom he is charged to

control, may nip in the bud vicious habits, such as the

laws cannot touch until they have develox)ed, perhaps, into

the wildest excesses.

(S) In particq^ar, it is with regard to the power of

reward that so much difference exists between the two
governments. All the wants, all the amusements of youth

may be invested with a remuneratory character by minis-

tering to them on certain conditions—say, after such and

^ Rewards of £5,000, £7,500, and £zo,ooo were at this time open
to the discoverer of a method to find the longitude at sea. The amounts
were dppoedent on the degree of accuracy attained (14 Geo. lU., c. 66).

(C. M. A.)
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^ piece of work has been finished. In the island of

d^tjr^A Minorca the supply of food to young boys was made
Y^ntb. dependent on their skill in archery; while the honour of

dining at a mess held in public was at Lacedsemon one of

the prizes of virtue accorded to the youthful warriors of

Bdncm- that city. No civil government is rich enough to be able

Youth. to effect much by the employment of rewards: no father

so poor as not to possess an inexhaustible supply of them.

It is the period of youth, that season of lively and lasting

impressions, which the l^slator ought specially to keep

in view when seeking to direct the current of the inclina-

tions towards such tastes and habits as are most conformable

with the public interest.

In Russia they have contrived to enlist the young

nobility in the army by expedients as effective as they are

well imagined. The excellent results which have ensued

are, perhaps, less clearly marked by any infusion of military

ardour than by the effects produced in civil life. In this

way the young nobles grow accustomed to order, vigilance,

and subordination. They are obliged to quit their remote

estates, where they exert a corrupting domination over the

serfs, and show themselves on a larger stage, where they

find equals and superiors. The necessity for association

with their fellows engenders a desire to please; while the

mingling of all sorts and conditions of men tends to destroy

mutual prejudices, and the pride of birth is forced,to bend

before the gradations of the service. A system of unlimited

domestic desiK)tism, such as prevailed in Russia, could not

fail to gain by its conversion into a military government

which hebs well-defined limits. Indeed, in the actual cir-

cumstances of that empire, it would have been hard to

discover any general plan of education which would have

served more useful purposes.
^

Reform oi But when considering education only as an indirect

UonA] expedient for the prevention of crime, we see that essential

^8ti£ reform is plainly ne^ed. The class, in fact, mdst* neg-
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looted ought really to become the principal objects of

care. The less the ability of parents to discharge their needed,

duty m this regard, the greater the necessity for State

interference. The government ought to take in hand, not

only orphans left destitute, but the offspring of parents

who are no longer entitled to enjoy the confidence of the

law in respect to this important charge; as well as those

children who have already been guilty of some offence, or

who, being without a protector and without means, have

become a prey to the many temptations of poverty. These

classes, absolutely neglected in most countries, people the

nursery from which the ranks of crime are ever being

recruited.

A man of rare beneficence, the Chevalier Pan let, estab-

lished in Paris an institution for the reception of more

than two hundred children, chosen from the poor and

vagrant classes. His scheme hinged on four cardinal

principles. He resolved (a) to give the pupils a choice

among many forms of study and labour, and to allow the

greatest possible latitude to their various tastes; (P) to

engage them in mutual instruction, while offering to the

scholar^ as the highest reward of progress, the honour of

becoming master in his turn; (y) to entrust to them the

whole domestic service, and in this way to combine the

double advantage of instruction and economy; (5) to

grant them self-government, putting each pupil under the

surveillance of some older confrere, and thus to render the

children, so to speak, sureties for each other. In this

institution ever3^hing wore an air of cheerfulness and free-

dom; no punishment was inflicted other than compulsory

idleness and a change of dress.^ The older pupils were as

much interested in the prosperity of the establishment as

the founder himself, and^everything pointed to complete

^ Two puniahmentB ordinarily employedwereknown respectively as the
littie idlMen and the great idUnue, Nothing could be more ingenious
than to give chastisement the very name and character of a vice; it is

easy to see what a healthy kssociation of ideas would ensue (Dumont).
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success, when, amidst the general cataclysm of the Revolu-

tion, the little colony became involved in disaster.

Institutions of this nature might be founded on«> larger

scale, and rendered less costly, either by an increase in the

number of workshops, or by keeping the pupils until they

reached the age of eighteen or twenty, so that they would

have an opportunity of defraying the expense of their

own education and of contributing towards the mainte-

nance of the younger scholars. If this plan were adopted,

such schools might become lucrative undertakings, instead

of casting a pecuniary burden on the State. But it would

be necessary to give the pupils a direct interest in their

labour by paying them wages at a rate nearly the same as

that paid to ordinary workmen, and by accumulating

their savings so as to form a fund to be handed over to them

on leaving the institution.



CHAPTER LXIII.

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS AGAINST THE ABUSE OF AUTHORITY.

I PROCEED to the consideration of some of the means PMptutUwi

which governments may employ to prevent abuse

authority on the part of those to whom a share of power

has been entrusted.

(constitutional law embraces alike direct and indirect

legislation. The direct legislation consists in the creation

of various departments or magistracies among which all

political power is divided. With that branch of constitu-

tional law this work is in no wise concerned. The indirect

legislation consists in general precautions, of which the

object is to insure the competence of those engaged in

administration, whether as heads of departments or in

subordinate positions, and at the same time to prevent

any misconduct or malversation on the part of these

officials.

A complete enumeration of such indirect means will

not be attempted. We are simply concerned to draw

attention to the subject, and, perhaps, incidentally to

chill the enthusiasm of certain political writers who, having

had a glimmering«of one or two of these expedients, have

^flattered themselves that they have mastered a science

which they have not even managed to sketch in outline.

I. Divide Power into Different Branches.—livery division

of power is a refinement suggested by experience. The

natural plan, the one that first presents itself, is to repose

it altogetjier in the hands of a singly individual. (Jom-

mand on the one side and obedience on the other, when the

VOL. IL X
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sovereign ruler has no fellow, is a oompaot of which the

terms are easily arranged. Among all the nations of the

East, the fabric of government has retained its Ancient

structure. The monarchical power descends without

division from stage to stage, from the highest to the lowest,

from the Great Mogul to the simple Havildar. When the

King of Siam heard the Dutch Ambassador speak of an

aristocratic government, he burst into laughter at the

notion of such an absurdity.

We point to the division of power as the foremost ex-

pedient; but we merely refer to it in general terms. To
inquire as to the number of branches such a division should

assume, and as to what is the best possible scheme of

division, would be to indite a treatise on constitutional law.

I will only observe that the division must not involve the

creation of separate and independent powers, for that

would lead to a state of anarchy. It is always necessary to

recognize some authority superior to all others, which does

not receive law, but gives it, and retains supreme control

even over the very rules it has itself laid down to regulate

its own mode of action.

2. Diatribute the Several Branches of Authority^ Each One

Biuioh of among a Number ofParticipants—AdvantagesandDemerits of
Authority.

Policy,—Prior to the reforms introduced by Catherine

II., each of the different branches of power throughout the

Russian provinces—whether military, fiscal, or judicial

—

was entrusted to a single body, a single council. So far

the constitution of these subordinate governments was

verymuch in the nature of an Oriental despotism; but the

authority of the governor was somewhat limited by the o

powers of the council, and in this particular the constitu-

tion resembled rather that of an aristocracy. Nowadays

the judicial power is separated into several branches, and

each branch divided among many judges, who exercise

their functions conjointly. A law, prescribing a procedure

in the nature of thd English process on the issue' of* a writ
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of habeas corjmSy has been established for the protection

of individuals against arbitrary power; and the governor

no morcf enjoys fas nacendi than a governor of Jamaica
or Barbadoes.

The advantage of such division are principally these:

(a) It diminishes the danger attendant on precipitate tion.

action.

(P) It diminishes the danger that arises from ignorance.

(y) It diminishes the danger to be apprehended from a

want of probity.

This last advantage, however, will not always be secured

unless the number of participants be large; that is to say,

unless the number be such that it would be difficult to

distinguish the interests of the majority from the interests

of the people as a whole.

But this division of power has also certain disadvantages,

inasmuch as it entails delays, and tends to foment quarrels
Ji^^^***

which may lead to the dissolution of the government. We
may, however, mitigate the evil of such delays by graduating

the division, according as the functions to which we apply it

admit of more or less deliberate action; and in this regard

legislative power and military power occupy the two

extremes, the one admitting the greatest deliberation, the

other requiring the utmost despatch. As to the dissolu-

tion of government, that constitutes an evil only on one

or other of two suppositions

—

(a) That the new government

is worse than the old one; or (P) that the transition from

the one to the other is marked by the calamity of civil war.

The gravest dagger arising from plurality, whether in a
.

*judicial tribunal or in an administrative council, is that

responsibility is lessened in a variety of ways. A numerous

body may reckon on some |ort of deference being paid to

it by the general public, and so will lend itself to acts of

injustice such as a single administrator would not dare

to perpetrate. Where there is a coidederation of many
person^, any section miy always oast on their fellows the
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odium of adopting a particular measure; everybody did

it, nobody avows it. Should public censure be aroused,

the greater the number of persons, the moie strohgly are

they fortified against outside opinion, the more pronounced

their tendency to form, as it were, a state within a state

—

a little community, with a special and peculiar public

opinion of its own, protecting by its applause such of its

members as may have incurred reproach.

mneniUy
Unity, as distinguished from plurality, in every case in

defirabie. which it is possible—that is to say, in every case which

does not involve the necessity for a reconcilement of diver-

gent views, or the co-operation of different minds, as in a

legislative body—^unity, I say, is desirable because it

casts the whole responsibility, whether legal or moral,

upon the head of a single individual. Such an one is not

called upon to share with others any glory that may attach

to his actions
;
but at the same time there falls upon him

the whole burden of blame. He finds himself standing

alone, having no support other than the integrity of his

conduct, no defence other than the respect and esteem

of his fellows. Though he were not upright by natural

disposition, he becomes upright, so to speak, in spite of

himself, by virtue of a situation in which interest is found

to be inseparable from duty.

Adwtai^ Besides, in the case of subordinate appointments, unity

Sabordin- affords to the dominant authority a sure and certain means

pointmenti. of discovering the true capacity of individuals in a very

short time. When the company is large, a shallow and

limited mind may escape detection for a lopg while ;
but if an

official act alone and on a public stage, the sham is speedily *

unmasked. Men of little or no ability, ever ready to solicit

posts in which they can seek sjielter behind more capable

colleagues, are afraid to hold any office that involves

them in constant peril of betraying their real incapacity.^

^ The test now largel;^ adopted for eubordinate officials is that of

* oompetitiTe examination * in literaiy, and to some extent sAentifio,

subjects. This method secures the rejectiou of conspicuously unintelli-
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But in certain oases it is possible to reconcile the advan-

tages accruing from a confederation of officials with those

which heoessarily attach to the responsibility of a single

individual. In subordinate councils there is always a company

presiding chairman who enjoys a larger measure of trust

than his colleagues. He is associated with others in order

that he may profit by their advice, and that they may
serve as witnesses against him in the event of his deviating

from the path of duty. But to secure these objects it is

by no means necessary that his fellows should be his equals

in point of authority, nor even that they should enjoy a

right of voting. It is merely necessary that the chief

should be bound to communicate to them all his actions,

and that each of them should, on every occasion, make a

written declaration testifying approval or disapproval.

The communication to his colleagues should, in ordinary

cases, be made before the issue of an order by him; but

in cases demanding a high degree of despatch it would

suffice to make it immediately afterwards. Would not

such an arrangement as this serve to obviate the dangers

arising from dissension and delay

3. Place the Power of Removal and the Power of Appoint- SSSiovai

ment in Different Hands ,—^This idea is borrowed from an

ingenious pamphlet published in America in 1778,* written

by a deputy of the convention appointed to examine

the form of government proposed for the State of Massa-

chusetts.

gent candidates for office; but it is thought by some, who have marked
the distinction obtaftied by * rejected ' candidates in the various walks
of life, to lead to the exclusion of many able men who have no mind for
‘ the sweet serenity of books,’ (C. M. A.)

^ This is the plan adopted by the East India Company. Formerly
the Council of Madras or Calou^ decided everything by a plurality of

voto; nowadays the Governor must consult the Council, each member
giving a written opinion; but the members no longer vote on the various

measures, they are simply advisers. The Governor decides evei^thing
in the last resort. He cannot, therefore, by securing a majority in the
Counejj, the responsibility which rests wholly on himself (Dumont).

* Reprinted in Almon’s Itemefnbrancer, No. 84, p. 223 (Dumont).
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A man’s pride impels him not to condemn his own choice.

Quite apart from any personal bias, a superior officer will

be less disposed to listen to complaints against one of his

own nominees than would a wholly indifferent person, and
he will, too, have a prejudice in favour of the accused

arising from cmour-propre. This consideration will serve,

to some extent, to explain those abuses of power so common
in monarchies, when a subaltern is invested with great

authority, of which he is not called upon to render any

account, save to the verymanwho conferred office upon him.

In popular elections, the part played by any particular

individual in the nomination of a magistrate is so slight

that this sort of self-deception or bias can hardly arise.

In England the choice of Ministers rests with the King;

but Parliament can effectively displace them by putting

them in a minority. This, however, is only an indirect

application of the principle.

Go^on^^ 4. Do not permit a Oovemor to remain long in the Same

uStoiotto
principle has a special application to

Ad^tf^e
considerable governments in distant provinces, and in par-

ol Chrase. ticular when they are detached from the main governing

body of the Empire.

If afforded time and opportunity, a governor, armed
with great authority, may very possibly seek to establish

his independence. The longer he retains office, the greater

his chances of strengthening himself by creating a party

of his own, or by acting conjointly with some party already

in existence. Hence there may weU arise oppression

towards some, partiality towards others^ And, although

he have no party, he may yet be guilty of a thousand

abuses without anyone daring, or attempting, to complain

to the- Sovereign. The lasting character of his authority

begets hopes and fears, which are alike calculated to

advance his projects. Some men he makes his creatures,

and they look to him^as the sole bestower of favours ;
while

those who suffer under him dread fi&ther suffering, if they
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should give offence to a chief whom they cannot expect

to see removed for many a long day. This consideration

is specially important in connection with offences hurtful

to the State rather than to individuals.

The disadvantage of rapid changes consists in depriving

a man of his employment just when he has acquired

knowledge of, and experience in, the duties incidental to

his office. New men are wont to err through ignorance.

This inconvenience might be mitigated by the establish-

ment of a permanent and subordinate Council to maintain

the course and routine of the duties on uniform lines.

What you would gain by change b the lessening of a power

that might be exercised to your hurt; what you risk is a

lessening of the skill displayed in discharging the duties of

the office. There is no comparison between these con-

siderations, when rebellion is the evil to be apprehended.

All arrangements involving rapid changes should be per-

manent, so as to avoid any possibility of giving umbrage

to individuals. Men’s minds must be accustomed to look

upon a fresh appointment, at fixed intervals, as certain and
necessary. If the plan were adopted only on occasion, it

might serve to provoke the very evil it is designed to prevent.

The danger of revolt on the part of provincial governors

hardly arises, however, unless the home government

weak or ill-constituted. In the Roman Empire, from

CflBsar to Augustulus, there was a succession of governors and
generals, who constantly raised the standard of revolt and
independence.^ This was not due to any neglect of the

precaution of wiiich we have just been speaking, for changes

were frequent enough; but whether it was that the home
government did not know how to make use of the safe-

guard, or whether there ij^as a lack of firmness and vigilance

on their part, or whatever the cause may have been, they

could never prevent repeated acts of rebellion.

* For example, the revolte of G. Julius Vindex, Governor of the
Farflier Gaul, and of Galba, Governor of tfre Hither Spain, which led to

the fall of Nero in A.D. 6S. (C. M. A.)
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waint of some permanent arrangement of this nature

Bmnire. is the most obvious cause of the constant revolts to which

the Turkish Empire is subject, and nothing more^clearly

displays the stupidity of that barbarous Court. If there

be any European countries which ought, above all others,

to adopt this policy, they are Spain in respect to her

American colonies, and England in respect to the govern-

ment of the East Indies.

gwgwW But in the more highly civilized parts of Christendom

nothing is rarer than the revolt of a governor. That of

eonntrioi. Prince Oagarin, the Governor of Siberia under Peter I.,

is, I believe, the only example that can be cited during the

last two centuries
; and it occurred in an empire which has

not even yet lost its Asiatic character. Such revolutions

as have, in fact, broken out owed their origin to something

more potent and more significant than the continuance in

office of a particular governor—^the opinions and sentiments

of the people, and their passion for freedom.

Ooverahig^
5- Benew Governing Bodies by Rotation .—^The reasons

Bodies. for not allowing a governor to remain long in office all

ofCb^. apply, with even greater force, to a Council or to a body
of Directors.

Make them permanent; and, if they agree together as to

the generality of their measures, it is probable that those

measures will embrace many of which the object is to

promote the interests of themselves and their friends, at

the expense of the community which has reposed its con-

fidence in them. So, too, if the Council or Directorate

chance to be divided in opinion, and aftc^ards become
reconciled, it is likely enough that their accord has been

purchased at the expense of the community whom they

represent. But if, on the other hand, you get rid of a

certain number of them at regular intervals, you have a

chance of seeing any abuses reformed by the new-comers,

who have not as yet had time to be corrupted by their

associates. Some of tfie old membeits should always* be
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left, so that the course of business may run on uniform

lines; but ought they to be greater or less in number than

the nel!(r-comers ? If greater, there is reason to fear lest

the old corrupt system should still persist; if less, there is

reason to fear lest a good working scheme of administra-

tion should be destroyed by capricious innovation. How-
ever this may be, the mere right to remove or dismiss an

individual member will hardly ever serve the purpose,

especially if the power to fill vacancies be assigned to the

body itself. Such a right would never be exercised save

on some extraordinary occasion.

Ought those members who retire to be ineligible forDifflcnity

re-election permanently or for a time only ? If for a time, election,

it will soon be the regular practice to re-elect, and the

body will become, as it were, a close corporation; if per-

manently, the community may be deprived of the talents

and experience of its ablest servants. Upon the whole,

therefore, this expedient would seem only an imperfect

substitute for other expedients to which we shall presently

refer, and especially the giving of publicity to all pro-

ceedings and to all accounts.

The arrangement of retirement by rotation has

adopted in England for large commercial undertakings ;
tion.

and it was introduced some years ago into the directorate

of the East India Company.
The point of view of policy is not the only one from

which the practice of rotation has been regarded. It has

often been followed for the mere purpose of bringing about

a more equitable distribution of the privileges that apper-

• tain to office.

Harrington’s great political work (Oceana) turns almost

entirely on a system of rotaj^ion among the various members
of the government.^ An able man, who does not grasp the

^ The Oceana, published in 1656, was written by James Harrington

(1611-1677), who was educated at Trinity Ckillege, Oxford. This work
propouii^# scheme for a doctrinaire republic bn aristooratao lines, and
contains an appeal to Cromwell to reorganise the government. (C. M. A.)
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full scope of a science, is apt to seize on a single idea, to

develop and apply it in every direction, but to see nothing

beyond it. It is thus that, in medicine, the less one appre-

ciates the vast scope and extent of that art, the more is

one inclined to believe in an elixir of life, in a universal

remedy, in some secret and marvellous cure. The use of

classification consists in bringing the eyes to bear on all

the various expedients, one after another.

6. Allow Secret Informations to be laid and received.

—

Everyone knows that secret informations were received

in Venice. Here and there around the palace of St. Mark
boxes were placed and their contents examined, at regular

intervals, by the State inquisitors. It has been alleged

that, on the strength of these anon3rmous accusations, and

without any further proof, people were arrested, imprisoned,

and sent into exile, or even punished with death. If that

were true, there is nothing that could be more salutary

or more reasonable than the first step of the process

—

nothing that could be more pernicious or more outrageous

than its later stages. The arbitrary tribunal of the In-

quisition has cast a merited stain on the Venetian govern-

ment, which must have been in other respects marked by

prudence and wisdom, seeing that for so long a time it

maintained itself in a condition of prosperity and peace.

It is a great misfortune when a good institution finds

itself closely allied with a bad one; for it is not every eye

that can make use of the prism which serves, so to speak,

to separate the colours. Wherein lies the harm of re-

ceiving secret informations, even although they may, in

some instances, be anonymous ? It is doubtless true
^

enough that, merely on the strength of a secret infor-

mation, not a single hair of a m^n’s head should be touched,

not the slightest uneasiness should be caused to any living

soul; but, subject to this reservation, why forgo any

advantage that ma^ accrue therefrom ? It wW be for

the magistrate to determine whether the object denounced
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is worthy of his attention, and if such be not the case he

will treat the information as naught
;
but should the

matter seem to merit inquiry, he will direct the informant

to appear in person, and if, after investigation, it is found

that the man has made a mistake, he may be dismissed

with a word of commendation for his good intentions,

and his name may remain undisclosed. If, however, the

informant has preferred a false and malicious charge, and

his identity is known or can be discovered, both his name
and the nature of his accusation ought to be conveyed to the

person accused. In case the denunciation is well founded,

judicial process will be instituted, and the informant com-

pelled to bear public testimony in the courts.

Suppose it be asked. On what principle can such pro-

oeedings prove advantageous ? I reply. On precisely the

same principle as is applied to the vote by ballot. During stas**-

the pendency of the prosecution, it is certainly very neces-

sary that the accused should be supplied with the names

of the witnesses who are to give evidence against him
;
but

where is the necessity for his knowing them before the

hearing is begun ? If, indeed, the names were made known
to the supposed culprit, a witness who had anything to

fear from him would not expose himself to a certain em-
broilment, on the mere chance of possibly rendering a
public service. It is in this kind of way that offences so

often go unpunished, because people are unwilling to make
personal enemies, in the absence of any positive assurance

that their evidence will benefit the public.

I have dealt •with this expedient under the head of

abuses of authority, for it is as against officials that itsjjgjfjj

efficacy is most conspicuous, inasmuch as the power ofgggj^
the alleged delinquent, in such cases, adds to the dissuasive

motives—one weight the more to press down the balance.

The determination to receive secret, and even anony-

mous^ informations would amount Jao nothing unless it

were mttde publicly known; but, once known, the dread of
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such informations would soon render the occasion for them
more rare, and in that way would lessen their number.

And upon whom would fear fall ? Why, only u^on the

guilty, or upon those who were projecting crime; for, with

publicity of procedure, innocent folk could never be really

put in peril, while the malice of false accusers would be

confounded and meet with condign punishment.

PeiUjtoM 7. Petitions addressed personally to the Sovereign : Selec-

tion by Lot ,—^Even when petitions or informations go no

farther than the Minister, they may have their use, but to

assure their utility they must needs come to the knowledge

of the Sovereign.

Frederick the Great received letters from the meanest

of his subjects, and the reply was often written with his

own hand. This circumstance would seem incredible were

it not thoroughly well attested. But it must not be con-

cluded, on the strength of this example, that the same

thing would be possible under every form of government.

In England everyone is free to present a petition to

the King; but the fate of these same petitions, handed over

in bundles to a Gentleman of the Chamber, has become

proverbial: they serve, it is said, as curl-papers for the

Maids of Honour. After this, it is easy to understand

that such petitions are not very numerous; but neither are

they veiy necessary in a country where the subject is

protected by laws that do not depend upon the Sovereign.^

For the private individual there are other means of ob-

taining justice; for the King there are other channels of

information. o

It is in absolute monarchies that it becomes imperative
*

Moniu^e^ to keep constantly open some means of communication

between the subject and the pirince; this is* essential in

order that the subject may be assured of protection, and

^ The *offenoe’ of Tumultuous Petitioning was dealt with by 13

Car. n.. st. I, e. 5, under seyere mnalties. By that statute it was pro-

vided t^t no peidtion shlikll be delivered bf a company of iShoiw than

tea persons, and many other restrictions were impost (C. M. A.)

penonsUy
to the
Sovereign.
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the monarch of freedom from any chicanery on the part

of his ministers.

You Inay call the people ‘ canaille,’ ‘ populace,’ or what

you will; but the prince who refuses to lend an ear, even

to the meanest of his subjects, so far from increasing his

power thereby, in fact loses influence and authority.

Prom that moment he is deprived of the capacity of

directing his actions by his own will, and becomes a mere

instrument in the hands of those who dub themselves his

very humble servants. He may suppose that he does

what he likes, that his decisions are entirely his own; but,

in point of fact, it is they who decide for him, for to de-

termine all the causes which impel a man to act is to

determine all his actions. He who sees and hears only

what it pleases those around him to suffer him to see and

to hear is the creature of every impulse they are minded
to impart to him.

To place unlimited confidence in ministers is to place un-

unlimited confidence in the verymen who have the greatest cSSa^ce
interest in abusing it, and the best opportunity of

doing. As to the minister himself, the more upright he

is, the less will he need such confidence; and we may
assert, without paradox, that the more he deserves it, the

less will he desire to possess it. The Sovereign, who is

unable to read all these petitions without sacrificing

precious time, may have recourse to various expedients to

extricate himself from dependence on his courtiers, and
to assure himself that the most important documents are

not withheld from him. He may take some at hazard; he

may cause them all to be distributed under divers heads,

and have them presented to him without giving any time
for selection4'' The details^ are not of sufficient importance

or difficulty to demand special development; it is enough

to suggest the idea.

8. Oive Ltberty to the Press.—Hearken to advice whence-

soever it may proceed; you may find yourself the better
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for it, and you run no risk of being any the worse. What
• does plain common-sense tell you ? That to establish the

liberty of the press is to accord a hearing to the advice of

everybody. It is no doubt true that, on many occasions,

public judgment is not pronounced before a particular

action has been determined upon, but only after it has

been executed. Still, this judgment may always prove

useful, either in connection with legislative measures that

may be reformed, or in connection with administrative

measures that may be repealed.^ The best advice given

privately to a minister may be completely thrown away

;

but good advice given to the public, though it does not

influence one man, may well influence another; though of

no avail to-day, it may yet prove very useful to-morrow.

If the form in which it is presented be not attractive, other

hands may dress it and impart a relish that makes it quite

palatable. Instruction is a seed which must be tried, so

to speak, in a variety of soils, and cultivated with patience,

for its fruits are often slow of growth, and it is long before

they reach maturity.

SSlSovcr-
Freedom of the press is far preferable to petitions as an

eisn* expedient for extricating the Sovereign from the control

of his courtiers. However keen his discernment in the

selection of ministers, he can only have a small group of

candidates to choose from—^men presented to him by the

chances of birth or fortune. He may, therefore, well

conceive the existence of more enlightened men; and
increased opportunities of acquaintance and intercourse

with such men, through the medium of thqpress, will serve

to enhance his authority and extend his freedom of action.

XMffleoity But expressions of opinion in the press and elsewhere

SmolbiiM may be mingled with outbursts of insolence and ill-temper.
of R^of .

r
Ontieimi. i

« itoBsia diaquudtioiis on iegislation are not only permitted, bnt
enoouraged. ... Ab much pains mu been taken to maSie men think at

in some goyemments [Bentham had at first written * in France *] to

r
eyent them thinking ^ (Bi^. Uniyersity CSollege, No. 87; cited HaUyy,
36s). (C.M.A.) <

^
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Instead of confining itself to an inquiry into measures,

criticism may extend to persons. And, indeed, what^wtom—
prodigious skill would be needed to keep the two courses

distinct ! How is it possible to censure a measure with-

out, in some degree, attacking the judgment or probity

of its author ? This is the stumbling-block : this is the

circumstance which makes the liberty of the press so rare,

though its advantages are so manifest. It has ranged

against it all the fears that spring, from amour‘jir(ypre. Yet

Joseph II.^ and Frederick II.^ had enough magnanimity

to establish it: it exists in Sweden; it exists in England;

it might exist everywhere, with such reservations as would

be n^essary to check its gravest abuses.

If, owing to government usage or other special circuni-
nt

stance, the Sovereign is unable to suffer free examination

of administrative action, he ought at least to permit free gljjj

examination and discussion of the laws. Let him assume

for himself, if he will, the privilege of infallibility; yet

there is no need to claim it for his predecessors. Or, if

he be so jealous of the supreme power as to insist on the

reverential treatment of everything which has ever been

touched by the royal sceptre, he might at least leave open

to free discussion merely scientific subjects, such as the

principles of law and procedure, and questions of sub-

ordinate administration.

Even allowing that certain inconveniences attach to

complete liberty of the press, when extended to pamphlets
and leaflets scattered broadcast among the people, and
addressed alike to the enlightened and to the unlettered

portion of the nation, the same reasoning cannot apply to

serious and long-winded works—^to books that can only

reach a certain class of readers, and must, as they cannot
•

^ The Hapshurg Emperor, Joseph H., reigned from 1765 to 1700.
He is the monarch refenm to in the* Principles of Legislation,' chap, iz.,

f in., onfe, vol. i., p. 63. (C. M. A)
^ Frederiok IL, King of Prussia (the Gimt), reigned from 1740 to

1786, •((? 11 A) •
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produce any immediate effect, always give opportunity for

the preparation of an antidote.

Under the ancient French r^ime, it was enough that a

book on moral science had been printed in Paris to raise

a strong prejudice against it. The Instructions of the

Empress of Russia, addressed to the Assembly of Deputies,

was prohibited in France : the style and the sentiments of

the document leaned so much to the popular side as to be

intolerable in that monarchy.^

It is true that, in France as elsewhere, negligence and

occasional acts of inconsistency mitigated the evils of

despotism. A foreign title would serve as a passport to

genius. Indeed, the rigour of the censorship served only

to drive the trade in books out of the country, and to

render more bitter the satire it was intended to suppress.

^biication g. Publish the Reasons and the Facts which serve as
of AeasoiiB,

j!awi?nd
^ Foundation for Laws or Administrative Action.—^This is

Admiobi- an essential link in the chain of a generous and mag-

Aotion. nanimous policy, and an indispensable accompaniment to

the liberty of the press. The government owe to the

people an obligation to found one of these institutions ;
the

obligation to found the other they owe to themselves. For

if they disdain to supply information as to the motives that

prompt their actions on important occasions, they thereby

announce their intention to rely solely on force, and to reckon

as naught the wishes and opinions of their subjects,

c^pwi^ The advocate of arbitrary jwwer does not share this

efttofof view. He has no mind to enlighten the people, though

MtKnrt?y. he scorns them because they are not enlightened. You are

unfit to form a judgment, says he, because you are in a

state of ignorance; and you shall be kept in a state of

ignorance, so that you may not ^come fit to judge. Such

is the vicious circle in which he is everlastingly constrained

to move. Now, what is the consequence of this contempt-

ible policy ? There sjprings up general discontent^ which

^ C/. note, anle, p. 298. (G. M. A.)
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gradually increases in force: it is based sometimes on false

and exaggerated rumours, accepted as well founded be-

cause there is no opportunity to examine or discuss them.

Some minister makes complaint of the injustice of the

people, forgetting that he has not given them a chance of

being just, and that misconceptions as to his conduct of

affairs are a necessary consequence of the mystery in which

it is shrouded. If we are to be systematic and consistent,

there are but two ways of dealing with men: absolute

secrecy or perfect frankness. We must exclude the people

altogether from any knowledge of affairs, or we must
accord to them the greatest possible measure of knowledge;

we must debar them from forming any judgment whatever,

or place them in a position to form the most enlightened

judgment; we must either treat them as children or treat

them as men. Between these two methods a choice must
be made.

The first plan was adopted by the priests of ancient

Egypt, by the Brahmins in Hindostan, by the Jesuits

in Paraguay;^ the second has, in practice, been followed in

England, but it is established by law only in the United

States of America. Most European governments oscillate

continually between the one and the other, without having

the courage to attach themselves exclusively to either ; and

they are never weary of putting themselves in conflict

with themselves, by mingling, in hopeless confusion, a

quite honest desire to see their subjects enlightened and
Industrious, with a painful dread of fostering the spirit

of investigation a^d discussion.

In many branches of administration it would be useless,

and, indeed, might be dangerous, to publish in advance

the grounds upon which it has been resolved to adopt a ^ Le^Sa-

particular course; we need only do so in cases where it is

necessary to enlighten public opinion, lest it should go

astray. But in matters of legislation the principle is

^ Cf. noter* Civil Code,* PaA 1., ohap. xL» ante, vol. i., p. x6o. (C. Bl A.)

VOL, n. Y
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^'Iways applicable. It may be laid down as a general
f^Law— f jjQ ought ever to be enacted without some

reason being expressly assigned or tacitly understood; for

what is a good law if it be not a law for which good reasons

can be given ? There must, of course, have been some

reason, good or bad, for enacting it, since there can be

no effect without a cause. But once compel a minister to

assign his reasons for a measure, and he will be ashamed

not to have some good ones to give : he will be ashamed to

tender you base coin, if obliged to place alongside it the

touchstone whereby its soundness may be tested.

This is, moreover, an expedient by which a Sovereign

may continue to reign even after death. If the reasons

for his laws are good, he gives them support of which they

can never be deprived. His successor will be constrained

to maintain them for the sake of his own good name; and,

thus, the more happiness the lawgiver bestowed in his

lifetime, the greater the amount of happiness that he

has assured to posterity.

Prohibition 10. Forbid Arbitrary Process.
—

‘ Clotaire,' says Montes-
" quieu,^ ' made a law that an accused person should not

ProoMB. ^ condemned without being heard; and this shows that

a contrary practice prevailed in particular cases or among
some barbarous peoples.’

Montesquieu did not dare to tell the whole truth. Is it

possible that he could have written this passage without

^ Esprit dea Lois, ohap. zii. In England the Habeas Ooxpus Act of

1^79 (31 U., 0. 2) conferred on every prisoner the right to have
thelegality of his detention 8^>eedily raised and determined by a suj^or
Court. An abuse of authonty in this regard isf therefore, practically

impossible save in some very rare and exceptional circumstances; but *

* the case of sss parte F. D. Marais ([1902], A. C. 109), which is not binding
on English Courts, miJces it doubtful,’ writes Mr. E. Jenks, in his Short

History of Bsufiish Law, p. 343, * whether this statement is true of the

colonies.’ The dvff remedies in oabe of abuse or irregularity were
established by the decisions of the eighteenth century, which dMlared
the illegality of the issue of General Warrants (e.g., Wilkes v. Wood,
19 St. Tr., 1153). Those decisions also served to show * how little force

there is in mere official precedents, however numerous the train of them,
and however ancient the commencement of it* (see Bentbaffi’s Plea

for the Constitution, etc.. Bowring, vol. iv., p. 2C1). (C. M. A.)
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reoalling the lettres de ctichet and the police administra- caSSet^^

tion of his own time ? A lettre de cachet may be de-

fined as an order to inflict punishment without any

evidence, for doing something which is not forbidden by
any law.

It was in France and at Venice that this abuse prevailed

to the most outrageous extent. The governments of

those communities, moderate in other respects, brought

reproaches on themselves by this piece of folly. In this

way they became subject to imputations, which were

often baseless, and to all the reaction of terror; for there

are certain precautionary measures that themselves be-

come a source of danger, by reason of the alarm they

create in the public mind. Behave well, it is said, and

the government will never become hostile to you. This

may be so. but how can I be sure of it ? Perhaps I am
disliked by the minister or by his valet, or by the valet’s

valet. If I am not hated to-day, I may be to-morrow; or

somebody else may be, and I may be mistaken for that

somebody else. My safety does not depend upon my con-

duct, but upon the view that men more powerful than I

am happen to take of my conduct. Under Louis XV.
there was a regular traffic in lettres de cachet. If that

could take place under a government which passed for

a mild one, what would be the consequences of the exist-

ence of such a process in a less civilized country ? If

justice and humanity will not avail to abolish these relics

of barbarism, I should have thought that the pride of

governments would itself have been enough to secure their

abolition.

Such an expedient may have been adopted originally

under the veil of statecraft, but in our days the specious

pretext has lost its spell. The first thought which pre-

sents itself to the mind is that of weakness and incapacity

on the part of the men who resort te> it. If you had the

courage to listen to wliat the prisoner has to say, you would

I
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not close his mouth; it is because you are afraid of him
that you enforce his silence.^

II. Direct that Authority should he exerted in Ao&yrdance

Buiei and with Certain Rules and Forms.—^This is another head of
Fonnt an
to the

^ police administration in connection with subordinate
Bxeroifte of
Authority, offices, not less applicable to absolute monarchies than to

mixed governments. If the Sovereign conceives it to

be to his interest to remain outside and above the laws,

it is certainly not to his interest to confer the like inde-

pendence on all his agents.

The laws which delimit the exercise of powers by sub-

ordinate officers may be separated into two groups
:
(a) Those

which limit the cases in which it is permitted to exercise

such and such a power; and (/?) those that prescribe the

formalities to be observed in the exercise of the power.

These cases and these formalities ought to be specifically

enumerated in the text of the law; and, this being done,

the citizens ought to be informed that these are the cases,

and the only cases, in which their security, their freedom,

their property, or their honour, can be lawfully assailed.

We thus see that a general code should begin with a law

in favour of liberty—a law which should restrain delegated

powers, and strictly limit their exercise to such and such

particular occasions and for such and such specific causes.

This was the intention of Magna Charta, and would, indeed,

have been its effect but for such vague and unfortunate

phrases as lex terrce, etc.^ Dependence on an imaginary law

of this kind plunges everything into uncertainty again;

because men, constantly referring to the usages of ancient

^ This does not apply to extraordinary oircumstanoeB, such as attend

the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Aot in England, with well-reoog*

nixed precautions (Dumont).
* The famous [30b] chapter. e.g.. runs^* Nullus liber homo oapiatur, vel

imprisonetur, aut disseisiatur [de libero tenemento suo vel libertatibns

vef liberis consuetudinibus suis], aut utlagetur. aut exulet, aut aliquo

modo destmatur, neo super eum ibimus. neo supereum mittemus, nisi per

legale judicium parium suorum ysl pxb lbosk txbBuB . . Sed r/.

MoKeohnie on Magna CaAa (at pp. X02, 440]^ as to the possible meaning
of fer in this conn^on. (C. JlC A.)
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times, seek out precedents and authorities from among the

very abuses which the statute was intended to prevent.

12. iSatabliah the Right of Association—that is to say, the

Right of Citizens to unite or osserMefor the Expression of their and

Views and Desires os to the Public Measures of the Govern^ Awembiy.

ment ,—Among the rights which a nation should reserve

on founding a government, this stands first, as being the

basis of all the others. But it is almost unnecessary to

deal expressly with it
;
for the peoples who possess it need

hardly be urged to safeguard it, while those who possess

it not can have little hope of obtaining it—^for what could

ever induce their rulers to confer it upon them ? At the

first blush, this right of combination would seem almost

incompatible with the maintenance of government; and

it must be allowed that the assertion of such a right as

an expedient for controlling the government would be at

once contradictory and absurd. But the position is really

very different from this. In case the slightest act ofAcUoi

violence be perpetrated by any one or more members of

the association, punish it as though committed by
other individual. If you should find that you have not

strength enough to punish it, that in itself is a proof that

the association has made an advance it could not have made
without just and adequate cause ; so that either the

association is not an evil at all, or it is a necessary evil.

1 assume that you possess a public force, an authority

thoroughly well organized. If, then, these associations But the
l{0V6jnFi*

have become sufficiently powerful to intimidate ment^

surrounded as you are by all your regular expedients for yield to the

exercising control ; if you have not formed associations vast^ma-

on your side—you who enjoy such opportunities of obtain-

ing a superiority in thatRegard—why, is not this a sure

and certain sign that the calm and considered judgment of

the nation is against your government 1 That being

conceded, what reason can be assigzv^ for keeping things

as they are, for refusihg to yield to the will of the people
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in this particular matter ? I confess that I can find none.

It is doubtless true that a nation, composed as it is of

frail human beings, is far from enjoying the advantage of

infallibility; a nation may be deceived as to its true in-

terests, just as its rulers may—^nothing can be more cer-

tain; but if the vast majority of a nation be found to be

on one side, and its government on the other, may it not

fairly be presumed, prima faciei that this widespread dis-

content rests on some solid foundation ?

Right of Far from being an efficient cause of insurrection, I regard

nation and such associations as constituting one of the most potent

Meeting means for averting that great peril. Insurrections are the

avert In- convulsive throes of a weakness which gathers strength
lurrectioni.

from some momentary impulse of despair; they are

the efforts of men who have not been allowed to give vent

to their feelings, or of men whose projects would have had

no chance of success if their intentions had become gener-

ally known. Conspirators, in conflict with the common
sentiment of a nation, can never prevail save by violence

or surprise; their sole hope lies in forcible measures. But,

on the other hand, men who feel assured that the people

are on their side—^who flatter themselves that public opinion

alone would secure their triumph—^will not employ violence.

Why should they do so ? W^hy should they, without

reaping any advantage, incur grave and manifest peril ?

I am, indeed, persuaded that men who enjoy full liberty

of association, and exercise that privilege under the pro-

tection of the laws, will never resort to rebellion save in

those rare and unhappy cases in which it Incomes necessary

so to do ; or, to put the matter in a nutshell, I am persuaded

that, whether the right of association be granted or with-

held, it will not affect the brei^ing out of any open and

general rebellion.

The associations which were openly formed in Ireland

during the year 1780 /iid not produce any evil results; nay,

they even served to maintain peace \tnd security, ^itnough
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that country, then but half civilized, was distracted by
every circumstance of strife and civil war.^

I gO*so far as to believe that associations might be per-

mitted in the most absolute monarchies, and there become
one of the principal means of government. These com-

munities, more than others, are tormented by uprisings and

rebellion; everything is accomplished by some sudden and

unexpected movement. The right of combination would

allay such disorder. If the subjects of the Roman Empire

had been wont to form associations, the Empire and the

lives of the Emperors would not have been so persistently

put up at auction by the praetorian guards.

At the same time, 1 fully recognize that the right of^Mba
union and assembly cannot be conceded to slaves. Wej^o'wRi^t
have been guilty of far too much injustice towards them SaSS™'***

not to have everything to fear from their ignorance or
^

their resentment. It is not, then, in the West Indies or in

Mexico that the people may be given arms and permitted

to form associations; but there are European States in

which such a bold and generous policy might well bo

adopted.

I feel, too, that there is a degree of ignorance which would

render associations perilous. This proves that ignorance

is a great evil, but it in no wise proves that associations

are not a great good. Besides, the right of assooiation

may itself serve as an antidote against its own ill effects.

In proportion as an association gains in extent, all the

reasons for its foundation form the subject of discussion,

the public is enlightened, and the government has at

command the means of disseminating a knowledge of the

true facts and of dissipating error. Liberty and instruction

go hand in hand. Liberty facilitates a knowledge of the

facts, while the advance of knowledge represses the ex-

travagancies of liberty.

1 In this yoar (1780) Grattan and the Jrish Volanteen demanded
Honib Rule, eubjeot to the control of the Crown. (C. M. A.)
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ment^S^e
I do not Bee why the establishment of this right should

o^t not
®'*^y disquiet to a government. There is no ^vem-

ment which has not a wholesome dread of the 'people;

^^ovem- there is none which does not think it necessary to consult

their wishes and accommodate itself to their views. It

would seem, too, that the most despotic are the most

timid. What Sultan is so much at ease, so secure in the

exercise of authority, as an English King ? The janis-

saries and the populace make the seraglio tremble, while the

seraglio in turn makes the janissaries and the populace shake

in their shoes. In London the voice of the people makes
itself heard in lawful assemblies

;
at Constantinople it finds

expression in the form of outrage. In London the x)eople

relieve their feelings by presenting a petition; at Con-

stantinople, by setting the city ablaze. Poland, where

associations have wrought so much evil, may perhaps be

cited to confute me. But the objection rests on a mis-

apprehension. The associations were begotten of anarchy,

not anarchy of the associations. Besides, in describing

this expedient as a check upon governments, I necessarily

suppose the existence of a government; I am speaking of

a curative drug, not of an article of ordinary diet.

I must, however, add that, even i^ States where this

right is already established, cireumstances may conspire

to make it desirable, not to suspend it entirely, but to

regulate its exercise. In this regard no absolute or in-

flexible rule is needed. During the course of the late war

with France, we have seen the British Parliament restrict

the right of assembly, by forbidding meetings for a political

object, unless the object were publicly proclaimed and the

meeting authorized by magistrates who had power to

dissolve it.^ These restrictions were imposed at the very

time when the citizens were bemg called upon to form

^ The Sedition Aot of 1795 (36 Geo. in., c. 8) forbade moetingB for

politioal purpoies unless adyertised beforehand. It was revived for a
short period oy 41 Geo. I1I.7 0. 30. (C. M. A.)c *

Oiioum-

may arise

tor regula-
ting the
Bxereise of
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military bodies for the defence of the State, and when the

government was declaring the most profound confidence

in the Spirit of the nation as a whole. The restraints have

ceased, yet everything is just as it was before; it might

even be supposed that the restrictive law was still in

force. The reason is that a people assured of its rights

enjoys them with moderation and tranquillity. If they are

abused, it is because the people have begun to tremble for

them: recklessness and precipitation are begotten of fear.^

^ Until the eatablishmcnt of troops on the European model at the
end of the eighteenth oontuiy, the janissaries had for ages exercised a
tyrannical despotism in Turkey (Maggill*s Travels in Turkey, 1803-
x8o6); and, even at a later date, in 1807, the janissaries and the mob
raised a revolt and dex)osed Selim III. (C. M. A.)



CHAPTER LXIV.

MEASURES TO BE ADOPTED AGAINST THE ILL EFFECTS OF
OFFENCES ALREADY COMMITTED — CONCLUSION OF THE
WORK.

As the general result of principles already enunciated

on the subject of penal legislation, we perceive that on

UoaSI****^ the whole the outlook is hopeful, and affords a well-

founded expectation of a diminution in the number of

crimes and of some mitigation in the awards of punishment.

At first our topic presents to the mind nothing but gloomy
thoughts and sombre images of suffering and terror.

But when wc dwell upon evils of this character, feelings

of pain soon give place to agreeable and consolatory re-

flections
; for it is not long before we discover that the heart

of man is not corrupted by any original or incurable per-

versity; that the multiplicity of offences is solely due to

legislative errors which may readily be repaired
;
and that

the very evil which springs from the offences is in many
respects susceptible of reparation.

jyoWein Herein lies the great problem of penal legislation: (o)To
Legiiiation. reduce, so far as may be, all the evil of offences to evil of

a kind that x>ecuniary compensation wiU suffice to cure;

and iP) to throw the cost of this cure upon the authors

of the evil, or, in case they make default, upon the public.

What can be done in these respects is far more than would
at the outset seem to be at all possible.

JObw

I

use this word ‘ cure ’ seeing that I present the injured

^mpenM- party, whether an individual or the community, in the

character of a sick phrson, suffering irom the conseqfiences

330
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of crime. The simile is a just one, and points to the

most suitable procedure, without introducing popular pas-

sions add antipathies, such as the idea of crime is but too

apt to engender, even amongst legislators themselves.

There are three principal sources of crime: ‘inconti-

nence,’ ‘ hatred,’ and ‘ greed.’

Offences which spring from incontinence are rarely of a

kind that can be cured by pecuniary compensation. Such

a remedy may be applied in certain cases of seduction, or

even of conjugal infidelity; but it affords no cure for the

hurt that honour feels, nor for that part of the evil which

consists in disturbance of the family peace.

It must be noted that, unlike other offences, whose ill

effects are the more surely arrested the more generally the

offences become known, crimes of incontinence often be-

come hurtful only when made public. Many a worthy

citizen, who would conceive it to be his plain duty to publish

any act of fraud within his cognizance, would take good

care not to reveal the secret of an illicit amour that chanced

to be whispered in his ear. To keep a fraud concealed is

to become a party to it. To expose to the light of day some
hidden act of frailty is to produce an evil without any

compensating advantage; for it results in wounding the

sensibility of those whose shameful secret is betrayed,

while repairing none of the mischief of their misdeed. 1

count among the institutions that do honour to the hu-

manity of our age the asylums for lying-in and the hospitals

for foundlings, which have so often averted the unhappy
consequences of^espair by shrouding with a veil of mystery

the sad and enduring sequel to the folly of an hour. The
harsh judgment that denounces such indulgence is based

upon a false principle of asceticism.

The crimes that spring from hatred are also often of^jj^ig^g

such a nature that compensation in money cannot be

applied to them. And, indeed, even where compensation

can be*applied, it is rarely complete ;
it cannot undo what
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is done ; it cannot replace a lost Umb, or restore a son to

his father, a father to his children. But it may in some
measure affect the condition of the injured party,' by sup-

plying him with a lot or portion of good to indemnify him
for a lot or portion of evil; by crediting him, in the accounts

that show how he fares, with an item to balance some item

on the other side.

As to this class of crime, it is essential to observe that

day by day, as civilization advances, such offences decrease

in point of number. In most European States, it is really

wonderful how few crimes take their rise in the angry

passions, so natural to mankind, and so fierce in the

earlier phases of society. What an object of emulation

for such backward governments as have not yet reached

this stage in police administration—^for the rulers of lands

in which the sword of Justice has so far failed to triumph

over the stiletto of revenge !

The really inexhaustible source of crime is greed. Here,
itomOrend. then, is the foe, always active and alert to seize every ad-

vantage, against whom war must be waged with un-

remitting zeal. And this war calls for peculiar tactics,

the principles of which have been much misunderstood.

Be indulgent to this passion so long as it confines itself

to the use of peaceful means; concern yourself mainly in

depriving the delinquent of every particle of unlawful

gain. But become more and more severe in proportion

as it lends itself to overt action, or has recourse to threats

and violence ; and reserve expedients of the utmost severity

in case it should abandon itself to some atrocity, such as

arson or murder. It is, indeed, in the skilful management
of these gradations that the art of punishment consists.

Do not forget that, so far as ]^nal laws are concerned,

police administration is but a choice of evils. If you would

act wisely in such matters, always keep the balance in your

hand; and, in your zeal to get rid of some trifling e^, do

not be guilty of the foUy of creating afmore serious one.
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Death as a remedy is almost always either unnecessary

or inefficacious. It is unnecessary when applied to those

whom d milder penalty would deter from crime, or who
might be restrained by mere imprisonment; it is ineffica-

cious when applied to those who throw themselves into its

arms, so to speak, as a refuge in their despair. The policy

of a lawgiver who punishes every crime with death recalls

the timorous aversion of a child who crushes the insect he

hardly dare look upon.^ But if the state of society, the

frequency of some grave offence, demand the use of this

terrible expedient, make bold, without in any way aggra-

vating the torments of death, to invest it with an aspect

even more formidable than that bestowed on it by Nature

;

surround it with doleful accessories, with emblems of the

crime, and all the tragic pomp of ceremonial rites. Be
slow, however, to believe in this necessity for death. By
shunning it as a punishment, you will, indeed, prevent its

occurrence as a crime; for, when a man is about to commit
one of two offences, it is highly important to make it

greatly to his interest not to commit the graver of the

two. In short, it is very desirable to turn the assassin

into a simple thief—^to give the fellow a good reason for

choosing a reparable crime rather than one of which the

consequences can never be repaired.

An injury that can be repaired really amounts to little or

nothing. Everything that can be adequately compensated arAtion.

by a pecuniary indemnitymay soon become as though it were

nothing, and never had been anything; for, if the injured

party always (eceives equivalent compensation, the
* alarm ’ occasioned by the crime disappears altogether, or

is reduced to the lowest point possible.

The main object to be secured is that the compensation

payable in respect of ofTences shall be drawn from the ^
funds of the delinquents themselves, either by a levy on

^ See note anie, vol. ii., p. 158. ' What^ lamentable case it is to

Bee Bo^Hny Christian m«i and women strangled on that cursed tree

of the gallows !’: (C<^e, Third InstUfUe)^ (C. M. A.)
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any property already acquired by them, or by a charge

on the earnings of work to be compulsorily imposed upon
them. If this were done, innocence and security iK^ould go
hand in hand, while suffering and sorrow would be the

portion of those only who disturbed the social order.

Such is the pinnacle of perfection to which we should

aspire, though we may only hope to attain it by slow

degrees and continuously sustained effort. The satisfaction

of reaching this goal will be the guerdon of a courageous

and enlightened administration.

But, if this source of compensation prove inadequate,

we must needs provide indemnity, either from the public

treasury or by way of 'private insurances.

The imperfections of our laws, from this point of view,

are very marked. If a crime be committed, those who
suffer from it, whether in person or in pocket, are abandoned

to their fate.^ And yet society, which they have helped

to uphold, is under obligation to protect them, and, when
that protection fails, owes them an indemnity.

When a private individual, at his own charges, prosecutes

a criminal, even though the crime were directed against

himself, he is no less a defender of the State than the man
who fights its foreign foes; and the losses he sustains in de-

fending the public ought to be repaired at the public expense.

But when an innocent man has suffered through some
judicial error—when he has been arrested, cast into gaol,

branded as a criminal, and condemned to endure the

anxiety of a trial and the anguish of long imprisonment—^it

is not only on his account, but for the sa^e of her own fair

fame, that Justice should make full and Speedy reparation.

Established to redress all wrongs, does she alone seek an

exclusive privilege to work iniquity ?

Gk>vemments have not made provision for any of these

indemnities, though in England certain voluntary associa-

tions have been formed to supply the deficiency. If the

1 Cf. ante, vol ii, p. 267. (0. M. A.)
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institution of insurance is good in one case, it is good in

all, with such precautions as are needed to prevent negli-

gence ahd fraud. ^

Every accumulation of funds, public or private,

subject to loss through fraudulent practices; and such

frauds may, of course, operate to diminish the value of

insurance, without, however, destroying its utility alto-

gether. Do we not still cultivate our orchards, though the

crop may, perchance, perish by a thousand accidents ?

Monts de piite have proved a success in many countries.^

An institution of that class, founded in London about the

middle of the eighteenth century, was a failure from the

beginning, owing to the dishonesty of the directors; and
their peculations created a lasting prejudice, which has

prevented any other attempt of the same kind. By parity

of reasoning, we might arrive at the conclusion that ships

are useless in warfare, because the Royal George

^

whose port-

holes had been left open, sunk whilst at anchor.^

^ Insuranoo is ^ood because the insurer is prepared to boar the loss,

deeming the prenuums he receives to be an equivalent for the risk which
he runs. But the remedy is in itself imperfect, because it is always
necessary to pay the premium, which is a certain loss, so as to safeguard
oneself against a loss which is uncertain. In this point of view, it is

desirable that all unforeseen losses, which may fall upon individuals
through no fault of their own, should be covered at the public expense.
The more numerous the contributories, the less appreciable the loss

to any one of them. But. on the other hand, it must be noted that a
publio fund is more exposed to fraud and waste than a private one.

Losses which fall directly on the individual impart the strongest possible
impulse to motives of vigilance and economy (Dumont).

* These institutions for lending money to the poor upon pledges,

and without charging interest, were first established in the fifteenth

century, and called monlea pietatia. The word * mont ’ or * mount *

was onginally api>li|d to any pecuniary fund. Banks of this kind were
founded at Peru^ in 1464# at Rome in 1539. at Naples in 1540, and
at Pariain 1777. under the style of monia de pitti. They were in the
first instance supported by voluntary contributions; but afterwards it

became necessary to charge interest (Gilbart's IJiatory ojBanking* edition

of 1907. p. 197). (C. M. A.) «
* The Royal Qaorgt* of 108 guns, was overset at Spithead on August 29.

1782, with a loss of more than 800 souls. In Cowper's words.

'A land-breeze shook the shrouds.
And she was overset ; «

* * Down went the Royal Oaorge*
With all her crew complete.' (C. M. A.)
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Assurance against crimes might have a twofold object:

(a) To create a fund for the indemnification of injured

parties in case the delinquent be unknown or iiteolvent;

(p) to defray, in the first instance, the costs of criminal

prosecutions, a purpose which might, in the case of poor

persons, be extended to the costs of causes purely civil.

But the scheme of such indemnities would be foreign

to the matter 1 have now in hand. I have elsewhere

enunciated the principles, and 1 must here confine

myself to a statement of the general result of the invest!-

SSiuffaB to
It is this: That by good laws we may reduce

Reparation, almost all offeuces to acts which can he repaired by mere

pecuniary compensation

;

and that, when this is the case,

the evils springing from crime may be almost wholly done

away with.^

The result thus simply stated does not at first appeal

to the imagination; but the more one dwells upon it, the

more one recognizes its importance and its soundness. It

is not the brilliant salons of the fashionable world that we
seek to interest in a formula almost arithmetical in expres-

sion
; it is to the careful consideration of statesmen that we

present it, and to them it belongs to sift and investigate

its truth and to test its utility.

The science whose foundations we have explored can
wwjlMii appeal only to lofty minds with whom the public welfare

has become a passion. It has no concern with the shifty

and subversive form of politics that prides itself on under-

hand schemes, that sees glory in a welter of human misery,

that finds the prosperity of one natio^^in the decay of

another, and mistakes the upheavals of governments for

the achievements of genius. We are here engaged with the

most profound interests of humanity; with the art of

fashioning the manners and chlaracter of a nation; with

expedients for rmsing the security of individuals to its

highest pitch, and for deriving results equally advantageous
® O o

Cf, Bowring, YOI. iv., pp. 199, ibo. (C. M. A.)
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from various and varying forms of government. Such is

the aim of this branch of political science, open and
generoub, seeking only for light, asking for nothing ex-

clusive, and finding no mode of perpetuating the benefits

it confers more certain than that of sharing them with
every member of the great family of nations.

VOii. II.
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ChlOlliO 0ff6li068» considered, ii. 53 prohibition of acts prepara

-

suppressive remedies for, ii. 56 tory to illegal, ii. 269
(Sircmicid imnishmeati, CcaninenHarability, as a property
CilonmBtaQOes, influencing sensi- of punishments, ii. 144

bility. i, 45 Cknnmeice, tendency of. to create
CixoilSy games of the, in Romo, equality, i. 162. And see Trade

referred to. ii. 201 Common employment, the doo-
Givil Code, principles of the, i. 119 trine of. noticed, i. 264 n.

Civil Law, the study of, i. 1 14 { Common Sense, as a rule of action,
Civil List, English, li. 229

]

i. 10
Civilisation, the crimes of, not so

;
Commons, good effects of en-

hurtful as those of barbarism,
j

closure of, i. 258
ii* 167

I

Community of goods, in religious
Classical education, a bad effect

j

HCJcioties, i. 159
of, noticed, i. 181 i inconvonioncoB of, i. 267

Classifloation of punishments, ii.
i

exception as to commercial
151

^ ^ j

companies, i. 258
Clergy, provision for support of. I Compassion, a form of sympathy,

i, 175
:

i. 49
salutary influence of, in Scot-

|
Compensation, relation between

land, ii. 212 punishment and, ii. 147, 330
celibacy of the. ii. 229

j
should be made by wrong-

Clinmte, influence of, on sensi-
j

doer, ii. 107. 333
bility, i. 55

j

to an injured party, i. 58;
Clough*! Lalest Decalogue* cited, I ii. 68. 69, 334

i. 86 n.
^ ^ j

exacted from one to whom
Cooceins, or Coooeji (the juriscon-

; service has been rendered.
suit), noticed, i. 93, 98 I i. 252

Oodhrane, Lord, reference to trial
;

to place-holders and pension-
of, ii. 148 n. ers, i. 189

Cocdc-flghtillg, cruelty of. ii. 275 principles of, in case of
Code, some characteristics of a,

|
compulsory purchase, i.

i. 206; ii. 154, 297 192
Code, promulgation of, i. 197 on emancipation of slaves,

should be simple and method- i. 274
ioal, i. 200, 20L 206 for wrongful punishment, ii.

Code Frederic, noti<M. i. 93, 94. 120. 334. And see Satis-
301. 310; ii. 215, 216 • faction

OodeTeresa(MariaTorc8a), noticed, Competitioil, beneficial effects of
ii. 234, 247. 268 free. i. 265

Oodms, noticed, ii. 289 Complex offeuees, ii. 8
Ooeroioii, effect of undue, s^n Complex pleasures, i. 28. 32

validity of contracts, i. 224 Complex punishiiieniiU ii. 150
to promote religious belief. Complexi&, of the laws, evils of.

ii. 284 i. 201
OoltPe,^.beneficial effect of use of. Compulsive, punishments purely.

U. 2% * • U. 152
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CkmilNllsory mudiase, compensa- Oonvenls effect of dissolution of»

tion in case of, i. 193 i. 188
Conoealmeiltt effect on validity of Ckmvioiioii8t publication »of, as a

contracts of undue, i. 223 punishment, ii. 09
difficulty of, as affecting Copyhold system, inconveniences

alarm, ii. 29 of, i. 259
ConditiOiiit meaning of offence CorponU injurieiu analogical pun-

against, ii. 4 ishments in case of, ii. 144
moaning of term, i. 263 deformity, influence on sensi-
frauds as to, ii. 81 bility, i. 47

Oondaot, security for good, ii. 138 irreparable, ii. 68
et aeq, prevention of, by creation of

Confisoatioilf a relic of barbarism, accessory offences, ii. 269
ii. 135 Corporal iiunilte, satisfaction in

impropriety of general, i. 187 case of, ii. 88
ConlDSioii, of goods, title by, i. 215 Corpotatioii8» evil effects of close,

Connectioiui of oalprit, effect of i. 184
punishment on, ii. 137 loss of privileges for malversa-

Consoienoe* as a rule of, conduct, tion. ii. 136
i. 10, 25, 41 Corpus delicti, reference to, il. 236

attempts to coerce a man's, Cormptioil of blood, as a punish-
ii. 285 ment, i. 94; ii. 135

Consent, as a ground of justifica- Councils of advice, function of,

tion, ii. 42 ii. 309
title to property arising from, renewal by rotation of legis-

i. 222 lative, ii. 312
ConseQuential mischief, meaning Country Scene, pleasures of a, are

of, i. 68 complex, i. 32
Consistency, importance of, in Coortesans, social condition of,

laws, i. 198 ii. 216
Consolidation Acts, introducing Cowardice, rightly regarded as
new provisions in, i. 201 contemptible, ii. 96

Constantilncqple, factions in, arising Cowper’s letters, referred to, ii.

from antipathy, i. 13 169
public opinion in, ii. 328 Credit, national, of England com-

Oonstitntion, views on the British, pared with that of France, i.

i. 104 183
Contempt, injury to individual Crime, meaning of, i. 72

by exposing him to, ii. 86 indirect means of preventing,
uses of, in punishment, ii. 151, ii. 174 et aeq.

161. See Moral Sanction profits of, to be countervailed

Ckmtract, as to the disposal of by pimishment, ii 126
services, i. 264 circumstances infiuencing de-

mere existence of a, no sree of alarm in oases of,

reason for validatmg it, i. li. 12. See Pnniditateilt

256 Criminals, pardon of, ii. 169, 171
causes of invalidity of, i 223, CritioiBm, difficulty arising from

264. See Social abuse of right of, ii. 3.18

Oontractonufor Government stores, Cromwell, c^raoteristio of, ii.

excluded from Parliament, ii. 201
184 . . Cross Breeding, need for, L 291

Ocatrilmtloiis, voluntary^ for re- Ometty, nourished by mmLgames
lief of poor, i. 172 and tangninary laws, u. 275
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Cbradty.toanimals,i.87;it.270.275 i Denmark, autocracy estabUched
as an aggravation of an

oSence, ii. 31
Oapidity. operation of the motive

of, i. 76; ii. 25
Cnriority. as a motive, ii. 25
Coetom. precedents dei>en€iing on,

i. 206
Cttstom-hoiise oattis. noticed, ii.

293
Chetoms. national, regard to lie

paid to, i. 100
expectations based on na-

tional, i. 196
Cyme, anecdote concerning, i. 192

DainMe. to goods in transit, dis-

tribution of, i. 261
Damagee. propriety of awarding,

• for injury, ii. 64. SeeCom-
pensatian

exaction of, as a punishment,
ii. 126

Danger, a branch of secondary
mischief, i. 66, 68

when greater than the alarm
in case of crime, ii. 40

Dangeroni cdiaiaoter. what are in-

dications of a, ii. 30
Dangerooi desires, alteration of

course of, ii. 196
Danidl CMe. referred to, ii. 167
Death, as a punishment, ii. 158,

168, 333
Deaths, registration of, recom-

mended. ii. 243
Debton. partiality of historians

of Rome to, i. 181
Deoeptions of mendicants, etc.,

precautions against, ii. 245
Deeds, registration of, ii. 241

a mode of preventing forgery
of, iL 242 /

solemnities on ezeoutipn of,

4L237
satisfaction for in-

jury caused by, ii. 80. See

Reputation •
Definitions, danger of arbitrary,

LOO
Delocmity. as a circumstance in-

fluencing sensibility, L 47
DenAeflieneB. noticed, i«l79

m, 1 . 97
Depravity, extent of, as indicated

by an act. ii. 21, 30
Deserve, misleading use of word,

i. 100
Desiie. the {lains of unsatisiied.

L 35. 36
Desires, intermingling of good
and evil. ii. 197. See Danger-
ous Desires

Detention, of property, remedies
for unjust, ii. 221

Dice, prohibition of sale of, ii. 181

Dicey (Prof. A. V.), cited, IiUrod,.

p. xii; ii. 192 n.

Direct methods, of preventing
offences, ii. 49 cf aeq>

legislation, essentials of a
system of, ii. 176

Disablement, as a punishment, ii.

159, 180
Disappointment, the pains of, i. 33
Disappointment Pievmting Princi-

ple. i. 144
Disdhfurged Prisoners, position of,

referred to, ii. 166
Disgrace, as a punishment, ii. 161

as an aggravation of mis-
chief, ii. 16

Dishonour, as a punishment, ii.

161
Disposition, natural, influence of,

i. 48
Disrepute, punishment by, ii. 161.

See Be^tation
Distance, in point of time, de-

stroys influence of penalties, i.

171
Distribution, of branches of author-

ity, iL 306
Distribution cf loss. i. 139, 261
Divided wtiMhiay, moaning of, L 68
Division of power, ii. 306
Divorce, an inquiry as to, i. 292

et seq.

RoyalCommission on, L 292, n.
reasons for and against, i.

295, 296 aej.

on what conditions ? 1. 302
at what age ? i. 304
at whose choice ? L 305
polygamy, i. 307
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Dooamentafy evidenoa* import-
ance of securing, ii. 236

Domeefcio and civil government,
compared, ii. 300

Domestio tribunal, i. 243; ii. 263
Draco, reference to the code of, i. 6^

Drenci, application of charac
teristic, ii. 258

Dmge, sale of, i. 228; ii. 270
standard weights of, ii. 262

DmnkenneiB, as an offence, i. 82
as a ground of extenuation,

ii. 35
Daelling, origin of, ii. 90, 91

sureties for prevention of,

ii. 140
effects of, ii. 91 ; ii. 208
defects of, as a punishment,

ii. 93
operates to efface the stain
on honour, ii. 94

would disappear if laws were
adequate, ii. 101

Dumont (Etienne), IrUrod., pp. iii,

iv, V, viii, xi

Duration, an element in the
measurement of pleasure or
pain, i. 42

of offences, considerations
affecting the. ii. 53

Dnreis, i. 224

East India Company, noticed, ii.

309, 313
Economy, in punishment, ii. 128,

146
in the public service, how far

dangerous, ii. 229
Education, use to be made of

the power of, ii. 300
proposal for State, i. 283
of the poor, importance of

the, u. 302
of ward, as a duty of the

guardian, i. 277
as a oiroumstanoe affecting

sensibility, i. 64
Egoism, imiversality of, i. 250
Egypt, priesthood of, criticised,

ii. 189. 321
incestuous alliances of sove-

reigns oif• L 290
j^feot.dogaiM<rfthe.L )2 *

I

Elegance, increase in, ii. 200
Emancipation, of slaves, arrange-

ments lor, i. 274 ^
Emblematic punishments for cer-

tain offences, ii. 162, 232, 234
Emperor, Bomans tolerated title

of. ii. 282
Enclosure of commons, good ef-

fects of, i. 258
Enoonragemeuis to crime, how to

avoid, ii. 221 **

Endor, witch of, referred to, ii.

247
Endowments, in restraint of aliena-

tion. i. 231, 232
English jurisprudence, fails to

provide redress for injury to
honour, ii. 207, 208

Enjoyment, encouragement of ra-
tional forms of, ii. 198

Enlistment, propriety of, ii. 226
Elomity, compensation often in*

applicable to crimes arising
from, ii. 331

attacks on honour arising
from, ii. 85

pains of, i. 33. And see Hatred
Entails, evils of, i. 229
Envy, a cause of antipathy, i. 16
E^cums, doctrines of, i. 24
E^enesis, noticed, i. 217, 229
Equal rights, an absurdity, i. 127
Equality, as An object of civil law,

i. 123, 124
of punishments, ii. 143
is a deceptive word, ii. 283
when opposed to security,
must give way, i. 127, 158

of treatment m punishm^ts
considered, i. 59

reconciliation of Security and,
i. 161

gradual tfeogress towards, i.

• 162
Erroneous belief, as to value, a
ground of invalidating ex-
changes, i. 226

Enar, avowal of, as attestative
satisfaction, ii. 83

Emape cl culprils, increasing the
difficulty of, it 261

Sbprit da ooips, or party, spirit
a fom^of sympathy, i d9 *
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Mifmi, the aim and extent of, i.

70, 80. 85
EvideilOQt animadversion on Eng-

lish rules of, ii. 264
Evilt elements of, i. 5; ii. 12, 14.

good may spring from, i. 71
of the first order, i. 65; ii. 14
of the second order, i. 66;

ii. 12
of the third order, i. 70

Ekaillpl0» operation of, in causing
or preventing crime, i. 67

operation of, to change public
opinion, ii. 283

Exchange, nature of an, i. 222
Exchangai, forced, evil of, i. 192

el seq.

forced, when justifiable, i. 195
reasons for invalidating, i.

• 223 et seq.

Ezecatiom of orimmals, solemnities
that should attend the, ii. 145,
231, 233

Ezemplaritsr, as a property of
punishment, ii. 145, 231

Kxhihitiops, use and abuse of

public, i. 177. 178
*
Ezpeotatioii ^ and * Diaappoint-
ment,^ i. 144

Ezpeotatioii, the pleasure of, i. 31
the pains of, i. 34
power of the laws over, i.

144, 196 et seq.

as affecting the law as to the
finding of articles, i. 203

Ezpenae, of punishment, meaning
of phrase, ii. 93, 124

Ez post facto legislation, i. 206
BztOBded mischief, meaning of,

i. 68
Bztenoatioit, grounds of, ii. 34

motive as a source of, ii. 26
BSztortiOil, publioa|^n of prices,

etc., as a check to, ii. 247 •
Eztraxaganoe, may be encouraged
by charitable oontributions, i.

169

FUlaeies, on the subject of legis-

lation, i. 88
False ronsnns, for making laws, ib.

False sepoftSt compensation to

TpeirSoA injured by, ii. 8(0

Falsehood, offences involving, ii.

3 n.

satisfaction by attestation in
cases of, ii. 80

stamps a character as dan-
gerous, ii. 32

encouraged by religious in-

tolerance, ii. 286
Fame, love of, as a motive, ii. 24
FunUy, father of a, a model for

judicial tribunals, ii. 263
Family Pride, an obstacle to

alienation of land, i. 231
Families, differences between

states and, ii, 300
Fanaticism, curious form of, in

Denmark and Germany, ii. 22
Fanciful Reason is no reason, i. 98
Father, responsibility of, for of-

fences of children, ii. 112
foundation of his rights over

his children, i. 98
Father and ehiW, principles of

civil code as to, i. 282 et seq.

proposal for education of

ctiildren in common, i. 283
Fecunditf• See Productiveness
Females, disadvantages of, as to

finding occupation, iL 211
charities for benefit of, ii. 278
sentiment of pity not so strong

in men as in, ii. 278
Fdnelon, noticed, i. xii, 17; ii. 203
Ferocity, nourished by cruel laws
and games, ii. 275

Feudal system, 1. 162. 259. See
Barbarism, Copyhold

Fictions, are not reasons for a
law, i. 93

Dumont’s views as to, i. 117
Figures, use of, in deeds, ii. 238
Finding of property, the law as

to the, i. 202, 203
Fine Arts, application of public

revenue to encourage, i. 177
Fines, use of, as a punishment, ii.

152, 166
Firmness of as a circum-

stance influencing sensibility,

L47
Fisbing, liberty of. in great watem

^217
as a ‘ sport,’ ii. 275
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noodJav laoda. ii. 14, 186
Food, variety in kinds of, iL 200.
And aee Aihlltflnitioii

Force* public, offences against
the, ii. 6

Forced ezdianges* evils of, i. 192
ei eeq.

Forced lainng of money vahies,
impolicy of, i. 186

Forced lednetioiit of rate of in-
terest, impolicy of, i. 180

Foreign diips* insuring, ii. 223
Foreigner* sale of land to, i. 228
Forfeltore for felony, abolition of,

ii. 135
Forged deeds* method of pre-

venting by paper marks, etc.,

ii. 242
Form of laws* its importance, i.

200
Fornication* as an offence, i. 82
Former Service* as a cause of

obligations, i. 261
Fortitade. See Firmness of Mind
Fbnndations* charitable and edu-

cational, merits of, i. 232
Foundling Hospitals, commended,

ii. 331
Foa-llimting* noticed, i . 221 ; ii. 276
France* branches of national faith

in, i. 183
duelling in, ii. 209
strength of respect for honour

in, ii. 207
issue of Letters de Cachet in,

ii. 323
Frand, a mronnd for invalidating

exchanges, i. 224
regulations to prevent, ii.

236 €t seq.

Feandnlent acquisition* ii. 81
Frandnleat pcaotioeB* instructions

as to, ii. 296
Frauds* to prevent acquisition,

ii. 81
Frederic IL of Fmssla* noticed.

ii. 23 n., 120, 316, 310
Free lahoiir* more productive

than that of slaves, 1 270
Freedom of oontraet* referred to,

i. 265; ii. 178
Freedom of flie Frees. SeqLiberty
ofOiePress

Frienddilp* a form of sympathy, i.

49
Frugality, as a property cf punish-

ment. iL 1^
how far ]^or laws operate to

check, i. 169

Gagarin* revolt of, noticed, ii. 312
Gambling, evil of, referred to, i. 137
Game Laws, propriety of, con-

sidered, i. 218 *

accessory offences under the.
ii. 269

Games* useful in changing the
course of dangerous desires, ii.

200
Gaming, noticed, ii. 224, 270
General warrants, ii. 322 n.

ffeneva, sumptuary laws in, ii. 182
Gibbon* cited, i. 13 n.

Glory, love of, i. 20, 164
Golden Age, referred to, ii. 186
Good, motives should not be

classed as bad or, ii. 17 n., 23
Good conduct, surety for, ii. 138

et seq.

Good name* importance of being
jealous of one's, ii. 97

Goods, inconvenience of com-
munity in, L 257

Goodwill* pleasure of securing, i. 29
the motive of, i. 252; ii. 24

Governing bodies, abuse of author-
ity by, ii. 306

renewal of, by rotation, ii. 313
Government, as a circumstance

influencing sensibility, i. 55
requires a series of sacrifices

to security, i. 164 •

is concerned with the choice
of evils, i. 66

loans, fi»ourity of English,
as conmared with French,

* i. 183
interference by, as between

master and apprentice, i

265
m importance of maintaining a

stable form of, i. 98
Ckivemors ol Frovineas* desira-

bility of frequent olnuigB in,

ii. 310 .

GrmtesbWappftiesi prinellML 121
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Ore60e« attacks upon security in.

i. 182
Greed. offences springing from. ii.

332
Greeks, absence of duelling among,

promoted assassination, ii.

209
prostitution recognized by,

ii. 219
Gregory vn.. referenco to. ii. 230
metna Green, notice of marriages

at. i. 300, 309
Groundless ponidiments. evil of.

ii. 122
Giuurdians. responsibility of. for

offences bv ward, ii. Ill
principles of civil code as to.

i. 277 et seq.

father and mother are natural.
• i. 278
precautions against abuse of
powers by, i. 279

Gnardiandlip. meaning of the
term, i. 277

Gunpowder, regulations as to
keeping, etc., ii. 183

Habeas Corpus, reference to. ii.

324 n.

Habits, national. See Customs.
Habitual occupations, as a circum-

stance affecting sensibility, i. 54
Haldvy, Blie. his La Jeunesse de

Bentham, cited passim
Hand, burning the, as a punish-

ment, ii. 234
Happiness, the principle of utility

limited to furtherance of, i. 1

HairiBgton^S Oceana, noticed,ii. 313
Hatred, as a motive in inflicting

punishment, ii. 104
evil resulting motive of.

i. 74, 331 /
possibility of compensating
•when offence springs from,

ii. 331
Health. as a circumstance infiu-

enoing sensibility, i. 40 m
Beta, apportionment of property
among, i. 234

Beieetius. i^erred to, i. 55. 103
—

, as an offence, i. 41 ; ii. 10,

347

Bighways. preservation of surface
of. referred to. ii. 183

Hobbes, his LevieUhan referred to.

i. 95
Hobson (J. A.), his Industrial

Sf/slefn cited, i. 158 n.

HOi^urth. referred to. ii. 200 n., 270
Holbuid. domestic economy in, ii.

212
Homicide, prohibition of acts

prexiaratory to. ii. 269
Hone^. the best policy, i. 84
Honorary satisfaction, ii. 66, 86, 102
Honour, employment of motive

of. ii. 281. See Popular
Sanction

notions of. as a circumstance
inffuencing sensibility, i. 48

expedients for satisfymg of-

fended. ii. 99
loss of, as a punishment, ii.

161
redress for injuries that assail

ii. 207
Hope, pleasures of, i. 31
Horace, cited, i. 18; ii. 9, 126.

231. 247
Hospitals, for the poor, limits to

encouragement of, ii. 291
House of God. church spoken of

as a, misleading metaphor in-

volving right of * sanctuary, ’ i . 92
Hulks, punishment of the, re-

ferred to, ii. 164 n., 166 n.

Humanity, cruel jwnalties under
Xiretext of, li. 39

voluntary contributions oper-

ate as a peimlty on, i. 172
Hume. David, his works cited,

i. 17. 109, 135n.;ii. 187 n.

Hungary, attempt to extirpate
prostitution in. ii. 218

Hunger, as a motive, ii. 23, 210
Hunting, cruelty of. ii. 275

liberty of, considered, i. 218
the inconvenienoes of right

of. I 219
fibisband and Wife

community of goods between,
i. 257

domestic authority should

. be reposed in the husband,
i.202
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Hnsliaiid and Wife—
rosponsibilitv of husband for

acts of wife, ii. 114
obligation to wife baaed on

prinoiple of * former aer-
vice,* 1. 254

Hnaleyt cited, ii. 291 n.

Identiflcatioii, expedients to pro-
mote, ii. 257, 259

Mlenea^ love of, as a cause of
crime, ii. 196

lenominioas imnishments, ii. 151,
161

I^omiiiy, i. 33; ii. 161, 281. See
MozbI, or Popular* Sanction

I^orance* may render popular
associations dangerous, ii. 327

Ill-repate, pains of, i. 33
ni-will. See MUevoleuoe
Imaginary mischief, ii. 9
Imagination, impression of punish-

ment on the, ii. 231
pleasures of the, i. 31
pains of the, i. 34

Imperfection, bodily, as influ-

encing sensibility, i. 47
Jtopostlires, instructions to fore-
warn of, ii. 246

Lnpriaonment, wrongful, expedi-
ents for preventing, ii. 57

loauamity, effect of, in promoting
crime, ii. 265

Incest, principles of civil code as
to, i. 290

Ihclinatioi^ bent of, as influencing
sensibility, i. 48

Indosure Acts, justified, i. 195,
258

Xncontmenoe, offences springing
from, ii. 331

AideliblePunishments, ii. 151, 159
Indemnity. See Compensation

;

Satisfaction
Independence, of the three Estates

of the Realm, imaginary only,

i 104
Indigence, crimes arising from, ii.

210
relief of, i. 166; ii. 210. See
Poor

Individ^ interests, the public
interest is the aggregate of. i. 190

Indirect poniahmcnt, considered,
ii. 132

means of preventing crime,
ii. 174, 177

Ihdastrial Sdhools, institution of,

referred to, ii. 303
Industry, abatement of, a result of

attacks on property, i. 152,
184

taxes that fetter, impolicy of,

i. 184
•

Ineoiaality, of punishments, ii. 143
Influny, attaching to kinsmen, ii.

137. See Menu Sanction
Infancy, poor law relief during,

i. 168
as a ground of extenuation,

ii. 36
Infanticide, referred to. ii. 38
Infants, guardianship of, i. 277

contracts by, i. 227, 305, 307
Infonuations, reception of secret,

I

ii. 314
I

Infonncis, odium attaching to, ii.

266, 283
Ingratitude, testamentary power

tends to prevent, i. 243
not punishable, i. 80, 252

Inheritance, principle of, i. 234
Injuries, inadequacy of remedies

for slight corporal, ii. 88. See
Duelling

Lmooent man, condemnation of
an, ii. 21, 265

Innocent persons, who have pro-
fited by offences, responsibility
of, ii. 114

Innocent, precautions in favour
of the, ii. 264 •

Innovation, accusation of, not a
reason against a law, i. 90

will ultinmtely be accepted if

in confOMnity with utility,

ti. 200
Ihanisition, referred to, ill .185,

232, 314
Insanity, as a circumstance in-

c flnenoing sensibility, i. 50
of contracting party, i. 227

Xustmotion, conducive to reforma-
tion, ii. 296

necessary to combat preju-
dices, i. 101

^
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Instniotioiis, the givix^ of, with a
view to prevent crime, ii. 244
et aeq,

Ihsilltgv Atturfaction with reference
to, ii. 88, 89

inadequacy of remedies for
verbal, li. 90

InsiUBIloe, satisfaction out of
public funds likened to,

ii. 116
• against loss, considered, i. 1 38,

222; ii. 222. 334
Insizneottoilt popular associations

not a cause of, ii. 328
InteUeotnal pleasures, i. 30

powers, influence on sensi-
bility, i. 47

Intsositys an element in value of
pleasure or pain, i. 42

Inteiltioil and motive, considered,
ii. 17

IhtereBt, forced reduction of rate
of, condemned, i. 186

as a motive of action, i. 103
amount of, in cases of com-

pensation, ii. 73, 222
in a thing, meaning of, i. 209 n.

Interoft of budividnals must give
way to Public Interest,
quare, i. 190

Interprtetioiiy of laws, by judges,
i. 204

IntOSdoailtSy introduction of non-,
ii. 200

lutozicatiQii, as an offence, i. 82;
ii. 181

Litrodaotioii to the Principles of
Morals and Legislation (2nd
edition, 1907), cited paaaim

InnddaHnm, the crime of, referred
to, ii. 14, 186

Irdand* referred to, i. 176; it 327
Italy, duelling in, Mferred to, ii.

209 ^
m

Jamestl., reference to, ii. 43
Jansenists, referred to, L 27
Jannarins, miracle of, suggmted

as a toy, ii. 297 ®

Japan, referred to, iL 258
Je^S» Edward, A Short History of

Hngliah Law by, cited, i. ^8,
256;«u. 135, 239, 322^

Jesuits, referred to, i. 27
in Paraguay, reference to
society of, 1. 160; ii. 189, 321

Jews, advantage of marriage Act
denied to, ii. 244

Jews, oppression of the, i. 187
Joint offenders, payment of com-

pensation by, li. 74
Joseph n., the Hapsburg Emperor,

references to, i. 63; ii. 319
Jndez danmatnr cam nooens

absolvitnr, ii. 264
Judge-made law. Sir F. Pollock

on. i. 204
Austin on. i. 205

Judgment of Ctod, meaning of, ii.

189
Justice, represented as opposed

to utility, i. 22
loss arising from miscarriages

of, ii. 120
offences against, ii. 5

Juvenal, cited, ii. 232 n.

Karnes, Lord, quoted as to Cus-
tom House oaths, ii. 294

Kept women, position of, con-
sidered, ii. 217

King, use of the word as distin-

guished from Emperor, ii.

282
inadvisability of reference to

the, in proclamations under
the Riot Act, li. 61

Knackers, precluded from selling

meat, ii. 184 n.

Knowledge, as a circumstance in-

fluencing sensibility, i. 47
hindering the acquisition of,

ii, 185 et aeq,

benefits from diffusion of, ii.

295
of the fact of an offence, how

facilitated, ii. 236
Koran, noticed, ii. 236

Labour, protection of the law the
inducement to, i. 143

free, more productive than
t^t of slave, i. 270

TAtidj laid bare by retreat of water,

how appropriated, i. 214
nature ox title to, i. 211
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obstooles to alienation of, i,

229
Laioeny* from dwelling-house, re-

ferred to, ii 27
punishment of, ii. 158

Laah. punishment of the, iL 158,
233

Law, study of civil, i. 114
Montesquieu's definition of,

criticised, i. 90
Law, John, his banking scheme

referred to. i. 202
Law taxes, impropriety of, i. 185;

ii. 266
Laws, of succession, criticized, i.

199
opposed to liberty, i. 120

Laws, power of, over expectation,
i. 196 et aeq,

our indebtedness to, i. 143,

207; u. 336
advantage of making known,

i. 197
importance of consistency in,

1. 198
should conform to principle

of utility, i. 200
should be simple and method-

ical, t&.

should bo certain to be en-
forced, i. 201

should be construed literally,

i. 204
Leoky’s HiUory of European

Morals, cited, ii. 104
Left-hand marriages, practice of,

in Germany, ii. 215
Legal (or Polmoal) Sanction, i. 37,

38, 40
Legislation, the aim of, i. 55 n., 79;

ii. 176
limits separating morals from

i. 81, 82.

object of indirect, ii. 196
Lenity in panhinnents, may make

code cruel, ii. 156
Letttesdeoaohet animadverted on,

ii. 323
Leviatliaa. See Hohhes
Leweenhoek, his works noticed, i. I

217
Libeis, measnreB for destruction I

of, ii. 182 c I

Liberty of the press, ii 190. 281,
295, 317

Liberty, meaning of the term. i. 125
passion for political, 4. 21
curtailment of, by creation of

obltotions, i. 120
code should begin with a law

in favour of, ii. 324
a deceptive term, ii 283

Lhniiation, of the right of
property, i 165, 166 ,,

Lunit^ that separate Morals from
Legislation, i. 79 et aeq., 248

Lingnet, Theory of Civil Law by,
referred to, i 115

Litera So^ta Manet, ii 236
Livy, cited, ii. 91 n.

Loans, security of English Govern-
ment, i. 183

Locke’s Treatises on Civil Govern •

ment referred to, i. 96, 107
London, special Act as to privi-

leges of, ii. 136
Loss ofproperty, effect of, i 140,152
Losses, what should be made good

by the State, ii. 116
Love, the pleasures of, i 35; ii. 198
Lucan’s De Bello CiviU, cited, i.

191
Lnoretias, cited, i. 285
Lnnatios, detention of, ii. 57
Lnst, as a motive, ii. 213
Lnzniy, how far justifiable, i. 103,

132; ii. 201, 204
utility of, ii. 201

Icrourgns, division of lands by,
inequality^ of, i. 182

Lyonnet, Pierre, his work on the
Caterpillar referred to, i. 45

t

Macaulay, cited, ii. 152 n., 177 n.,

192
Maohiavel, ajmlied utility in mis-

taken way,\ 23
Madmen, contracts by, i. 227
Madness, as a oiroumstafice in-

fluencing sensibility, i. 60
Magistrate, the parent a kind of,

^ ii. 263
definition of, i. 55

Magna Ggcta, effect of, ou ju-
dicial formalities, U. 324

Mahomet, referred to, i. 11^ jj. 181
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Maihi, improved system of con-
veyance suggested by Mr. Pal-
mer, ii. 255

Maine*! Ancient Law (Sir F. Pol-
lock's edition), cited, i. 100,
204, 210. And see ii. 242 n,

Ma]evolenoe» the pleasures of, i. 30
the pains of, i. 34

offences based on, ii. 5
duelling in. referred to, ii.

^09
Mannfactares, tendency of. to

produce equality, i. 102
Mawm, reference to. ii. 44

uses of, to attest quantity
or quality, ii. 253

Macciage> utility of contract of,

i. 285; ii. 213
between relatives, i. 237, 290
of infants, i. 306, 307
table of prohibited alliances,

i. 287, 288
with a deceased wife's sister,

i. 288
with a deceased brother's

widow, ih.

dissolution of, i. 294. And sec

Divoice, Pdlygamy
considerations as to suitoblo

regulations for, 1. 59; ii. 213
for a limited period, ii. 214

Maniaff!!, registration of, recom-
mended, ii. 243

Martial Law, observations upon,
ii. 59

Maiy, Queen, referred to, ii. 289
Master, responsibility for acts of

servant, ii. 107
relation between servant and,
• i. 264

Miynffi a man's, what comprised
in the term, i. 61

MeamEe, utility of standard of,

ii. 250 /
Mauniiement, of pleasure or pain,

i. 42 •

Measares, guarding against false,

iL245
MeSwl gcMtioe, as a groundsof

justiffcation, ii. 45
Maetilia» zigltt of public, ii. 325

tends to prevent insurrec-

Jaoxx, ii. 326

Mnetlnffi when perilous to allow
right of public, ii. 327

Memory, the pleasures of. i. 31
the pains of, i. 34

Mercy, exercise of prerogative of,

by sovereign, ii. 171
Merivale’s Roman Empire, cited,

i. 271; ii. 10, 43, 209, 299
Mesmer, noticed, ii. 297
MetaphQrj^ are not a reason for

a law, i. 91
Middlesex, registry of deeds in,

ii. 242
Midwives, employment of men as,

ii. 211
Mill’s Political Economy, cited,

i. 41 n.

Milton’s sonnets, cited, i. 178 n.

Mines, appropriation of. i. 216
exploration of, in another's

land, ih,

customary rights as to, in

certain districts, i. 217
Ministers ot the Crown, folly of

Sovereign in placing unlimited
confidence in, ii. 317

Minority, fixing age of, i. 280, 281

.
M^ors, disability of, i. 227
Mints, closing of the Indian, to

free coinage of silver, i. 194 n.

Mischief of an act, i. 66
of the first order or primary,

i. 66, 66
of the second order, i. 66
of the third order, i. 70

Misseated (or Misdirected) punish-
ment, evils of, ii. 132

Mistake, a ground for invalidating
exchanges, i. 225

Mitfotd’s Hictory of Greece, cited,

i. 24
Mohs, method of dispersing, ii. 59
Monasteries, dissolution of, how

to be accomplished, i. 188
Monastic vows, i. 159; ii. 226
Money, attempt to force up value

of, i. 185
as a measure of value, i. 249

Monopolies, an infringement of
‘ security,* i. 184

Mntnfatgne (Prof.), his edition of

A Fragment on Government re-

' ferre4 to. i. 104, 208
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llonteiBlW% Baao/ya, oited, L 192
HmtaMtolra’s L’Baprit dea Loia

rafeired to. i. 90. 100. 164; iL
145. 169

Monte do pidM, notioed, ii. 335
Moral oriieriOD, analysis supply-

ing a. i. 69
Moral (or Popular) Sanetioa, i.

38. 248; ii. 85. 281
Moral sense* as a rule of conduct,

i. 10
Morals* the aim of. i. 79
Blother* responsibility of a. ii. 113
MotherCountry*a misleading meta-

phor. i. 93
M^ves* meaning of. i. 37; ii. 17. 22

classification of, ii. 24
Mnsio* use of, ii. 200
Mutilation* ii. 159

Names* use of distinctive, ii. 258
National Aooounts* publication of.

recommended, ii. 249
National Projndloes* strength of.

i. 100. 196; ii. 258
Natural Ri^ts* inaptness of the
^ase, i. 106. 108, 110

Natnre, Law of, as a guide to con-
duct, i. 11, 108, 111

Neoessaries of Life* taxes on. an
infringement of security, i. 184

Negative offences* omission to per-
form services, i. 86, 250; ii. 9

Neighbouring Lands* title from
possession of, i. 213

Nero* reference to, ii. 43
Neutral terms* use of. i. 103

should beattached to motives,
ii. 25

Nempapers* enlightening effects

of, ii. 318
Notification* as a precaution

against offences, ii. 244
Novelty* the pleasures of, i. 35
Nuisance* a chronic offence ex

opere manenie, ii. 54
Nullification of contracts* or ex-

changes. i. 223, 254

Oath* use of religion in lending
sanctity to the, ii. 291

when in conflict with public
opinion, ii. 292 «

Cfcatil* unjust or frivolous, ii. 293
ObSgatioiis* as the counterparts

of rights,!. 115, 119.247
causes leading to the crea-

tion of, i. 249
regarding services, examined.

i. 247
attached to different private

conditions, i. 263
Obligatory services* i. 248
Obstacles* to alienation of lai^,

i. 229 et aeq.

Occupant* first, nature of title of,

i. 210
Offence* meaning of the word, i.

72; ii. 1

Offences* creation of. by law. ii. 1,

122
classification of, ii. 2
against honour, remedies for,

ii. 99
rules as to proportion between

punishments and. ii. 126
satisfaction to sufferers from,

ii. 64 et aeq.

Offender* situation of, a circum-
stance influencing sensibility,
ii. 20

Official lees* etc., should be pub-
lished. ii. 248

Old l^e* poor law relief in. i. 167
Opinion* public, operation of. ii.

86. 281
Opulent classes* advantage from

existence of. i. 149, 155
Ordeals* by fire and water, ii. 189
Original Discovery* title by. i. 210
OmamentatiojB* public, charges in

respect of. i. 178, 179
Ovid* cited. iL 181 n., 193 •

Pain* the various kinds of, L 32
BovereigiLrule of Pleasure and,

i. 3. 11^;
Painsr assessment of, i. 42
Paftey* Archdeacon, refeitfCd to*

i. 27
Palmer* John* his postage plan

dbticed. ii. 255
Paper* adoption of different kinds

of, for particular deeds, ii. 242
Paidkm* use and abuse of the power

of. ii 169, 171
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Pardon, oases where neoessary} ii. I

172
made popular by death pun> !

ishment, ii. 169
Parent, duty of. to protect child.

|

i. 251. And see Father i

even when vicious, is jealous
|

of the repute of child, i. 2AQ,

Parent and ohil^ principles of civil

code as to. i. 282
* responsibility of parent for

offences by child, ii. 112
obligation based on principle

of * former service.' i. 2M
natural obligations of parents,

i. 109
laws of succession applicable

to. i. 236. 237
Park, Mongo, on the character of

th»negro race, ii. 277

moroial, i. 258
I

Party spirit, i. 49
Passions, malignant, as a cause of

;

crime, ii. 196
Pathology, application of, to moral

science, i. 133
Patriotism, unjust and exclusive,

condemned, ii. 279
a form of sympathy. L 49

Paolet, the benevolent establish-
ment of Chevalier, il 303

Peace, security to keep, the, ii.

138 et seq,

Pecnlation, by architects, etc.,

remedy for, iL 224
compensation in oases of, ii. 72

Peonitiary circomstances, influ-

once bn sensibility of, i. 61
Peonniaiy, forfeiture, ii. 135

satisfaction, ii. 66. 72
punishments, ^^46, 152, 166
interest in conmct with piblio

duty, ii. 224
Penai law, limits of, ii. 79, 80

mnciples of, ii. 1

Code, ii. 154 n. •
Penal divided into

direct and indirect, ii. 174
Penalties, adjustment of, to pe-
cuiu^y means of culprit, ii. 73,

16r • •

Penitential punishments, ii. 161
Penn, William, a * true conqumor,*

i. 156
Pensions, compensation on the

abolition of, i. 188. 189
Peroeptions, interesting, i. 28
Perjury, ii. 8. 14, 292
Perseoution, religious, ii. 285
Perseverance, as a circumstance

influencing sensibility, i. 48
Persian Letters, by Montesquieu,

referred to. i. 164
Person, offences against the, a

subdivision of private offences.
ii. 4

Person and Reputation, offences
against, ib.

Personal injuri^ pecuniary satis-
faction for. ii. 73

Peter the Great, noticed, ii. 202,
283

Petitio prinoipii, the fallacy of, i.

102
Petition, right to present a. to

King of England, ii. 316
Philip n., of Spain, operation of

religious sanction on. ii 289
Philippe-le-Bel, abolition of duel

by, in civil matters, ii. 102
Physical calamities, satisfaction

out of public funds for. ii 120
Physical power of injuring, taking
away the, ii. 80

Physical (or Natural) Sanction, i.

38. 39
Piety, pleasures of, i. 30

pains of, i. 34
Pillory, as a punishment, ii 148,

162. 233
Pistols, use of, ii 269
Pity, regulation and exercise of

sentiment of, ii. 279
a form of sympathy, i. 49,

172
Pleasure, sovereign rule of Pain

and. i 3, 113
list of Simple Pleasures, i. 29

Pleasures, assessment of. i. 28, 42,

73
Pliny, the Younger, reference to,

ii 37 •
Poison- restrictions on sale of,

i ii 181, 270

VOL. II.
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Poiloniiiff» notification as a pro-
caution against, ii. 244

Polioe» preventive power of the,
ii. 6. 257. 261

how far information as to
individuals should be ac-
cessible to, ii. 258

offences against the, ii. 5
costs of maintaining, levied

on inhabitants in India, ii.

256 n.

Politeness* ceremonial, ii. 276
Political Liberty* the passion for,

i. 21
Political (or Legal) Sanction* i. 38,

40, 248
Politics* what is unjust in morals

cannot be just in, i. 181
Pollock* Sir F., cited, i. 204 n.;

ii. 189 n. And see Blaine
Polygamy* observations on, i. 307
Polygynia* objections to, *5.

Pompey, reference to. ii. 37
Poor* laws of property not op-

pressive to the, i. 148
common fund for relief of, i.

173; u. 211
importance of * security* to

the, i. 149
Poor Laws* State jirovision by

means of, i. 167. 168, 179
serious position in England,

ii. 212
is Poverty a crime ? i. 169;

ii. 233
classification of paupers, ii.

210
. treatment of paupers, ii. 212

Pcvular prejudices* strength of, i.

100; ii. 258
Popular (or MoM) Sanction* ii.

281. See Iteal
Popularity* as a property of pun-

ishments, ii. 1&
Population* offences against, ii. 6

utility of registers of the, ii
257

Pomograi^* by Betif de la

Bretonne, noticed, ii. 219
Portugal* incestuous alliances in,

L291
Position of the offender* its in-

fluence nn alsxm. ii. 20 ^

Positive offences* ii. 8
Possession* title from, i. 209

no title from, if based on
fraud, i. 212

Post* Palmer’s plan to prevent
delay in service of the, ii. 255

Povtfty* not the creature of law,
i. 148

whether to be reckoned as a
crime, i. 169

Power* love of, as a motive, i. 231
the Pleasures of, i. 30, 36
precautions against abuse of,

ii. 305
division of, ib.

Prejudices* spread of, by priests,

etc., ii. 190
national, considered, i. 100,

196; ii 258
Prescription* title by, i. 211

in criminal matters, ii. 130
Press* Liberty of the, discussed,

a. 190, 281, 295, 317
Presumptive evidence of ciime,

a. 271
Preventing Offences* difficulty of,

its influence on alarm, ii. 27
Prevention of Grime* as an end of

punishment, i. 100
of crime, indirect methods for,

ii. 174 et seq.

Pride* family, an obstacle to
alienation of land, i. 231

Priesthood* influence of the, u.
212

Primary Blischief* or Evil of the
first order, i. 65

Prindpal^offences* a. 8, 268
Principle* meaning of the word,

i. 4. 115
Principles and Acoessories. u. 268
Principles ofCivilLaw* meamng of*

L 115 \
PriSQgs* defecA in the system of,

a. 164 Q
Private ocnditions* rights * and

obligations attached to, i. 247
Prigate Literest vereua Public In-

terest, considered, i. 190
Private offences* a. 2. 4
Privation* pains of, i. 32
Privileges* loss of. by corpomtion*

a. 136 • ®
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Piobtfy, as a duty towards othws,
i. 81. 84

Pzooednfe» observations on, ii. 263
et seq.

ProcnleiailS, school of, referred
to, i 216

Prodhsaltty, how far to be dis-
oouraged by refusing relief

to ]^v6rty, i. 169, 170
checlung. by restraints on

^ alienation, i. 231
Prodigals, contracts of, i. 227
Prodnoe, right to, involved in

title to land, i. 212
Productive capital, i. 153
Productiveuess, an element in

value of Pleasures or Pains, i. 42
Profession, choice of, to bo made

by parent or guardian, i. 277, 282
Prohibited alliances, table of, i. 2R7
ProiAalgstiaii of laws, noticed,

i. 197
reasons for, ii. 297, 320

Pfppertv, the creature of the
law, 1. 145

evils resulting from attacks
on, i. 151

punishmentof offencesagainst,
ii. 156

evils of corax^lling owner to
disx>oBe of, i. 192

attacks upon security of,

i. 146, 147
laws of, not oppressive to the

I)oor, i. 148
limitation of right of, i. 165

Proportion between crimes and
punishments, importance of due,
ii. 126, 127

Prosperity, progress of, in North
America, i. 156

Prostitutes, XK>Bition of, considered,
iL216 0

laws directed^gainst, ii. 211,
218 • •

Provodation, as a ground of ex-
tenuation, ii. 35

Prozuuiiy,in valuation of Pleasures

and Pains, i. 42 •
Prudence, as a duty owing to one-

^
self, i. 80, 81, 84

reconcilement of goodwilland,

#*i.262

Public Executions, ii. 145, 231
Public Funds, subsidiary satisfao.

tion out of, ii. 116
**

Public Opinion, harshness of, in
cases of insult, ii. 86

increasing, in point of extent
or intensity, ii. 281

Public Prosecutor, appointment
of. s^gostod. ii. 266, 334

Public Wordlip, charges incidental
to. i. 175

I

Pngatsbheff, noticed, ii. 296
I Pnnidiments, aggravation of,* on
j

ground ot offender’s char-
acter, ii. 30

meaning and effect of, i. 58,
72; ii. 48

cruel, in cases of infanticide,
ii. 39. 271

suggested for satisfying of-
fended honour, ii. 99

that ought not to bo in-

flicted, ii. 122
proportion between crimes
and. ii. 126

should be exemplary, ii. 145,
231

various classes of, ii. 151
variety in, ii. 154

Purity, an element in value of
Pleasure or Pain, i. 42

Pylades, saying of, to Augustus,
ii. 201

Pythagoras, reference to, i. 112

Quaede medicines, disclosing the
composition of. ii. 296

Quakers, as founders of colonies,

i. 156
advantages of Marriage Act

denied to, ii. 244
Question, begging the, i. 102

Race, orLineage,as a circumstance
influencing sonsibility, i. 55

Rimdmn Punishments, irUrod., i. xi

influence of, on sensibility,

i. 54
Rape, the crime of, i. 75; ii. 187
Real Property, obstacles to aliena-

tion of, i. 229
Realistic punislinients. See Em*

btoyatic punishments
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Beafons for laws, promulgation
of. discussed, ii.

BebdlionSt associations not a
cause of, iii. 326

Baeognition of l^vidnals, facili-

ties for, recommended as a
police measure, ii. 257

Bebognizances, to keep the peace,
ii. 138

Beoompense, more effective than
punishment, i. 253. 800Reward

Becreatioil8» utility of harmless,
ih 200

Bedress, benefit of, in supplying
place of revenge, ii. 206

Bmective offences, ii. 2 , 4, 225
Befozm, any scheme of, should

develop gradually, i. 207
Betonuaiion, how far an object in

punishment, ii. 146
Register of births, deaths, and mar-

riages, recommended, ii. 243
of the TOpulation. necessary

for police purposes, ii. 257
Registration, of Titles, ii. 239

of Births, Deaths, and Mar-
riages, ii. 243

of Deeds, ii. 239, 241
advantages of, ii. 241
adoption of, in France and

England, ii. 242
to promote identification by
means of, ii. 257

Regret, the pains of, i. 33
Regains, referred to, ii. 289
Reid, Prof. J. S., cited, ii. 282 n.

Relations, prohibition of mar-
riages between, i. 287, 290

infamyattachingto offender's,
ii. 137

Belief, pleasure of, i. 32
of the poor, necessity for
system of, i. 174

Religion, offences against, ii. 7, 10
State should not interfere
with choice of, i. 83

use of the motive of, ii. 284
provisions for the support of,

i. 175, 176
notions of, asaciroumstance in-

fluencing sensibility, i. 48, 57
authority of, not a reason

for a law, i. 89

Religions impostures, instructions
to guard against, ii. 246

Religions intolerance, destroys
benevolence, ii. 277

paralyzes industry, i. 153
Beligions persuasion, as influ-

encing sensibility, i. 57
Religious prindtolCt not a separate

or distinct principle, i. 26
Religious Sanction, position of

legislator as to the. ii. 288
has often conflicted with

I

utility, ii, 289

j
Religions terts, mischief of, ii. 285

) Remedi^ for the evil of offences,

I

ii. 47 et seg.

j
BuppresBive, for chronic of-

fences, ii. 56
Remissibility, as a property of

punishment, ii. 146
Removal of o^9k^ials, powef of,

should not be in hands of those
who ajipoint, ii. 309

Reparation, principle of, ii. 333. 336
Repetition, effect of, in aggrava-

ting small offences, ii. 88
of attacks on property, re-

sult of, i. 154
Reports, false, satisfaction to per-

sons injured by, ii. 80
Representation, popular, referred

to, i. 105
Bepnhlics, extent to which public
amusements were sought in,i. 179

Repntation, the pleasures of, i. 30
love of, as connected with

benevolence, ii. 275
forfeiture of, as a punishment,

ii. 161
offences against the. ii. 89
satisfaction as applicable to

offences against, ib.

inadequacy of remedies for
attacks ii. 8.5

Rcpntgtion and ' Person, offences
against, ii. 4 * .

Respect for superiors, want of. in-

dicative of a dangerous char-
acter, ii. 31

Beq^onsibility, civil, of one person
for another, ii. 107 et

of public officials, how to in-

crease the, ii. 227 «
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RownudliUity,diminution of.when
power vested in a number
of persons, ii. 307

should increase with tempta-
tion, ii. 227

Bertitation in Kind, a form of satis-

faction, ii. 66. 75
when article has a sentimental

value, ii. 78
allowance for deterioration,

ii. 79
as between two innocent

claimants, ii. 75
effect of purchase at low

price on. ii. 76
compensation for improve-
ments in case of, ii. 77

Restrictive Pnnidiments, ii. 152.
167

Retaliation, the Itx talionia, ii. 144
Revenge, extent of evil of crimes

occasioned by, i. 74; ii. 206
the pleasures of. ii. 104
operation of, as a satisfac-

tion for offences, ii. 105
legal redress a substitute for,

ii. 206
groundless antipathy more

dangerous than, ii. 104
punishment actuated by, i.

100; ii. 275
Revolt, precautions against, on the

part of governors, ii. 310
Bewacds, more accessible to do-

mestic than political gover-
nor, ii. 301

to informers, cause for fre-

quent failure of, ii. 283
are more effective than Pun-

• ishment, i. 253
mixed with punishment, ii. 02

Right, as the correlative of duty,
i. 119, 122

meaning of t^ word, i. 1, 11
as the countmpart of^bliga-

. etion. i. 115, 119, 247
as the creature of law, i. 110
to the services of others, i.

247 •
the Buie of, as a guide to con-

duct, i. 11
RioC character of the offence of.

Biot,compensation incase of, ii. 121
method of disj^sing persons
engaged in. li. 59

inadvisability of reading the
Biot Act, ih.

Ritual observances, multiplicity
of, to be avoided, i. 198

Robbery, various forms of. noticed,
ii. 27. 177 n.. 332

Roman Catholics. 8or Catholics

RomiUlS, their laws silent as to
prostitution, ii. 219

punishment of Vestal Virgins
by the, ii. 10

ferocity of, increased by
gladiatorial shows, ii. 275

absence of diiolling among,
promoted assassination, ii.

209
poisoning among the. ii. 270
reasons for froqiiont revolts of

governors, ii. 311
abolition of debts by the

Senate, i. 181
Rome, expenditure on public

shows in, i. 179
factions in. arising from anti-

pathy, i. 13
Bomilly, noticed, i. Introd., iii,

viii; ii. 166, 168
Rotation, retirement of officials by,

ii. 313
Rousseau (J- j.)* referred to, i. 91,

96, 107, 255, 284
*Royal George,* wreck of, noticed,

11. 335
Royal Prerogative,of pardon, ii.l72

Rosmlty, Blackstone’s exaggera-
tions as to, i. 94

Rupee, fixing value of the, i. 194

Bussell (Lord W.). referred to, ii.

289
(Hon. B.), cited, ii. 174 n.

Russia, improvement of young
nobility in, ii. 302

changes introduced by Peter
the Great in, ii. 2(^, 283

difficulty of escape in, ii. 261
tenure of land in, i. 157

Sabbath, observance of the, ii. 203
Sahininiia, school of. referred to,

1. 1^6
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SfeUon, pmotioe of EiwliBh. to
trace name on wrists* iu 269

Salacy, increase of, will reduce
temptation to be dishonest, iL
227, 228

SalOf proper causes forinvalidating,
i. 223

of poisons, etc., ii. 270
Samaritan, the good, noticed, i. 261
Samaon’s riddle, reference to. ii.

104
Sanotiona, associated with Plea-

sure and Pain, i. 37
the Ph^ical, i. 38. 39
the Political (or TiOgal), i. 38,
40

the Moral (or Popular), i. 38,
39

the Religious, i. 38, 39
Austin’s remarks as to the

word, i. 37
Sangainaiy ponishments, ii. 39,

123, 169. 275, 333
Satiriita, sentiment of benevolence
weakened by, ii. 277

SatialactiQii, nature of, ii. 62
reasons for obligation to

make, ii. 64
six kinds of, distinguished,

ii. 66
the amount of, to be con-

ceded, i. 58; ii. 68
should be excessive rather

than inadequate, ii. 69
ought to be certain, ii. 70
extent of pecuniary, ii. 73
on whom burden of, should

fall, ii. 107
subsidiary, out of public

funds, li. 116
Savage races, insecure condition

of. i. 14ffi; ii. 198
distinction between, and oivi-

lissed races, ii. 198
SavageSt the pursuits and amuse-

ments of, ii. 198
Savings, will not suffice to prevent

destitution, L 168, 171
Savings referred to, ii. 213

provision for the cultiva-
tion of, i. 177; it 201

condition of the poor
in, i. 172; iL 212 .

Sea, libert^r of fishing in, should
be unlimited, i. 217

Secondary mischiefs, distinguished
from primary. See Alarm

Secret informanons, laying of, per-
missible, ii. 314

Security, principal object of civil

law, i. 123, 124, 126, 143
opposition between equality

and, i. 157, 158
examples of attacks upon, L

181 et seq.

meaning of, i. 142, 147
must make provision for the

future, i. 143
reconciliation of Equality and,

i. 161
sacrifice of Security to, i. 163
as important to the poor as

to the rich, i. 149
Security for good conduct, iL*138

et aeg.

Seducing motiveiL distinguished
from tutelary, ii. 25

Seduction, compensation for, in

English law, ii. 73
Self-defence, the nature of, i. 78

and punishment, relation be-
tween, ii. 46

Self-preservation, desire of, L 77
Self-regarding offences, ii. 2, 4, 225
Semi-public offences, ii. 2, 6
Seneca, cited, i. 24
Senses, the pleasures of the, i. 29

the pains of the, i. 33
Sensibili^, circumstances influ-

encing, i. 45-57
secondary clroumstanoes af-

ecting, e.y., sex, age, rank,
etc., i. 52 0

practical applicationofTheory
of. L 67-64

Sensuality, as% motive, U. 213
Seutimeidal teriM use. of, i. 103
SeparsMh vxrd^ between hus-

band and wife, i. 302 ; ii. CIS
Servant, right and obli^tions

attached to condition of,

• L264
responsibility of master for,

it 107, 108, 111 ^
relation between Master and,

i. 264
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Servant* degrees of master's re-
sponsibility for acts of. ii.

109
should remain primarily re-

sponsible. ib.

Senrioes, in their relation to obliga-
tions, i. 247

Servitudes* inconveniences of ten-
ancy in common do not attach
to. 1. 259

Sex* influence of. on sensibility, i. 62
Sexual appetite* pleasures and

pains of the, i. 35, 36
Sexual desire* as a motive, i. 75;

ii. 213
arrangements for satisfaction

of, to prevent offences, ii. 213
Shame* application of, as a pun-

ishment, ii. 161

• sense of, as a motive, ib.

operates with less force on
slaves, i. 272

Ships* insurance of foreign, ii 223
Siam* reference to King of. ii. 306
Sidnex* Sir Philip, referred to, i. 1 73

Algernon, referred to, i. 89; ii.

289
Simple afflictive punishments, ii.

161
Simple offences* ii. 8
Simple Pleasures, list of, i. 20
Simplhdty, importance of. in laws.

i200
Sinecures* conditions for abolition

of. i. 189
SkUl* the pleasures of. i. 29
Slander* ii. 80
Slavery* nature of. i. 266

^ mode of adjusting ’ civil in-
^ equality resulting from,

i. 161
labour less prc^uotive than in

state of fre<ffmm, i. 270
rights and ^ligatj|U||B in re-

I lation to,*^ 27ff
* diffioulties .of mitigation in

condition of, L 267
false analogy with eolation

of schoolTOy, i. 269
induces waste and extrava-

» ganoe, i. 270
emancipation of slaves con*

dered. L 273. 270

359

Slaves* right of public meeting
cannot be conceded to. ii. ^7

Smith, Adam, noticed, i. 41; ii.

280
Smuggling* prohibition of acts

preparatory to, ii. 269
So^l Ck>de* operation of, i. 248
Social Contract* Kousseau's. re-

ferred to. i. 96. 97. 107
Social motives* ii. 24
EklCialism* reference to what is

now called, i. 158
Solemnities* application of, to

punishments, ii. 145, 231,
333

to be observed in execution
of deeds, ii. 237

Sophisms* of Aristoilo, referred
to. i. 80. 102

Sorcery. See Witdusralt
Sovereign* pardoning power vested

in. ii. 171
gains in power by intercourse

with the people, ii. 317
protended contract between

People and, i. 95
Sovereignty, ii. 6
Sparta* condition of, referrod to,

i. 19, 182, 267, 283; ii. 302
Speaking-trumpet* recommended

for use in dispersal of mobs,
i

u. 60
; Spirituous liquors* taxation of. ii.

182
Spontaneous generatiou* noticed,

i. 217 n.. 229
Stage-effects* to bo aimed at in

punishments, ii. 145, 231, 333
Stamps* to attest quality and

quantity, recommended, ii. 253
Standards* of quantity, necessity

for, ii. 250
of quality, necessity for, ii.

253
Star Chamber* reference to. ii. 232
State* duty to defend, i. 251

offences against the, ii. 3. 5
differences between govern-
ment of famil)r and. ii. 300

dutv of, to maintain rights
of property, i. 154

Status, i. ^3; Ii. 81. And see
Condition
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Statate laboar, a violation of so-
ourity, i. 184

SteadineBS, as a oi^umstanoe af-
fecting sensibility, i. 48

StQpmower* treatment of girls by,
i. 300

Stwnother and Stepfather, dif-

ference in the motives and con-
duct of, i 289

Strength, a circumstance influ-

encing sensibility, i. 46
Style of a code should be simple,

i. 206
Subornation, a ground for in-

validating exchanges, i. 225
Subsidiary satisfaction, at public

charges, ii. 116
Subsistwoe, a distinct object of

civil law, t. 123, 124, 126
is attacked when ‘abundance ’

is attacked, i. 155
laws relative to, i. 129; ii. 210

Substitutive satisfaction, ii 67, 107
Succession, as affected by corrup-

tion of blood, i. 94; ii. 136
observations on the laws of,

i. 199, 234 et seq,

SufEiage, question of the, i. 105
Sulla, reference to, ii. 44
Sumptuary laws, noticed, i. 83; ii

182
Sunday, observance of, ii. 202, 203
Supofluous punishments, ought

not to be inflicted, ii. 123
Superior need, as a cause of obliga-

tions, i. 250
Superstitious practloes, instruc-

tions as to, ii. 297
Sureties, for good conduct, ii. 138

in case of apprehended duel,
ii. 140

in case of apprehended breach
of trust, A,

liability of, considered, ii. 141
Sweating. See Oaths
Swindling, instructions to guard

against, ii. 246
SymboLs of Octae, use of, as a

punishment, ii. 162
Synoathy, pleasures and pains of,

i. 34
principle of Antipathy and,

i. 9, 12, 20, 100 •

Syn^athy, sentiments of, as a
circumstance influencing sensi*
bility, i. 49

Tacitus, cited, ii. 176, 181, 299
Taste, pleasures and pains of, i.

29, 33
Tattooing, reference to, ii. 259
Tiaation, proper purposes of, I

163 et eeq/
Taxes, which amount to attacks

on security, i. 184
injustice of Law, i. 185; ii.

266
Tea, beneficial effect of use of, ii.

200
Telemaohus, referred to, i. 17
Tel^hus, reference to wound in-

flicted on, by Achilles, ii. 101
Tanperament, as a circumstance

influencing sensibility, i. 46
Temptation, reducing by means of

high salaries, ii. 227. 228
responsibility should increase

with, ii. 227
Tenancy in common, inconveni-

ences of, i. 267
Tests, mischief of religious, ii. 286
Theatres, utility of, ii. 200
Theft punishment of. ii. 158

instructions to guard against,
ii. 246

Thieves, giving instructions as to
methods of, ii. 246

Threats, as an expedient to pre-
vent offences, ii. 60

Time, lapse of, in criminal matters,
ii.l30

operation of, on titles frcpn
possession, i. 211

Timoieon, reference to, ii. 43
TiUe, distingu^ed from Interest,

i. 209 a.

Titles, dnfer a right, of
propmy, L 209 et seq^

registration o|, ii. 239
Trade, taxes in restraint of, an

c, attack on security, i. 184
nations are partners, not

rivals, in, i 71 ; ii 280
Transtes, of property, i 222, 829
Transplaiitatioii, of Laws, effect of

sensibil^y in regard to^h^^
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TcaiMPortatloiu as a punishment,
ii. 163, 164

history of, tb.

Tceascm, by insurance of enemy’s
property, ii. 223

Trast, breaches of, alarm in cases
of, i. 279; ii. 21

offences concerning, it. 3 n.

Trath, regarded as a principle,
t. ll;ii. 33

Uirk, the rule of the. destructive
^effect of, i. 164
Turkey, law of succession in. i. 199

government of, noticed, ii. 312
Tutelary motives, ii. 24
Tyrannioal Government, paralysis

of industry by, i. 153
Tyrants, the killing of, ii. 43

Uncertainty, of voluntary con*
• tributions, i. 172
in procedure, ii. 263
in punishments,effect of, ii. 171

Understanding, as a guide to con-
duct, i. 10

Undertaking, as to future conduct,
in cases of attestative satis-

faction, ii. 84
UneanaUe punishments, ii. 143
Universi^ oaths, noticed, ii. 292
Unpopakunty of a punishment, ii.

148
Usorpation, of authority by means

of judge-made law, i. 205
Usury, offence of, an error of the

political sanction, i. 41
tendency of abolition of debts

to increase, i. 181
is commercial extortion, ii.

X 248
Usury Laws, impolicy of, i. 186 ; ii.

10

Utiltty, principle of^ 1, 3, 4
•assent to, often apparent
• only, i. 1 w
.dteoulties of4mter8 who ad-

here to, i.^S
represented as oppo^ to

Justice and Virtue, i. 9g
principle of, often followed

ins&iotively, i. 88
bwa should conform with, i.

361

Utility, as opposed to Antipathy,
iL 186

regulation of Benevolence to
conform with, ii. 279

Value, of pleasure or pain, estimate
of, i. 42 aeq,

of affection, restitution in
case of, ii. 78

of affection, in case of forced
exchange, i. 194

Variability, as a property of pun-
ishments, ii. 143

Variety in punishments, necessity
for, ii. IM

Vehmio Courts, mentioned, ii. 232
Vengeance, punishment actuated

by, i. 100; ii. 206. See Re-
venge

a vile motive, i. 170
Venice, reference to government

of, ii. 201, 219, 314, 323
Vermin, pursuit of, considered, i.

221
Vice, true meaning of, i. 5
Vicious desires, origin of, ii. 196
Vindicative satisfaction, ii. 66, 104
Virtue, true meaning of, L 5

represented as opposed to
Utility, i. 22

Voltaire, noticed, i. 173; ii. 169,
277

Voluntary Contributions, will not
suffice to prevent destitu-
tion, i. 168, 172

imperfections of, i. 172
Voluntary services, i. 247

Wager, giving an interest in

crime, ii. 225
of battel, referred to, ii. 189

Wagers, policy of, considered, ii.

224
Wanta, of a man, circumstances on

which thev depend, i. 61
War, laws of security in abeyance

during, i. 142
Wards, principles of guardianship

of, i. 277
age at which tutelage should

cease, i. 280
responsibility of guardian, ii

.

ill
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VfttXX, liberty of taking fieh ia l WOltt deatb-bed. gioands for up-
great. L 217 . bolding. tSe

Wodfli. the pleasurea of, i. 29* .
fematitjea on mAlting

^
ii >2^)4

,36 ... should be registered, ii. 240
inflaeiioe of* on sensibility, i* ntili^pj^ testamentary poT^er,

ratio of happiness by gain of,

to pain by loss of* oon-
sideS^ L 134

passion for, i 20
effect of portion of. on happi-

ness, i. 134, 135
offences against the National,

i

ii. 6
ofb^es against

ii. 0 / : :v 'iV-'

Waied*
'

it 250';..: .

Wlltg2iiMi^''''paoishin<^::^j^ :

109.288 .?;/&'- •-s:'

Wile. SeeFnilienil'itMll .STIe..

Will, indirect ezpemnts oiubu*\
{

lated to influence the, Ii.

193
Wills, grounds for nullity of. L !

246

limitation on power to make,
i. 246

Witchcfafi, evil results of belief
in, ii. 247;

animagiwyoffence, ii 10,2^3
Women, position of. as to sensi.

bihty and occupation, i. 52,
303; ii, 211

votes for, i 106
WdcA reference to prohibition

exportation of, ii. 10
-ioi^^ of costs of

Xrniii
ilpn reference to, by Mon-

ts^i^Vioibed; i 192

f^i^^kd^ regutr^ eff .d6<^ in, ii.

lij^snlh^ Arthur, editor of Annals
Agriouiiure, noticed, i 175 n.

Yimil, education of, ii. 302
will not take warning from

old age, i 171
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